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ABSTRACT 

Since he began writing in the late 1950s and early 19609, Timothy Findley has 
published nine novels, three wllections of shoa stories, three plays and one memoir, 
nearly alI of which are marked by the motif of madness. This study examines the 
depiction of madness in Findley's fiction through the lens of the theories of the anti- 
psychiatry movement, particularly those ofRD. Laiug and David Cooper. 

Findley began writing at the height of the popularity of the anti-psychiatry 
movement, at a time when Laing's theories on madness were earning a great deal of 
popular attention in North America- His view of madness, as articulated through his 
fiction, is remarkably consistent with that presented by the proponents of the anti- 
psychiatry movement: both address the wide-scale destruction of human and non-human 
life through the misapplication of human beings' rational impulses; both view madness as 
a potentially revolutionary force; and both recognize rational civilization's impulse to 
impose the label of "mad" upon those individuals who deviate from society's norms, 
expunging such individuals fiom society in an attempt to impose a distance between 
reason and its opposite. According to this view, "mad" individuals - whose perceptions 
are controlled, not by cooscious rational processes, but by unconscious ones - are able to 
resist and possibly transform the repressive, destructive norms of their society. Despite 
their society's diagnosis it is not the individuals who react against the norms of society 
who are insane, but the society itseIf; this is effectively illustrated in Findley's novels in 
which those characters who are labelled "mad" exhibit what is recognizably the most 
"sane7' behaviour of all, 

In this world which continues to permit systemic violence and terror, it is those 
who "leave the formation" of modern rational civilization, rejecting the tyranny of 
"insane" social systems, who alone are able to gain a clear perspective on that 
civilization. If we would see beyond our narrow definitions of what is acceptable to 
embrace their imaginative vision of the world, we could perhaps redeem the sense of 
wonder and the spirit of benevolence that we have lost in the process of civilization 
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INTRODUCTION: ",..SOME IUND OF ABSOLUTE CLARlTYn 

[OJne thing about the "mad," you see, is they don't like lies. So this is why I 
seize so oftea upon these people as the heras of my work It's only because 
they have this flung-out connection through the mind to some kind 
of absolute clarity- And this is what fiction is al l  about: achieving the clarity 
obscured by facts. 

Timothy Findley, I&& Mmory, 18 1. 

This statement should come as no surprise to readers familiar with Timothy 

Findley's work; the moral and epistemological privileges ascribed to madness1 are 

recurring leitmotifs in Fidley's texts, typically deployed to contest the often submerged 

repressive tendencies of our ostensibly rational Western culture. As I will argue, 

Findley's views on madness are remarkably consistent with those of the proponents of 

the so-called "anti-psychiatryl' movement, sad most notably the British psychiatrists RD. 

Laing a d  David Coopa, whose works provide a usefbl lens through which to read 

Findley's portrayals of  madness. Laing's popularity was not limited to either Britain or 

the psychiatric profession, but, as Zbigniew Kotowicz notes, 'v]is puMic presence was 

such that he became a household name." Kotowicz continues: 

He was r e d  widely by professionals and lay persons alike. Books were 
written about bim, intetviews with him were conducted and published, 
references to his works could be found everywhere. His works were almost 
immediately translated into major foreign languages and he became a voice 
heard throughout Europe and across the Atlantic (Kotowicz 1). 

Laing has said of himself. Y suppose I'm om of the symptoms of the times" (Mezau 

h). These times - the 1960s - were themseIves characterized by a challenging of 

authority and a searching for alternatives to the "establishment" of contemporary 

capitalist society; the ad-psychiatry movement is merely one element of the general 



social climate, which was marked by feelings of dissatisfaion with contemporary 

capitalist society and a desire to atfirm the Life, freedom, and dignity of individual human 

beings2. As Kotowicz explains, 'Zaing touched a raw nerve.. . he attempted to politicize 

and spiritdhe, so to speak, the discourse of madness and in the process, in a truly 

anarchic fashion, he questioned, doubted, ridiculed some ofthe fundamental precepts that 

govern our society" (Kotowicz 1; my ellipsis). Findley's first novel, Z k  Last of rhe 

Crmy Peofle, was written at the height of the popularity of the anti-psychiatry 

movement, and was published in 1967, the same year as Loing and Cooper's Congress on 

the Dialectics of Liberation and the publication of Laing's Politics ufExperienee. 

Laing's eartiex work - particularly 2he Diviakd Self(1960) and SSarity, M-ss cmd the 

Famil) (1964) - had won him international fame. Thus, during the period in which 

Findley was developing the thematics that recur throughout his body of work, Laing's 

ideas about madness were receiving a great deal of popular attention, 

Madness in Fmdley's works reflects the following definition presented by David 

Madness is latent in each of US as the possibility of a near total destruduring 
ofthe normal structures of existence with a view to the restructuring of a less 
alienated 0.e. govaned by internalized fbrces of 'otherness') form of 
existence in a new personal space.. .It is only when, at some arbitrary point, a 
person ceases to conform sufficiently with social conventions that that person 
is regarded socially as mauf, and at that point in bourgeois society at this 
moment in history the medical appmms is brought into play (Cooper 1978: 
154-155). 

Findley's w o k  subverts standardized rmtions of civilization, erticulatiq the realities and 

concans of those who are deemed %ad," "deviant? or ''indigent" by a society which is 

organized by sets of binary structures embedded in, and constitutive 0s Western 



civilization- Certainly, Findley's novels are peopled with characters that could be called 

"insaneyy in the sense that they reject the vision of reality that dominates in the moral 

world ofFindleyYs fiction. In this world which continues to permit systemic violence and 

terror, it is these characters, who reject the tynnny 0f4ksaae" social systems, who do in 

fact display what Findley has caild Wle ultimate -paaitv" (Gibson 122). 

Findley has commented in a number of intmewm3 on the prevalence of md'' 

characters in his work, and has said, in conversation with Grrme Gibson, that the 

great& pleasure in his work as a novelist rises fiom "having that special twisted view 

which is a dependence on the insane people to do sane thin# (122). Fdey is openly 

critical of authoritarian structures which operate in our supposedly '%eeS' society, and he 

often confkoms - in his intcaiews, addresses, and non-fiction writing4, as well as in his 

fiction - the damage inflicted upon human beings by the prevailing social, political, 

military and medical establishments which structure and c o d  our reality. Madness, in 

his fiction, operates as a space of resistance to the repressive and alienating norms of 

twentieth-century Western capitalist, technological society, and provides the only 

possible means by which the human race can redeem itself &om the state of alienation 

that our civilization has produced. Nearly all of Findley's novels, and many of his short 

stories, feature protagonists who, if not clinically insane, nevertheless attempt to resist the 

conventions and restrictions of their society, which often results in their being labelled 

"mad." By virtue of their marginal position, Fidly 's  characters are able to both 

recognize and reject tyranny, choosing instead the seemingly "imtionrrln action as 

morally preferable. Such actions - Z k  Wms's Robert Ross hehg the hotses, for 



example - signify a call to overturn the systems which have allowed war, murder and 

hypocrisy - themes which are so prevalent in Findley's fiction - to flourish. Such 

characters are typically classifled as mad, and expunged fiom society, in a fictionalized 

enactment of what F o d t  identifies, in his M d .  md Civi1izafizafion~ as reason's 

impulse to impose a physical separation between itself and unreason's perceived threat. 

Despite their society's diagnosis. it is not the individds who react against the norms of 

society, but the society - which sanctions evil - which is itself bane; this is effectively 

illustrated in Findley's novels, in which those characters who are labelled ''mad" exhibit 

what is recognizably the most "sad' behaviour of all. However, in his j ~ ~ f a ~ ~ s i t i o n  of 

the cCsane" behaviour ofthe mad individual and the 'had" behaviour of Westem society 

in general, Findley does not indict "society" as a generalized, anonymous construct but, 

rather, reveals through his narratives how we are ourselves each individually implicated 

in the very societal violence that we claim to abhor. Characters such as Vanessa Van 

Home, Ruth Damarosch, and Hugh Seiwyn MmberIey live in a world in which violence 

is so perva~ive that they are unable to recognize the extent of their own complicity within 

it. While they believe that they are engaged in gestures of resistance, they are heavily 

implicated in the very systems which oppress them and which threaten to destroy 

humanity. 

Findley's novels contain s e v d  characters who have been diagnosed as 

schizophrenic - such as Lilah Kemp and Amy Wylie - or who are hospitalized for 

psychiatric treatment - such as Hooker Winslow, M i n ~  Joyce, rad Lily Kilworth. These 

characters occupy positions h m  which they are able to resist the nonap of society; 



however, their potential is Limited, due to the impulse ofrational society to sequester the 

mad as ccotha," and to CCcure7' them through intrusive treatments designed to "drag them 

willy-nilly back into our world" (Headhfer 189). LiIah takes her medication, not 

because she desires coafomity, but baruse she cannot bear to be confined in an asylum, 

while Lily is sent to an asylum, where she dies in a fie which she kself  sets. This 

notion that any violence and d e r i n g  rssociated with madness springs, not @om the mad 

themselves, but fiom the treatment of the mad by the sane, is one of many simiIarities 

between Findley's work and the theories ofthe anti-psychiatrists. David Cooper writes, in 

Of course there is suffering in psychiatrized madness but lhis Mering is 
entire& imposed by the intervention of techniques, EMily techniques, other 
micro-social techniques of d o n  .ad elhindon, and then the biggest, 
most technical and most medically respectd evasion and elimination of all - 
psychiatry and its adjunct professionalisms psychologists, social workers, 
muses, etc. .. mhere is a world of diffcfence betwea this socially imposed 
suffering and a despair tbat one chooses, even joyfully, to live through 
(Cooper 1978: 43; emphasis in original, my ellipsis). 

Left done to their Cs~yfW despair," Findley's novels suggest, the mad could lead us to a 

world of wonder, in which the artificially imposed bders  between 'keaIity" md the 

imagination are broken down5. Given the centrality of madness to Fidley's fiction, and 

the consistencies between Findley's and Laing's views on madness, it is surprising that 

dissertation, which will examine Fidley's fepresCIlsBtions of madness within the 

hmework ofthe theories of RD. Laing, represents the fitst kl1-length study of madness 

in Findley's novels. 



While a detailed analysis of the anti-psychiatry movement is beyond the scope of 

this project, I think that, as I will be returning to Laing's theories throughout this 

dissertation, it is woahwbile to outline some of the central idem of what are generally 

thought to be RD. Laing's three most important books: Z k  DM&edSey(1960); Santy, 

Mclllhess cad the Fanti& (1964); and The Politics qfExpetietrce (1967). The term ccaatb 

psychiatry" was wined by David Coopa -a South African-born psychiatrist who trained 

and practiced in Britain - in 1967 to refkr to a sfrain of thinking within psychiatry that 

was highly critical of traditional psychiatric practices. Although some, including Lain& 

rejected the term ccanti-psy~hiatry,n the psychiatrists llssociated with this movement - 

Laing, Cooper, Aaron Esterson, Joseph Berke, Leon Redkr, and Morton Schatzrnan ia 

England; and Thomas S a u z  in the United States -were d t e d  in their questioning oS not 

merely particular techniques of psychiatry, but the very foundations of psychiatry itseIE, 

including its conception of madness as an illness which can - lad must - be "cured" by 

the intervention of Western medicine. In contrast, the anti-psychiatrists view institutional 

psychiatry as "an extensive system of violence" (Cooper 1976: 55) directed against 

hunaa beings, and in which individual psychiatrists participate. Accofdiag to Cooper, 

madness is a universal, revolutionary force, which is under attack by the institution of 

psychiatry, which has invented the idea of "mental illness" in order to justify the 

incarceration of those who do not M within the boundaries of'hormal" society. The basic 

tenets of the anti-psychiatry movement include: the identification of "schizophrenia" as, 

not a sickness, but a label which is & M y  attached to individuals whose behaviow 

does not accord with accepted strad.rds of 'hormal" behaviw, and the belieftbrt what 



psychiatrists call schizophrenia is "either a reaction to a disturbed fjunily.. .or a healing 

voyage which would be of benefit if it could be completed without interference" pantam 

334). In addition, anti-psychiatrists consider the methods of conventional psychiatry - 

diagnosis, followed by goal-oriented treatment (the goal being the "cure7' of the "sick" 

individual) - to be counter-productive. For the anti-psychiatrists, the isolation of 

madness as the object of medical study and treatment only ~erpetuates the patient's 

alienation; the afbing of labels such as "Cschiu,phrenia" to the individual's behaviour is, 

according to anti-psychicltry, the most benign example of the '%iolence" which is enacted 

against people by traditional psychicrtry, more extreme examples include 

electroco~lvulsive therapy, the prescription of powerful chemicals, and surgery If 

madness is, not a "disease77 to be ''cured,'' but a state of being, then standard medical 

solutions - diagnosis, therapy, medication, and surgery - which have as thew aim the 

retum of the "marlman" to %ormal" behavim and interaction, not only will not achieve 

their aim, but may actually exacerbate the patient's alienated condition, creating those 

very behavioum which are i d d e d  as "mad." 

Laing's first book Z k  D i v i M  Sey (1960; 1%5), 'cattempts an existential- 

phenomenological account of some schizoid and schizophrenic persons7' W g  1965: 

IS), while approaching ''psychotic" behaviow as an expression of the patient's existence, 

not - as it is understood by conventional psychiatry - as the sign of a disease. Imiag 

accepts the tam G'schiu,phrenia,77 but "phemmenolopically and existentially" (18), rather 

than in the clinical sense; in other words, schizophrenia, for the Laing of lk Divided 



Self, is not an iilness, but a way of experiencing the world, which he characterizes as 

The individual in the ordinary circumstances of living may feel more unreal 
than real; in a literal sense, more dead than alive; precarious1y differentiated 
from the rest of the world, so that his identity and autonomy are always in 
question. He may lack the experience of his own temporary continuity- He 
may not possess an over-riding sense of personal consistency or 
cohesiveness. He may fa1 more insubstantial than substaotial, and unable to 
assume that the stuff he is made of is genuine, good, valuable. And he may 
fa1 his self as partially divorced fiom his body (42). 

At the core of The Divi&d w i s  a critiqiue of psychiatric disoourse; Laing argues for the 

necessity of dimding the terrninoiogy of traditional psychiatry, which, he writes, is 

ccspecifically designed to isolate and circumscribe the meaning of the patient's life to a 

particular clinical entity," (13) and thus only succeeds in further alienating the patient. If 

ccmadness" is udefstood as a state of profound alienation &om one's ccauthentic selr 

then a system that has the effect of exacerbating that condition clearly does more harm 

than good. 

Mer the publication of Diviakd &I/, Laing began work at the Tavistock Clinic 

in London, where he conducted research into patterns of interpersonal communication 

and interaction within families ofpatients diagnosed as schizophrenic. In 1964, Laing and 

Aaron Esterson published the findings of their ongoing research into the relationship 

between b i l y  interaction and psychosis. This study, which involved interviews with 

twenty-five f d e  patients - diagnosed as "schizophrenic" by at least two senior 

psychiatrists at o m  of two London hospitals - ad their f d e s ,  was published as Wty, 

M&sT~ antithe FmiQ. The book preseats the cases of eleven women chosen fiom the 

original twenty-five. me aim was to show that, in each case, the behaviour that has led to 



the psychiatric diagnosis is, in fhct, "intelligible" in the context of the pattern of 

interaction of that particular Gunily. Through nramining the experience of the psychotic 

within what they refer to as a "behavioural field," Loing and Esterson attempt to reveal 

that behaviour aud speech which, out of context, seems b b m e  and distorted, can in fact 

be understood as a reasonable negotiation of the complex and alienating patterns of 

comm~cation which operate in each of these chosen fimilies. The authors argue that 

'cschhphrenia" is a label referring to bebaviour that can be traced to a disorder, not in 

brain fbnctioning, but in patterns of fimily interaction; they cunclude that 'ho 

schizophrenic has beem studied whose disturbed pattern of oomrunication has not been 

shown to be a reflection of, and reaction to, the disturbed and disturbing pattern 

characterizing his or h a  fhrnily of origin" (Laing aad Estason 95). 

In 1967, the British edition of Michel Foucault's M&ss and CiviIizohon - a text 

which attempts to account for the constitution of the phenomenon of madness from the 

sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries - was published by Tavistock in a series edited by 

Laing. The edition differed fiom the American edition in its inclusion of an introduction 

by David Cooper, which signalled the appropriation of Foucauit's text by the British anti- 

psychiatry movement7. In this early work, Foucault chronicles the discursive construction 

of madness in modem Europe, arguing that madness only explicitly became a specifiable 

mental illness at the end of the eighteenth century, when reason became accept& as the 

definitive trait of our "enlightened" identity. k order to secure this rational identity, 

however, all behaviour, practices, and beIiefk that did not codorm to this new self- 

understanding were excluded or outlawed. Because reason seeks objectivity and mastery, 



this exclusion took the form of the confinement and "'treatment" of the insane- In other 

words, in order to cleanse itself of what is other, reason needed to physically separate 

itself from the perceived threat of umesrson, but this separation simult~~~~eously fhcilitated 

the study and medicalization of madness - now both spatially and scientifically isolated. 

There is thus a link, Foucault argues, between the history of reason and the discursive 

organization of its other - unreason, or madness. As J'gen Habemas writes, Foucault 

"'classifies insanity among those limit experiences in which Westem logos sees itsew, 

with extreme ambivalence, Geed with something heterogeneous" @Tabemas 240). This 

of his philosophical predecessors, takes up this theme of heterogeneity and transgression, 

and seeks, within the silence of madness, an antidote to the dominating monologue of 

reason. In his introduction, for exampie, Foucault e e s :  

As for a c o m a  language [of madness and sanity], them is none; or rather, 
there is no such thing my long=, the constitution of madness as a mental 
illness, at the sad of the eighteenth century, aEords the evidence of a broken 
dialogue, posits the separation as already effected, and thrusts into oblivion 
all those stammered, i m p k t  words without fixed syntax in which the 
exchange between madness and reason was made. The Ianguage of 
psychiatry, which is a monologue of reason abouf madness, has been 
established only on the basis of such a silence (Foucault xi; emphasis in 
original). 

He continues by identifying his project as an "Car~haeology of that silence" (xi), but that 

betrays, not only the concealed Romanticism of what is ostensibly a descriptive project, 

but also the theoretical paradox of any such project. As Jacques Derrida points out in 

c"Cogito and the History of Madness,'' in his m p t  to pmride a history "of madness 

itselS, in its most vibrant state, Wore beiag aptwed by knowledge" @arida 34)', he 



must necessarily employ the same concepts which were themselves used in the capture 

and containment of madness. His ccarchaeology" of the silence which separates reason 

fkorn madness iss as part of rationai discourse, complicit in that silence. As Derrida asks: 

'Would not the archaeology of silence be the most efficacious and subtle restoration, the 

repetition, in the most irreducibly ambiguous meaning of the word, of the act perpetrated 

against madness.. .?" @arida 35) Such a project, if it were to resist the trap of repeating 

that which it is critiquing, would reqpire C'totol disengagement fiom the totuIity of the. 

historical language responsible for the d e  of madness" @errida 35). 

In his introduction, Cooper finds in Foucault support for the basic tenet of anti- 

psychiatqc the idea that madness is a pure, uncorrupted state of being which provides 

access to cextah universal "truths"; and the belief that "madness" is not an illness, but, 

rather, is the process of healing the true illness which is our present state of alienation. In 

his introduction, Coopa writes that, '~m]adness has in our age become a sort of lost 

Truth" (Cooper 1%5: vii): 

Madness, as Foucault makes so impressively clear in this remarkable book is 
a way of seizing in erdremis the racinating groundwork of the truth that 
underlies our more specific realization of what we are about. The tnah of 
madness is what machess is. What madness is is a form of vision that 
destroys itself by its own choice of oblivion in the face of existing foms of 
social tactics and strategy (viii). 

It is highly likely that the appeal of Foucault for the anti-psychiatrists lies in the 

Rousssauian framework that underlies his project. As Nabermas points out, "'Foucault 

suspects that bebind the psychiatrically engendered phenomenon of mental illness, and 

indeed behind the various masks of madness at that time, tbae is something authentic 

whose sealed mouth need only be opened up" @Wemas 240). 



The belief in the existence of a true and authentic human essence, which can be 

accessed through madness, is reflected in Laing's lhe Politics of Experience, which 

appeared in 1%7, and for which he has become notorious. The book - which ends with a 

poetic stream-of-~~nsciousness piece Mled 'The Bird of Paradise," whose final line reads 

'If I could turn you on, if I could drive you out of your wretched mind, if I could tell you 

I wwld let you know" -8 1967: 138) -was considered by many ofLsingys critics as 

evidence of the author's insanity. At the very least, he was seen to bave crossed the line 

between serious psychiatrist and c o u a t a e e  gum9. While in The Divided Self he 

explores schizophrenia as an ontological state, and in h i &  M&SS cmd the Fcrmilj he 

examines madness within "bekvioural fields," in ihe Politics of Experience, Laing 

questions, not only the psychiatric establishment, but the entire value system on which 

our society has based our very concepts of "madness" and "normality." The modem 

condition, according to Laing, is itself a condition of alienation; human beings have 

become estranged fkom their true lad authentic selves, and what is commonly regarded as 

the  no^ human condition is, in fact, a state of profound alienation: 

The "norrmlly" alienated person, by reason of the fm that he acts more or 
less like everyone else, is taken to be sane. Other forms of alienation that are 
out of step with the prevailing state of alienation are those that are labeled by 
the ccnotmal'' majority as bad or mad (Laing 1967: 12). 

The rebellion against establishment psychiatry - to which Z k  Politics of Erprieltce 

greatly contributed - is cornistent with the general zeitgeist of the 1960s, a period marked 

by widespread rebellion against '?he establishment" in general. In London in 1967, 

Laing, Cooper, Leon Redlet, and Joseph Berke organid the -week Congress of the 

Dialectics of Libastion, in which a gmup of "eminent scholars and political activists" 



theorist, who bad recently published One-Dimennoml M i ,  a critique of capitalist 

society) and Stokely Carmicbael (the social activist and co-author of BZ'k Power) - met 

to speak about 'hew ways in which intellectuals might act to change the world" (1 1). The 

psychiatrists who organized the congress - two (&aing and Cooper) of whom contributed 

pepers - c I d y  saw themselves u part of the general interrogation of the stmctures of 

power which operate in Western society. After 'The Obvious,," Laing's address to the 

Congress, Z k  Poiilics of likpn'ence, which was published the same year, is his most 

overtly political work in the latter, La@ argues that, in a world in which '~Iormal men 

have killed perhaps 100,O0Oy000 oftheir fellow normal men in the last fifty years" (12), 

clinical madness - the identification of an individual's behaviour as aberrant by a 

member of the psychiatric establishment -has ceased to adst  as a meaningfbl category. 

Those b a n  beings who appear "normal," that is, who have adjusted to the 

prevailing norms of their society, have done so, aocording to Laing, cc[o]nly by the most 

outrageous violation of [them]sehresn (64). La@ distinguishes between the clinical and 

ontological criteria for rmdness by introducing the metaphor ofa formation of airplanes: 

From an ideal vantage point on the ground, a formation of planes may be 
obsemd in the air. One plane may be out of formation. But the whole 
formation may be off course. The plane that is "out of formationy' may be 
abnormal, bad or Chad," fiom the point of view of the formation. But the 
formation b l f  may be bad or mad Liom the point of view of the ideal 
obsenrer. The plane that is out of formation may also be more or less off 
course than the f o d m  itself is (8 1-2). 

The iddcat ion  of an individual as "ad of hrmation" is, .eoording to Laing, the 

"clinical positivist criteriony7 for madness, while the notion that an anire society may be 



"off course" when viewed fkom an ideal perspective, is the 'contological criterion" (82). 

The ontological view of madness determines ''mad" behaviwr, not sccording to the 

prevailing social norms, but according to an ideal of what human bebaviour has the 

potential to be. According to this ideal, the prevailing social norms are themselves 'had." 

While Laing cautions that one must not assume that the person who is "out of 

formation" is necessady more "on couc~e'~ than the f o d o n  itserr: and that ''there is no 

need to idealhe someone just because he is labeled 'out of formntion'," he nevertheless 

shows signs of such idealization himself IQ a chapter entitled "A Ten-Day Voyage," 

Laing gives an account of his fiend, Jesse Watkins's, ''journey" into madness and back, 

and suggests that psychotic experiences can be the path to healing: 'Can we not see that 

this voyage is not what we need to be cured of, but that it is itself a natural way of healing 

our own appalling state of alienation called normality?" (1 16) Laing suggests a new kind 

of c%herapy," which would consist, not of attempting to force a person out of the "mad" 

state, but of guiding people through '?he stormy passages7' of a voyage into madness 

(116). Tbis view is what has led to Laing being accused of idealking psychotic 

experience through the promotion of what Siegfer, Osmond and Mmq in their Micle 

'Ung's Models of M;adness," identify as a "psychedelic" mode( of madness. According 

to the authors, there is a great deal of danger to k g ' s  "implication that schizophrenics 

will benefit fkom being seen as persons embarked on a voyage of seIf4~~0very'~ 

(Siegler, Osmond, UIlm 142). Tby poiat out mrny di&nnas between psychedelic 

experience and psychotic experience, moat notably the fict that "@]sychedelic 

are usually votuatuy, and the penon uswlly knows what the ageat of his 

voyages 

changed 



perceptions is" (142), unlike psychotic episodes, which are involuntary and considerably 

more disorienting, frightening, and potgltially dangerous for the Yroyager." Laing's 

suggestion that psychosis could represent a path to enlightenment and spiritual growth 

fails to take into account the terrifying reality of such an experience. The view of 

madness that Laing expresses in lik Politics of Erperience is unabashedly Romantic in 

its notion that the mad are visionaries, and that madness can lead the way to a universal 

truth and a tmmcmdence of the mundane realm of reality. 'Madness," writes Lahg, 

"need not be all breakdown. It may also be breakthrough. It is potentially liberation and 

renewal as well as enslavement and existential death? (110). Although Zbigniew 

Kotowicz argues that those who accuse Laing of idealizing madness are exaggerating or 

misreading m g ,  his argument fails to convince; he cites Laing's achowledgement 

that the experience is as often akin to ccenslavement" as "liberation," and that only sonre 

psychotic people may have trerrscended experiences, as evidence that Laing did not 

have a romantic (in the pejorative sense) view of madness. While it is true that LPing is 

not so indiscriminate as to suggest that all psychosis leach to enlightenment, the fict 

remains that his concern lies with the visionary potential of the mad, rather than with the 

realistic concerns ofthose who d a  psychotic episodes. 

Once we have determined - as both Loing and Findley clearly have - that 

contemporary civilization is, in fhct, "off come,'' then it must be admitted that the only 

hope for getting back on course is  to leave: 'Ifthe formation is itself off course, then the 

man who is really to get "on course" must l e a .  the formation" (Lhg 1%7: 82). In her 

book i&ty as R&mpfion in C ~ ~ c a y  American Fiction, Blubrrs Tepa Lupack 



borrows fkom Laing's concept of the c%mation" in her exploration of the contemporary 

American novel's deployment of the motif of madness to comment on the absurdity and 

hypocrisy of contempomy reality: 

Symbolizing modem man's alienation fiom the goals of  a mechanized society 
which de-emphasizes hurmaistic - and humane - dues, madness seems, 
especially in fiction, to be an &active method ofchal?enghg the social order. 
Out of step with the absurd world lmund them, "mad" protagonists typically 
withdraw fkom society as they stnrggfe to internalize issues of fsmily, cuhre, 
and history and ultimately return (though somewhat circuitously) to effect 
some kind of social amelioration, a process that is a variation of the 
monomythic pattern of departure-initiation-return described by Joseph 
Campbell (Lupack 1). 

Ifthe wntempof~vy epidemic of dehumanization is recognized (IS being more insme than 

those whom our society labels "mad," then, Lupack suggests, "only the person out of step 

with society has an appropriate vantage point fiom which to view its fiilings; only the 

person who fhils to obey the institutions that mandate certain behaviors can appreciate 

their rigidity and the consequences of nonconfbrmity" (Lupack 18). Lupack argues that 

characters in novels such as Catch-22 (1969, One Flow Over the C u c h  's Nest (2962), 

and Being *re (1971), *it an absurd and violent world, in which '<madness is both a 

legitimate response and an effective challenge to the superficial &ty of the social 

order" (18). Only by leaving the formation can one challenge the formation Like the 

novels which Lupack includes in her study, Timothy Findley's novels - The Lart of the 

Wim% (198 I), Not Wmted on the Vopge (1 984), Telling #Lies (1986), HeaCanmter 

(1993), and ihe Pi- M i ' s  Daughter (1995) - aU portmy a society which has veered 

profoundly "off course." From Dr. Noyes's sadistic experiments on anim.lsy to Dr. Allan 



Potter's and Dr. Rupert Kurtz's manipulations of the human mind, to the widespread 

atrocities of fascism, Nazism and war, Findley's work returns repeatedly to what Diana 

Brydon ref= to as rt]he horror of organized, techno10gicai violence, directed against 

other human beings, against animals, and qpht the rest of the natural world" (Brydon 

584). In his interviews, Findley often speaks of the damage human beings have inflicted 

upon ourselves through tecbnologicaI advancement, expressing opiaions which are 

indebted to Rousseau's notion that we have, in the very process of civilization, managed 

to undermine the sincerity and authenticity - indeed, any essential goodness - that we 

possessed in a pre-political state of nature. In an intaview with Alison Summm, Findley 

expresses the dichotomy between nature and civilization in te rms of a "garden" and a 

"road": 

We've lost the purity of the contact with where we are. Beyond the garden is 
the jungle that we have made. I didn't realize until later, but that jungle used 
to be unconsciously symbolized for me by a road that ran down though a 
perk behind the house. The road rumbled with cars all day long, dwys  
letting me know tht it was thnc; that if you went too fiu away from the 
garden, you got locked into that noise (Summers 108-9). 

The only hope for the human race, Findley seems to suggest, is to discover a means of 

accessing the human potential which we have destroyed in the pmces~ of moving fiom a 

state of nature to our present civilization. In an interview with Donald Cameron, 

appropriate1y entitled '%We Peace With Name Now," Fiidley answers a question about 

'the revolution" in which - according to Cameron - many authors perceive themseIves as 

being involved, with the words: "My part of the revolution bas got to do with m e ' '  

(57). For Findley, what he refers to as '%he brutalhation of the h u m  race (58) is d u d y  

related to our bnrtalization of the natural world. Tbrough the attempt to distance 



ourselves &om the natural, we have imposed a gulf between our cccivilized" selves and 

whatever c'tntth" or "good" once existed in human nature. For Findley. as for the anti- 

psychiatrists, madness represents a means of accessing our true human potential, which 

we have buried beneath the veneer of civiIiurtion. In "Alice Drops H a  Cigarette on the 

Floor," an interYiew with William Whitehead that appears in Findley's memoir, id& 

Memory, he refkrs to an d y  aqpaintanceship with a family fiend who was diagnosed 

as insane: 

My perception of this friend was that she was brilliant - that she had 
incredible insights into what was really ping on in the world around us: but 
that she was...&- Instead of having ~versations, she would deliver 
monologues - in which she would reveal things about reality and portray 
things in a way that the so-called "sane" people around her did not understand 
(Findley 1990: 179-80; ellipsis in original). 

He continues by saying that, "one of  the most vivid things was that she saw things very 

sharply- She wuld see the heart of things" (180). This clarity of vision, Findley says, b 

Kghtening to the rest of society, who cope with their feat by attaching the label of 

ccmadmany' to such people and sequestering them in asylums, to avoid a conikontation 

with that which defies rational understanding. According to FMley, "it is too disturbing 

to be told the lnrth, the truth, the -tW (180), and thadore we isolate and incarcerate 

those individuals whose version of reality conflicts with the dominant - and false - 

version held by our society. This 'tvd' which ratiod, cccivilized" humanity has declared 

on madness is an extension ofthe war which we have declared on nature, and both figure 

prominently in Findley's novels. 

Findley's semhgly simplistic ideahation of nrture - and, by extension, madness 

- is complicated by a latetwcntieth-century, post-Holocaust pessimism, which questions 



whether it is indeed possible to return to the garden, to redeem 'the human experiment" 

which, Findley feels, has come to its coaclusion (Cameron 51). In INide Memory, 

Findley recounts an event which has had a profound influence on his life and his fiction; 

in his twenties, prior to beginning his career as a novelist, Findley was confkonted with a 

book of photographs of Dachau, which he discovered at the residence of Hollywood 

producer Ivan Morn: 

I was looking into hell -and hell was red. 
And I sow all this in Hollywood, California - high above the magic of its 

lights and the perthe of its heady scent and I saw it through the sound of 
someone singing: lget  no kick- champagne ... mere alcohol h s n  Y W I I  
me ataII...so rellme, whyshouliiitbe true... r lwrlIgeta~ck~t t fyou? 

1 newer recovered fiom what I saw that night (Findley 199 1 : 3 10-1 1 ; italics 
in original). 

Findley recalls this moment as "a kind of epiphany" (3 1 I), a realization of the capacity 

for evil which all human beings possess, and a recognition that "[w]e are al l  a collective 

hiding p l s a  for monsters" (3 1 1). For Findley, the holocaust is emblematic of humanity's 

destruction of itself through the misapplication of reason, and he responds to it, not by 

turning away, but by conftonting it repeatedly through his art. Findley does not attempt to 

deny humady's propensity for evil, nor does he atavistically evoke a vision of an 

uncorrupted, innocent pre-hoI0clulst world; rather, he attempts to enact a critique upon 

the present state of humanity through con&outing the horror of human violence through 

the power of the imagination. In his memoirs and interviews, he refers repeatedly to the 

power of the imghtion: 

I how that bmun imagination can save us; save the human race and 
save all the rest of what i s  alive and save this place - the earth - tht is itself 
alive. 

Imagination is our greatest gift (3 14). 



This belief in the transformative, redemptive power of the imagination places Findley in 

the Romantic tradition of English literature beginning with Blake and Wordsworth, 

Warold Bloom, in his study of the Romantic tradition, writes that '%he whole enterprise of 

Romanticism, as I understand it, was to show the power of the miad ova a universe of 

death" (335). He goes on to add that ro]ur disease is of consciousness itse& and our 

doctor must be the constructive power of the mind, our a b ' i  to imagine as possible a 

being more healed, original, and p m  than what we have becomeyy (336). The humrn 

mind alone can allow us to move beyond '?he disguises presented to us as reason by our 

analytical intellectual traditionsy' ((3367). However, the dangers of this cCgW' lie in the 

possibilities of either envisaging a different h e  based on idealized versions of the past 

and of nature, or positing a utopia that utterly transcends our present circumstances. In 

order to stop this pendulum swinging back and forth between nostalaa and revolution, 

the imagination requires the constraints of reason and understanding. The question for 

Findley, then, is whether his critique of W.stan rationalism simply leads to an uncritical 

celebration of imagination and, thus, to an aestfieticization of politics - one of the central 

features of fascism itself One wonders, indeed, if redemption is ever so simple and 

singular, and if the figure ofthe "madmady is the appropriate leader of this change. 

To date, three comprehensive book-length studies of Findiey's novels have been 

published; two - by Aune Geddes Bailey and Dorma Palmateer penneelo - directly 

address issues ofcuncem to this project. The most recent, Anne Geddes Bailey's Timot& 

Findey a d  the Aesthetics OfFc~~cism (1998), addresses the prrnllels in Findtey's work 



between %e aesthetics of fascism" - which she defines as the representation of violence 

as a means to the realization ofa myth ofpafixtion - "and those of anistic representation 

and readerly desire" (17). In Fidley's fiction, Bailey argues, the reading of literature is a 

potentially subversive, politically charged act, and one that Findley repeatedly wnnects 

to madness; Findley - like the anti-psychiatrists - approaches madness as  a socially 

constructed tat, which is 'kead'' in apposition to norrmlity, which is itself merely 

another socially constructed text. In the violent, repressive world which Findley portrays 

in his fiction, literature -- by virtue of its appeal to the imagination - offas what Bailey 

calls a potentid "avenue of challenge and rebellion" (7) 8gainst prevailiag social and 

economic culture. However, as Bailey points out, literature is not exclusively a site of 

resistance, but simultaneously produces the very repression and violence that dominate 

that cultwe- Similarly, FindIey's 'mad" characters are capable of co mmittiag violent and 

destructive acts, as well as nurturing, regenerative ones, a k t  which Bailey cites as 

evidence for her argument that Findley does not idealize madness. According to Bailey, 

the fact that, in Findley's fiction, those labelled 'bad" by mainstream society are often 

the only ones who recognize the power of the haghation, ccshould not lead to the 

conclusion that Findley romanticizes madness, for its tie to the naaual world" (217). 

Rather, she writes, "[s]ornetimes the mad characters who cherish imagination and human 

compassion are, in fact. the same charctcters who kill" (217). I will address this apparent 

paradox in the chapters to come, in wbich I will argue that Hooker Winslow's killing of 

his family, Robert Ross's murder of Captain Leather and Private Cassles, and Lily 

Kilworth's setting of fires are acts of wht David Cooper calls revolutionary "counter- 



violence," and as such are entirely consistent with a Romantic view of nature and 

madness as the antithesis of modem alienated cidhtionl  Each of these acts of "counter- 

violence" represents an attempt - albeit a futile one - to, as Findley says %olst: the 

violators," to strike back against civilization on behalf of the natural world; the acts of 

violence are committed, not against nature, but fiom a position of empathy with that 

which has been violated in the name of '%ivilization," and thus, do not dismantle the 

binary opposition between nature and civilization, but ratha, uphold it. 

While her text as a whole is less concerned with the motif of madness than 

Bailey's study, Doma Pennee's M d  Me@ctiar: Counter4scotnse in the NmIs  of 

limothy Findey (1991) - which argues that Findley's body of work can be read as 

"moral metafiction," that is, as fiction which deploys metafictive devices to engage the 

reader in acknowledging the mod effects of our textud copstructions - includes a h a 1  

chapter on "the role of the irrational" in Findlcy's work Pennee argues that m a d m  

allows several ofFiadley7s characters to 'cq~esti~n, rebel against, [dl defy the tyranny 

of systems which, tiom their m a r w  or extrasystemic position, in their madness, by 

their 'difference,' they are able to see" (104). Pennee argues that the irrational actions of 

characters such as Hooker Winslow, Mrs. Noyes, and Robert Ross function as 

alternatives or correctives to the dominant rational paradigms of their societies; however, 

as she also points out, these characters cthemselves endure dering which seems 

ultimately to change nothing" and their acts "seem bleak in their singularity and 

impotence" (103). In dowing madness with a revohrtioaary or redemptive potential, 

Findley simultaneously admits the possibility that this pot& may never be I-; a 



cursory survey of the conclusions of Findley's novels fhds his protagonists 

institutionalized and catatonic, regressing into the past, dead, or waiting - perhaps in vain 

- for the next incarnation of humankind. Indeed, the vision of the world that is found in 

Findley's fiction is h o s t  unrelentingly pessimistic; how-, if there is any f ~ m  

glimmer of hope for the redemption of humanity, it is located in the Hwker Wmlows, 

Robert Ro- Lily Kilworthst and Lihh Kemps ofthe world - in what Findley himself 

has referred to as ""a dependence on insane people to do saue thiagsy7 (Gibson 122). 

In the chapters that follow, I will explore Timothy Findley's use of "'madness" as 

a counter-discursive strategy that simultaneously reflects and subvats the normalized 

forrns of violence, oppression and hypocrisy that flourish in the so-called "sane" or 

"rational" world. I wil l  show, moreover, that the typically clich6-d opposition of 

s a n d i e  operates in a highly systematic way in Findley's w o k  Many of his 

protagonists suffer from specific or generalid firms of madness which, within their 

textual worlds, allow them to disclose an alternative to the oppressive social relations 

which Findley repeatedly contests. Others, while not 'fasane" in a clinical sense, are 

nonetheless m a r p a b d  
. . 

figures and similarly offa potentially emancipatory 

perspectives otherwise concealed by the dominating interests of Western civilization. 

In Chapter One, I will give a brief overview of the 'Tamily interaction  mode^'^' of 

madness, posited by Lahg and Estersort in their book &mi@, M i s s ,  and cad Fami&, 

which argues that the experience and behaviour of psychotic patients can be understood 

as "intelligible" wahin the context of their pattans of family interaction. I will use this as 

a fiarnework within which to examine Findley's mvels lbe lad of the C r q  People 



(1967) and ihe Pfmto Mm 's Darghfer (1995), and his stories 'Bragg and Minna" and 

"A Gift of Mercy," fiom the short story collection, Stones (1 988). In these works, Findley 

has created three characters - Hooker Winslow, Lily Kilworth, and Minna Joyce - who 

exhibit behaviour which is classified as "madness" by those around them, yet which 

Findley shows to be ccinteiIigib1e'7 within the context of esch character's fpmily 

interrelationships; the condition of each individual character can be uadsrstood, wt as a 

"sickness," but, rather, as a manifestation of his or her disordered social-familial 

environment. 

In Chapter Two, I will begin by refaring to the movement within W g ' s  work 

away fiom the examination of the W l y  unit and toward a critique of the systems which 

govern twentieth century Western society, a progression which is exemplified in his most 

controversial work, ihe Politics OfExpen'ence (1967). I will then turn to three novels - 

X4e Telling #Lies (1986), The Buttem Phgue (1969; 1986), and Fimow Last Words 

(1981) - which fatwe protagonists who are each, to vuying degrees, aware that the 

society in which they live is, in m g ' s  terminology, "off course,'' but who are ultimrtely 

unable to extricate themselves fiom their social reality in order to present an active 

challenge to its values, assumptions, and standards of behaviow. Vanessa Van Home, 

Ruth Damarosch, and Hugh Selwyn Mauberiey attempt to fight against the repressive 

systems which structure their realities, but their resistance is complicated by their 

implication in the very systems against which they are ostensibly rebelling. 

In Chapter Three, I will explore the possibilities which "mad" beluviour provides 

for redeeming a humady which has become ccestmngcd fiom its vdhentic possibilities7' 



(Laing 1967: xiv). L will look at The Wms (1977). Not Wmted on the V i g e  ((1984), and 

Hedhmfer (1993) - three novels in which characters make choices which place them 

on the margins of conventiod society, and will examine the extent to which, for 

Findley, escape fiom the alienating effects of contemporary civilization is even possible. 

In The Wars and Ni Wmted on the V i g e ,  the protagonists, while not clinically insaw, 

are situated - involuntarily, in the case of Mrs. Noyes - on the periphery of the society 

whose rules they are resisting, and as such are able to question and actively challenge the 

norms and values of that society. In Heclrthrmter, Fhdley gestures toward possible 

redemption fiom the m e a t  state of civilization -which, in the words of the narrator, has 

"sickened" and ' h m e  a plague" (388) - through two schizophrenic characters who, by 

the novel's conclusion, seem to have negotiated a middle gnwnd between sanity and 

madness, and who thus provide Findley's most tenable solution yet to the crisis of 

modern civilization. 

Finally. in the Conclusion, I will return to the subject of the oppositional relation 

of nature and civilintion in order to question the viability of Fidley's posited 

alternatives to the present state of civilization. My entry point for this interrogation is 

Frank Davey's argument concerning Z k  Wms - which can be extended to cover 1 of 

Findley's work - that that text offers '"no socialltextual alternative7' to the madness of 

contemporary civilization, apart &om 'We innocence of animals," an option which is 

located ""not only outside the social order" but 'hearly outside human experience" @avey 

1267). While ''leaving the forrn8tion" may be the only means of either gaining 

perspective on or resisting the alienated and denathg effects of our present civilization, 



does the prospect of "going crazy" present any real solution to the dilemma, or does it 

merely amount to a idealization of madness akin to RD. Laing's belief that psychosis 

could offer a transcendental journey to illumination, and could ultimately heal and 

redeem the human spirit? I will argue that, while Findley's works do tend to idealize 

madness as an alternative to conformity with society's norms, that his latex works - 

Headhunter and Z k  Pimu, M i ' s  Daughter - do in f e  attempt to move beyond the 

oppositional categories of madness and amity to suggest thaf perhaps, the truly 

emancipatory potenfill lies neither in the realm of reason nor that of unreason, but rather 

in a lirninal space which is neither of madness or nuon For Fiadley, the alternative to 

the present brutalization of both the natural world and the human spirit can be found, not 

through becoming an animal or going mad, but through demonstrating an imaginative 

benevolence toward d Living things, an attribute which is catlinly within both the social 

order and the realm of human experiencey but which - like clarity of vision and a sense of 

wonder - has, for Fiey, been lost in the process of civilization. 



CHAPTER 1 INSANITY BEGINS AT HOME: MADNESS IN TIE FAMIY 

The schizophrenic psychosis ofthe patient isy in my opinion, a symptom 
manifestation of an active process that involves the entire fimily. 

Murray Bowen, "A Family Concept of Schizophrenia," Be EtioIogy of 
Skhi~ophreniu~ 346 

The fiidy's function is to repress Ems; to induce a false consciousness of 
security; to deny death by avoiding life; to cut off transcendence; to believe in 
God, not to experience the Void; to create, in shot onedimensional maa; to 
promote conformity, obedience; to am chiIdren out of play, to induce 
a fesr of Mure; to promote a respect for work to promote a respect for 
'tespectability-" 

RD. Laing, The Politics of Experience, 41. 

Even the most casual reader ofTimothy Findley's work cannot help but be struck 

not only by the proportionately high number of mentally ill characters in his novels, short 

stories and plays, but also by the attention which Fiidley accords to the fjunily 

environment of each of these characters. Each of these individuals' troubled states is 

inextricable fiom the f d y  situation within which his or her identity was formed, and 

within which he or  she must fbction. The list of'troubled" families in Findley's works 

includes, but is not limited to, llre Lust qfh Crazy People's Winslows, Z k  But#e@Ty 

Plague's Damarosches, llre Wms's Rosses, Stones's Joyces and Cables, Not Wmtd on 

the Vopge's Noyses, He&ter's Kemps and Wylies, and The Piam, Man's 

Daugher's wyatts.' Findley's poxtrayals of these families have undeniable resonances 

with the work of RD. Laing and the d-psychiatry movement, particularly with the 

' Y i l y  interaction model of mental illness'"2, which achieved popularity in the 1960s 

with the founding of the journal F4miIjl Process (1962) and the publication of raing and 

A. Esterson's h i @ ,  M&SS old the Fmi& (1964). Althoua Findley does not openly 



acknowledge the proponents of this school of thought as influences, his linldng of the 

emotional state and social Gnctioning of his characters to their family environments, 

combined with his apparent belief in the emancipatory potential of 'fnadne~s~" suggests 

obvious =ies with this model. 

k the 1%0s, a fimdamentd adjustment in perspective occurred in the field of 

psychotherapy; therapists shifted '%om seeing fiimily relgtiouships in terms ofthe patieat 

to seeing the patient in terms of the f h i l y  saucture" (Meissner 1). Throughout the first 

half of the twentieth century, the introduction of any other person into the patient- 

therapist relationship was believed to contaminate the transference phenomenon, and was 

therefore regarded with trepidation. The latter half of the century, however, saw the 

gradual inclusion of, first individual f d y  members, and eventually the entire tiunily, 

into this relationship. This modd of madness, which Miriam Siegler and Humpbry 

Osrnond have called 'The Family Interaction Model," (16) conceives of the entire f d y  

as a malfunctioning organism, while the family member who has exhibited symptoms of 

mental illness and consequently been brought More a therapist is merely the "index 

patient" (16), who manifests the symptoms of the disease which has infected the f d y  

as a whole. Siegler and Osmond provide the following definition. ''The whole family is 

'sick'; the one brought for help is only the 'index patien&' who may be the healthiest 

member of the W1f (16). W.W. Meissner, in an article in Franily Prucess, the 

representative journal of the funily therapy movement, outlines the Wry underfying the 

concept of fhmily therapy: 



The findamental insight of hmily therapy and the basic premise of M l y  
theory is that the family is the unit of conceptualizatio~~ The patient is 
thereby only externalizing through his symptoms aa illness which is inherent 
in the family itseK He is a symptomatic organ ofa diseased organism (29). 

As it is the organism - and not merely the single organ - which is diseased, it is the entire 

organism which must be treated; for proponents of the fimily interaction model, the 

method of treatment is family therapy, which seeks an end to the patient's symptoms 

through treatment, not of the individual patient, but of the entire M l y  pathology. The 

family is viewed and treated as a single organic entity, of which the patient is merely one 

During this time7 the growing interest in the f o d v e  role of f d y  relatio-=hips 

and interaction in the development of the patient's illness became the subject of much 

investigation, particularly concerning the Eunilies of schizophmric p~~tients. 

Schizophrenia is defined in the Diagrmstic d Sfclfrfclfr&ticui Mararrrl #Mend Dzk~&rs 

@SM) as "a disturbance that lasts for at least 6 months and includes at least 1 month of 

active-phase symptoms (ie.. two [or more] of the following delusions, hllucinations, 

disorganized or catatonic behavior, negative symptoms)" (DSM-IV 273). The 

characteristic symptoms as outlined in the DSM involve the foilowiag: 

a range of cognitive and emotional dysfunctions that include perception, 
inferential thinking, language and communication, behavioral monitoring, 
afEkct, fluency and productivity of thought and speech, hedonic capacity, 
volition and drive. and attention (274). 

Theodore Li& and Stephen Fleck, of the Yale University School of Medicine7 espoused 

the t k r y  that studying the specific aberrations in the f.mities 

provide valuable infomation conarning schizophrenia in 

of schizophrenics cwld 

particular, and family 



dynamics in general. In the late 1950s" following clinical evidence that "schizophrenic 

patients v i a d y  always emerge fiom homes marked by serious parental strife or 

eccentricity" &idz and Fleck 323). Lidz and Fleck undertook a long-term study of the 

families of sixteen schizophrenic patients hospitalized at the Yale Psychiatric Institute, 

observing the timily members' interaction with each other and with hospital stllti; over 

periods ranging from four m o d s  to four years (332). The results confirmed the initial 

observations, and Lidz and Fleck concluded that "it seems certain that these serious 

family disorgankttions cannot be extrmeow to the problem'' (341). and therefore, that 

the study of f b l y  dynamics can indeed offer important insights into schizophrenia. This 

conclusion is dependent on a conception of schizophrenia not as the product of 

disordered brain fbnctioning, but as a failure of ego-adaptation- "Scbphrenic reactionsy 

whatever their cause," write Lidz and Fleck, "are a form of disorganization of the 

personality - a failure to achieve or maintain ego integration7" (324). Successfbl ego 

integration is seen as the basis of "normal" development; according to the hmily 

interaction model, it is the fimily's failure to "provide a matrix with structural requisites 

that help shape the ego structure of the offsp~g" (337) which precipitates the 

development of schizophrenic symptoms in that offspring. 

In 1964, RD. Laing and A Esterson published h i @ ,  Morlnss, rmd the Family, 

in which they ask the question: %re the experience and behaviour that psychiatrists take 

as symptoms and signs of schizophrenia more socially intelligible than has come to be 

supposed?" (Laing MCI Esterson viii) Their book presents data from an ongoing 

investigation, began in 1958, into the hmilies oftwenty-five3 female patients diagnosed 



with schizophrenia. L.ring and Esterson deny the existence of schizophrenia as a disorder 

of brain fisnctioning, and suggest that those behaviows which doctors label 

"schizophrenic" are determined by environmental and social factors; the "schizophrenic" 

person is merely adapting to or readiag against an insane reality created by that person's 

family. 'We do not accept 'schizophreniat as being a biochemical, neurophysiological, 

psychological fact," write Laing and Esterson in their prefice to the second edition, "and 

we regard it as pdpable errmt in the present state of the evidence, to take it to be a fact" 

(viii). They view schizophrenia, tather, as merely a diagnosis - or 'label" - imposed upon 

the patient by the physician who has observed behaviour which he or she regards as 

"cabnormal" or 'bintelligible" within a given context. Laing aud Esterson argue? b a d  

on the eleven case studies presented in this book, that a "patient's experience and actions, 

especially those deemed most schizophrenic, become intelligible as they are seen in the 

light of her family situation" (16)'- In fha, in aIl eleven case! studies presented in San&y, 

Miuhess md the Fmilj,  the authors conclude that the patient's behaviour was 

completely intelligible within the context of her hraily environment. Om csn see both 

the attraction and the danger of such a theory: on one hand, what was prewiously 

understood only as a mysterious disease whose causes were unfathomable was now 

conceived of as environmental, rather than physiological, in origin, and therefore possible 

to understand md possibly ucure''; on the other hand, the disregard of physiologicd 

causes of this disease in fivour of social and environmental firctors plaas the 

responsibility and possibly the "blames' for the child's ihess squarely on the child's 

parents and other fimily members. 



The conclusions drawn by Laing and Esterson, and by Lidz and Fleck, are 

indicative of a general shift in thinking about mental illness and psychot~erapy which 

was taking place in tlr: 1960s. In an essay in his 1967 vohune Zhe Predicament of the 

Fami& A Pycho-A~ljtirrrl  Synmz4m7 Peter Lomas, of the Institute of Psycho- 

Analysis of Great Britain, reflects on the f i s  on family interaction in recent studies of 

schizophrenia- 

What is suggested by this work is that schizophrenia develops in a child who 
bas been wnfirsed by his parents in their defeasive attempts to 

. . 
themselves. In such a M y  thae is a gross fkifure of communication 
between members with the cunseqyence tht the child has little chance of 
developing a coherent and realistic picture of himself and his parents; his 
perceptual hunework is built on shaking ground (Lomass 13). 

According to this model, the extent to which the family is able to fbnction as a unit is 

understood to play a significant role in determining the child's conception of his or 

herselt the child's relation to the family, and the child's relation to reality. Those 

symptoms identified by conventional psychiatry as indicative of psychiatric disorders 

were thus believed by Laing and his contemporaries to have predominantly social, r a w  

than physiological, origins. 

The proponents of the anti-psychiatry movement share the belief that 

schizophrenia was not a disease, but merely "a label affixed by some people to others in 

situations where an interpersod disjunction of a particular kind is occuning" (Laing 

1967: 43). In his 1%7 w o k  iho Pdi tm of Bpen'ence7 takes Lidz's 

understanding of"~~hiu,phrenia" as "a hilure of human adaptation'' a step fiuther; rather 

than a fm'we' rsing suggests, scbiu,phrenia denotes "4 succes@d atfempt not to adapt to 

pseudo-social realities" (43; my emphasis), that is, an active resistcmce to the prevailing 



social environment and its concomitant vahres, standards and roles. The individual 

diagnosed as schizophrenic has not fhiIed to adjust to society's norms, but rather has 

identified those norms as false or corrupt, and has refised to adapt. king has written a 

great deal about the role of the fimily in the "socialization" of children; in ihe Politics of 

Erpen'eme, he identifies the fimily's purpose as "getting each new recruit to the human 

race to behave and experience in substantially the same way as those who have already 

got here" (43). According to Laing, the conventional family exists entirely fir the 

purpose of ind octrinatiog the child into the existing social reality: 

The W ~ y ' s  bction is to repress Ems; to induce a fifse consciousness of 
security; to deny death by avoiding life; to cut off trmsandence; to believe in 
God, not to experience the Void; to create, in short, onedimensional man; to 
promote respect, conformity9 obedience; to con children out of play; to induce 
a fear of Wwe; to promote a respect for work to promote a respect for 
"nspectability" (1967: 41). 

As an agent of socialization, the M y ,  argues W g ,  is a c o ~ p i v e  force, 'baidy 

concerned with destroying most of [a child's] potentialities," in an attempt to create "a 

being like ourselves, a h a l f d  creature more or less adjusted to a mad world" (l%7 

Those who are able to resist this socialization into the madness which "is 

normality in our present age" (1967: 36), and who have consequently been labelled 

ccabn~rmal" or "insane" because of their refirsal to conform, are often the heroes of 

Timothy Findley's fiction. I will now explore the ways in which this partiCUI(~ view of 

the family as a contributing -or in the development of "madness"- which was 

prevalent as Findley WAS beginning his writiag car- during the 1960s - am serve as a 

lens through which to read three ofFindley's works which f m  primarily upon Wl i a l  



interaction: lhe Lesr of the Crazy Pe@e (1967); 'Bragg and M i d  and "A Gift of 

Mercy," considered together as '%he Bragg and Minns stories" (Stones, 1988); and Khe 

Piano Mm's Daughter (1995). In all three works, the f h i l y  is presented as a 

synecdoche for the larger social reality; the Winslows, the Joyces and the Wyatts are 

conventional families who have internalized the 'badness" of a world which values 

surfices over substances- Into each tamily, Findley introduces an "index patient," a child 

who bas been formed by the forces of that social reality, and whose illness Lnctions 

strategically in the text to alat the reader to the pathological nature of our modan 

society. In i%e Lust of Cngy Peoplo, the madness of HooLa Window, itself a 

product of the prevailing social reality, enables him to resist that reality; the novel ends 

with an image of the destruction of the old order, and the potential for rebirth and 

regeneration While, in this novel, Fiiley fds to provide a vision of what the firture 

may hold, in the 'Bragg and Minna" stories a d  lk Piinm Mmr 's Daughter he attempts 

to explore the possibility of rewriting our society's definitions of 'hormal"; these tacts 

present the reader with c~ahemative'' families - Bragg, Col and Stella in the former, and 

Charlie, Alexandra and Emma in the latter - which function as corredives to the 

hypocrisy and narrow-mindedness which characterize their social environmemt, and point 

the way to a possible fhture in which the boundaries between sane and mad, and normal 

and abnormal are blurred, if not erased altogether. 

''Violate Tbc VioIatom": InteUigibIe Behaviour in Z k  #tke CrrCp Paclplc 

In 1967 - the same year as the publication of Lomas's volume and Wg's llre 

Politics of Ejrpen'eme, and three years after the appeamxe of Laing and Esterson's 



Smrity, M h s s  md the Fcpnzly - E~ndley published his first novel, 2he Last of the Cruzy 

People, at the centre of which is a severely disturbed child and a family whose members 

are profoundly alienated fiom one another and fiom the society in which they live. While 

Findley does not ideutify Hooker Winslow as specifically ccschimplueni~,'' the various 

phenomena which this character experiences throughout the novel are remarkably similar 

to the symptomology of what conventiooaL psychiatry would diagnose as a psychotic 

disorder, namely delusions, hallucinations, and disorgmhd speech .ad behrviour 

@SM-IV 273). ccAati-psychirtrists,n such as do not deny the cxisrence of these 

behaviours7 or their common function as indicators of "schizophrenia," but would argue 

that these behaviows are not rooted in a physiological "abnormality" or 'cdisease," but 

can be understood as arising fiom a specific social or hmilial contat. Findley's 

depiction of the Wmslow fhmily possesses certain consistencies with the work of Laing 

and his contemporaries; although it is the child, H d e r  Winslow, who is ultimately 

inst-odipd for the murder of his f e l y ,  Fmdley seems to be suggesting that it is  the 

family as a not any of the individual members, that is "malfimtioaing." The 

following description, by Lidz a d  FleJg of a hypothetical patient labelled as 

"'schiu,phrenic,'' is particularly relevant to an undastrnding of Fiidley's portrayal of 

Hooker Winslow: 

Perplexed in his efforts to establish rneaningfbl nlationsbips, caught between 
opposing oontradictory desires that am often traceable to parental conflict, 
Wghtened by the violence of his aggressive and d c  impulses, and unable 
to find a path into the fbture or mn to gain secwity through regression 
because of distrust or f~ of those upon whom he wouM depend, the p a t k t  
withdraws fiom others and their ways of thinkkg and communi- &i& 
and Fleck 325). 



As the novel progresses, recording the events in the lives of the Wmslow f d y  over the 

duration of one swnmer, the reader is presented with Hooker's behaviour in the context 

of his family dynamic, and is encouraged to understand Hooker7s ccsyrnptoms" - 

beginning with aural hallucinations7 progressing through disorganized perception, 

thought, and behaviow, and culminating in the murders and his subsequent catatonia and 

institutionalization - as "iteIligiile" when viewed within this context. In The Iarl ofrhe 

C r q  People, Findley creates a Laingian portrait of how a disordered and degenerate 

social reality - of which the Winslows are an extreme representation - produces subjects 

who have not only internalized the social patho1ogy which has formed them, but who use 

the vast array of deviant fonns of being to rebel against the very society thM has 

produced or diagnosed those forms. Through the characterization of Hooka Winslow, 

Findley explores the transgressive potemial of such a subject, who becomes the agent of 

destruction ofthe very social structures which produced him. 

In their withdrawal &om both one another and f?om the outside world, the 

Winslows resemble the modan "schizophrenicy' or "alienated" hmily as depicted by 

psychiatrists such as Laing and Esterson, Li& and Fleck, and Peter Lomas. According to 

Lomas, this type of family, in which cases of schizophrenia and related psychotic 

disorderss are often diagnosed, 

avoids penetration fiom the outer world, wrapping itself in secrecy and 
mystification- Ovatly endorsing the current mores, it presents a highly 
respectable and normal front and may even regard its members as so above 
moral reproach that contact with others will be liable to corrupt t h m  Closer 
inspection, however, reveals an unhappy and bitter rtmospbere, a gross 
failure of communication between members, an incapacity to love and grow 
and a deep, if concealed, sense of shame (Lomas 18). 



The Winslows certainly fit this model; as a funily they form an intemly insular and 

insulated unif retreating fiom the stares and whispers of the people in their community 

into "the closed-up house" (26) in which life seems both spatially and temporally 

arrested. The Winslow house resembles a fortress, entirely protected against intrusions 

Born the outside world; throughout the novel, no other characters set fmt inside this 

residence, which is mahtahed as a timeless monument to 'cthat fitbled iifetime which 

encompassed the semimythical figure of Grandfather Winslow" (17). As Iris comments 

to Alberta Paldns, the family rsmains trapped within the myth of a glorified past, 

refusing to acknowledge the passing of time, and unable to fimction in present-day 

society: 

'These people are all asleep," she said. 'Day and night. They lock themselves 
up in a bunch of old r w m .  They make their whole life round things that are 
dead." She breathed. "In that Rosetta's office there's nothin' but pictwes of 
old dead people - an' all Gilbert talks about is things that was the way they 
used to be. Always what's old. Always tryin' to maice over the pasf' (92). 

Apart fiom chapters seventeen, eighteen, and nineteen, in which the Wmslows attemd a 

dance at their country club - at which they nonetheless remain isolated &om each other 

and from the other guests, each, like Rosetta, "deeply engrossed'' in his or her own 

private '~erformanceyy (211) - neither Nicholas, Rosetta, nor Gilbert is dq ided  outside 

the Window property, or in interaction with characters outside the Winslow family unit. 

Rather, by providing the reader with only brief glimpses of outside characters such as 

Harry Jarman, Alberta Pakins, Mrs. Gaytor and Tony Blair, Fin- creates a mt of 

a profolmdy alienated M l y  which clings so desperately to the myth of its m o d  

superiority that it arouses resentmeat and suspicion among others in the community. This, 



too, is consistent with Lomas's portrait of the alienated M y ;  in his words, such a 

family conceives o f  itself as being "so above m o d  reproach that cornact with others wiU 

be liable to oormpt them" (Lomas 18), resulting in a withdrawal fiom outside contact. 

The Wislows' self-imposed isolation fiom their community is deeply felt by Hwker, 

whose sense of his own identity is inextricable from his sense of his fhily's diffaence 

fiom other "'normaln hniIies. 

Hooker himself is a solitary child with no playmates or confidantes apart fkom the 

family's maid, Iris. Trapped within a morbidly silent family, which provides him with 

very few cues for fonning a mature self-image and identity, Hwker looks to others for 

his self-conception; the fict that ' M r s .  Gaylor says we're craty" (204) and that 'Warry 

Jarman says we're crazy, too" (205) leads Hooker to the conclusion that he and his family 

must indeed be abnormal: "So I think that we are crazy people. ..nlike those crazies in 

the asylum" (205-6). He cousciow1y separates himself firom other children, telling Iris 

that "I'd leave town More I'd play with anyone" (173). This is due to a sense of his 

intrinsic diEerence fiom his peers, because of his hmily's peculiar behaviour. On the last 

day of school before the summer holiday, he anticipates being sent to boarding school in 

the fall, when "he would not have to see again these children who lived in the town with 

him and who knew about his mother" (10). He takes refbge in his sense of apartness from 

others, faling relief at the thought of being among the teachers and students at his new 

school, because '?hey were to be strangers to him - and he would never tell them 

anything. Never" (1 1). Removed fnm his family context, he d d  achieve an anonymity 

which was impossible in his community, in which he is known only in the context of his 



"crazy" family. Mer Gilbert's suicide, Rosetta's remark about 'Vlose people" who stare 

at them only serves to underscore their status as different from others in their community: 

'3 can only think ofthem as.. .people I'd never dream of making fiiends with" (249). This 

statement is consistent with the Wilows' deluded view of themselves as not only 

different fiom, but superior to, the other members of their society. Their reality - and 

therefore the reality within which Hooker has grown up - bas been characterizect by a 

strict demarcation between 'ts" and "them," "inside" and "outside,"- which has resulted 

in Hooker's peculiar relationship to, and inabdity to W o n  in, the outside wodd. 

W~thiin the refuge of their house, into WW they have retreated from the outside 

world, the Windows have also retreated - both physically and emotionally - fkom one 

another. As Hooker remarks to Gifbert: 

Mother is upstairs a ~ d  won't come down. You live in the library- Rosetta 
won't look at me. Iris has secrets. And Papa sits with his back to everything. 
What does it mean? (204) 

As this final question indicates9 while Hooker has come to accept the situation within 

which he lives, he remains mnfirsed as to its motivations a d  implications. While he has 

become accustomed to the odd behaviour of his family, and to the whispers and laughter 

which greet him whenever he ventures into the public realm, he is unsun ofthe meaning 

of his family's withdrawal. In an interview with Graeme Gibson, Findley explains that 

"the Winslow family, as individuals and collectively, represented a lot of values and 

things that must go" (Gibson 133). He links the Winslows' situation to the '.the dead end 

of the Family Compact," re t r i ag  to the general air of confhion and aimlessness that 

characterized Canadian society a f k  the First World War brought an abmpt end to the 



rise toward " a  kind of aristocracfd which had begun befbre the war. The Wmslows are 

representative of a Canadian upper class which found itself rejected by a society which 

no longer had any use for them They cling desperately to the conventions of the past, 

collectively becoming, like the house in which they live, a meticulously preserved 

monument to a former time* devoid of any emot iod life or engagement with the values 

and mores of the present day. 'The whde era left a residue of these people,'' suggests 

Findley. "m lea a residue of Wmslows, of lost people with nowhere to p d no 

essential background" (Gibson 133). Interestingly, Findley's description ofthis period in 

Canadian history has certain resonances with accounts of schizophrenic symptomology. 

During this era, he states, Canadians '%ad the propensity of feeling one thing and of 

being another" (Gibson 133), of conceiving of themselves as aristocrats regardless of 

their true position in their rapidly changing society. In the Wmslow household, the gap 

between Yfeling" and " b d i  is expressed as an insistence that all is %ormal,'' despite 

mounting evidence to the contraryntrary Nicholas is oblivious to reality, attempting to cling to 

the notion that the Winslows remain pillars of their oommunity, and that Jessica and 

Gilbert are merely "sick," their aflliction having nothing to do with their family or soda1 

environment. How- it is clearly evident to those - including the reader - who observe 

them that the Winslows are, like Wfliam Faulkner's Compsons, the wmpt relics of a 

degenerating upper class. In his introduction to lk P d e  F ~ u b r ,  Mddm Cowley 

writes of the society which Faulkea portrayed in ihe SoMdmd the Fury and his other 

Yoknapatawpba works, and its roog in the changes to the social order in the American 

South: 



The descendants of the old ruling class.. . are defeoed.. .or run away . . .or they 
drug themselves with eloquence and alcohol.. .or they retire into the illusion 
of being inviolable Southern ladies.. .or they dwell so much on the past that 
they are incapable offkimg the present.. . (Cowley 15-16) 

The Wmslows7 degeneration, like that of the Compsons, is symptomatic of the 

disiliusionment and changing structure of the society in which they live, and their 

reaction to the changes in their socid reality mirrors that of Faulkuer's fictionaf family- 

They too withdraw, Jessica into siience and absence, Gilbert into c'eloquence and 

alcohol7" Rosetta into her role as lady of the house, and into the illusion of 

normalcy and propriety. While the withdrawal of the latter two characters takes the form 

of a passive retreat into the past, Gilbert and Jessica retreat into fonns of madness, in an 

attempt to resist the roles expected of them. 

Jessica is the first member of the f d y  to actively rebel against the expectations 

placed upon her by her family and societr, she suddenly and without warning retreats 

from the domestic We which is expected of her into the 'life of the mind," withdrawing 

Erom her family a d  barricading herselfin her room with h a  books and notebooks. Eva- 

Marie Kroller comments on the resonances between Jessica's self-imposed isolation and 

that of Saint U h  as depicted by Carpaccio, and suggests that the htta can save as an 

analogue for the former: 

Jessie has withdrawn into a pseudo-cell, surrounded by the autobiographies of 
religious mystics, her nutebooks and an old crucifk The paraphernalia of kt 
bedroom and i ts  exclusivity remind one of Crrpaccio 's painting of the dream 
of Saint Ursula in which the annunciation of a birth is paverted into 
''intensely self-destructive [ * i e s ] ,  being the enunciation nut of an act but of 
a re6sal" (198 1: 368). 



This refbsal ofthe "nomal" maternal domestic role -which is commonly inaugurated by 

the annunciation of a birth - is interpreted by both fhmily and community as madness: 

W e  have a crazy mother, don't we?" Hooker asks Gilbert. Consistent with the model of 

the mentally ill family as outlined by Siegla and Osmond - 'the emily is 'sick' because 

the pareats wme fkom 'sick' fiunilies" (l974a: 16) - and with Laing and Esterson's case 

studies, Jessica comes fkom a m y  which itself has a history of mental illness: 

Her mother had gone 6'peculiaf' - as her fiends had said, trying to be kind - 
and she had died quite soon of boredom and confusion Her &her had 
remarried and disappeared. But Jessie had remained aloof fkom the emotions 
involved in all of this. Or apparently she had. In truth, it had men into her 
sense of security- Privately she had withdrawn &om everyone she should 
n o d y  have trusted (38). 

The confusion resulting from this real or perceived abandonment by both of her parents 

leaves Jessica with a profound insecurity which she has previously been able to mask 

successllly, continuing to play the social role expected of a woman ofkr class: 

"Phe wrs] beautifirl, sensitive, in some ways even fUn, drhough never 
beyond the point ofpqwiety. She had worn clothes we& and wealth. She had 
had the proper life for the wife ofa  Winslow" (38; my emphasis). 

Propriay proves to be constricting for Jessica Afta some years ensconced as a p r o p  

Wac and motha in a wealthy household, the gap b e e n  her sense of self ud the image 

she projected to the world suddenly widens to an unbridgeable gulf; and she suffms what 

Nicholas tenas "'[aln hysterical reaction to reality" (40). The 'haliry" which Jessica 

cannot assimilate into her seKirnage is the role which society demands of her, in which 

she must define herself solely in relation to the men in her life as the daughter, wife and 

mother of Winslow men- H a  fist words upon withdrawing to her btdsoom an angdy 



directed at the men whom she feels have betrayed her: 'You! God damn you. You and 

Gilbert and Hooker and my fitha - all of you. Failures. Bastards" (38-9). 

Jessica's withdrawal iavolves a rejection of all of the traditional roles which her 

society thrusts upon women? She rejects the accoufcements of feminiaity in favour of 

solitude among the books and notebooks with which she fills her room; the family's 

birthday gifts of stockings, "bath balIs,'' lipstick, and '%ride's ni@eY' prompt her to ask 

''What are you all trying to do? Don't you understand why I am sick?" (109) She herself 

does understand the nature of her sickness; Lorraine York calls Jessica's withdrawal a 

'Minted and political rebellion against femaleness itself, as it is constructed by the 

dominant powers" (1991: 12). Indeed, Jessica rejects the social and biological demands 

which society places upon her gender, refusing to bear or nurture children, to "serve" her 

husband domestically or sexually, or to behave in the way society has deemed "proper" 

for a woman. Through her refha1 of the roles of subservient wife and n&g moth- 

which are assumed in Jessica's absence by Rosetta and Iris7 respectively, Jessica is 

reading against what York r d m  to as '%he enslavement of woman in a neverading 

cycle of domestic oppression" (1991: 12). Jessica's rejection of the 'Wely" role 

expected of her manifests itself primarily in her retusal to engage in sexual relations with 

her husband: 'l won't sleep with you, Nicky," she said. "ver again'' (109). This is 

wmected to her violent disgust at the thought of becoming pregnant again: '"No.' Her 

voice rose. Wo. No babies. No babies. No babies'" (109). Although it seems directed at 

physical actions and conditions, Jessica's visaral reaction to any suggestion of sexual 

contact or a r e s d t b g  pmgnancy is rooted both in a refbsd to papsRute the cyde of 



dysfunction by introducing more offspring into a pmfoundfy disordered fiunily and social 

reality' and in a reluctance to engage emotionally with another human being. Of her 

initial breakdown, exacerbated by her pregnancy, Nicholas realizes tbat cciessie didn't 

want a baby. The tndh was, she didn't want to have to care" (39). Jessica's rejection of 

the nurturing role which society demands of her is manifested physically in the "dead 

child" (11) to which she gives birth. Th stillbirth represents both her emotiod stasis 

(she is "dead" inside) and the strength of her refbsal of emotional connecti0~1 This 

refUsa.1 is later articulated in a c o m r d o n  with Gilbert, which is overheard by the other 

members of the family: 

'=I will 
to you 
bloody 

not.. . " they heard her say, "go o n  I will not go.. .on.. .giving.. . birth.. . 
. . .and to Hooker.. . and to that.. .god.. . damned. .. baby-. dayy - - after. . . 
r...day...fortherestofmyLLFE! Can't Ieverbe fieeofthat?"(lSS) 

..- 
T h e  mere idea that you were ewer - inside of me.. ." Jessica's voice had gone 
dead. Y can't bear you.. .Don't you - won't somebody understand that? 1 hate 
you!" (155; emphasis and ellipses in original) 

This pathological rejection of both of her sons is Findley's most pow& image of 

Jessica's resistance to the stifling conventions of 'bropa" womanhood, subverting the 

reader's e m o m  of unconditiod maternal love. However, Jessica's resistance has 

deeply tragic consequences. Not ody does she remove herself fiom her sons' lives, but in 

so doing she effbctively negates their identity; Hooker knows that nothing would 

convince his mother to 'look at him or to speak his name. He hadn't heard her speak it 

for months" (16). Without a nurturing parent to aftinn and confirm his identity, Hooker's 

situation is akin to that of the robin's egg that be gives Jessica for ber birthday; as Iris 

tells Hooker, 'ho din 's  egg is go- hatch in any old box up in som~ne's bedroom. 



It's gotta have a -" (1 13). The unspoken word, of course, is C'm~ther"; just as the robin's 

egg will not hatch without its mother, Hooker's development into a mature, well-adjusted 

human being is impeded by his lack of a nurturing parental figure, of either gender. 

While Jessica's rejection of her fhmilial role - and by eaension of her tivnily 

itself- is the most overt example of the Winslows' emotional withdrawal, it is mirrored 

to varying degrees by the other members ofthe family. Nicholas and Rosetta, however7 

do not withdraw as a form of resistance to the roles thrust upon them, but rather they 

withdraw into those roles, as a strategy for avoiding the reality of their family's loss of 

status. N~cholas and his sister, living together in the house which used to belong to their 

father, have replaced spoken language with a system of communication made up of silent 

rituals, and rooted Grmly in the past: 

Her hands took his gloves, his hat, his (once her Wer7s) malacca cane. She 
stepped silently to the table beneath the mirror and laid each item in its place. 
Then she went back Nichob turned at the touch of her fingers on his 
shoulders. She removed the overcoat and hung it in the cupboard, on a wide 
wooden hanger. It smelled of the distant city ofice - of ink, paper, and 
cigarettes- It reminded her of this same hallway years ago: that other man, 
gray-haind and tired, that other coat collar, with that same expensive, distant 
smell - her htha, who had died and left her (33; parentheses in original). 

From such rituals, to the velvet curtains shutting the living room off fiom the rest of the 

world, to the 'Mod" ceiling with its cobweb-& plaster angels, and the games of 

croquet on the lawn, everything about the Winslow household seems calculated to 

project an air of old-bhioned gentility d refinement that is at odds with the outside 

world;' not surprisingly, when Hooker - who lives in an environment in which reality is 

steadfastly avoided and denied - is confronted with a social reality in which first 



Kennedy and then O d d  are assassinated, unmarried teenage girls become pregnant? 

and men fondle children in the grocery store, he is unable to adapt 

Both Nicholas and Rosetta are equally complicitous in keeping the household 

suspended in the past and shrouded in silence. Each day, upon his return &om the office, 

Nicholas asks Rosetta about her day, a question to which she never replies. This is 

folfowed by more wordIess communication, such as the dangling of a key on a chain, 

which signifies a wish for sherry. When they do speak, it is in short, laconic utterances, 

with many sentences left -shed: 

Wow is Jess?" he asked, piclciag up the paper &om a place on a nearby table. 
'In her room," said Rosetta, as if that wae the only right answer to his 
question 
"Still?" 
'Yes." 
Pause. 
W f  course," she added. 'Reading her old notebooks." 
"I wish someone would - " 
"Yes ... but..." (34) 

The older Wmslows' stuttering, awkward use of language denotes an uncomfortable 

relationship with hurnan emotion and with reality. They are unable to express their 

emotions in any meaningful way, to comect with one another, or with the world outside 

their family circle. After Gilbert's suicide, Nicholas, frustrated by his inability to reach 

others, finally stops trying to communicate through words: 

He would not talk to anyone anymon. He could not make anyone listen to 
him. All the right words remained in his mind, where he inserted them 
between the phrases he said aloud. He would not speak anymore. He would 
not talk to anyone (268). 

This acceptance of silence and isolation is the h a 1  sign tbat the Windows - as a M y ,  

and as representatives of a particular cfass - are doomed. apathy, his 



abandonment of any attempt to connect with the members of his f h l y  and community, 

signals the final stage of the Wmslows' decline toward obsolescence. 

Unlike his wife, who has rebefled against class conventions and socially prescribed 

gender roles, Nicholas W d o w  has conformed to ~ e t y ' s  e e o n s  of both his class 

and his gender, adopting the mask of successful breadwinner, husband, and father, while 

remaining detached from any emotions that might accompany this role. In his 

dissociation of what Laing calls the "disembodied" or inner self from the cCembodied" or 

physical self; Nicholas is like a schizophrenic whose 'body may go on acting in a an 

outwardly n o d  way, but inwardly it is felt to be acting on its own, automatically" 

(Laing 1965: 78). Nicholas is "a stranger to himself' (147), silently going through the 

motions of living at both work and home, making ccautomatic gestures in deference to the 

facts of life- To the edict that in society you must do something to belong. To the edict of 

continuity, generation to generation" (147). His emotional detachment allows him to 

move automatically and impassively through both his work and home environments, 

without any emotional connection to those around him: 'ms work needed none of his 

personalay, and now n e k  did his my" (147). Nicholas's ckask," which imposes a 

distance between himself and reality, is mirrored visually by the image of Rosetta's face, 

which is a literal mask, cozen in the past: 'Years ago she had suffered a stroke which had 

not only left o m  arm less usefbl to her than the other, but which had caught one whole 

side of her fhce form in a youthful mad? (28). Her h i d  paralysis not only locks h a  

appearance forever in the past, but also impedes her ability to express emotion through 

facia expressions. Beneath this emotionless exterior lies an ~111~:knowledged absence; as 



KrMer correctly identifies there is a 'henace emanating Eom Rosetta" which rises from 

"her rehsal to acknowledge the presence ofan abyss beneath the elegance she cultivates 

so caremy; logically7 it will be she Hooker has to destroy first'' (198 1 : 369). Rosetta is 

the first to be destroyed kcruse it is her character which so elegantly encapsulates the 

paralysis and emptiness of the Winslow family. Rosetta, like the Winslow fbi ly  as a 

unit7 is unable to reconcile the disjunction between appearance and reality; her sole 

concern is the maintenance of the fkqade which she presents to the world, and she 

remains wilfully ignorant of the fia thst thae is no substance - no emotion, no 

meaningfbf engagement with her world - beneath that impeccable SUrf8ce- Rosetta, 

whom Alberta Perkins calls '%he Deep Freeze'' (90)' is outwardly manifesting, not only 

Nicholas's '%ozemess", but the phenomenon that has occuned in the entire Winslow 

family after the stillbirth of Jessica's baby: 

As people, they solidified - it was true - and they became the absolutes of all 
the little things that once they had only partly been. They Yroze," as Hooka 
said. They got dead quia and looked at each other dl the time, talking with 
their eyes above his head (12). 

The eerie silences and emotional panlysis of the adult Winslows have a profound effed 

on the other wmbers of the household, who communicate, wben at all, through the 

recycled texts of others, including the song and story of Frankie and Johnnie' quotations 

&om Oscar Wilde, and repeated references to historical and political events such as the 

Holocaust and the assassination of Kennedy- Even Gilbert, who is the hmily member 

who most often attempts to break through the fimiy's silence, hrs been Sected by this 

poverty of language. 



L i e  Jessica. Gilbert is distinguished fiom Rosetta and in his refusal to 

accept their definition of "normality"; however, unlike his mother7 his resistance is 

enacted, not agaiast social convention and gender roles, but against the silence that 

Jessica herself is instrumeatal in sustaining- Gilbert tries to resist the silence that 

envelopes the Winslow house, using his own affinity for words in his attempts to force 

his parems into speech: "Aren't you ever going to say no - or try to stop me? Why don't 

you get off your goddamned ass?" (146) Eveahully, however, even Gilbert succumbs to 

the 'Ccurse" of the Winslows, as his natural eloquence becomes perverted into the writing 

of ccendless lists": 

Lists of dates and lists ofplaces. Lists of hockey stars, movie stars, historical 
figures. Lists of battles, generals, victories. Lists of poets, playwrights, 
authors. Lists of occasions, real and imaginary - occasions such as birthdays9 
anniversaries, public holidays. Timetables (259)'. 

In Gilbert's last conversation with his brother before he cads suicide, he reveals that 

his one attempt to express his emotions in his own words resulted in an accusation of 

plagiarism: "in one place, just once - in verse - I knew I had a talent.. .I'd worked and 

slaved and sweated on that ballad. And then, 'long comes Brown, and boom, he said I 

stole it" (199). 1"his incident prompted him to more back home, where, influenced by his 

family's silences and stilted attempts at conversation, his mind has become, not a source 

of original thought md faliag, but rather a receptacle for the thoughts, feelings and 

words of others, a place 'krhae he hoarded so much, so many words for quotingn (46). 

Although his boohhelves, like his mind, are weCstocked with the imaginative legacy of 

the Western literary tradition, he does not engage imaginatively with these works, but 

rather keeps them on the shelves as talismans and touchstones for ironic commentary 



upon his own situation As Hwker reads the book titles to a dnmk Gilbert, repeating the 

ritual by which Gilbert taught HooLa to read, Gilbert responds by quoting, in a detached 

manner, from various books as Hooker mentions them. The Fitzgerald title, llre 

Disenchonfed, causes him to laugh bitterly, and quote: "'so, you're disenchanted.. .I'm 

disenchanted ... we are all  disenchanted!'" (190) On the scraps of paper which Gilbert 

leaves behind, Hooker finds, not a suicide note or p l a  for help or understanding, but 

rather a collage of unfinished phrases and quotations fiom other writers - "Follow in 

peace where dl is.. ." (260); ''It is Fear, oh Little Hunter - it is Far." (261) - which 

illustrate that Gilbert has succumbed to the Winslow's condition of inarticulateness and 

arrested thought. For Gilbert, Kraller comments, 'literature is a narcissistic mirror in 

which genuine creation has become impossible" (198 1: 370). In his self-centred isolation, 

he is unable to engage with the thoughts and words of othrs, except as a surt of 'Greek 

chorus" or commentary on his own situation. Lorraine York sees Gilbert as "'a 

Fitzgeraldian aesthete disillusioned by a decrepit post-war society," who is the '5mage of 

intellectual stillbirth - the social equivalent of Jessica Winslow's stillborn child" (1991: 

17). Gilbert is trapped between the 'Yidlen" world of his society and fimily - bereft of 

ideas, emotions and words - and the intellectual world which the university had 

represented to him - brimming with thoughts7 ideas and language; ultimately, he is 

unable to contentedly or successfully inhabit either world. His bookshelves - where the 

works of Byron, Shelley, Blake, Keats' Fitzgerald, and Wide stand next to Lee's 

Lieutenanmts, Chumuitz On Wm, C . ,  Airplbnes #the F-e, and J m  's - reveal the 

dualistic nature of Gilbert's intellectual legacy, as Yo& writes, he is "heir to an inner 



world tom between aesthetic pleasures and wartime disillusion" (1 99 1 : 16-1 7). Gilbert's 

inner conflict is reminiscent of the "splitting ofthe psychic functions'' which, according 

to Eugen Bleuler, the Swiss psychiatrist who coined the term cc~hizophrenia7' in 191 1, '5s 

one of [scbiu,phrenia's] most important chara~teristics'~ (Bleuler 8). Unable to reconcile 

the two conflicting halves of his psyche, Gilbert succumbs to emotional and intellectual 

pardysis, and finally commits suicide. 

While Nicholas argues that Gilbert's illness is physiological, inherited from his 

mother, Row's  view is similar to that expressed by Lains Esterson and their 

contemporaries: 'T think we let them get sick.. .Because of always being a h i d .  To do 

anything7' (62; emphasis in original). When Nicholas protests that Gilbert is certainly 

medically ill, as he is unable to function in the world as "an ordinary persou," she says to 

him: "You've never given him the chance to function like eny kind of person7' (62; 

emphasis in original). k the case of the Winslows, as in the case studies presettted by 

Laing and Esterson, the family dynamic is seen as a contributing -or toward the 

'"illness" of the child. Nicholas's and Jessica's emotional reticence has left Gilbert with a 

legacy of disillusionment and hutdon, which in tum seems to have given rise to 

depressive symptoms, such as delayed reactions or c~sychomotor retardation" lo: ''Have 

you seen him drive the car? Doesn't react. Not properiy. No reactions" (64). Gilbert's 

descent into depression, which is exacerbated and hastened by his excessive use of 

alcohol, culminates in his suicide, the description of which emphasizes the hopelessness 

of Gilbert's situation: "Gilbert, on fire, lay back W e  Peter crucified, hooked by his feet to 

the cross ofthe motor car, his arms spred out in a hopeless gesture, his head to one side" 



(230). His suicide is both his surrender to, and his final, desperate act of protest against 

the environment which created him. The comparison of Gilbert's death to the crucifixion 

of Peter, who, while alive, spoke against 'Wse prophets" and 'Tdse teachers ... who 

privily shall bring in damnable heresies" (2 Peter 2: 1). and who, at his own request, was 

crucified upsidadown, emphasizes the element of protest behind Gilbert's actions. The 

cYfalse teachas" here include Nicholas, who fiils to provide an acceptable model of adult 

behaviour and communidon to his soas, an4 of course, Mk Brown, who teaches 

Gilbert to feel shame for, ntha than pride in his eloquencece Gilbert himself is a prophet, 

albeit one to whom no one will listen, and, as such, is the Eirst in Findley's long line of 

~assandra-figuredL. Unlike the other members of his fatnify, he attempts to connect to 

others through language, but finds that they either won't listen (Jessica, Nicholas) or 

don't understand @h. Brown, Hooker). Frustrated by his repeated M u r e  to 

communicate, Gilbert succumbs to an emotional and inteilechllil stasis which can be 

understood as the direct product of his Wild ad social environment. 

Just as Gilbert's "intellectual stillbirth" is inextricable &om the various physical 

and emotional "stillbirthsn of Jessica, Nicholas, and Rosetta, the behaviour and 

cGsymptoms7' exhibited by Hooker Winslow, while they may seem highly unusual or 

abnormal, can be understood to be - to bornow the terminology fiom Laing and Esterson 

- cChtelligible" when viewed within the context of his social and familial enviro~ment. 

While the experiences and behaviow attributed to Hooker are consistent with several of 

the di~os t i c  criteria for schizophrenia and related psychotic disorders, Findley7 in his 

characterization, folows Lahg and Esterson in his attempt to show, not that Hooker is 



suffering from a disease of disordered brain functioning, but that the disordered nature of 

his family environment has produced these behaviours. Li& and Fleck write that their 

obsenations of schizophrenic behaviour suggest that "schizophrenia is a condition in 

which the patient alters his internalized representation of reality in order to escape and 

withdraw fiom his insoluble conflicts, fiom a world grown untenable to him, and from 

social interaction" (325). Hooker's one undeniably c5nsane'' act -the killing of his family 

- arises &om a distorted conception of reality; unable to understand or adapt to a 

profoundly disordered family environment, H e ' s  mind provides him with a means of 

escaping &om this reality. While society calls such behviour 'bane," Findley 

sympathetically presents Hooks's feelings and actions within the context of his family 

environment, allowing the reader to understand that the roots of his behaviour lie, not in 

clinical mental W a s ,  but in an attempt to comprehend a reality which, for him, is 

ultimately unintelligible. 

While one cannot ignore the fkt that H e ' s  distortions of thought and behaviour 

are consistent with tlse symptomology of schizophrenia, Findley presents these distortions 

as symptoms, not of a physiolo~ical disorder, but of his fapnib's pathology. Among the 

"positive symptoms"'2 of schizophrenia listed in the Diagnostic md SfafrfafrstiC4] M Q ~ ~ U Q ~  of 

Mental Disordkers are ccdist~rtions or exaggerations of infexential thinking" or 

ccdelusions," which are "erroneous beliefs that d l y  involve a misinterpretation of 

perceptions or experiences" (274-5). Even for an eleven-year old, Hooker's 

understandgig of his re- seems excessive1y literal; after the death of Jessica's baby, 

who was to be named Pattick, he i n f d  'that people named Patrick died very oddly, 



and for two weeks at school, he waited for Patrick Farley to fill dead in the yard or to 

clutch himself in the gym class and die on the spot" (12). This leap in logic can be 

explained by the fact that Hooker is forced to attempt to understand his reality through 

incomplete texts. Rather than having the baby's death explained to him by his parents, he 

had received the information only padally, and impersonally: ccsomeone had said'' 

merely that 'lilt happened dead.. . " (12). Because the word "saidm is used, rather than the 

words "told him", the impression is that this news had been overheard, ratha than told 

directly to him. 

The paucity of information which Hooka receives h m  his largely silent family 

leads to a propensity to believe everything he is told. Desperate for texts to help him to 

understand his world, he grasps at every fhgment of idomation that might help him 

contndualize his experiences. As Gilbert realizes: "Hooker. ..would believe anything. 

He'd believe it if you told him that the world was going to ad" (44). in f h ,  when 

Alberta P e r h  tells him abwt  the end of the world - "Arm'geddon"(97) - he does 

believe it, in a very literal fashion. She tells him &at, 'Tor those of us in this perdition 

now, it will surely be bless'd refiet; and a glorious day of r e l ~ "  (99; emphasis in 

original) and that '%he answer to per4-tion. ..is rnercifhl death, Hooker - sudden and 

unktlown.. ." (100) En Hooker's mind, Alberta's characterization of 'hercill death" as a 

'%Less7d relief for "all the crazy people caught in madness" (100) is combined with both 

his belief - based largely on what he has heard others say about his f d y  - that his 

family an "cnzy people", and his own first-hand experience of mercy-killing: he has had 

to put animals maimed by his cats out of their misay, and thinks "If I had a gun, I could 



kill them without hurting them" (97). In addition to these two examples of death as an 

escape &om the pain of living, Hooker also receives, fiorn Iris the idea of tilling for 

cWobody kills someone they love," [Gilbert] said. 
"Maybe not," said Iris. "But they will kiil bemuse of  love. Perhaps they kill 
some people because they love them so bad that they can't stand to see them 
do wrong that way. Or because they can't stand the unhappiness anymore-" 
%at unhappiness?" 
'The unhappiness of loving someone who does useless things - or who's 
bad" (45-6). 

Guided in his interpretation by Iris, Hooker ''reads" the story ofFrankie and Johnnie as ''a 

love story" and it becomes, for him, a model for the solution to bis fdy's pain. Afta 

Gilbert's death, he reflects on how "peacefirl" the dead appear7 and then c'[s]uddenly he 

thought, 'Wow I have the gun For Arxuageddon. It is mine" (233). From the fhgmentary 

texts which form the basis of his reality, he begins to form the idea of applying mercy- 

killing to his M y y  He bears fkom various outside sources tbat his family is crazy7 that 

crazy people are in "per-di-tion," that the solution to perdition is a merciful death, and 

that people sometimes kill those they love the most; tiom these hgments he infirs that 

murder is the solution to his fhmily's troubles. Hooker's repeated misinterpretation of the 

events which he witnesses can be understood as a consequence of living in the silent, 

withdrawn Winslow fPmily - an environment which provides him with very little 

assistance in interpreting his experiences; as a result, he ascribes too much authority to 

those few texts which he is  given 

Another symptom of schizophrenia listed in the DSM is "distortions of perception 

(hallucinations)" (274-5). We become aware of Hodra's distorted perception as early as 



the prologue; as Hwker Lies in bed before going out to the barn to kill his family, "his 

feet seemed to be fk away" while "the other parts of him apparently were asleep" (4). 

After these visual distortions, Findley writes, "the noises began" (4): 

At first there was just the remembered sound of his brother's voice, which 
swayed around lightly in his mind like audible smoke. Iudistinctly and 
wordlessly it seemed to surround the sound of Hooker's name7 but it was not 
quite prepared to say it aloud The fragments, in slow motion, bounced back 
and forth, tadPlidng him with their utlcacllinty (5). 

Auditory hellucinations are the '8y far the most wmmon" of schizophrenic 

hallucinations, md "are usually experienced as voices, whether Mliar or unfpmiliar, 

that are perceived as distinct fkom the person's own thoughts'' @SM-IV 275). Upon 

awakening on the morning which opens the novel, Hooker hears the voice of his dead 

brother, Gilbert, as well as other, more vague voices, which emanate Born a "'softy 

invisible, dry-sweat-scented dream of dragonflies" (5) which surrounds him: “Glittering 

with insinuating whispers, they flew inside his ears. He reached the window. He 

motioned with his hands. He tried to push away the noise" (5). These %si.nuathg 

whispers" are similar to both the insinuations of the Winslows' community and the 

"pejorative or threatening voicesy' @SM-N 275) which ace @cuIarly characteristic of 

schizophrenic hallucinations. They are followed by voices which utter a series of sounds 

which are empty of conventiod meaning, a 'tvordless procession of syllables - strident, 

harsh and absolute - [which] clattered acmss the innards of his mind, like smooth round 

stones roiling inside a wooden box" (8). Usuallyy however, Hooker's hallucinations do 

not take the form of voices, but rather of a sometimes mechanical-, sometimes n a d  

sounding buzzing: 



Seemingly &om a great distance he began to hear a noise. 
At fist he thought that it was just someone sawing wood, but since the 
sound grew in vohune, he concluded that it must be something else, 
something that was moving toward him where he lay. 
It took on a slightly mechanical tone- 

'It's a motorcycle," he said out loud. 
But it was not a motorcycle. 
Hooker tightened his eyelids. 
Now it sounded like a beehive. (167-8) 

As the events of the summer progress, and the atmosphere in his Winslow family home 

becomes increasingly claustrophobic, Hooks's auditory hallucinations become more 

frequent. The particular nature of the sound - "the s o d  of the buzzing wings in his 

ears" (206) - signifies, like the stones in the wooden box, a connection with the natural 

world and with all living things, which is absent in the Wmslow household: 

On the way home through the woods, Hooker opened his ears, and the 
noises everywhere were suddenly w o n d m  to hear. With a rush, like fsst 
water, came the loud and pafected outcry of all Liviag things, spilling out in 
motion - wings and legs and tails and eyes - flashing up to make an open 
way for his running.. . (164) 

The sound and motion which Hooker begins to hear and fwl all muad him function as 

both a reaction and an antidote to the oppressive silence d paralysis which characterize 

the Wmslow house; by "open[ing] his ears'' to the sounds - both real and imagined - of 

life in the world, he is able to escape taaponrily fiom the dead, silent world of his 

family. The hallucinations which Hooker repeatedly experiences during the summer 

leading up to the killing of his family ate datradable when viewed in the context of 

the cold, silent, repressive world within which he is required to function. 

The third positive symptom listed by the DSM is "pssiy disorganized or catatonic 

behavior" (275). The former ranges Worn childlike siltiness to unpredictable agitation," 



and commonly involves problems "in any form of goaloriented behavior," including 

"difficulties in paforming activities of daily Living such as.. .m Pincaining hygiene" (276)- 

Apart &om the shooting of his family* Hooker's behaviour does not seem particularly 

'cdisorganized," with the om exception being his strange actions at the club, after 

overhearing his father and the other men laughing a him: 

Hooker did not shower. He wart into an adjoining toilet instead- He flushed it 
and took the clear water, ood he put it over his head. Then he cleaned his 
h d s  in it, threw some on his shoulders a d  stomach, dipped his £kt in the 
bowl, aad emerged. He took a luge, neatly folded towd &om the sheK He 
did not dry himself but went instud, wet as he was, back to the locker room 
He was wrapped fkom head to f a  in the towel (220-1). 

This bizarre behaviour is only partially explained by Hooker's reluctance to shower in 

public; the men whose laughter is making him uncomfortable are in the locker room, and 

there is no mention of any threatening presence in the shower mom &If, which Hooker 

does in fact wgdk into naked, in order to select a towel, before washing himself in thc 

toilet. FuRhermore, the exp1anation that he wets himself with water from the toilet in 

order to fool his fiather into thinking that he has showered, is not sufficiently convincing, 

as his fatba immediately notices tht something is amiss: "You look firnny," said his 

father- "Are you d right?" (221) Hooker's action has no explanation; rather, it is the 

irrational, disorganized behaviour of a child whose understanding of and relationship to 

reality is beginning to break down. 

The climactic scene of the novel, in which Hooker kills his frunily in order to put 

an end to what he perceives as their dhing, is d e n  as a scene clot of destruction, but 

of salvation. In m interview with Dodd  Cameron, Emdley has spoken ofHooka as the 

saviour of his family: 



I think Hooker is a saviour figure, by which I don't mean at all mything 
Christ-like- There are people who come to save and people who come to 
destroy, and it's funny how Hooker winds up killing the fbily...he had to 
save the GuniIy by ending their lives, ending their misery (Cameron 5 1). 

When read in the context of the rest of the novel, Hooker's shooting of his family can be 

understood as an act of resistance in line with, dbeit more extreme than, Jsssica7s 

withdrawal and Gilbert's outspokenness. In convasadon with Alison Summers, Findley 

has referred to Hooker's act as "a particularly crazy stand - nevertheless a very real 

stand. Someone had to make a decision, and since no one else in the fimily was going to, 

the child had to make it. It was a d b t m w  decision, although it was the logid extension 

of what had to be done" (Summers 105). Through the act of killing his f d y ,  Hooker 

attempts to efface the last traces of the degenerate society - the ''crazy people7' - of which 

the Winslows are a remnant- Findley has spoken to Donald Cameron about Hooks's act 

as a response to the need to Violate the violators" (Cameron 62): 

I think that Hooker has a lot to do with. ..the urgency with which we must 
wipe out the old orda. We must destmy what is destroying us. W e  must LilI 
what is killing us (62). 

Hooker's act is also one of seEsadce; as one of the "cnzy people," he too is a pert of 

the old orda which must be eradicated. In desboying his M y ,  EIwker destroys 

himselE the novel ends with his descent into catatonia. No longer even attempting to 

engage with his reality - rflor the first time, ever, in the whole of his life, the questions 

were gone" (281) - he is taken to a mental hospital, where Iris is discouraged *om 

visiting by the doctors, who tell her that "Hooker would not lolow ha" and "lilt was best 

that she thought of him dead" (281). Although the ''noise of birds" (Zgl), "the changing 

of the season," %e flights of geese," lad Iris's singing (282) in the final scene of the 



novel all seem to gesture toward a regeneration ofthe earth afrer the ''crazy people" have 

been purged Born it, Findley requires an act of fiith on the part of his reader, while 

Hookex finctions as the agent of destruction of the world which produced him, Findley 

does not provide an agent of regeneration, leaving the b e  profoundly in question. 

However, in two of his later works - the "Bragg and Mima" stories from Stones, and me 

Pimu M i  's Daughter - Findley explores similar territory, yet employs various d v e  

strategies in order to leave his reader with a more redemptive, albeit still ambiguous, 

vision of what the fidure may hold after '%w last of the crazy people" have been 

destroyed. 

" N o h  in behind the cgcs of  burs": The Articulation of Madness in the uBragg 

and Minna" Stories 

Of all Findley's work it is arguably the two W e d  stories which open the 

collection entitled Shes  - "Bragg and Minna" and "A Gift of Mercy" - which most 

plainly reveal the binary opposition which Findley sets up between those who uphold 

social conventions and those who resist them. Ih these stories, Findley has created the 

character of Minna Joyce, an emotionally troubled writer who has deliberately 

abandoned the artificiality and 'ccool stabiity" (30) of her parents' elite enclave of 

Rosedale, where she was raised with "a silver spoon in evay orifice" (1 I), in fitvow of 

the downtown neighbourbood of Parkdale, the home of the Queen Street M d  Health 

Centre; she has lee  a 'life of iaherited privilege" for one of CCdeliberate aqdor" (I I). 

Madness, in these stories, fbnctioas as a corrective to the world of appearances and social 



conventions, and provides access to truth and honest- Elsewhere, Findley draws upon 

the long-standing belief that the mad alone are capable of knocking down '%he protective 

walls thrown up by other people to keep the hurt of reality outyy (Findlqr 1990: 180), in 

order to access and express the The labelling of such people as 'bad," Findley 

seems to suggest, arises fiom modem Westem society's deep-rooted fm of layiag bare 

the tnrth: 

When such people exist - then other people must look across the room and 
say: '?hat pason over there is mad." You see? 'That person o v a  there is 
crazy." Because it is tw disturbing to be told rhe aurh, the tnrth, the tnrtl, 
(180; emphasis in original). 

According to Findley. our fw of such clarity leads us to ostracize the mad, branding 

them as "OW; rather than revering such people for their supposed ability to "see the 

heart of things7' (180), we relegate them to the margins of what we deem acceptable or 

ccnormal." 

The world which Minna has rejected is founded upon the repression of all natural 

emotion and sensation beneath a veneer of acquired dture and civility. The denizens of 

Rosedale have erected a barrier b e e n  nrture and culturey and their status in the world 

depends on the maintenance of that barrier. 'Them as live in Rosedale," Mirma says to 

Col, "are them as keep their shit in jars" (10). Minna's r e f i d  to acquiesce, to imprison 

the darker, less savoury elements of human nature behind a veneer of civilized politeness, 

is interpreted by her f d y  as madness. Their awqtamx of their own thoughts, 

behaviour a d  desires as "aonnal" is so firmly established that they cannot fathom - 

except as abemmt - my behviour which transgresses this standard. The expectations 

which Minna's W l y  has of her are determined by their class: her mother ~cpeots her to 



"marry Comacher and raise two dozen kids" (Il), following d e l y  in her own 

footsteps to become a Rosedale wife and motha. H a  fkther's expectations are only 

slightly less conventional; as he has no son, he has dreams of her h s [ * i ]  that brain of 

yours to conquer the real-estate world" (1 1-12), a dream which, while it acknowledges 

Minna's intelligence, non*heless has as its goal material gain rather than emotional 

fbEllment Minna refuses to d o r m  to her parents' and h a  society's e m o m ,  and 

seeks precisely this firlfillment in her own choice of Lifestyle: 

Minna's version of a good work had been to go d live among the poor - 
"not only the poor in pock* but the poor who were in pain and maddened by 
the same conftsion that tamped with me" (12). 

Mima's altruism and compassion, and her desire - Wlled  in her writing - for 

emotionally honest comection with other human beings, are viewed as aherrant by her 

family. Minna's contempt for the world of surfaces and appearances in which her parents 

live is expressed in ha contimriag '%atred for what she called t i u & ~ "  which she saw 

"as the enemy of everything she wanted women to be" (1 1; emphasis in original). This 

rejection of RoseQle's - and her mother's - stundards of wornanhood is expressed 

through language, specifically through h a  parodic use of 'ladylike" diction, inc1uding 

her fiequent playful use oftrite embellishments such as ' h y  dear." To Minna, the ideal 

of "ladyhood" imposes strictures on women's expression of their emotions and desires, 

demanding that such things be hidden beneath a veneer of politeness. Minna's 

appropriation of the linguistic codes of 'ladyhood" is her attempt to defuse them, to 

render them ridiculous, and to strip them of their power. 



Minaa is not only aware of her parents' disapproval and lack of understanding of 

her move eom Rosodale to Parkdale, but she is inspired by it; while working at the 

Morrison Cafe, she harbours "the vaguest hope that her mother - the newly remarried 

Mrs. Harold Opie - might drift by one day and find her cllst-oe screwed-up daughter 

working behind the count&' and "drop dead of shock" (30). While Findley suggests that 

Minna's life on Queen Stred is partly motivated by feehgs of spite against her parents, 

he makes it clear that the more imporrant catalyst is her benevolence for those who are 

Queen Street West and, in fact, the whole of Parkdale offered a world of 
unwanted people - the only people Minna felt any affection for. They lived in 
the shadow of the Queen Street Mental Health Centre, either having been 
discharged fiom its vast and innumerable wards or waiting to enter them (5 1). 

As in much of Fidley's fiction, the "mad" - here, the former, wrrent, and future 

inhabitants of the Queen Street Mental Heahh Centre - bear a syaecdochic relationship to 

all outcaks, all those who are arcluded fkom ccnomal" society. In saying that Queen 

Street "seemed to be where M i n ~  Joyce belonged" (39), Bragg - and Findley - is 

atFrming her position on the margins of society, among the poor, the unwanted, and the 

mad. 

Mima's affinity for the patients of the Queen Street Mental Health centre is 

strengthened by empathy; as a young woman, she herself had spent time in a similar 

institution. Minna's mother had her institutionalized for her refbsal to conform to her 

society's standards and rules: %he had broken all her hmily's traditions of silence, 

propriety and submission" (55). The atmosphere in the Joyce h i l y ,  is - Wre that of the 



Winslow family - highly repressive. Submission to authority, and strict adherence to the 

rules of social propriety are central to the Joyces; when Minoa transgresses the standards, 

submitting to ''yelling fitsy7 in "the worst of places: streetaus and schoolrooms - 

Britnell's Book Store - Eaton's and Simpsons - church" (55), her behaviour can only be 

understood by aEkhg the label of "mad." The Joyces, with their reliance upon d c e s  

and appearances, would rather have their daug4er medicated into submission - "sedated 

and sedate" (55) -than acting out in protest against society's rules and restrictions. For 

Findley, M . a y s  rnsbtutr 
. . oonalization represents the sacrifice of the instinctual, aatural, 

irrational aspects of human life to the institutionalized forces of reason that dominate the 

modern world. The opposition between the oppressive sane and the oppressed mad is 

hardly new; for example, in Ken Kesey's One F b  Owr the C u c b ' s  Nest, Randle 

McMurphy is insthtiodized because he, too, refuses to recognize the rules and 

standards of his society: "I got in a couple of hassles at the work fsrm.. .and the court 

ruled that I'm a psychopath" (Kesey 13). Through McMurphy, Kesey questions the sanity 

of a world in which those in authority have defined "a psychopath" as "a guy [who] fights 

too much and ficks too much" (13); Maurphy is the lone figure with the audacity to 

suggest that those who possess the authority to set the stendards against which everyone 

else is judged "ain't wholly right" (13), a sentiment that is echoed in Findley's Mima, 

who refuses to accept her society's definitions of "right" and '%wrong," 'had" and ccslae." 

It is precisely these categories, however, upon which Findley relies to structure the tams 

of the opposition in his work, since his revenmi does not overturn the dichotomy, but 

merely gives new content to the t b e  in question- 



Madness is one of several elements in the Bragg and Minna stories - including 

homosexdity and physical 'cdiBaence" - which represent challenges to society's 

conception of 'cnormal." The homosexual relationship of Bragg and Cot which exists on 

the margins of - not within, yet not eutirely excluded fiom - the marriage of Bragg and 

Minna, is depicted as, paradoxically, more '%onventionel" than the tempestuous and ill- 

fated heterosexual union of the title characters, aud ultimately outlives that partnership. It 

is precisely the addition of a third party to a two-party marriage, transforming a 

conventionai union into something undefinable and incomprehensible by our society's 

standards, which c'save~'' Bragg md Mha's  marriage. Col, who sleeps in a room 

"chalfwsy down the hall" (10) between Bragg's and Minna's bedrooms, is not merely 

Bragg's lover, but provides both Bngg and Minna with a level of comfort and 

companionship which is absent fiom their marriage; it is Col to whom Minns confesses 

her hatred of Rosedale and h a  desire to give words to the madness she witnesses on 

Queen Street. This unconventional arrangement is a challenge to the 'hormai," limited 

version of reality, directly opposed to Mirma's mother's dream of her daughter 

'Cmerryling] Hiury Conwher and raisrig] two dozen kids" in R o d e .  Findley's work 

thus attempts to subvert standardized notions of civilization, class and gender, 

articulating the typically unthematized realities and concerns of those who are deemed 

'"mad," "deviant" or "indigent" by a society which is organized by sets of binary 

structures embedded in, and wnsriMive of; Westem civilization. However, in the "Bragg 

and M i n d  stories, Findley does not so much dismantle the oppositional relationship 

between reasoa and madness - '"normn and "deviant" - as engage in a simple reversal of 



the tenas, privileging not the first term in each pair, but the second. The marginal 

position, for Findley, provides a space from which to challenge the exclusionary practices 

of the dominant culturey yet the characters in "Bragg and Minna" and "A Gift of Mercy" 

still operate in a system of opposite terms. 

Those who challenge the boundaries of a "'normal,'' Iimited version of reality - who 

dare to break the silence which shrouds the gap between the ccacceptedn and the 

c'rnonstrous," the sane and the mad - an invariably the true heroes of Findley's ficti011, It 

is precisely these figures, excluded f?om the rational, patriarchal structures of society, 

that Findley - who has Writfen of himse1S '"I am a hiding place for monsters'' (1990: 

306) - chooses as his protagonistsy thus ostensibly overtuning the systematic exclusion 

of the irrational, monstrous and mad fiom rational discourse. Stella, the six-fingered 

child of Bragg and Mima, is the central example of the "monstrous" in these stories. 

Stella is the outcome of a long struggle between Brsgg and -a, in which he attempts 

to "save her firom giving birth to monsters" (IS) by refking to fkther her child: 

He even had a theory that "maybe I'm a genetic homosexual." This theory 
was that, siace there had been genetic de- in other generations of his 
family - clubbed f~ - cldt palates - mongoloid children - mental illness - 
maybe his genes were calling a halt. Maybe his genes were saying: no more 
babies (14; emphasis in original)". 

Bragg's theory of "genetic homosexuality" indicates his acceptance of a notion of the 

possibility of human 'Perfection" which Minna - and Findley - equates with "Adolf 

Fucking Hitlef' (14). As in many of his works, most notably Z k  Buttefly PIbgue, 

Findley here explores what he has called '%hat tern'ble flirting" (Gibson 142) with the 

human desk for @kction, and the extent of our willingness to accept the evil that, 



history tells u s  almost inevitably accompanies the search for perfection- In an interview 

with Graeme Gibson, he spoke of "our need for @&tion which tells us that [the Nazis] 

had some of the right ideas," which, in most people, is quickly countered by "our 

abhorrence of Fascism [and] Nazism" (142). In the Bragg and Minna stories, Findley 

uses Bragg's theory of "genetic homosexuality" -that he was born a homoseXu8J in order 

to stop the recurrence of genetic "defects" in fbture generations of his fpmily - to critique 

the idea that them is a standard of perfection toward which human beings must strive, and 

the accompa~~ying idea that those who hll short of the mark are "defdve," "deformedn 

or "insane." M h a ,  who has been labelled '%sane" by her parents' society, because she 

didn't meet its standard of "perfection," is the vehicle for Bragg's acceptance of both his 

own homosexuality and - eventually - of Stella's difference. 

'Moastezsn, to Findley' are fhr more interestkg than those who oonform to 

society's standards. Minna's response to Bragg's statement of refusal - 'MAYBE 

WHAT I WANT IS MONSTERS!" (15; emphasis in original) - signals a seeking out of 

that which is d i f f i  or "impafect." Stella, who is born, not only with 'six fingets on 

each hand" and " six toes on each foot" (17), but with ''brain damage, too" (IS), falls 

outside the realm of what conventional society deems acceptable; the notion that one can 

be born "damaged" implies a standard of normality, which Findley is interrogating here. 

Although Bragg responds to Stella's birth by retreating into silence - 'yh]e'd hardly said 

a word since Stella was born" (19) - Minna recognizes the arbitrariaess of society's 

standards of good and bad, normal and abnormal: 



[S]ix fingers bad - five fingers good. That ring a bell? Get out your A n h d  
Fann and read. We've been bamboozied far too long into accepting there can 
be no acceptance for those of us with four legs (20). 

When Mima moves to Australia with Stella, it is an extension ofthe journey she began 

by moving &om Rosedale to Parkdale- Findley depicts Australia as a place in which the 

monstrous has been accommodated into ordinary life; the "duck-billed platypus" (22) is 

associated in Col's mind with the "monsters" to which Minna wants to give birth. 

Australia, with its "hordes of rosella birds and cockatoos and cockatiels and the wading 

ibis and the jabirus and the tiny, crazy peaceful dovesy' (21), provides Minna with a 

landscape in which difference is not only tolerated, but is embraced; living in Australia, 

the place where Britain historically sent its "unwanted" people - convicts and psychiatric 

patients - is for Miana, "almost as rewarding.. .as taking up residence in Parkdale" (20). 

Significantly, it is here where Brag& Col and Nob discaver the petmglyph ofthe shaman- 

child, a "crazy figure cut in the rock so utterly and absolutely unlike all the others" (26): 

It was a child- A child. The child ofthe two stick figures rejoicing by its side 
beneath the moon. and the child had long, albino hair and one six-fingend 
hand stretched out for all the world to see forever - a d  it stood on one good 
leg aml om short leg, for which her parents had made a loving box. Forever- 
And forever visible (26). 

Findley's decision to end "Bragg and Mima" with a vision of difference not ody 

welcomed but made 'Torever visible," and with Bragg's newly realized desire, inspired 

by the paroglyph, to 'ketum to Ku-Ring-Gai with Stella on his should& (26), provides 

the cmtext for viewing both Bragg's homosexuality and Minna's perceived "madness" 

as positive and liberating, rather tiwl limiting. The rock cMliags have captured a sense of 

the "joy and the liveliness" associated with difference; Bmgg is struck by '%he sense of 



endless celebration that clung to all the figures in the rock" (25), which include a myriad 

of creatures, including turtles, birds, snakes and the monstrous "giant platypus," as well 

as human figures. The joy implicit in the carving of the shaman-child, "the crey figure 

cut in the rock so utterly and absolutely unlike all the others" (26), raises implications 

about the role of the artist in the artidation of madness and otherness. 

The origiaal interpretation of the figure as a ccsham~n resonates with the arbitrary 

nature of our designation of "sanity" as normal and "madness" as deviant. Mkdness, as 

Laing and his contempor8ries posit, is ultimately a matter of perspective. Consider the 

following definition of a schizophrenic from Laing and ester so^ "He is someone who 

has queer experiences and/or is acting in a queer way, the point of view u d &  of 

his relarives d of wselves" (Laing and Esterson 4; my emphasis). The definitions 

imposed by the figure in authority - the physician - are acce!pted as the truth. If the gaze 

were reversed, Lahg suggests, the behaviour of the psychiatrist would seem insane to the 

patient. To illustrate this point, Laing considers Emil Kraepelin's account of a clinical 

examination of a young girl, whom he subsequenrty diagnosed as schizophrenic, 

proposing that the reader consider the situation fiom a different perspective, removing the 

assumption of the unquestionable authority of the physician: 

Here are a man and a young girl. If we see the situation purely in terms of 
Ktaepelin's point of view, i t  all immediately f d s  into place. He is sane, she 
is insane; he is rational, she is inational. This entails looking at the patient's 
actions out ofthe context ofthe situation as she experienced it. But ifwe take 
Kraepehn's d o n s  - he tries to stop her movemsats, stands in front of her 
with arms outspread, tries to f i r e  a piece of bread out of h a  hand, sticks a 
n d e  in her fbrehead, and so on - out of the coatad of the situation as 
experienced and defined by him, how extraadinary rlioy are! ( W g  1%7: 
73) 



While the patient's actions are deemed "irrational" and "abnormal" when considered 

from within the medical paradigm, the physician's actions may seem no more rational, if 

the patient's perspective were to be granted equivalent authority- The willingness to 

accept the views held by those in positions of authority.' and to label those who 

interrogate or resist this view as "mad," arises fiom a fear that it is the human race that is 

itself mad. Findley has written: 

It is better to call the saints and artists, visionaries and dreamers 'had" than it 
is to [recognize them] as the only ones who are Wee History is full of this ... If 
the saints a d  artists are right then the rest of the race is aazy - which, of 
course, it is (Timothy Findley Papers 17-3). 

This refusal to allow that there may be some truth to the dissenting voices, Findley 

suggests, amounts to "a conspiracy to silence the truth about ourselves - that we are mad 

and that being mad, we are doomed to an inevitable moment when we must relinquish 

our hold on evolution and fall back into extinction'.' (17-3). To even entertain the 

suspicion that the human race may be "off course," to borrow Laiag's phrase, is to admit 

that the apoCaypse may be imminent; unquestioning acceptmce of the Iegitimacy of the 

status quo is a much easier option 

The gap between the "accepted" sod the "monstrous," the "sane" and the "mad," 

is shrouded in silence, and it is this silence that Findley, through characters such as 

Minna, seeks to subvert: 

Quietly, with dignity and calm, she lay beneath the surface of her 
tranquilizers, plotting the overthrow of all the conniving mothas in tht world 
- and all the sentimental, ineffccturl fathers - not to mention all the obedient, 
deadly doctors. It was also then that Mima Joyce began to plot the ovathtow 
of silence (56). 



Minnats "ovetthrod' of the siience which separates the mad from the sane is attempted 

through the written word - at her death, Minns had written eleven books - and through 

gestures - including her "crusades" among the inhabitants of Queen Street, her instinctual 

yet inherently irrational smashing of the window to cCcat~h" the suicidal man jumping to 

his death, and h a  attempted c'rescue'' of Libby Doyle. In the first incident, F i e y  

underscores the significance of both the man's action and Minna's reaction through 

providing as a "soundtracK' Elton John's song "Goodbye, Yellow Brick Road," which 

contains a verse which echoes the oppositional relationship between reason and madness 

already present in these two stories: 

...good bye yellow brick road, 
Where the dogs of society howl. 
You can't plant me in your penthouse, 
I'm going back to my plough (41). 

The binary opposition between reason and madness, c u b e  and m e ,  is here preserved 

in the pairing of penthouse and plough, or Rosedale and Parkdale. Findley favours the 

second tenn in each pairing, positioning himself and many of his protagonists opposite 

the "dogs of society," on the side of the fw voices of dissent. It is these voices - the 

individuals labeled '"mad" for challenging the dominant paradigms of modernity1' - 

which have been silenced, and which much of Findley's fiction rather naively attempts to 

make heard. 

While madness in some form is  present in nearly all of Findley's novels, plays, 

and stories, it is the Bragg and Minna stories which most clearly echo the words written 

by Michel Foucault, in his 1961 work, iuuthess cad c ~ f i ~ o n :  



As for a common language, there is no such thing any longer; the constitution 
of madness as a mental illness, at the end of the eighteenth century, afEords 
the evidence of a broken dialogue, posits the separation as already effected, 
and thrusts into oblivion all those stammered, imperfta words without fixed 
syntax in which the exchange between madness and reason was made. The 
language of psychiatry, which is a monologue of reason akwt madness, has 
been established only on the basis of such a silence. 1 have not tried to write 
the history of that language' but rather the archaeology of that silence 
@oucault mi* 

In one sense, Foucault's text - now often singled out and criticized for i ts naivaC and 

lack of sophistication - can serve as the theoretical analogue of Findley's adstic 

preoccupations. Jacques Derrida, in his well-known critique of Foucault's text, pointed 

out the impassibility of positioning oneself outside the discourse of reason in order to 

write such a history or srchaeology of reason's silenced other: 

In writing a history of madness, Foucauk has attempted - and this is the 
greatest mait, but also the very infiibility of his book - to write a history of 
madness itseIf-. .Foucault wanted to write a history of madness itself; that is 
madness speaking on the basis of its own experience and under its own 
authority, and not a history of madness described from within the language of 
reason, the language of psychiatry on madness.. . @arida 334; emphasis in 
original). 

Afzctiod 'car~haeologf' of that silence, by extension, is subjezt to the same critique. No 

work of artistry and caldation can succeed in giving voice to the pure expression of 

madness, given the formal and discursive demands of any literary work. No writer can 

successfully meet Minna's goal as a writer' which Findley describes as 'butting an end to 

aU the silence out cn Queen S t r ~ .  It's putting words where no words are and giving 

articulation to all that noise behind those eyes I'd been watching, innocent and crafty as a 

bear's" (12). Minna's epiphany concerning the relationship between art and madness 

reveals a fundamental weakness in Findley's project: 



Half the people I was consorting with on Queen Street were mriss! Artists 
and actors and poets and playwrights! Novelists, Like Bragg. And, oh my 
God, it suddenly occurted to me that - looking out fiom the very same pain 
and madness - the only Herence between the schizoids and the artists was 
articulation. And when I realized that what I had was articulation, I started to 
write like someone possessed....( 12) 

This statement presupposes an authenticity or 'truth" which is buried beneath the s d t c e  

appearances of "madness." Minna's attempt to artidate the 'hoises in behind the eyes of 

bears" (21) resonates with Foucault's statement that, in order to access the authentic 

voice of madness, one need only '30 bend an attentive ear to the whispers of the world 

and try to perceive the many images that have never been set down in poetry and the 

many fbtasies that have never reached the colors proper to the waking state" (qtd. in 

Habermas 240)'~. Fidley's own attempt to let the voices of the d speak through his 

writing, is similarly probiemati~~ While the analogue which he draws between the figures 

of the artist and the CCmadmany' is rooted in a common suffering before the demands of 

instrumental rationality, what is troubling is the differentiation of artist and "'madmany' on 

the grounds of "articulation" alone. Apart fiom its obvious idealization of madness, this 

claim enables Findley to use the artist characters as ciphers for the mad. In otha words, 

Findley attempts to get around the Foucauldian problem of articulating madness by 

identifying the artist with the madman, and then simply using the artist as a vehicle to 

articulate that which remains inexpressible for madness alone. Of the threc writer-figures 

in the Bragg and Minaa stories, two - Minna and Nob, the 'Csad, mad poet !?om Sydney" 

(4) - have been institutionalized for mental illness. Findley suggests a connection 

between Minna's troubled mind and h a  literary talent; in contrast to Bragg, who "could 

spend the whole day writing a single sentence and tear it up before he went to bed" (13), 



Minna is an inspired, disorganized and remarkably prolac writer. Findley suggests a 

rather simplistic correlation between Minna's taIem and productivity and her disdain for 

and rejection of all convention; in her work as well as h a  relationships with others, she 

stands in opposition to the repressive forces of society which attempt to contain the chaos 

of human life and experience within the artificially impoped boundaries of acceptable 

behaviour. Fiadey's obvious admiration for the iconocIastic and anti-rational, expressed 

through his idealized portrayal of Minna Joyce, is repeated nearly a -decade later in the 

character of Lily Kilworth in l%e Pimto Mm's Daughter, who, like Minna, rejects the 

repressive values and norms with which her R o d e  fimiy has attetnpted to 

indoctrinate her. 

"We arc not done here, Charlien: Nltun, Madness and Wonder in me Piarro 

Mmr's DanghLfa 

The Pimo Man's Daughter (1995), We many of Findley's works, is thematidly 

organized around the teasions between artifice and nature, reason and madness, the 

ccappropriate" and the "wondedbl." Lily Kilworth, the protagonist of 7%e Piano Mm's 

Dougher, is, as one character says, c'blessed" (186) - rather than afflicted - by 

madness'" While Findley does effbctively convey the frustration, terror and pain which 

accompany the pathology of Lily's illness, his representation of mental illness is 

nevertheless in keeping with his choice of the epigraph to this novel, Oliver Sacks's 

statement about the mad that: 'Tt is their fhte to be isolated a d  thus original." Lily is 

indeed isolated in her madness, which enables her to transcend the stultifying regimes of 



nineteenth-century southem Ontario propriety and adopt potentially emancipatory 

perspectives generally unavailable in the emotionally empty, inverted world of her 

mother and stepfither- Lily Kilworth d i s  fiom a madness which manifests itself, not 

only through seizures and the setting of fires, but, most remarkabfy, through an intense 

connection with the animal and insect worlds. All three of these manifestations of Lily's 

illness function strategically in the novel to subvert the artifice, hypocrisy and rigidity of 

the conventions by which her family and her socidy are governed, but it is her 

benevolence, her affinity for non-human beiigs, her recognition that '%ve are not alone" 

in the world, that ultimately points btyond the ossified polarities of bourgeois culture to a 

reconciliation of the divided worlds which produced Lily Kilworth in the first place. 

The world into which Lily is born is one of narrow minds and rigid codes of 

behaviour, a world in which a piano is both reduciile to a mere &act, a "sign and 

signal of civilization" and P gift of gentility to all the generations to come" (26), and 

feared for "its ability to seduce the otherwise industrious child into a world of dreamy 

inactivity" (26). James Kilworth's repression of the uon-rational leads . to his 

c~ndemmtion of the piano as "a pagan instrument" (26), words which foreshadow Lily's 

own brief encounter with Karl, a flautist whom she imagines as '?he Great God Pan7' 

(448)" and who, for Lily, combines the liberating, anti-rational principles of music and 

nature". Interestingly, although James forbids the introduction of a piano into his home, 

he does eventually learn to embrace the non-rational in the penon of Lily, whom he 

welcomes into his home in spite of her illness. Thus, Lily acts as the agent of 

reconciliation of rational and non-rational worlds, introducing chaos and wonder into the 



controlled and ordered bourgeois world of the Kilworths. Neither Lily's conception nor 

her birth occurs in the stately family home of Musterfield where Ede Lives with her 

parents, but rather in the field across the road which is the site of Ede's "conspiracies": 

'This was Ede's word for fiction - the fictions by which she extrapolated hope fiom 

hopeless situations and surprise fiom certainties: corr~~~iracies- Against reality" (17; 

emphasis in original). Lily her%& then, is the product of such a wnspiracy; her very 

existence functions as a corrective to the ''redity" of life with the Kilworths in turn4  

From the beginoiag, Findley suggests, Lily's parentage marks h a  as potentially 

transgressive to her society's standards of coafodty and proprietr, Tom Wyatt - the 

'biano man" - is clearly set apart f?om conventional society, by virtue of his affinity for 

communicate without words, and the fact that he lived near '?he dreaded Lunatic 

Asylum" near Queen Str- (137). As in the Bragg and Minna stories, living in close 

proximity to a mental institution rather strangely denotes an ability to see beyond the 

narrow definitions of normality imposed by society, to recognize and embrace all 

humanity, regardless of people's reactions. His daughter, too, rases to codom to the 

expectations of her society. Growing up at Munsterfield, Lily is not content to accept the 

boundaries set for her by her f d l y ,  but tather challenges them at every tura: 

At the start, there was Munstdeld itsew- the house to be challenged, each 
individual room within its 4 s  a foreign country. The first time Lily 
escaped, she was gone no moe tha a minute before it occurred to her that, 
going into hidiig, she had found a way to rid the world of others - and to 
claim it for herself(109). 



Among the "others" whom Lily seeks to escape is her uncle Liam, with his 'Wffil, 

stubborn apartness," who ''treat[s] his femily with increasing condescwsion" (156), and 

whose primary concern is for the appearance of propriety aud conformity. After lames's 

stroke, the household under Liam's rule is a repressive, totalitarian regime, which the 

Kilworths compare to having "joined the wny" (80): 

Liam managed the household as he might have run a military outpost. Or 
rather, Liam's version of a military outpost - disciplined as if survival 
depended on sitting down to breddht at precisely 7:00 AM, and not one 
second later (80)- 

This caremy maintained surf.ce order is undermined by two things: Lily's illness and 

Liam's excessive use of alcohol, which, to Lily, he calls "wmory potion," a term which 

indicates its power to transport one across boundaries of time. When he drinks, Liam's 

calculated "coolaess" and Woo&ess" (155) dissolve, and he gives f ke  reign to his 

emotions. Significantly, dndcenness has a profound effect on Liam's relation to 

language: when sober, Liam uses language to restore order and reason and to uphold the 

appearance of propriety; at Ede's wedding, he castigates his sister for 'haking a 

spectacle.. . fiuious because she was disgracing herself in a public place" (1 5 1). After 

drinking much whiskey, however, his practical, rational use of language is transformed 

into a magical faj-tale discourse, which possesses the power to transcend the 

boundaries of reason, and which holds his listeners spellbound: 

He told about the wandering minstrel, I, who met the girl with the flaxen hair 
- and of how they were joined by the light of the moon and of how, when 
he'd wandered away again, the minstrel, I, was drowned in a sea fidl of 
horses -who thundered over him in waves - who swept him hu. Eu away - 
and under - down and down sod down.. . (161; ellipses in ori*) 



This lyrical, evocative language, similar to that with which Ede remembers the story of 

Uncle John Fagan - Once q o n  a time, in Dublin town, there liwd... (1 13; emphasis in 

o@ghd) - seems to point toward a redemptive potential in Liam's use of alcohol; in his 

telling of this story, his emotional defenses are lowered and he is able to wnrmunicate 

with his niece. However, this potential is illusory; as he is able to both uphold the status 

qpo and, through the use of doohof, rebel against it, his rebellion is ultimately ineffectual, 

and possesses no permanent restorative potential. Despite the illusion of rebellion, Liam 

is as rigorous as ewer in his adherence to the rules of propriety a d  his pursuit of 

"success" in accordance with the rules and standards of his society. Even when dm& 

Liam acts in the interests of propriety; the decorative language which he uses to tell Lily 

the story of '%he hidden child" tnerely masks the content of the story, which tells of the 

instrumental role which Liam's drinking played in Ede's decision to marry Frederick 

Wyatt, and thus, by extension in Lily's imprisonment in the Selby Street attic. 

Ede leaves Munsterfield and Liam's rule to marry Frederick Wyatt, for whom Lily 

feels an instinctual hatred, because of his eyes, which were "cold. Frigid. Chilling" (107). 

Frederick's rigid contmf over all emotion and his unflinching adherence to society's 

conventions an made clear &om his first appearance in the novel: 

Frederick Wyatt at first seemed more We a distant acquaintance of Tom's 
than a brother. He gpoke with the kind of authority you expect when grief has 
no blood in it - a seIfkontroUed kind ofgrief- an objective grief. Reasoned, 
utterly without emotion and yet with deep concern (43). 

The rules of 'propriety" (173) by which al l  Frederick's relationships are governed lead 

him to "hold Lily] at a distance" (153), r W i g  to acknowledge ha untif af€er the 

wedding, because of what others would think o f  his mutying his brotha's '%widow." 



Findley makes the difference b e e n  Tom and Frederick apparent in their respective 

attitudes toward sexual relations with Ede. Both couplings occur in silence, but while 

Tom and Ede's lovemaking is silent because the wmection between them transcends 

spoken communication, Frederick's violent, 'cperfUn~~ry*' (171) peflorm- gives rise 

to a desperate need for words, which remains udWlled: "Stop, she wanted to tell him. 

Stop. 1 don 't d r s t r m d  what yocr 're hing. But nothing - still nothing was said" (171; 

emphasis in original). The emotional gulf between Frederick and Ede, and the felt 

absence of communication between them, are emphasized by the fiequent repetition of 

variations on the phrases %othing was said" and 'hot a word" (171-2). While Tom 

fbnctions on a natud, instinctual level at which words are not necessary, Frederick 

operates on the level of surface appearances, and expeas his wife to do  the same. 

Edith Kilworth's ascension to social respectability and importance as the wife of 

Frederick Wyatt is marked by an increasing reliance upon artifice and a distancing fiom 

the natural world. The flowers - ''hothouse roses and Lilies, bulbs that had been forced by 

Bateson to an exquisite burst of sceat" (200) - with which Ede adorns the Selby Street 

house on social occasions, are in stark contrast to the flowers of the field - daisies, 

clover, honeysuckle, dog roses and day lilies - which Ede bad fashioned into a crude 

wreath to mark the occasion of Lily's birth. In her gradual acclimatization to the role of 

Mrs. Frederick Wyatt, Ede has severed h a  comecfion to the natural world and has 

assumed the poise befitting her position in the most refined society. 

On Frederick's instruction, Ede had commenced a thorough reading of Our 
Deportinent by a man called Joha K Young.. . Mister Young had collated a 
mass of instruction on the MANNERS, CONDUCT AND DRESS of wbrt he 
called THE MOST REFINED SOCIETY - all set out in capM fetters. Ede 



just laughed, but Frederick's insistence could not be brooked. He quizzed her 
on the book's contents day by day, untl she finally consented to take it 
seriously. He also provided her with a copy of Beeton's Book of Hatwehold 
Mrmagenrent in order to acquaint her with a proper relationship with servants 
(173; emphasis in original, my ellipsis). 

Following Frederick's lead, Ede creates a fiunily which accords with Laing's 

identification of %e family'' with the repressive forces of society. The family, according 

to Lain& exists in order to 'promote respect, coafbrmity, obedience; to w n  children out 

of play; to induce a fw of faiiure; to promote a respect for work; to promote a respect for 

'respectability"' (Lain8 1967: 41). Findley acknowledges the role of the W l y  in the 

promotion of conformity to the prevailing social reality; Ede, who had repeatedly 

challenged Liam's insistence on cowention, becomes, as the head d her own family, a 

paragon of convention and conformity. Later in Ede's Me, Charlie reflects on her 

transformation of herself 

The woman who had once sworn at Liam in the halls of the Queen's Hotei, 
Toronto -the girl and the wornan who had thrown her head back and laughed 
out loud at the world around ha - now sat stilled and immutable. Hef posture 
would not have changed if you had told her a cobra was lying at her fm. She 
counted this as a strength. I count it now, as a tragedy (41 1). 

As she begins 'to sink into the depths of h a  marriage'' (176). Ede gives up her 

''conspiracies" in favour of social conformity; she knows only that she must "learn 

to swim - swim with graceful, accomplished strokes, and smiling all the whileyy 

remaining unaware that in her quest for codiormity, she is "exercising ha instinct for 

Survival at all costs. All. Including the cost of ha integrity" (177; emphasis in original). 

As she strives to fit into her new marriage and social milieu, she soon discovers that 

Lily, the product of a former "conspiracy," is now "a liability" (207) in the echelons of 



society to which she and Frederick aspire. Lily had been sequestered at Munsterfield until 

after the honeymoon - prevented, even, fiom attending the wedding - and upon her 

arrival, the care11ly ordered pattern of the household is disrupted, as is the path to social 

success which Ede, led by Frederick has begun to ascend: "What you have to 

understand, Edith, is where we are going. And what it takes to g a  there. Money. K b v -  

how. And acceptabilifiify" (175; emphasis in original). While Frederick earns the money, 

and Ede cultivates the know-how, evay aspect of  Lily's existence thwarts the Wyatts' 

attempts to attain acceptability. Lily, in e f f i  is the 'c~bra7' at Ede's fw hctioning as 

a reminder of the existence of a spontaneous nahrnl world that cannot be constrained by 

reason and propriety. 

Lily's first public seizure - or 'krbirlwind" - occurs during an important aml 

elaborate dinner party, in &om of 'Masseys and Baldwins and Gooderhams," those 

d&ns of the 'bpper-upper echelons" of society (201). In contrast to the meticulously 

controlled artifice of the dinner party, which achieves its pinnacle in the presentation of 

the highly contrived Wteuu Smnt-H01#1r& Lily's 'krhirlwind" is a force of nature over 

which she has no control. The disruption of the ceremonious display of this elaborately 

coostructed dessert by Lily's seizure effectively subverts the veneer of polite society, 

forcing the guests to codont the irrational "OW'. The use of the word 'bhirlwind" to 

describe Lily's seizures is significlat; in Coming TRmugl, ihe Whirhuind, American 

psychoanalyst Michael Eigen disnrsses the symbolic assooiation of whirlwinds with the 

stripping away of all pretence and e c e :  "Zn the Bible, a whirlwind is often associated 

with the leveling of arrogana. Evil is swept away by the storm. After the storm, there is 



eesh air, the light of God, and human goodness. The whirlwind cleanses the psychic 

landscape" (Eigen 178). Through her whir1whds Lily tears down prescribed notions of 

politeness and social conventions, gaining access to primal emotions, and in turn forcing 

others to c o ~ n t  the non-rational. Unable to comprehend what they are witnessing, and 

unable to formulate a "proper" response to such naked emotion, the guests remain 

"%ozen in place" (207), their habitual coldness exaggerated to the point of immobilitytY 

Frederick's response to Lily's 'tvhirlwind" is consistent with his usual attempt to control 

his situations through the use ofreason; however the rational response -to command Lily 

to "STOP!.. .Stop that! Stop that! Now!"(207; emphasis in origjnaf, my ellipsis) is 

powerless to stop the natural force of Lily's seizure. Lily's UILfettered presence in fiont of 

the proper C'Masseys and Bddwins and Gooderbams" is not "appropriate" to the situation 

and, as Frederick anticipates, will be the cause of damage to both Ede's social carem and 

his own: "She has set us back months. That's the damage I mean The social 

consequences" (208). 

Following h a  public transgression of the repressive social wnventions, Frederick 

has Lily banished to the attic19 during all subseqyeut social events, to prevent further 

damage to the Wyatts' reputations, and to remove fiom his sight what cannot be 

understood witbin a rational framework. When Ede explains that Lily's seizures are a 

form of '~ssession" and as such m o t  be understood rationally or controlled through 

the exercise of will, Frederick determines to bani& the unknowable &om his sight, 

declaring: 'l will not have it in my presence" (208). Lily's imprisonment in the Selby 

Street attic is Findley's most self-conscious deployment oftbe conventions of the goshic 



novel, a genre which is characterized by its expIoration ofthe realm ofthe irrational, the 

"attic" of the reasoning, civilized mind. Lily's new identity - "madwoman in the attic" - 

resonates with both Charlotte Bronteps J r e  Eye  and its post-colonial re-utterance, Jean 

Rhys's Wide & g o  Seq as well as Charlotte P e r k  GiIman's 1890 story of mental 

illness and confinement 'The Yellow Wdlpaper." These texts examine and interrogate 

society's attempted containment ofccotherness," historically articulated as non- 

rational femininity- In their book ihe MQCnYomon in tk Affrc, Sandra M. Gilbert and 

Susan Gubar examine the conventions of the nineteenth-century sub-genre which they 

term 'Yemale Gothic," establishing a wmection between the imagery of domestic 

entrapment and enclosure so prevalent in this genre, and the social realities of women in 

the nineteenth century: 

Literally, women like Dickinsoa, Bronte, and Rossetti were imprisoned in 
their homes, their father's houses; indeed, h o s t  al l  aineteenth-century 
women were in some sense imprisoned in men's houses. Figuratively, such 
women wem, as we hsve seen, locked into male t a s ,  texts fkom which they 
could escape only through ingenuity and indirection. It is not surprising, then 
that spatial imagery of enclosure and escape, elaborated with what ftoquently 
becomes obsessive intensity, characterizes much oftheir writing (83). 

The characteristics of the "female gothic," according to Gilbert and Oubar, reflected the 

restrictions imposed by the society in which - and against which - the novels were 

writtea Findley's use of gothic conventions and allusions to nineteenth-century women 

writerszo foregmunds the thematic similarity between Picno Man's Duughfer and the 

works of Brontti and her contemporaries: he, too, m a y s  the consequences of the 

attempted denid - in the name of propriety - of that which is deemed "other." Findley 

deconst~cts the gothic text, discarding the notion of a romanceqyest plot and 



concentrating instead on the often peripheral figwe ofthe madwoman and her attempts to 

escape the confines ofthe rational order. The novel's indictment of the suppression of the 

irrational is thus made explicit in a manner similar to that employed in Jean Rhys's Wirie 

Smgmo &a, producing a critique of the sociw which not only has placed the 

madwoman in the attic, but has also produced the discursive space of madness in the first 

place. 

Lily's response to her attic confinement is the renewal of her relationship with fire. 

Fire had begun to 'cspeoY' to Lily on an earlier occa~ion, while she was engaged in the act 

of reading Beeton's B d  of Ho~cseholiiMarrclgernenf, a book which Frederick had given 

to Ede "in order to acquaint her with a proper relationship with savants" (173). Within 

this discourse of restraint and propriety, the instructions for fire-lighting in Beeton's 

emphasize the communicative aspect of fire - 'Wtches. Paper. Communicating." (189) - 

and while reeding them, Lily hears the voice of fire speaking to h a  in words for the first 

time: 

Fire had never spoken to her before in such a direct way. Not with a human 
voice. The language had always been in flames, augmented by the wind- 
words high in the chimney. Sometimes there was so much rollring it was 
more like song than speech. Music. Singing. Song. But not words. 

This was words (188). 

Fire, for Lily, is a means of communication with people ofthe past, as well as those who 

exist in the present: "it contained her secret people - gave ha glimpses of them fk away 

down in the flames, where they huddled in rooms she had never seen in life" (189). One 

of these "secret people" is John Fagan, Lily's great-great-un.de, who had lived in 

Ireland2'; thus, fire allows Lily to transcend all boundaries - ternpod national, corporeal 



- in order to comect with the "songs in m] blood" (9), those traits and characteristics 

which, in this novel, are passed &om one genemion to those who follow. When Lily's 

condition is discovered, Ede's mother reveals to Ede that John Fagan had 'lived in 

another world.. .not ours - where there is reasony' (1 14). Lie Lily, John Fagan had been 

confined to his parents' attic, "kept there by his parents -for his Wefy's sake. And 

because they were ashamed ... which in itself is shaming? (115; emphasis and ellipsis in 

original). The locking away of that which cannot be accounted for by r e w n  is a 

Kiiworth family tradition; like Lily, John Fagan stmggles to connect with a world which 

is unable and unwilling to comprehend his existence. While confined, he had covered the 

walls with words and images, in an attempt to commzntzcate, to  externalize his inner 

torment: 

ccAll who did not fUl down [and worship the golden image]," she said, %ere 
to be cast info t k  mi& of apery m. Uncle John's chosen d o u r  for 
this was red ... My Mer said there were drawings, too. Paintings of the fiery 
h c e .  Om whole wall was a depiction of flarnes. Drawn - painted - 
illuminated by God's hand. shadrach Meshech and Abed-nego ...W in 
their cats, tWr hose and their ha& c a ~ f  into the mi& of fhe W n g j i e r y  
furnrc" (1 16; emphasis and ellipsis in original). 

In the Book of Daniel, these three men refused to worship the golden idol set up by King 

Nebuchadnezmr and were subsequently thrown into the fire? but they were rescued, 

thereby demonstrating the omnipotence of the God they served. Findley is not interested 

in the biblical story as an illustration of the power of the Hebrew God, but rather as an 

argument for the Greedom to worship the deity of one's choice, be it a golden idol, the 

Hebrew God, the ''Great God Pan," or Ramses II, 'We mummified king of al l  the ants" 

(263). The appearance of this story on the walls of the attic ofthe Dublin house suggests 



a similarity between the biblical story and the story that is being told to Ede by her 

mother: John Fagan, Ure Shadrach, Meshach and Abed-nego, was an outcast by virtue of 

his refusal to blindly follow the masses in their worship of whatevef golden image was 

placed in from of them. Unlike the three biblical figures, how- John Fagan, his 

mother, and his father were not rescued tiom the 'Yiery finace'' of their burning house; 

this redemptive logic would clearly be out of place in a world fiom which dl gods have 

fled. Similarly, Lily Kilworth makes no attempt to save herself fkom the asylum fire 

which kills her. Both characters sacrifice themselves to the fire which will destroy the 

world which, in its u n . g n e s s  to recugnize that which chalienges the prrvailing social 

reality, has relegated them to the attic or asylum. Like Hooker Winslow's destruction of 

his family, John Fagan and Lily Kilworth each turn their pathology against the very 

world which has produced it, becoming the agent of resistance to - and to some extent, 

destruction of - that world. For Lily, fire provides a means of forging co~ections 

between those who have been cast out fiom society; after the asylum fire which kills her, 

Lily and six others are f o d  "gathered in a circie" (453), an irnage which speaks of a 

collective embracing of the unknown In a sentence which has undeniable resonances 

with 'Bragg and Minna," Findley refas to fire as representative of "a gathering" which 

transcends the artificially constructed and imposed standards of contemporary Western 

society, reaching "all the way back to the people in the caves - the caves where the first 

of us were born - mads visible" (455). This connection to a primordial otherness points 

toward the redemptive potential of fire; in its destruction of the world of wufPcc 

appearances7 fire opens up tk possibility of connecting to something beyond this world. 



It is this connection that John Fagan had been seeking, '0ut his parents locked the d d  

(455). This attempt to control the irrational is mirrored in the deaths ofthe twenty asylum 

inmates who perished because they %ere aught in a stairwell whose door somehow got 

locked behind them" ( 4 ~ 3 ) ~ ;  in its attempt to repress the uaknown, their society had left 

them "no way through" (453) to what exists beneath or beyond the surfaces of this world. 

Like her seizures, Lily's fins are triggered by external incidents of human hypocrisy or 

cruelty. Her fist fire, which she lights while sequestered in the Selby Street &tic during a 

dinner party, begins with the remembered image of a cow being slaughtered. This image 

of the destruction of a am-hum being by human agency inspires intense terror in Lily, 

which leads to the beginnings of a seizure and the knowledge that c~s]omeoae must be 

made to come" (244). Fire, therefore, provides Lily with a means of preventing a seizure, 

of summoning help, and of crossing the bridge between inner and outer worlds: 

The Keeper in Lily's life was fire. Her jail was her illness, a d  its key was a 
box of matches. These let her in and out, W~thout them, she had no access to 
either direction. I once heard her yelling: OPEN THE GATE! OPEN THE 
GOD-DAMN GATE! I WANT TO COME THROUGH! By the time I 
reached her, she was standing in a darkened closet, setting the clothes on fire 
(255). 

Lily's inner world - her illness - is chaotic, unpredictable and uncontrollable, while the 

primary concern ofthe outer world appears to be  the ordering of chaos and the attempt to 

bring the uncontrollable under control. While her seizures fimction as an internalized 

response to the external wodd, the lighting of fires allows her to externalize that chaos, 

actively expressing the ear which the outer world inspires in ha, a d  attempting to 

obliterate the cause of that fear, 



Findley's novels, as Diana Brydon has pointed out, reveai the ways in which 

'Ttlhe hgi le balance of human life in harmony with nature has been imvocabfy 

dishnbed" wrydon 1986: 81). Lily is the ambpssador of this harmonious mode of 

existence, prefecfitlg the world of the ants - represented by the three anthills, Amatonia, 

Lily-land, and Thebes - to the world of human beings? Lily's firschation with the ants 

begins with her obsendons of 'The War Between the Ants,'" a series of events which 

ahinate  with the Amazons' kidnapping ofthe Egyptians' babies: 'The violence of this 

was quite alarming, but Lily accepted it as being the way of ants. When Frederick locked 

her in the attic, that was the way of men" (259). As Brydon noted in her essay on 

Findley's Ihe Wms, "Findley seems to draw a distinction between the "natural" violence 

of nature, which is spontaneous, and the 'Lnnattlral" violence of civilization, which 

seems bent on denying man's identity as part of the nrtunl world" (80-1). The ant-world 

is valorized, not because it is more benign than the world of humans, but because it is, 

although highly regulated and hierarchical, an element of the natural world. The ants that 

Lily observes abduct each others' offspring, practice slavery, and obsave social 

structures not unlike our own - 'There were warrior ants, landowner ants, ants of the 

aristocracy, peasent ants and slaves" (261) - but unlike human society, ant society is 

governed by instinct, rather than the keely chosen constraints of human artifice. The 

relationship between "natu& and %on-mtud" violence is not, however, mordly 

symmetrical, giwn that culture i d d y  opens up the possibility of transcending, not just 

mimetically reproducing, instinctual pattans of dominntion. In this 'Tallen" state, 



civilization perpetuates, but also legitimates and culturally adorns the ritualized brutality 

of nature, thereby simultaneously distorting both our instinctual and m o d  capacities. 

For Findley, the wonder found in the ruturaI, non-ration& world possesses 

restorative potential. During Lily's co&ement in the Queen Street Mental Health 

Centre? she asks Ede to bring her "[sJome ants," and follows this request with mother, 

only partialfy serious: 'You could also bring me some matches, if you were so inched" 

(436). Trapped in a rational, instmdional envirotunent, Lily's only hope is the escape 

which can only be achieved through the re-introduction of the chaotic wonder of the 

natural world: 

Lily did not speak again for a moment. Then she said: "some ants would be 
nice. Some butterflies. A bird or two. We could plant a tree over there," she 
said, "'if they'd let us dig through the floor. .." (436; emphasis in original). 

Lily's desire is to transgress the boundaries which separate the scientific and natural 

worlds, to introduce disorder and wonder into the sterile, ordered environment in which 

she is confined. Lily is not entirely done in h a  transgressive potdal,  however. Her 

view of the worM is shared and influenced by her cousin L i e  Wyatt - "the dear, 

wondrous boy" (218) - aad the naturalist Jean Fabre, two 'hen so special they had been 

given women's names" (257). The nomenclature is significant: in a conversation with 

Alan Twigg in 1988, Findley remarked, "Maybe we have to get rid of the word 

m-..I always associate the word manhood with killingy' (Twigg 86; emphasis in 

original). Mole characters such as Lizde Wyatt, with his c%voman's name" and contralto 

singing voice, dissociate themselves from socially constructed maleness or 'knanhood,'' 

occupying a space of difference or "athemess" &om which they can resist the values and 



conventions associated with the "normal" male world, as represented by Lily's 

grandfather7 fkther and brother? 

Jean Henri Fabre, in whom nature and science find their resolution, and whose 

book The Boy Who h e d l l t ~ e c t s ~  has almost sacred significance in Lily's life, represents 

another ally in Lily's "wnspiracy" against rational reality- The tensions between nature 

and science are impkit in the words which Fabre addresses to his fellow scientists: 

You kill and rip up the insect. I study it alive. You turn it into a0 object of 
horror and pity. 1 cause it to be loved. You labour in a tortur~hamber a d  
dissecting-room. I make my observations under the blue slry...You pry into 
death. I pry into life.. . (371; ellipsis in original). 

Charlie identifies these words as "the spirit of Lily Kilwonh" (371). This indictment of 

the methods and aims of the scientific establishment - of our Cartesian legacy in its most 

radical, institutional codguration - does not fhil to resonate with the horrific episode 

which OCCUTS earlier in the novel, in which Lizzie is subj8Cted to, and does not survive, 

brain surgery wormed on the kitchen table at Munsterfield. The attempt to control 

nature - even for the putpose of saving life - through the objectifying strategies of 

experimental science results paradoxically, in the Wing of the 'bvonder" which, for 

Findley, can be fiound only in the natural world. Findey's graphic depiction of the 

surgery, in which Doctor Warren scoops out portions of Lizzie's brain turnour with 

spoons, "wt unlike the spooning of thick ice cream" c292), suggests that, although the 

surgery was the only possibility for saving Lizzie's life, it is nonetheless an interference 

by science into the realm of nature. In the example ofLizzie's tumour, as in the habit of 

the ants and the more violent aspects of lily's illness, Findley acknowledges the inherent 

imperfection ofthe natural world, includ'ig its capacity for violence and cruelty. Yet, it 



is in this imperfecton that he finds wonder. His depiction - eight MI pages of gruesome 

details - of the operation as a grossly intrusive and insensitively-executed endeavour, 

amounts to a harsh criticism of nineteenth- medicine as a firtile battle between 

man and generalized m e ,  a battle in which the individual patient becomes an 

afterthought: 

For the briefest momeat, Omer Warren hug above his discovery in 
dismay. He recognized at once the implacable enemy of an errtangled growth. 
The tumour, encircled as it was with nerves, could not possibly be removed 
without harming these to such an extent that any amount of paralysis might 
result. 

On the other hand, given the soft, non-fibrous textwe of the diseased 
tissue, if it were to be sectioned and removed piecemeal, parts of it would be 
certain to elude him, and a stalk f?om which M e r  growth wuid occur was 
almost guaranteed to be left behind. 

Worse still-wherever an arteriaf branch lay hidden within the tumour, 
one wrong cut could start a flow of blood that might not be stoppable. 

Well. Either way, the young rmn was going to be imperilled. 
Wkrt was his mnze?(290-1; emphasis in original) 

Similarly, Lyon' s destruction of Lily's ant "cities" represents the methodical, 

calculated, yet thoughtless violence enacted by human beings against nature, although 

here Findley refines my straightforward oppositional frrunework within which to 

juxtapose animal rad human natures, exploiting instead the ironic anthropomorphic 

projection which recoils to contest the moral superiority of our cccivilized" world: 

With the hatchet, he c1eaved the city of Thebes in half - and then again, in 
quarters. With the rake he scattered the citizens of Lily-land, and with the 
trowel, he pierced the heart of Amamnia - digging down through its crowded 
nurseries in which the cocoons of both the reds and the blacks were being 
attended to. He threw them, q w @ f  by p q l ' k l ,  into the air. He then 
brought forth the watering cm and inserted its n o d e  deep into Amaw,nia 
end pound (262; my emphasis). 



Lyon's use of a spoon suggests a parallel relation between his destructive actions and 

those of Doctor W m e n  In both cases, natural matter is under attack by the tools and 

utensils - instruments of both disengagement and manipulation - of the c"civilized" 

world. Lily's reactions to Lyon's actions equal his in their violence, but Findley seems to 

suggest that hers is a more 'hatud,'' instinctual violence, and as such is more deserving 

of the reader's sympathy and understanding than is Lyon's calculated and premeditated 

cruelty. Upon discovering Lyon's destnxction of the anthills, Lily "'suffered three 

convulsions - one, so it seemed, in behalf of each of her citiesy7 (263). This internalized 

reaction to Lyon's cruelty - her violence is first enacted upon her own penon - is 

immediately followed by an externalized act ofrevenge and violence: 

Up in the house, Lily had retired to Lyon's closet and, using the matches 
retrieved fiom the coffin of the King of Egypt, she had methodically set fire 
to every piece of clothing Lyon owned. The f~ is, she had to be restrained 
fiom burning the clothes he wore (264). 

Significamly, this is the first of Lily's fires that is not immediately extinguished; it 

functions as the agent of the natural world, exacting revenge for Lyon's monstrous aime 

and suggesting that no human act can escape some form of cosmic restitution. 

The third casualty of Gcciviliion" in this novel - after Lizzie and the ants - is 

Neddy, whose peaceful, loving nature is marked by his wearing ofa bird's white feather, 

who is able to coax fiom his violin sounds like a man ' % u d n g  a contralto tune" (374), 

and who upon meeting Lily for the first time7 gives her a kiss which Charlie identifies as 

of that type reserved Tor ants on greaing one moth& (379). Neddy in these ways is 

presented as a variation upon the character of L e e  Wyatt, and as such is marked for 

sacdice; he dies in the F i i  World War. Lorraine 'fork, in h a  study of war in Findley's 



fictions, observes that "[w]ar becomes a means of illustration in Findley as well as a 

phenomenon to be illustrated" work 1991: wviii; emphasis in original). Cn this novel, 

Findley uses war to illustrate the insanity of what we call '%ivilitation". Findley's 

repeated use ofthe phrase "'gone for a soldier" underscores the fact that the young men 

who go to war are, in facf literally "gone," their former selves replaced by machinelike 

soldiers. The arena of war, for Findey, is one in which the humanity of men is 

systematically stripped away and replaced with the accuutrements of 'banhess" and 

aggression. The Pdditioual m e 1  irony is that Neddy dies on '?he eleventh day of the 

eleventh month at two minutes prior to the eleventh hour" and is therefore '%he last 

Canadian to die in the waf' (420). That such unnecessary, irrational deaths occur, is, 

Findley and Charlie tell us, ''the root of barbarism" (420). Although "[i]rrational or 

vengeful acts ... form the very substance of human wdbre" (Yo& 1991: 54), the 

rationality and correctness of war itself is not questioned by society at large, whereas 

Lily's reaction to Neddy's d d  - she throws h a  clothing, jewelry and parcels at passing 

automobiles - is regarded as insane. Interestingly, her metbod of rejoinder to both 

Neddy's death a d  the death of her ants is to strike out at the accoutrements of 

cccivilization" - clothing and automobiles. Both incidents also involve the lighting of 

fires; the fire which Lily lights during a screening of a rornantic film in which the hero, 

like Neddy, was "gone for a soldier" (425) is not only h a  suicide attempt, but an attempt 

to articulate her rage and sorrow at both society's romanticization of war and Neddy's 

senseless death. 



Charlie himself later fights in the Second World War, an initiation into the world of 

ccmanly" violence2' which, interestingly, results in his ccemasculation," placing him 

symbolically outside of that world forever- Unlike Lily's ants, LiZtie Wyatt, and Neddy 

Harris, Charlie Kilworth survives the violence enacted upon him and takes &om it a 

greater appreciation for what he has already leamed fiom the process of constructing his 

mother's story. the importance of saying eves" to alI aspects of I&, not merely those that 

can be understood within a rational h e w o r k  In spite of Lily's exhortations to 'paps it 

ony'- the joy of living, the wonder of existence - Cbrulie initially refuses to fhther a cud, 

because of his great fear that Lily's illness will be transmitted to the next generation: ''No 

child of mine will ever sing Lily's song. Once - for d its marvels - was once too often" 

(9). Like Bragg, Charlie is afkaid that his child might not conform to the standards of 

ccnormality," and thenfore decides to forgo the experience of fhtherhood, in order to 

spare himself and his wife "the sorrow - or the burden - of giving birth to another Lily" 

(240). While he realizes that such a decision is contrary to the spirit of Lily herseE the 

spirit of "life at mcy price" (240; emphasis in original), he remains finn in his conviction 

that it is better to deny life altogether than to bring into the world a child who, like Lily, 

would never be able to live 'the life of an ordinary child" (92). After Lily's death, and 

through the process of reconstruding Lily's life fiom fragments of memories, journals 

and photographs, Charlie reaches the decision to Pffirm the totality of Life, including the 

non-human and the non-rational - the ant-world and the "songs" of Lily Kilworth. As 

Anne Geddes Bailey notes: 



By the time of his retunr, he is changed by two important events. Firsf he 
writes this narrative and discovers in Liiy's presence his own desire to find 
his child; second, he has been emasculated in the war and thus is no longer 
capable of penetration. Although a terrible disfigurement, his wound is also a 
liberation. Without the literal possession of the phallus, he becomes, 
metaphorically, a mother (199th: 71). 

Fathers, in The Piano M i ' s  Daughter, are associated with patterns of exclusion, 

destruction and hsence -both emotional and l i t d  Through transforming Charlie into a 

"mother," Findley points toward a possible fbture marked by "'a new mother/chld plot 

based upon an intersubjective narrative relationship" (65), in which meaning is 

"generated through a series of negotiations between two d e s  - b e e n  mother and 

child, between narrator and text, b e e n  text and intertext, between text and reafity" 

(Bailey 1998a: 80). As is revealed by the words which end the chapter preceding the 

"Coda", the process of narrating the "text" of his mother's life brings Charlie to an 

awareness of the need to keep 'Vlc spirit of Lily Kilworth" alive, and of his role in that 

endeavour: 

Circles. See the circles of endless repetition. Tom and Karl. Lizzie and 
Neddy. Lyon. Ede and Lily. Me ... (456) 

As with Bragg's identification of the figure depicted in the ancient rock cawing as a child 

like his own, the recognition of continuity and patterning in human experience awakens 

Charlie to the possibility of redefining cCnormal" or "ordinary" according to the patterns 

which operate within one's own life, and results in his decision to say 'Yes'' (460) to all 

Life, not just that which accords with society's narrow and arbitrary definitions of 

normality- 

The potential for a reconciliation between ccciviliution" and 'hatwe,'' Findley 



suggests, lies in the recognition of the existence of the latter - the acknowiedgment that 

' k e  are not aloney': 

'We are not alone here, Charlie," Lily said to me. 'It's their world, too. But 
we have taken - we are taking it fkom them - breaking it over their heads ..." 
We crouched beside the anthill. 'Zook how delicate they are, Charlie - 
delicate and fine. Look how their bodies shine and what perf- precision 
there is in everything they do" (370). 

Although Emma has not inherited Lily's madness, she has received a more benign 

legacy: her instinctual acknowledgment of the ant-world fimctions as a sign that a 

reconciliation between reason and nature, sanity and madness, is indeed possible, and 

leads to Charlie's own recognition that 'lw]e were mt - and we will never be - alone" 

(460-461). Emma's paternity - as the child of an "emasculated" man, her very existence 

is irrational and illo&al- marks her existence7 like Lily's, as yet another "conspiracy" 

against the systematic violence which is the reality of the rational world. Emma, as Lily 

predicts, has the potential to ''make us visible.. .to pull us out of the fire" (449, that is, to 

move beyond an impoverished logic which offers only extreme and destructive 

possibilities, to a way of being which acknowledges that '%ve are not done here" and 

recognizes wonder in the wodd, yet which carries with it none of the devastation wrought 

by Lily's illness. 

The family formed by Charlie, Alex and Emma - like those formed by Lily and 

Charlie' and Bngg. Minaa, Col md Stella - can be read as an alternative to the "thorough 

and rapid brainwashing" (Laing 1967: 36) which Laing identified as the primary firnction 

of the traditional family- These ''dtexmtive fe l i es ,"  founded upon the celebcation of 

diversity and the desire to widen the bouaduies of what is acceptable, stand in stark 



contrast to the very conventional Wyatt family, headed by Frederick and Ede, which is 

concerned with the adaptation to what passes for 'hormality'', and which removes from 

its sight all that defies such adaptation. The redemptive potential of each of these 

'Caltemative families" rests in the characters whose madness f h e s  them ftom my 

accountability to the rules of logic which govern the rational world. As Charlie says, in 

his concIusion to his mother's story, ''There are those who demand of madness a kind of 

logic.. .that, by its very nature, madness cannot provide" (456). Lily, as Eleanor Onnomi 

Hess explains to Charlie, Iives 'Sn another version of the world" (448), aad therefiore 

canaot be understood or judged according to the critexia ofthe "sane," rational world- She 

inhabits a world without artifice or reason which acts as antidote to the % o d "  world; 

This world, which includes an t ,  fire, and the "Great God Pan", and which the society in 

which Lily lives labels inappropiate - There it was again - the universal dictum: it is 

not appropriate" (249) - is the locus of wonder. Any attempt to isolate md contain the 

'Cnatural" or the "inappropriate" is effectively a denial of the 'kondsrfU1'' as well, much 

like how the necessity of scientific laws is unable to 8ccommodate the sense of possibility 

and openness that mends the Specylative lives of so many ofFindley's protagonists. 



CHAPTER 2 "IN BUT WFF COURSEn: ADAPTATION TO A 

From an ideal vantage point on the ground, a formation of planes may be 
obsemed in the oir. One plane may be out of formation- But the whole 
formation may be off course. The plane that is "out of formation" may be 
abnormal, bad or 'bad," fiom the point of view of the formation- But the 
formation itself may be bad or mad h m  the point of view of the ideal 
obsewer. The plane that is out of form8fi01~ rrmy aLPo be more or less off 
course than the formation itself is. 

RD. Laing, IRe Pol'cs ofl&perience, 82. 

In Ihe Polilis off5periencee, Laing provides the above analogy to explain the 

theory which he hoped would revolutionize the t w e n t i e t h .  conception of mental 

illness and lead the psychiatric establishment away fkom a clinical perspective and toward 

a perspective which is both existential and social in its focus. Ifthe entire 'Yonnation" of 

society is, in f&, dysfunctional, then it follows that my pronouncements as to the 

function or dysfhnction of individuals based on the criterion of whether or mt they 

accord with that formation are suspect. In the preceding chapter, I began by looking at 

the theories of some ofthe proponents ofthe "anti-psychiatry" movement ofthe 1960s, in 

order to contextucrlize Findley's depiction of madness as both a product of and a form of 

resistance to the CSrrationality" of the hmily structure. In this chapter, which will 

examine three of Findley's novels that move outward f?om the portrayel of the family 

unit to enact a critique of the institutions which structure and govern twentieth-centuy 

Western society, I will again refa to the work ofthose associated with this movement - 

in particular RD. Mng and David Cooper - as they move away from the study of W l y  



interaction to explore the irrationality of what Laing refers to as the C't~tal social world 

system7' (1968: 16). 

in 1967, with the publication of The Politics of Experience. Laing, whose 

criticisms of traditional psychiatric practice had earned him a following among 

psychiatrists draw11 to his theories by their dissatisfiction with the theoretical models of 

traditional psychiatric practice, began to gain a wider reputation as a social and cultural 

critic. In that text, in which he draws on psychoanalytic insights to formulate a critique 

of Westem society, Laing posits the view that twentieth-ntury Western society is in 

need, not only of a rethinking of its definitions of sanity and madness, but of a radical 

alteration of its conception of 'hormality." Laing argues that individual pathology is 

intelligible as a symptom of a larger pervasive inssnity which holds the entire Western 

world in its grasp, and which is mdested through war, violence, hatred and other 

dehumanizing, destructive behaviom. Laing questions the definition of ' h d '  social 

conduct, arguing that '%hat we d 'notmai' is a product of repression, denial, splitting, 

projection, introjection and other forms of destructive action on experience" and, as such, 

''is radically estnnged fkom the structure of being" (1%7: 11). While identifying as mad 

the individual who does not conform to its definition of 'hormaiity,'' and relegating such 

individuals to institutions to be ''cured" of what, to raing, is perfectly intelligible 

behaviour, Western society "highly values its normal man," urging children to conform to 

the accepted standards of behaviour witbout questioning the criteria by which such 

ccnofmal~y" is judged: 



The ccnonnally" alienated pason, by reason ofthe fact that he acts more or 
less like everyone else, is taken to be sane. Other forms of alienation that are 
out of step with the prevailing state of alienation are those that are labeled by 
the ccnormal" majority as bad or mad (1967: 12). 

In a world seemingly without reason, in which "normal men have killed pezh 

100,000,000 of their fellow normal men in the last fifty yearss7 (1967: 12)' the traditional 

notion of madness as the absence of reason has become meaningless. How does one 

reach a diagnosis of iasanity in a society which regularly exhibits signs of 

psychopathology? The psychiatrist Lester A Gelb, a contemporary of Laing, writes: 

Probably the greatest immediate immanlity and camption is the devaluation 
of human life itself by racism, violence, a d  war. This amounts, in our time, 
to an epidemic of dehumanization- is there any psychopathotogy more serious 
than this? I doubt it (Gelb 195). 

According to this view7 continuing to live comfortably in such a world necessitates a 

wilful blindness to the large-scale violence in which humanity is participating. As Laing 

writes: % order to rationalize our industriaf-military complex, we ham to d e w y  our 

capacity to see clearly any more w&at is in fiont 0s and to imagine what is beyond, our 

noses. Long before thermonuclear war can come about, we have had to lay waste our 

own saaity" (1967: 36). 

In 1967, the same year in which ihe Politics of Experience was published, four of 

the most outspoken critics of conventional psychiatry - Drs. RD. Laing, David Cooper, 

Joseph Berke, and Leon Redla - organized the Congress on the Dialectics of Liberation, 

which took place in London in the last two weeks of July of that year. This confaence, 

which included such notable speakers as Herbert Marcuse and Stokely Carmichael was 

prompted by the psychiatrists' reahtion that some of the conclusions thy bad reached 



in their work on schizophrenia and the f d l y  could be related to certain aspects of the 

political reality in the 1960q especially the War. In a paper entitled 'The 

Obvious," which he presented at the congress, Laing referr to the Vietnam War as an 

example of "extreme normality" (1968: 27); that is, an only slightly exaggerated 

illustration of the violent, irrational behaviouc that is sanctioned by our society on a 

regular basis, and considered to be ccnormal." According to Laing, our world is 

characterized by "institutionolited, organized violence" (1968: 19), for which we deny 

individual responsibility, projecting it instead upon "sow vague maps being outside the 

subsystem" - which Laing r e f i i  to as "Them" - with which we are merely comp1ying. In 

both 'The Obvious" and ihe PoIitics of Experience, Laing urges his readers to question 

our denial of accountability for our actions, and our projection of responsibility onto "a 

presence that is everywhere elsewhere" (1%7: 56; emphasis in original). Laing argues 

that the blind acceptance of the standards of behaviour set and practiced by the majority, 

without assertion of individd fieedom or agency* r e d s  in human beings who are 

alienated fiom themselves and &om one mother: 'When we have installed Them in our 

hearts, we are only a plurality of solitudes in which what each person has in common is 

his allocation to the other of the necessity for his own actions"(l967: 55). Laing 

emphasizes the dehumanizing potential of this conformity, and points out the danger 

inherent in our reluctance to consider the possibility that the standards which we blindly 

accept might be destructive of human life and fieedom: 

We must be very carefit of our selective blindness. The Germans reared 
children to regard it as their duty to exterminate the Jews, adore their leader, 
kill and die for the Fathedand. The majority of my own generation did not or 
do not regard it as stuk raving mad to f ix1 it better to be dead than Red. None 



of us, I take it, has lost too many hours' sleep over the threat of imminent 
annihilation of the human race and our own responsibility for this state o f  
affairs (1%7: 49). 

According to Laing, constant deference to an exkraal source for the interpretation and 

validation of our own Cxperience results in the reduction of our reality to "a scene of 

mirages" which are ''real'' only h h r r  as "everyone believes everyone else believes 

them7' (1967: 51). Human beings are thus absolved of any sense of responsibility or 

accountability for our own actions, and are able to delude ourselves that we are powerless 

to alter our situation The notion that we are owselves complicit in our own ccenBulfment 

into the monolithic bourgeois bureaucmtic system," is addressed by David Cooper, in a 

paper entitled "Beyond Words," presented at the aforementioned Congress: 

To move out of this position we hove to realize certain elementary truths 
about how we rmoonsciously peqetute this structure that castrates us... So 
we have to recognize that their power, the power of governments in the first 
world and, to a signifkmt extent, in the European socialist world - their 
power is nothing less thn our power- Our power, that we have perversely put 
into them, because we choose impotence (198). 

Cooper' s point, that we are not merely passive victims of a system thnt robs us of our 

fiee will but that we ourselves are implicated in our own powerlessness, resonates with 

the three novels - lk TeIIing of Lies, Tk Buttem Plague, and F ~ O ~ G T  hwt Work - 

which I will examine in this chapter. AU three novels fe~ture protagonists who are, to 

varying dewas, a w e  that the society in which they live is "off course," but who are 

ultimately unable to extricate themselves &om their social reality - to 'leave the 

formations' - in order to present M active cbrllenge to its values, assumptions, and 

standards of behavio~f~ 



have joined my enemies": Control and Complicity in me TtlIing qfl;ia 

Human beings seem to have an almost unlimited capacity to deceive 
themselves, and to deceive themselves into takiag their own lies for truth. By 
such mystification, we achieve and sustain our adjustment, adaptation, 
socialization 

RD. Laing, Ek Politics of@wn'ence, 47. 

In the first chapter of in rhe Sleep Rwnr, her account of the CIA-finded mind- 

control experiments which occurred at Montreal's Allan Memorial Institute in the 1950s 

and early 1 9 6 0 ~ ~  Anne C O W  describes a demoastmtion which took place in 1986, 

outside the US. Embassy in Ottawa- The small group of demonstrators, to whom Collins 

refers as '%he mad movement," consisted of former psychiatric patients and theu 

supporters, who were marching in support of the nine plaiotiffs who filed a suit against 

the CIA for experimental treatments which they received at the Allan. Not surprisingly, 

the protest made no impression on those bebind the embassy walls; as Collins writes, "the 

embassy windows stared down at them, indifferent" ((Cdlms 1). She reveals however, 

that unbeknownst to the d e m o ~ o f s  themselves, the plaintiffs in the case - the very 

people the 'mod movernent7' was supporting - were disrssockting themselves 6om them, 

on the advice of their Washington la-, Joe Rauh and Jim Turner, because these two 

understood that "you don't win at power games - you don't beat the CIA - by allying 

yourself with the figes. Nobody except other Ei.ingecdwellers pays attention to the 

firinges" (4). In order to fight one ofthe most powerfir1 institutions in the world, these 

lawyers chose to align themselves with people who themselves occupied positions of 

authority and power, such as David Otliow, an MP and husband of one of Cameron's 

victims, and Harvey Weinstein, the son of one of the victims. Weinstein, a psychiatrist 



who held a teaching job at a major US. university was, of al l  the plaintiffs and their 

families, '%he spokesman with the most credibility,'' and proved invaluable in the case 

against the CIA (217-18)'- It is ironic that, in fighting the abuses perpetrated against the 

mentally ill by psychiatrists, the lawyers chose as their spokesperson a member of the 

very profession which was responsible for those abuses7 rather than encouraging those 

who were victimized to speak on their own beW As Collins points out, 'Tf]ew people 

who haven't been in mental hospitals themselves find ex-inmates a credible source of 

comment on anything - even their own experiences in mental hospitalsy7 (4). 

1 begin with this story in order to introduce the idea of the possibility for adopting 

an effective position of resistance to the bureaucratic institutions which wield the power 

in our society. According to the lawyers in the CIA suit, a battle fought from the finges 

is destined to fail; thaefore successll resistance necessitates complicity with one's 

enemies. Certainly7 this view seems to be at odds with that expressed by F i e y ,  whose 

work is filled with characters whose transgressive potential arises tiom their position on 

the margins of 'hormal" society, and whose rebellion against the norms and values of 

their families and communities signifies a rrfusal to be indoctrinated into the existing 

social reality. In my discussion ofFindley7s work thus far, I have shown how Findley has 

chosen as his protagonists precisely these agents of disorder, due to their potentid to 

disrupt and reveal the hypocrisy of oo~~ventional, 'hormal" society. Vanessa Van Home, 

the protagonist and narrator of ihe Telling of Lies, diffixs fkom otba Findley protagonists 

by virtue of the simple fUct that no one questions her sanity- She conforms PafectJy to 

the ideology, values and behaviour expected of a woman of h a  age and class and - both 



socially and in her rde as the novel's narmtor/detedive - acts to restore order, rather than 

to challenge it. The mystery at the ceutre of The Telling #Lies involves a fictional case 

which is based upon that of Dr. Ewen Cameron, who was the founder of Montreal's 

Allan Memorial Imtitute in 1944, and served as its director until 1%4. Cameron, driven 

by a fierce desire to "cufe" mental illness, but also fieled by the promise of fame within 

controversial techniques, including the use of sensory deprivation, drugs, electroshock 

treatments aad a radical new treatment which he called "psychic driving" - the repeated 

playback of selected recorded phrases to a patient -- in order to "depattern" or reprogram 

the minds of the mentally ill and bring about alterations in behaviour: 

Cameron defined "'depatterning" as breaking up existing patterns of behavior, 
both the normal and the schizophrenic, by mcaas of patticularly intensive 
electroshocks, usually combined with prolonged, drug-induced sleep. Here 
was s psychiatrist willing - indeed, eager - to wipe the human mind totally 
clean @la& 133). 

Cameron's procedures attrcrcted the attention of the CI& which was interested in research 

concerned with human behaviour control, intrigued by the possibility that it would one 

day be able to "crack the mental defenses of enemy agents" ( C o h s  26). The CIA'S 

MKULTRA operation provided funding for the experiments through a cover organitation 

d e d  the Society for the Investigation of Human Ecology (SEE), resulting in what 

C o b s  refers to as a 'plot right out of a science-fiction movie" (Collins 25)' namely a 

partnership between the American government and members of the psychiatric profession 

in the search for means to gain control over human minds. 



This astonishing alliance, and the conspiracy to conceal it not only from the 

patients involved but fkom the generaf public, provides Findley with the background for 

llte Telling of Lies, a novel which examines Western society's complicity in the 

containment of difference md the concealment of menace beneath an appearance of 

surface order. Nearly a decade before Calder W d o x  is found dead on a Maine beach, a 

Dr. Man Potter conducts a series of CU-finded experiments on inmates at Montrds 

Makin Memorial Institute, which, like Cameron's treatmentsy involve drugs, 

electr~~~nYUIsive therapy, sensory deprivation, and 'psychic driving." Although Dr. 

Potter dies of natural causes, the mnn who manufktured the dmgs used in his 

experiments - Calder W d o x  - is murdered by the wife of one of Potter's victims, in 

revenge for the damage his experimeats inflicted upon her husband. Vanessa Van Home, 

upon discovering that one Eend - Meg Riches - is the murderer, and that another fiiend 

- Lily Porter - might possibly reveal this fact, states that "if the truth should rise to the 

surface of Lily's mind" she will "be forced to move against her" (359) to ensure that it 

remains concealed. Although Vanessa's admission of her willingness to kill Lily in order 

to protect Meg fiom the CIA bas been interpreted by some critics as a positive sign of her 

politicization and her determination to resist what Lomine York calls the 'kale power 

games" (1991:131)~ which structure her world, I agree with the conclusion reached by 

Anne Geddes Bailey in h a  1995 article on the novel that "a gap exists betwan 

Vanessa's choices and Findley's position" (Bailey 1995: 192)~. While Vanessa does 

admit that she has "oined mer] enemies" and is ''prepared to do what they have done: 

even to use their weapons" (359)' she fails to recognk the MI extent of her complicity 



in the very systems she purports to be resisting- Findfey, howwer, is very much aware of 

this complicity, and fills his novel with clues that allow the reader to recognize that, 

through the act of narration itsell; Vanessa is herself implicated in the conspiracy of 

violence and deception which her narrative ostensibly aims to expose; Dr. Ewen 

Cameron's use of psychic driving to write new m t i v e s  onto the 'Blank slatey' (Collins 

132) of his patients' minds is analogous to Vanessa Van Home's writing of her story onto 

the blank pages of the book which Lily herself has given ha: 

Lily gave me this book Purely, out of the goodness of h a  heart. And yet - 
I've already begun to castigate her - deride her - suspect her, here on these 
pages. She handed them over to me with such imocence. "Here,'' she said; Y 
thought you might want to write tbings down; the way you take your 
photographs." And that's what I've done (I 13). 

Vanessa's organization of events into a coherent, ordered narrative is indeed similar to 

'We way [she] take[s] ber] photographsn; Vanessa's fhction as narrator is to select and 

rwrder information, to contain disorder within the rational, controlled structure which 

she imposes upon the events she has witnessed. She is well-suited to this role; her 

compulsion to impose order upon the chaos of reality is reflected in both her profwion 

of landscape architect and her leisure pursuit of photography 

The only images I've ever created in all of my professional life - consciously 
and with a vengeance - have been the studied shapes of gardens. Nothing, by 
will, but images of order and peace. And in my photographs? What is. But 
never accidents; never the ovemnniog of reality. Not anarchy (27). 

While I agree with Lorraine YorL's suggestion that Z k  Telling #Lies takes place against 

the backdrop of %e the with naturen flak 1991: 122). I disagree with her positioning 

of Vanessa as a warrior on the side of nature: as a landscape architect, Vanessa is skilled 

at taming the umuly raw materials of aatme into artificial "images of order"; as a 



photographer, her 'W paraphernalia for a day ofpicturetaking" includes not only two 

cameras and "the 11l range of lenses," but dso 'tile cards and pencils7' (17-18) for 

making meticulous notations which impose her own vision of order upon all she 

witnesses; as a d a e r  of various maladies, she relies on we detail of fiding, imperilled 

health, the pills, the regimen, the warnings" (8) to oontrol the 'hatural" processes of her 

aging body- In the war agaht nature, thea. Vanessa does not occupy a defensive 

position, becoming militant "on behalf of all living things" work 1991: 131), but is, 

rather, a commanding officer in the army that has waged thM war. 

Ihe Teflhg #Lies is subtitled "a mystery," aad the 'things" which Vanessa writes 

onto the blank pages of the notebook take the shape of a mystery m t i v e ,  with Vanessa 

herself cast as the detective who must, as Catherine Hunter states, 'testore order by 

naming the agent of disordd' @imter 1990: 99). As Bailey points out, Vanessa's role as 

the narratoddetective of a mystery namative itself precludes her functioning as an agent 

of disorder or transgression, as so many of Findley's narrators do: 

As much as she tries to break away &om the system that erects barriers and 
brutalizes its citizens, she, through her detective story, is ultimately 
hermetically sealed into the capitalistic d u e  system @&y l998b: 170-1). 

As Donna Pemee, Catherine Huntn, and Bailey have al l  observed, Findley's mystery, 

with its insular setting wealthy and privileged characters, individual amateur detective, 

and trail of clues closely resembles the novels of Agatha Christie, in which "crime was 

detected and disorder contained" through a system of "shrp observation and orderly 

thought" Wght 107). In Stephen Knight's chapter on the novels of Agatha Christie in 

his Fonn mdI&oiogy in Crime FictimY he Wiifes that Christie: 



pdected a structure, best called the clue-puzzle* which invited and 
empowered the cardl reader to solve the problem along with the detective. 
The individualism and the sense of isolation inherent to the audience who 
shared the basic bourgeois values were themselves activated by the overall 
form of  the novel (Knight 107). 

The world of Christie's novels, writes Knight, "is a projection of the dreams of those 

anxious middleclass people who would like a life where change, disorder and work are 

afl equally absent" (Knight 1 18). Similarly, the upper-class guests at the Aurora Sands 

Hotel - including Vanessa - return evay summer to the same rooms they hsve always 

occupied, secure in the knowledge that nothing has changed since the hotel was founded 

in the mid-nineteenth ccalury; their ordered, burgenis existence is disrupted first by the 

irrational appearance of an icebag which 'kill not go away, in spite of reasonyy (28), and 

second by the discovery of Calder Maddox's body, which similarly defies logic and 

expectations. Vanessa's function as the l l ~ a t o r  of a mystay is to contain disorder 

through the deteztion of that which represents a deviation fiom the socially sanctioned 

norms. With carem attention to temporal and spatial detail, Vanessa plots the events 

surrounding the death of Calda Maddoq creating an ordered p i m e  of the world which, 

Knight would suggest, is consistent with her ideological position - he points out that 

"[m]eticulously calibrated personal time and location is an important part of the 

bourgeois world-view" (Knight 120). The reader is encouraged to first identify with, and 

then interrogate, the bourgeois values held by Findley's detective; Vanessa Van Home, 

like Christie's Miss Mkrple, is "a typical figure of the rcspccable classes'' mght log), 

and as such invites our sympathy and identification as she, again like Christie's detective, 

attempts to solve a crime, not though extraordinary capabilities, but through 'Yamiliar 



powers of observation and reflection" (Kriight 109). While the mystery genre 'hresents a 

very simple world where criminal deviance is equally plain, a 'weak' straying from the 

path of seIfkontro1 and socially acceptable, mutually protective behaviour" (Knight 154), 

the world which Findley presents is fir f?om simple; this is a world in which things are 

rarely black and white, and in which "no one is totally monstrous: not even monsters" 

(15). In such a world, the line separating the victim from the villains, so clearly 

demarcated in Christie's fiction, is blurred, if it even still exists. The containment of 

disorder in this case requires, not the reveIbn'on of Meg Riches's crime, but the 

concedlnrnt of her guilt; Vmessa's vow to protect Meg, wen if it means killing Lily 

Porter, is not, as York has written, a sign that Vanessa has gradually become 'hilitant in 

this positive - and female - sense" (York 1991: 13 1)' but is7 rather, entirely consistent 

with both her narrative function and her ideological position as revealed through her 

version of events. 

Vanessa's hnction as narrator is literally to '%ell lies7': to select and re-order 

information in order to create suspenses, to contain disorder within the rational, 

controlled structure of the mystery plot. She is l l l y  conscious that she has 'kemmged 

the order of events - according to my ability to grasp their meaning" (13 I), and admits to 

tampering with the diction of at least one character in her account: she notes, on ow 

occasion, that Maryanne Forestead's words were "more or less what follows, though her 

language was less precise than mine" (18). Vanessa's tendencies toward the imposition of 

order place her in the company of the supposed 'Wlains" of her mmtive - Colonel 

Norimitsu and Wda W d o x .  Colonel Norimitsu, who ovasaw the prison camp in 



which Vanessa and her family were interred, is, in spite of his ostensible position as 

c'villain'' to Vanessa's 'tictim," an important formative influence in her life; his Japanese 

formal gardens, which exist in the midst of the chaotic violence of war, inspire Vanessa's 

eventual choice of profession. Furthermore, Vmessa's dedication of her notebook to the 

man who 'kith one hand, killed my father and with the other made of my father's grave a 

garden" (8) emphasizes the paralIels betmeen Norimitsu's gardens and Vanessa's 

narrative; through her meticulous construction of the de tdve  story, she is effectively 

making a similar "garden" of CaIder Maddox's death. Throughout her narrative, V m s a  

emphasizes the human qualities ofNorimitsu, inviting the reader to accept the fact that, 

as he asserts, " h e n  monsters are not always monsters" (203); however, as Bailey points 

out, 'Colonel Norimitsu may on occasion secretly revolt against the system which he 

represents but he is also firmly entrenched within it and acts in accurdance with its 

dictates" (Bailey 1998b: 162). Although he engages in secret acts of rebellion - he 

returns Vanessa's mother's wedding ring, and he @ossibly) dispenses medicine to his 

OM prisoners on the black market - he is still in the senice of a system which 

perpetrates the very horrors which both necessitate his humanitarian gestures and 

simultaneously render them insufticient. In this, too, Vmessa is like her former captor; 

while she struggles to locate and liberate Lily Porter fiom the "enemy," she is in fact 

complicit in the very economic and social structures that h v e  made Lily a victim. 

Although Vanessa's past as a prisoner of war would suggest a ruvtunl antipathy toward 

those, such as Colonel Norimitsu .nd Calder Wdox,  who represent th abuses of power 

and the vi- . . 'on of the inwceat, the opposite seems to k true; while some, like 



~ o i r a ~  - ' W h  h a  desperate aprutness and her appalling loneliness" (358) - seem hted 

to be natural victims, Vanessa is able to survive her imprisonment, in part due to the 

strange alliance which she forms with her captor: 

His English was stilted and incorrect when he finally spoke, but he spoke 
with perfi i  civility - and even with feeling. 
'T have," he said; "for you something that has been of your 

Though I did not open it, 1 knew by what I muld feel of its shape that the 
perfectly folded packet enclosed my mother's wedding ring. 
. * -  

I dared not thank him. I knew he did not want that. He did not really want 
me even to acknowledge what he had done. 
He pointed across at the compound with his chin - his hands behind his back 
- and he said; 'you will stand there sixteen hours." 
'Yes," I said - understanding. I must appear, of course, to be plnishzd (201- 

202). 

Vanessa's fiequent comparisons of the prison at Bandung to the vacation community in 

Maine suggest to the reader that, in a situation in which she is witness to the abuses of 

power by those who seek tatalitarian control, she will survive - as she did once before - 

by 'Soinrig] her enemies," adapting to her situation though forging alliances with those 

in power, and through practicing the art of subterfbge that she learned at Bandung 

I've never questioned that ability to subdivide my person, so to speak, into 
separate units - isolating one and concentrating on another. This, at Bmdung 
prison, was how we dealt with hunger, illness, loneliness and pain of every 
other kind. That I can Lie to my heart and keep it pumping by telling it I've 
taken a pill I have not taken is a d i i  result of my training there. And by 
such Lies, I may yet survive another attack (38). 

Findley p r o b l e ~ s  the distinction between "victim" arid '%ictimizer," through the 

revelation that Wder W d o x ,  the victim of a mrder, has in fs4 been a vktimizer, 

through the use of his experimental drugs on mental patients. Furthermore, Vanessa's 

mative reveals that she shares more common qualities with W d o x  and Colonel 



Norimitsu, the ostensible villains, than with Lily Porter, the kidnapped victim of her 

mystery narrative. In the character of CaIder Maddox, the ruler of a pharmaceutical 

empire, Findley has created an ideal vehicle for his critique of the politicization and 

bureaucratization of medicine. Although M d o x  has achieved wealth and power through 

the manuhcture of pills, his success is largely due to isis political alliances and 

connections, a fhct which Lawrence Pawley reverls to Vimessa: 

[Calder Wdox]  and @k. Chilcott] used one another to gain ascendancy 
over a very important aspect of medical practice bm in this country- One 
made drugs -the otba pushed them He pushed them in conjunction with his 
magic by-pass opartions. Ordinary doctors, trying to save ordinary lives 
under ordinrry circumstances got caught in tbe middle (179). 

Lawrence, who is one of these "ordmry doctors," finds his practice emptied of patients; 

the hct that his survival rate is higher than Chilcott's is ignored by prospective patients, 

because of the political clout carried by the name of Dr. Chilcott's most fhmous surviving 

patient: ''Owen Warner, President of the United States." (179) Thus, through the use of 

members of the medical establishmeut are guilty of a profound abuse of power, they are 

in effect harming those same patients whom they have taken an oath to help. 

Furthermore, as Lawrence reveals, the very chemicals that "cured" the president's 

condition and saved his life will eventually kill him, in an example of what Lahg refers 

to as the "dimetric irrationality" of a world in which cld]octars in all ages have made 

fortunes by killing their patients by meam of their curesn (&aing 1968: 19). 

Throughout ha narrative, Vanessa umwMngly reveals comefatio~~s between herself 

and the ostensible 'Wain" of h a  story; like Vmessa, Caldes exerts contra1 ova nrture 



in his leisure activities, as well as in his professional life. His assertion that he ""counted 

all the stars, last night7' proclaims his victory over both the celestial and the human 

realms; not only did he count all the stars, but he  '%ounted more than all the Ptolemys and 

all the Galileos put together" (17). W e  Vanessa does not share Wdox's hubris, she 

does share his compulsion to captun those things which, by their nature, defjr capture; 

when Nigel's appearance prevents her fiom obtrioing a photograph of some looas, she 

regretfblly admits that she '?lad wanted the loons so badly, their being the rarest of the 

rare to photograph" (24). Bosh Vanessa and Calder strive to conquer and possess those 

things which are rare, fleeting, or uncontainable; they seek to enclose them within the 

structures of rational thought, whether by containing them within the confines of a 

numerical system or by fixing their image forever in time and place, with all pertinent 

details written on an index card. Furthermore? Vanessa's dependence upon on 

medication for her various conditions underscores the instability of her position in 

- - 
relation to the various victims and victrrmzers in her narrative. Her life has been 

improved and possibly saved by drugs manufhchued by Maddox and his colleagues; 

Bailey notes, 'Vanessa financially supports the vay system which also crippled Michael" 

(Bailey 1998b: 163). In addition to Norimitsu and Vanessa, Meg Riches is another 

character whose complicity with those she ostensibly opposes confwnds the reader's 

desire to classify her simply as victim or villain. In exacting revenge for what was done 

to Michael, Meg effedively repeats Cdder's own methods, "'joining mer] e~emies," as 

Vanessa herself will do; Calder is murdered by "a deadly, paralyzing chemical [which] 

had been infused into his system by means of a sunutaflln (351). Fdmmore, just as 



Calder's experiments victimized the innocent, MegSs revenge created both a murderer 

and a victim of Lily Porter who, by applying the sun cream, unwittingly becomes the 

instrument of her lover's death and is then kidnapped and brainwashed because of h a  

Vanessa's narrative is infiied with her own ideological biases; fkom the beginning, 

Vanessa makes it clear that Lily is of an infetior class than Meg, Mercedes and herseK I .  

contrast to Vanessa's own mother, Rose Adella, who was '%s formidable as her name" 

(6) and who oocupied o position among the elite and influential matriarchs8 who hold 

their court of '%dges" (47) in the hotel lobby, ''Mlaisie Cotton was not acceptclble and not 

accepted at the Aurora Sands" (6). The very names "Maisie Cottony' and 'Ziy Cotton" 

suggest a natural simplicity and innocence that is at odds with the elaborate, intimidating 

names of 'Vanessa Van Home," "Arabella Barrie," and "Mercedes Manabeim," which 

suggest wealth and social power. Although she and her daughter did manage to secure a 

place among the more privileged cIasses, this place was not acquired naturally or 

gracefirlly, but "only after much persistence" (6)- M&ie and Lily are clearly unwanted 

by the society to which they aspire to belong 

The pictures - circa 1935 - give evidence of ws ie ' s ]  determination, 
showing her crowding into the background of other people's Gunily tableaux 
- or hanging off towards one side, her smile as wide and her gestures as broad 
as some dreadful comedienne; much white powder, many wide hats aad fk 
too many bows adorn her image. Lily - pchrlant, unsure and unsteady on her 
little fiat legs, is there in those pictures entirely by force. And always 
overdressed and over-plump (6). 

Although Lily has forced ber way into both the  photo^^ a d  Vmwssa's life, the 

latter's disdain for her is evident fiom the b c g h h g  of ha e v e .  She refen to Lily 



mockingly as "a pastel patriot" (Z), deciares that Lily is incapabie of logic or taste (3), 

and, by her syntax, clearly marks Lily as on outsider to the cl~ss-conscious community to 

which she herself belongs: "Everyone has always known that Lily has a heart of gold; but 

we have also known it's a chocolate heart and the gold is only a wrapper made of foil" (3; 

my emphasis). Vanessa describes Lily at fifty-five as "still a child" (3) due to her 

unbridled exuberance in speech and gesture, her simple love of pleasing others, and her 

retention of a child-like honesty and incapacity for deceit. The fact that she is Woo nake 

to say one thing and mean mother" (2) is read by Vanessa as uasophistication and 

mwor1dliness; by the end of the novel, the reader realizes that it is Lily, not the narrator, 

who alone is unable to participate in 'the telling of lies" and who, as such, is marked - 

like Michael Riches - as a natural victim of a corrupt and manipulative society- 

Vanessa's scorn for Lily, aud her admission that she does not count Lily among 

her fiends (B), leads one to conclude that her distress at Lily's disappearance is prompted 

more by a desire to restore order, to put things back in their proper places, than by a 

genuine concan and rffection for Lily as an individual. Vanessa's most valuable ally in 

this endeavour is M d e s  Mannheim, who is a f i d y  entrenched member of the social 

establishment, with access to the upper echelons of power? Mercedes, Iike Vanessa with 

her pills, is dependent on the medical establishment; due to her regime of regular 

facelift§, "she speaks without a trace of visible movement and her eyes give the 

somewhat bizarre impression of having been sewn wide open" (244). Macedes is a 

monument to the ability of institutions to inhibit and control natural human impulses; h a  

entire persona - k physical appeucmoe, h a  speech, ha friendships and afliances - hs 



been meticulously and ertiticially constructed. Unlike Lily, who does not attrmpt to 

control the natural expression of her emotions, Mercedes, due to her many face-lifts, "has 

been left, effectively7 with little but a Reader's Digest of expressions: severely abridged" 

(244). Also unlike Lily, Mercedes is '.ls" with inauentiaf people, most notably Donald 

Maltby, the head of the CIA, whom she proudy claims to hold in the palm of her hand 

(269). She approves of using one's sooid connections to one's own benefit: T a l s  in high 

places, eh?' she comments conspiratorially to Van~ssa~ "A person never knows when 

she's going to oeed a lot of help'' (245). Vanessa is able to locate and f ke  Lily due to her 

and Mercedes's ability to succeed a social paformance, to 'play up and play the game" 

(44); she discovers Lily's location by pretending to be a fiend of 'Tad" Chilcott (23 1) 

and gains entrance to the Greenes' party with invitations '%om a party [Macedes] gave 

last season for the Greek Rime Minister" (282). From the beginning both Vkuessa and 

Mercedes are coraplicit in the systems that are responsible for the torture of Michael 

Riches, and the kidnapping and brainwashing of Lily Porter. Vanessa has not recently 

''joined" her enemies; she has always been among them 

In her decision to conceal the identity of C d d a  Maddox's killer md the 

motivation for his murder, Vanessa is continuing the cover-up perpetrated by the CIA, 

positioning herself on the side, not only of Meg Riches, but of the American government. 

Her unwillingness to upset the established order of things is evident in the cryptic 

remarks with which she concludes her narrative: 

Yes. It is time the icebergs came. 
And they are here. 
And so I pull the shade. 
And the shade is green (359). 



In this statement, Vanessa simuItaaeously acknowledges the need for things that cause us 

to interrogate our fixed systems of understanding the world, and admits her reluctance to 

accept such things. The iceberg, whose unexpected and unexplained appearance disturbs 

the predictable order of things for the residents of the Aurora Sands Hotel, provides the 

reader with a metafictive clue for reading the t a ;  the iceberg i s  as Hunter points out, a 

sign of both "difference" and c'biddenness" munter 1990: 100-1). It is a "%enegadey' (133) 

whose appearance on the w e  coast in My defies reason and e m o n ,  and in its 

mysterious origins it is linked to the enigmatic Honey Girl, the other "disturbing 

presencey' (20) which disrupts the orderly lives ofthose who summer at the Aurora Sands 

Hotel. Vanessa's repeated photographing of the iceberg signifies her characteristic desire 

to control or capture that which presents itself as '%he violation of reality" (29), to impose 

order upon chaos. The ice- like Vanessa's imprisonment at Bandung, is difficult to 

assimilate into a rational view of the world: "it is terrifying - just as the prison wits, 

because it will not go away, in spite ofreason" (28). Just as her imprisonment leads her to 

a Wong f~~scination with the ordered, rational forms of Japanese formal gardens, the 

appearance of the iceberg prompts her to attempt to capture it through photography. Her 

instinct to "raise the camera in the tace of wonder" (27), effectively destroying that 

wonder by rendering it knowable, is not d i k e  Major-General Welch's impulse to raise a 

gun in order to "blow the bugger out of the water" (30); both characters' response to the 

irrational or uncanny is to capture it, to render it knowble through c'shooting" it with the 

implements of reason. Both the gun and the camera are tools in what YaL calls '?he war 

to capture and transfix nature'' (Yo& 1988: 16). The iceberg, however, has a dwl 



m i o n  in the namtive, serving not only as a metaphor for the irrational, but also for the 

concealment of menace. Vanessa describes the iceberg as "a monster and misunderstood" 

(262), linking it not only to the c'misunderstood" Honey Girl but to "mon~ters~''~ such 

Colonel Notim'isu, whose capacity for evil is downpiayed in Vanessa's narrative because 

of his love of beauty, and Dr. Alan Potter, whose hidden flaw - ccmbition of the 

unbridled kind" - 'trvent undetected, because he'd had so many successes and so much 

praise" (346). Thse acts of concealment are repeated in Vanessa's pulling ofthe shade to 

obscure the sign of difkence and disorder. The "green" co10w of the shade connects it to 

several earlier images of concealment: Cdder Maddox's skin, which tums green in death, 

because of the yellow sunaeam covering his blue-tinted flesh (54); Daniel and Lucy 

Greene, who not only conceal the president's presence at Lasson's Neck, but whose party 

provides Vanessa and M d e s  with a means to m n d  theu mission to fiee Lily Porteq 

and finally, the iceberg itself, whose hidden menace Jme Williams renders appealing 

through the use of the colour greea 

And she took a lime-green crayon and put the appropriate ked of ice in its 
place. I couid only suppose h a  choice of wlour had to do with keeping the 
menacing part ofthe berg as "pretty," in her own words, as the 'lovely" part 
above (83-4). 

By "pull[*ig] the shade," Vanessa not only refises to look at the representation of 

disorder, but also allows the menace that the iceberg conceals beneath the water to 

remain conceaIed, just as by refising to m e  Meg Riches as the murderer of Calder 

Maddox, she continues the cover-up begun by the CLA regarding the experiments 

conducted by Man Potter. 



Findley's clever deployment of an unreliable aarmtor forces readers to recognize 

our own complicity in the silencing of madness and the containment of difference. In 

spite of her nominal allegiance to those who oppose the systems which control and 

contain difference, Vanessa, as a landscape architect, an amateur photographer, aad a 

mystery -tor, is engaged in the containment of chaos through the imposition of 

narrative order, she writes, 'T want to draw lines around events as if events were like the 

gardens I design: where 1 see every nuance Mote it exists7' (3 17). Vanessa's attempt to 

exercise control over the representation of experience has a codation with "psychic 

driving" as conceived of and practiced by Ewen Cameron. According to Collins, 

Cameron first became intrigued by the idea of using recorded messages with his patients 

because of the fact that it offered the promise of control over the patient's responses: 

most of us working in psychotherapy and psychodynamics look quite 
aaxiously for phenomena which we can be sure of regularly producing. To do 
so gives us some reassurance, some sense of Q C f U O I l j  hm@g the sisimon in 
ow hum&, of Anawing where we are, of being ahie to con&uZ even& (Collins 
124; my emphasis) ". 

The desire for ooatrol which leads Cameron to subject his patients to various methods of 

mind control is not d i k e  V'essa's own impulse to control events and experiences; 

however, until the moment in which she declares her willingness to act against Lily 

Porter, she is able to identify the enemy as external to haselt; remaining unaware of her 

own complicity in the very systems of coutrol which have led to the victimization of both 

Lily Porter and Michael Riches. She expresses surprise at h a  discovery that beneath h a  

comrades' s m f h  of gentility lies a more sinister tndh: 'The violence has been here 

always.. .we are the genteel W a  - playing our hmily games of power while claiming 



we are perfect citizens; good Americans; exemplary" (158). What Vanessa fails to realize 

is that, in a society in which those in power employ violent means of maintaining their 

authority, the very fact of being 'perf& or "exemplary'' citizens necessitates a 

repetition of this violence. In lk Pofitiics of Experience, Lahg writes that contemporary 

civilization is characterized by ''violence,'' which he defines as behaviour which 

"attempts to coastrain the ather's freedom, to force him to act in the way we desire, but 

with ultimate lack of concem, with indifference to the other's own existence or  destiny" 

(Laing l%7: 36). He obsaves that 'Tw]e are effdveiy destroying ourselves by 

violence" which we hil to recognize as such (36). Vanessa's violence reveals not 

only in her willingness to commit murder, but in her participation in the conspiracy to 

restrict Lily's fkeedom through the invalidation of her experience. According to Laing, 

control of haw people experience the wodd is at the mot of behaviwr control: "Once 

people can be induced to experience a situation in a similar way, they can be expected to 

behave in similar ways" (L.ing 1967: 64). The most effective way to prevent an 

individual fiom revealing a truth which one wishes to remain unspoken is not merely to 

entreat that individual to remain sileut, but to act upon his or her experience of the 

situation. As Laing d e s :  

If Jack succeeds in forgetting something, this is of little use if 811 continues to 
remind him of it. He must induce her not to do so. The safest way would be 
not just to make her keep quia about it, but to induce h a  to forget it also 
(Laing 1967 18). 

The invalidation of an individual's experience may nnge fiom the indication of the 

triviality of that particular memory or experience, to the insistence that the experience 

existed only in the individual's imagination, to the denial of the content of the memory, 



and finally to the total invalidation ofthe individual's capacity to remember (Lsing 1967: 

18-19). When she expresses the hope that some of Lily's memories remain buried, 

Vanessa joins Dr. C h i l c o ~  Dr. Potter, and the CIA in the manipulation of Lily's 

memories and experiences. Through using Dr. Potter's techniques, Dr. Chilcott is able to 

control Lily's behaviour by telling her that her experiences are false: 'Your memories of 

the death of Calder W d o x  are wrong" (321). Although Vanessa expresses concern for 

her friend, hoping '%hat Lily's short exposure might have fkiled to wipe out her mind and 

replace it with another'' (3 57), she also admits to hoping that Dr. Chilwtt's methods dd 

achieve paxtial success; as it is only Lily 'brho can put the word Meg alongside Calder's 

death" (357)' Vanessa remains fearful that "the truth should rise to the surface of Lily's 

mind" (359)' end declares her intentions to "move against her" if this happens'' (359). 

This willing participation in exerting control over the mind and behaviour of Lily p o d 2  

- much as she exerts control over the events in her narrative, the elements in her gardens, 

the symptoms of her body's weaknesses, and the images captured by her camera - is a 

sign that Vanessa euly has joined her enemies. 

Bailey has argued that this novel is marked by "a pervasive pessimism ... which 

undercuts the revolutionary potential of Vanessa's narrative'' (1998b: 163), a statement 

with which I wholeheartedly agree. The conclusion of the novel has troubling 

implications, not ody for Vanessa as an individual, but for Western culture in general. 

By providing, in Vanessa, a narrator who is both disarmingly cC~rdinary" and 

simdtaneously willing to commit murder, Findley forces us as readers to mt only 

acknowledge our own complicity with the systems that wntd us, but to hce the 



possibility that Vanessa's choice - pulling the shade - is the only possible one; tbat is, 

that there is no way for om culture to extricate itself &om implication in the very coercive 

systems fiom which many of Findley's individual characters seek to fke themselves. 

uInnocence was wity*: Regm8iom and R&ge in me Swarcrfiy m e  

In Z k  Telling of Lies, Vanessa Van Home writes 'To be a witness is to be 

accountable" (132), words which she herself fails to live up to, choosing instead to "draw 

the shade" and refuse her accountability by effectively denying the reality of those events 

which she has witnessed. This is not Findley's first work which concerns the temptation 

of denying reality; his play Cm YOU See Me Yet? explores the human impulse to create 

asylum or sanctuary through the construction of Msey comforting imeges of reality - 

through the telling of lies. Findley's first play concerns what Margaret Laurence's 

introduction describes as '"the search for sanctuary in a world on fire" (11) and the 

tendency, in the search for safety, to close one's eyes to harsh and violent realities. The 

patients at the Asylum at Britton rue enamraged to ignore the outside world by their 

nurse, who insists that %ylum is safkty" (139), and admonishes them that what happens 

''[o]utside the gate is not our business" (32). Into the protected, enclosed garden in which 

"danger is a prod we do not usey' (36) comes Cassandra Wakelin who, as her name 

suggests, encourages the others to 'WAKE UP" (139; emphasis in original) to the world 

of violence which lies beyond the gates. Casandra alone recognizes that '~nlo  one is 

safe anywhere" (140) and questions the actions which her society accepts as 'hormal." 

Cassandra's electroshock treatments have had limited success in wnvincing h a  to accept 



the illusion of safety; although she arrives at the Asylum insisting on the veracity ofthe 

idyllic images of her childhood, she eventuaUy admits that this is a fdse representation. 

Ultimately, the play suggests that human beings have a responsibility to bear witness to 

the evil and violence which exist in the world, and which will not p away simply 

because we deny its existence. 

The B@e@ Plague, written in 1969 and revised and republished in 198613 - the 

same year as The Telling #Lies - explores similar territory, namely the difficulty of 

* . *  mamtammg one's resistance to the dominant version of experience in the face of 

overwhelming pressure to join what Laing calls "the formation" and wc0orm to society's 

conventions and codes. Findley's protagonist, Ruth Damarosch Haddon, who witnesses 

the rise to power of the Nazis and competes in the 1936 Berlin Olympics, is seemingly 

alone in her sense of accountability for what she has witnessed. Like Vanessa Van Home, 

Ruth Damlrosch represents a conflation of victim and victimiza, she identifies with the 

ccdreamers'' - h a  tenn for the Jewish victims of the Nazis - yet she herself has been not 

only a witness but a participant in the propagation of Nazi ideology: as an Olympic 

athlete, she is held up as an example of physical pafection, which leads to her 

involvement in concentration camp experiments on the limits of human endurance, and 

gains her the admiration of Hitler, Go&& eml Goebbels, all of whom send her gifts. 

Unlike Vanessa, however, both Ruth and her version of the events which she witnesses 

are profoundly unstable. As the novel progresses, Ruth herself is uncertain as to the 

veracity of her own experiences: Is she being followed by a blond man dressed in 

leather? Did she witness the burning of A l v u a  Cmyon? b her pregnancy real or a 



hallucination? As Donaa Pemee states, '%he ontological stability of her experiences is 

questionable (she wavers between sanity and insanity, reality and dreadnightmare)'' 

(Pennee 30)'~. The reader shares Ruth's uncertainty-, as it becomes increasingly apparent 

that Ruth's experiences do not comlate with those of her f b l y  and her society, it is 

tempting to dismiss Ruth's version of events as the hallucinations of a madwoman In a 

1971 interview, Findley points out that, while Ruth is 'bddmed and thought insane" 

(Cameron 55; my emphasis) because of the tbings she claims to have witnessed, the 

world which thinks her crazy is itself characterized by a profody irrational violence: 

m's that sense in her that she has seen the most terrible things tbat can be 
seen, and heard the most homble things that can be heard, and been made to 
do the most horrible things that can be done, and everyone thinks she's crazy- 
But they accept all these people actually being shunted off to death camps - 
what's wrong with that? (Cameron 55) 

While Ruth is perceived as iasane because she resists the dominant version of events, 

insists that certain things did happen, and refuses to ignore the violence around her, 

Findley's correlation of the events which Ruth witnesses with actual events during the 

holocaust leads the reader to view Ruth's version as correct. As Findley tells Graeme 

Gibson, "such historic events such as the Crystal Nacht, the burning of the Synagogues, 

the Reichtag Fire, the shooting of the German Consul in Paris: all of these things really 

did happen ... and their dates parallel the dates in the book when Ruth's 'events' take 

place" (Gibson 146; ellipsis in original). As the ody person who r e c o ~ s  these events 

and their implications, Ruth is perhaps the only mrly "sane" character in the novel. 

However, while Ruth's adherence to her own version of"realityn seems to provide her 

with a potentially effective position of &stance to the madness with paMdes her 



society, she, like Vanessa, is ultimately revealed to be complicit in the very systems 

which she is ostensibly resisting; Ruth's willing surrender to the myth of perfection 

which dominates both Hollywood and Gerrnany in the 1930s suggests the difficulty of 

maintaining a position of resistance in the face of overwhelming pressure to join the 

formation. 

Some critics of the novel" have nad Ruth as a asader against the madness which 

pervades her society, a 'Ternale protestor'' (York 1991: 75) - to use Lorrake York's 

terminology - against the political and military systems which dominate the reality of 

both Germany and America in the 1930s. This reading ignores the many signs of Ruth's 

complicity in those very systems, most obviously Ruth's ""rape" of the blond man who 

represents the fascist obsession with racial purity. To read Ruth's sexual encounter with 

%acey' as a rape perpetrated by him is to ignore the k t  that she obsessively seeks him 

out, and that he is "obedient" to her "commands" (238); if this is rape, it is Ruth who is 

the perpetrat~r'~, a fhct which has disturbing implications for a critique of fascism. A 

reading which positions Ruth as a voice of resistance to the Esscist mythos is confounded 

by the fad that Ruth does not merely have, as York hrs suggested, "moments of 

susceptibility" (1991: 78; my emphasis) to the myth of PafecLioa; rather, her identity - 

she is an Olympic gold-medalist end a child of perfection-obsessed Hollywood - is 

entirely predicated on this myth. It is tempting to read Ruth as the one true voice o f  sanity 

in a mad world, but this would amount to a misreading of a novel which critiques the 

ideal of '%@in" purity as a form of t otabrbism, and which consequently 

problematizao any attempt to affirm an identity outside of f e s m .  Findley has created a 



text which contains no character who is not somehow implicated in the very movement 

toward puritanism and totalitarianism which the text is critiquing. Anne Geddes Bailey 

writes that, "[cwidering the umesolved ambiguities within The Buttem Plague, it is 

impossible to discern a toCalizing patted' (1998b:78); indeed, this is an allegorical novel 

which hstrtrates any attempts at a stmightfoward allegorical reading. The most obvious 

example of Findley's overdetermined allegory is the symbol of the butterflies themselves, 

of which Findley hes said, "they meant everything": 

They were the people who had flocked to California, they were fhscists, they 
were the people who were being destroyed by the fiscists, both the Jews and 
the Germans, they were waything (Cameron 54). 

The central symbol of the ')iaguey' of butterflies resists the reader's attempt to contain it 

within any binary framework, just as the butterflies themselves are impossible to control; 

unlike ihe Telling @Lies's icebers they are all-pervasive and cannot simply be blocked 

from one's sight by pulling a shade. The butterflies are r s f i e d  to as "a plague of 

dreams" (279), represeating the dreams of perfection which plague not only the 

individual characters but society as a whole: 

The butterflies excited Ruth and Dolly with visions. They founded 
dynasties of dreams that lasted through time. They blazed with cotors, hardy 
stirring in their trees, sleepers and dreamers themselves, providing sleep and 
dreams of peace. Golden. Red. White and black. Some called them rusties. 
Some, monarchs. Some, dotties, and the rest, just butterflies. 

They were, however, dreuas. 
The word occurs and renus in their history. Dreams of color. Dreams of 

gentleness. Dreams of flight. 
Or, the virgin's dream. 
Now there was a plague of dreams. A plague of buttdies  (279). 

The butterflies, 

when gathered 

beauMul when 

en musse. In 

considered individually, become sinister and threatening 

language a d  imagery which conjures the horror of 



nightmares, Findley descriies the danger which the butterflies represent to the human 

beings who are seduced by their beauty: 

Many people who have Survived these strange events speak of fields, trees, 
and even houses smothered in blankets of butterflies. They remember babies 
who suff'ited, and helpless elderly persons who choked to death on 
butterflies. Crops were utterly destroyed - not eaten, but weighted down by 
monarchs. Tormented sheep and cattle leaped to their deaths into the ocean 
and into canyons, imd in many btmxs, citizens w o k e  at night to find their 
bedroom walls and their blankets seething with rusty bodies. Incidents, too, 
are remembered of window screens and panes of glass blackened with 
crawling butterfly bodies.. . (271) 

This reading is complicated by the fjla thrg at the same time that the butterflies 

represent the insidious spread of fbscist ideology, they also represent its victims. Ruth, 

haunted by the vision of her own experience as the victim of her husband's obsessive 

control, makes the associative leap fiom the word 'tictims" to the word 

(297) and, throughout the novel, the butterflies are killed by cbamcters ranging from Ruth 

herself to a fomws baseball player who yells "Kill! Kill!! Kiil! You orange fhggots!" 

(289) as he swings a baseball bat at the offending creatures. The designation of the 

butterflies as C%gg~ts," We the d e r  designations ofacraq monsters" md "[t]ucking 

maniacs," strengthens the identification of the butterflies -with those stigmatized gmups, 

such as homoseds and the insane, who, along with the Jews, were marked for 

destruction by the Nazi regime. Pennee has commented that "[tlhe wnflation of 

supremacist ideology with the victims of that ideology in the same symbol problematizes 

our notions of cause and e f f i  in the operations of discourseyt (Pennee 37). Indeed, the 

ambiguities inherent in this overdetertnined symbol - and, in in nearly every symbol 

or character witbin this novel - while problematic, provoke the reader to interrogate the 



binary distinction between innocence and guilt, victim and victimizer, aad to examine the 

. - 
notion of complicity in the victmmation of the innocent in a world which defies rational 

explanation. The difficulty here is that when a symbol is so overdetermined that it means 

cceverything,'" it ultimately means mrhritg- It is inadequate to claim simply that Findley, 

in wnflating the National Socialist dreams ofnatiod and racial purity, and the dreams 

of freedom held by the Jewish victims of Nazi ideology, is merely problematizing the 

categories of victim and viotu~uza; rather, he is rendering both of these categories 

meaningless. In her r a n t  uticle on the novel, Heatha Sanderson i d d e s  a method of 

allegorical reading which seeks "to fix one-twne co~espondences, to control meauing" 

with a fascist aesthetic, and observes &at, through scoffbring an unstable and incoherent 

multitude of meanings" (Sanderson 106), Findley is able to avoid, in his representation of 

fascism, a repetition of the very firadamentalist tendency which he is attempting to 

critique. However, in avoiding this dilemma, Findley fills into another, in his rejection of 

pure, uncontaminated identities or meanings, he does not provide an ahemative to the 

fascist 'plague of dreams" which has infected his fictiod world, leaving the reader with 

an ultimately nihilistic vision of a nightmare world fiom which there can be no possibility 

for redemption. 

i%e Butte* Plague depicts a fallen world in which not even children are 

innocent, in which famruy dominates reality, and in which humanity, desperately 

searching for a fimework which will provide order and structure to the chaos of 

existence, leaves itself whetable to the t y r a ~ y  of illusions. The nowl k g i n s  with M act 

of violence committed by a cbild - the c ~ ~ i n a t i o n "  of Mickey Balloon by, "'of dl 



people, a child with a BB gun" (4) - and a mob who imitate every action of the shallow 

starlet Myra Jacobs chewing gum because she does, and inanely echoing her most idiotic 

utterances (8). Findley, in his picture of 'the amassed cuddiig faces" (7) of those who 

willingly surrender their autonomy to iconic figures, draws parallels between two 

societies built upon myths of perfection: the ccdream factory" of 1930s Hollywood, end 

Germany in the years immediately preceding the second world war. The paraifel which 

Findley draws between Nazi Germany and Hollywood is predicated on the tendency of 

both societies to eschew realism in favour of idealism and fbasy,  and on the similarity 

between the natiooal mythologies upon which each society is founded. As Bailey writes, 

in her study of fascist aesthetics in Findley's works, "Fascism arose fkom various national 

and imperialistic myths and then sustained itselfby creating the illusion that these myths, 

which were once simply metaphorical ideals7 could be reality" (Bailey 1998b: 47). 

Hollywood is built on similar illusioos; the American Dream, Findley suggests, is 

dependent on the creation and propagation of an ideal of pafection, personified in the 

novel by Letitia Viden, the 'ZittIe Virgin," who, despite the reality of her advanced age, 

continues to represent the ideal of innocence and purity sought .Aer by America and 

disseminated in the films produced by Hollywood's "dream factory." George Damarosch 

identifies this ideal as follows: "Wholesomeness. Virginity. The Virgin Image, 

personifkd in the virgin body and the virgin face that could be fit to match the virgin 

mind of this great wide land" (174). Of course, this is an illusory image which hss no 

basis in reality; the '%kgin" has not only borne a child, but is well over fifty years old and 

presems the deceptive appeuaoce of youth tbrwgh the deployment of cosmetics and 



veils. In a telling scene, when Letitia's body is discovered after h a  murder7 it is rejected 

as "too old" to be that of %e Little Vigin," and is cremated without having been 

identified or claimed; ironically, she Mls prey to the very illusion of youth and beauty 

that she herself has fostered and, in death, she is rejected because of her fkilure to me!et 

the standards which she herself has helped to create. 

Findfey emphasizes the sinister and destructive patential of iUusions; his 

characters, seduced by the 'tirgin image," are blind to the consequences of their quest for 

perfection While Ruth suspects the existence of a relationship between fascism and 

Hollywood - ' lt had crossed Ruth's mind.. .there might be some connection between the 

blond man and the staring womad7 (12) - the other characters in the novel do not reaiize 

the extent to which they are persecuted by the very idea of perfkction which they, as 

members of the Hollywood movie indu-, an engaged in promoting George is 

determined to participate in the dissemination of an ideal of youth and perfection from 

which he himself - as "old hat7' (170) - is excluded; Myra assists in the creation and 

promotion of the very image of feminine beauty which destroys her career and her life 

when she - as "old fht" (215) - fails to live up to the ideal which she has set; Dolly makes 

films which glorify heterosexual sexuality and the ideal of physical beauty represented by 

Ajax Apollo and Myra Jacobs, while he is rejected by his father because of his 

hemophilia and homosexuality, and is tormented by the knowledge of his inability to 

attain the ideal which he himself is promoting. The exclusion of each of these characters 

fbm the "American Dream" of pafection and purity because oftheir innate qualities or 

natural proasses which are beyond their control, suggests a padel with the Jewish 



victims of Nazi persecution, yet Findley refbses such reductive allegory; rather, he 

attempts to show, through each character's involvement in the propagation of the very 

supremacist ideology which excludes him or her, that no one - not even the victims - 

escapes implication in the Nazi final solutionL7. 

Findley examines not ody the pervasiveness of Hollywood's myth of youth, beauty 

and perfection, but its potential as a weapon in the pursuit of power. In an interview with 

Barbara Gabriel, Findley speaks of the danger of those who cultivate the illusion of 

charm and glamour "as a weapon to c o d  true intent" (Gabriel 36)"; in the case of 

Letitia Vuden, her intention to '"seize power" (337) is concealed beneath a m e a l y  

constructed image which reflects society's desire for purity and innocence. Findley alerts 

his readers to the potential for violence which is hidden beneath the Virgin's g.hmorous 

exterior through the deployment of language which emphasizes, not her beauty, but h a  

power. "in her stance and quiet stare could be felt the power and intensity of a conqueror" 

(22). The reader can only conclude that George Damarosch is correct in his assertion that 

motion pictures, while disguised as entertainment, caa indeed be 'kreapons" (202) for 

societal control through the dissemination of ideologial contemt. The ideology which 

underlies Amen'cu - I Love Ym!, the film with which Letitia Virden md Cooper Carter 

intend to "'seize power," is similar to that of National Socialism: the projection of ail that 

is undesirable onto an "other" which can then be expunged fkom society, taking with it all 

that threatens the illusion of purity. The ideal of @kction is identifiable only by the 

absence of imperfections; Wefore, once an "impafectiod' is identified, its destruction 

is made to seem perftcrly rational, even necessary. In k e f s  Germany, the Nazi %rial 



solution33 was justified by the characterization of the Jewish people as an impurity which 

must be expelled from the nation; a similar identification and expurgation of an external 

threat to national purity is the basis for the Little Vigin's "comeback" film, in which she 

portrays the obviously allegorical 'Virginia Mpry Washington, d a e d  by Mexicans and 

consequently unfit for marriage7' (332). She represents the purity and perfection of 

America it=& and al l  that threatens her has been projected onto fist "the dirty little 

Mexicans" and then '?he (332). In the final scene, all threats have been 

vanquished and "[nlothing remained but the rotting Mexicans in the field. Amaica was 

safe'' (333). 

In 'The Obvious," in which he warns that what one individual considers ccobvious" 

is not necessarily so, Laing writes that ''Hitler regarded it as pafectly obvious that the 

Jews were a poison to the Aryan race and hence required to be exterminated" (Laing 

1968: 13); what is extraordinary in the case of HitIer is not his misguided beliefs, but the 

fact that he was able to convince an entire society of the validity of this misconception. 

As William L. Shirer suggests in Zke Rise d F d  of the ihrid Reid, Hitler's influence 

was greatly strengthened by his skill as an ontor, his "magic powa.. .to m y  millions by 

his voice" (Shirer 3 9 ,  and his ability to control the image which his party presented to 

the nation and to the world'g; in fact, Susan Sontag suggests, in her 1974 essay 

'Fascinating Fascism," the way in which '?he 1934 Puty convention was staged was 

partly determined by the decision to produce RiefeastPhl's tilm] Tn'umph of the 

Wily (Sontag 1982: 3 11). Riefenstahl's wo* Sontag Wtifes, illustrates the predominant 



theme of Fascist aesthetics, namely the submission of masses of people to a dominant 

figure: 

The relations of domination and enslavement take the form of a 
characteristic pageantry: the massing of groups of jmple; the turning of 
people into things; the multiplication or replication of things; and the 
grouping ofpeopWthings around an all-pow&, hypnotic leader-figure or 
force (Sontag 1982: 3 16). 

The scene in which the Little Vigh arrives at the premiere of her movie exemplifies this 

phenomenon. Individual experiences are subsumed by the 'legend" created by the 

collective coasciousness of the noa-individuated masses who greet the ''pnfea" image of 

the star with a mass salute which resonates with images of the Nuemberg rally captured 

in Tiumph of the Will. hi Riefenstshl's record of the Nuernberg Rally, as Bailey 

describes, 'the people move as one body, united under the leadership of Hitler who is 

seen as the perfect embodiment of their dreams and desires" Bailey 1998b: 53); here, 

Findley replaces the h i s t  dictator with the Hollywood star, and deploys language which 

foregrounds the similarities between these two -pies of IMSS 

A shout went up. 
The crowd raised its arms in salutation. 
The band b r a z e d  the air with fditre. 

The choir sang "1 to Thee, Sheba, Solomon's Wife" by 
and the Virgin, waving with one bejeweled hand, made semicircular tums in 
slow motion so they might all see and honor ha .  
Her stance was practiced. P d i -  Poised. Her expression was studied and her 
carriage aloof(359-360). 

submission to the will 

Handel-Wagner, 

The fact that the uleada-figwe" that inspires the crowd to salute en nsrrrre is not Letitia 

Viden but h a  son, is ultimrtely -1- the distance imposed between an icon and its 

worshippers allows illusion to supercede reality. I0 the case of the Little Viigin, the 



narrator states that "[fJrom a distance you could not see the short shaved stubble on the 

. . 
crest of her wrists" (360). As icons are never smtmd at close proximity, this detail 

does not detract £torn the illusion. Octavius is able to usurp his mother's position because, 

although he is male, he embodies the youthful and ideal which is the sum of her 

identity. The "Little Virgin" exists only as a myth; in a world in which illusion has 

usurped reality, the question ofwhich is the 'teal" Letitia Virden is meaningless. 

Findley's of this world, in which reality has become irrelevant, is 

presented through the eyes of Ruth D ~ o s c h  Haddon, who, in spite of the violence 

which she has both witnessed and experienced in Gemany, has succeeded in remaining 

strangely naive: 'Childlike, she insisted there was darkness when all around her the 

adults were proclaiming light" (10). An admission that what was occurring was, in fact, 

reality curd not a nightmare would amount to a loss of innocence, and Ruth '%vould not Iet 

go of innocence ... Innocence was sanity. Just as silence was sanity" (LO). Ruth's equation 

of ''innocence" and ccsilence" with %nity" is misguided; far from preserving ' c ~ ~  an 

ccinnocence" which is achieved through a denial of the existence of evil in fad amounts to 

a Petpctuation of the very ''insoaity" which, according to Laing and his contemporaries, 

is the condition of contemporary Western society. Innocence and silence are the 

conditions under which evil is allowed to flourish unchecked and unchallenged. 

Paradoxically, when Ruth begins to awaken from her innocence aad to become aware of 

the social reality in which she is living, she is considend to be "devastated with 

depression" and "mad" (294) by members of h a  fimily who are themselves filly 

implicated in the insaaity which Ruth is only beginning to recognize. When the reader 



first encounters Ruth, she is arriving in Hollywood by trainZL, having "'escaped" fiom 

Germany, where she competed in the 1936 Balin Olympic Games, and where she was 

subjected to experiments at the hands of her husband and trainer, "tht notorious 

American Nazi, Dr. B m o  Haddon'' (231). As York observes, 'Ruth's experience is 

paradigmatic of the condition of both women and prisoners in Nazi Germany'' (York 

199 1 : 77). In an analogue of the treatment of Jews in Hitler's Gemmy, Ruth's head is 

shaven, she is required to wear a d o r m ,  she is put onto trains without being informed 

of her destination, and she is forced to submit to brutal physical conditions designed to 

test the endurance of the human body. In her marriage, she is portrayed as the prisoner of 

Bruno, who is both her husband and trainer, as he transforms himself into a German and a 

Nazi, and as his relationship with her becomes increasingly authoritarian and demeaning: 

I wanted to go home - really home - truly home, to America. But no. I was 
married. I was a wife. I stayed with my husband. 
I was his guinea pig. 
I was bald. Once a week he shaved my head. 
I wore his uniform (99). 

Ruth, having accepted her society's definition of &age as an iastiMion in which it is 

the wife's duty to submit to the demands of her husband, does not resist h a  husband's 

power over her  In fact, she admits to the desire for total submission to a will greater than 

her own: 

I wanted to be what he wanted. I wrarted every muscle to be obedient to his 
will, not my own When he did the munting my body became bis machine, 
beyond my control. I don't know where the stamina and the rhytbm came 
fiom. They didn't come h m  me. Perhaps fkom inside him. I was his 
iastrument. I wanted to be. I ~ m r e d  to obey. I wmrlod to be b e e n t .  1 
wanted to W o n  without thought, to respond to his voice like a dog (79; 
my emphasis). 



Here, the repetition of the word '%anted" emphasizes Ruth's belief that, although she 

submits to Bruno's control, she has fieely chosen to put herself in this position. She 

admits to having desired marriage to Bruno - "I wanted Bruno to marry me. I had wanted 

it since the day 1 first saw him at the beach" (78) - and remains fascinated by him despite 

the indignities to which he subjects her. Tbrough Ruth's marriage to Bnmo, Findley 

illustrates the complexity of the human fkination with fhscism and the seductive 

appeal of submission to another's will. Ruth occupies the complex and unstable position 

of one who is neither wholly victim nor victmms * - but who has been seduced by evil; 

however, her desires - first to marry Bruno, and then to submit to his demands - do not, 

as she deludes herself; arise &eely and uncontamznated fiom her own will, but are 

products of the pervasive myth of perfection which is the root, not only of the persecution 

ofthe Jews which Ruth has witnessed in Gesmany, but of the star status which she enjoys 

as an Olympic gold-medalist. Ruth's attraction to the blond man whom she i d e d e s  as 

' % a d  further illustrates the seductive nature ofthe myth of perfiectio~ the words which 

spring to her mind as she observes him on the beach - 'TIOW beautifid you am, and 

a M .  As though the two must go together" (41) - articulate the beginning of an 

understanding of the connection between beauty and evil, a connection which, Sontag 

writes, is one of the foundations of fwist aesthetics. According to Sontag, the S.S., 

which was "the ideal incarnation of Wsm's overt assertion of the righteousness of 

violence, the right to have total power over others a d  to treat them as absolutely 

infetior,'' was "designed as an elite mi- community that would be not only supremely 

violent but also supremely bepltifUl'' (Sontag 1982: 321). Fascism deploys the techniques 



ofthe motion picture industry - the use ofbeauty and glamour appeal to the population's 

aesthetic sensibilities - to attract people to an ideology which would otherwise be 

considered abhorrent. However' Ruth's ability to see beyond the sudkce beauty to 

recognize the destruction wrought upon the world by the msn she calls ''Race," does not 

preclude her eventual seduction by the idea which he represents. 

In the context of this desire for union with the principle of racial purity, the parallel 

which Ruth draws between her own situation and that of the Jewish victims of Nazi 

ideology is highly problematic. Throughout the novel, Ruth gathers badges of 

' tr ict imhd which suggest h a  nave identification with the victims of violence: The 

star of Mr. Seuss; the bathing suit of the red-head; Myra's stoles.. .they were emblems. 

The emblems of violence: of violence being done" (133; my ellipsis). Ruth's written 

comment to LiSanissI that they should " c ~ y  starsy' (95) to identi@ themselves as 

victims is an oversimplification of the situation in which each woman finds hers& 

while each carainly d e f s  due to her society's identification of women as inferior, each 

- through the recreation of herself in the image of what her society considers "perfection" 

- is also oomplicit in the very regime which oppresses her. Lisa changes h a  name to the 

German 'Zissl," marries a Nazi, and transforms herself into the ideal of feminine beauty 

- "Lmpeccably coiffiued. Impeccably manicured. Impeccably made up, impeccably 

gowned, and impeccable of speech" (89) - while Ruth allows her head to be shaven aad 

her breasts to be bouad in order to attain an improved level of  physical performance. 

Both these tr8nsformations signifjr complicity with h i s t  idedogy. When being forced 

to participate in experiments designed to test the limits of the human body's endurance 



of extreme temperatures, Ruth identifies with the concentration camp inmates - whom 

she calls "dramers~' - who watch her, and thinks: "I was one of thern" (103)- This, 

however, is a Wse identification; wwhi the double stigmas of hemophilia and femaleness 

lead Ruth to identify with the victims of k i s t  ideology, she most catainly is not "one of 

them." As Ruth's mother Naomi later reminds her, her career, her marriage, and her very 

presence in Gamany are predicated upon innate e e s ,  such as physical strength and 

fear1essness9 which are vaiued by those in power in N& GamPny. The fact that her body 

is held as the embodiment of physical @kction, and not its opposite, precludes her 

identification as a v i h  Yet, the words which Naomi chooses emphasize the fact that 

Ruth's privileged position in ha society is as beyond her control as the dreamers' 

position is beyond theirs: 'You bad a good strong body. Long and lean Extraordinary. 

And natud. And you had, too, an inclination not to worry about distance and 

drowning.. .You were born that way. It bad nothing to do with choice" (150; my ellipsis). 

Both positions are determined by ideological assumptions about innate qualities and 

charscteristics which are beyond the control ofthe individual; just as the " & ~ e r s 7 '  have 

no contrd over those qualities which lead to their vilification by the Nazis, Ruth similarly 

has no control over her innate strengths which cause her to be admired by the leaders of 

the regime. The fkct that her innate qualities are prized, rather than reviled, precludes her 

inclusion among the victims. Like Leni Riefeastphl, whose relationships with Hitler and 

Goebbels suggest complicity with Nazi iddo#, Ruth is greatly admired by the 

leaders of the Nad regime: 

I received gifts. A gold watch fkom Himmler - a box at the opera fiom the 
Fiihrer - kid gloves and a leather bag fkom Julius Streicher - a compact Born 



Gwring - and a pill box. And flowers &om Dr. Goebbels (he called them 
messages of admiration) (1 00). 

Despite Ruth's privileged position, she identifies with the "dreamers," an 

identification which incites her to rebel against Bruw's dictates. While subjecting her to 

experiments designed to test the limits of the human body's capacity for endurance of 

extreme temperatures, he commands her to "&hwimmen~!" in a tank of  fieezing water, 

and while she does comply. she enacts a subtle rebellion &st his screamed orders to 

"Crawl!" by swimming first ''the side stroke!, feminine and gracefW7 and then ''the breast 

stroke. Lazy and slow. Feminine" (104). Yock reads Ruth's deliberate disobedience of 

Bruno's orders as an "act of sympathetic identification between an oppressed race and an 

oppressed sex," which represents '?he culmination of the ideological journey which 

began when Ruth first touched the star which Mr. Seuss placed in her palm" (York 1991: 

78). However, Ruth's attempt at rebellion is uItimateLy ineffectual; while she is able to 

attain, temporarily, "a measure of freedoms' (105) for hersee her disobedience does 

nothing to alter the We of the CCdreamers." She labours under the M v e  misconception 

that "[i]f I could endun more cold than anyone ever had, then they would never have to 

endue the cold again" (106). Of course, this is not true. Regardless of what happens to 

Ruth, the concentration camp victims will continue to suffer; her death would have no 

impact on their Lives. However, in spite of her misguided conviction that she possesses 

the power to save the ccdreamers" &om fiaba s&ain& she ultimately chooses self- 

preservation, willingly putting herself in Bruno's hads - Sruno sawd me" (106) - and 

thereby demonstrating ha alliance, not with the J&ws, but with the Nazis. Hsr 

disobedience is made possible by her confidence in her privileged position; she is able to 



enact such small rebellions because she is secure in her knowledge that she is at no real 

risk, that she is of SuflCJcient value to Bruno and his colleagues that they will not allow her 

to die. While she professes to have become "One" with the "dreamers" (106), her actions 

throughout the novel suggest, rather, that she has become 'Qne" with Bruno and the 

values which he represents. 

In another scene, Ruth responds to her discovery of the corpse of Race's first 

victim with a self-mposed repetition ofB~no's orders to 'cmvh", demomtdng that she 

has int- his control over her will. While Findley modified this passage for the 

1986 edition of the novel, the 1969 version uses imagery which more explicitly suggests 

Ruth's complicity with fascism: 

Ruth locked herself in her room, took off her clothes, stood with her back 
hard up against the wall and began secretlyy with a growing, widening 
silence, to raise her n'ghf a m  rhyhmimJ., over md over, in a strange& 
anguk SQIide. Hsr expression slowly changed &om one of exhawtion a d  
despair to one of wiZJfi2 obedience. Standing there alone, she seemed to have 
joined a tlwng (l%9; 48; my emphasis). 

The Yhrong" which she has joined is not a throng ofvictimsy but of fiscist sympathkny 

a fact which is made explicit by her raising of her arm in the Nazi salute. Howmr, 

while Ruth cannot be read simply as a victim of hpcist  ideology, neither can she be read 

simply as a victimizer. Ruth's complex, contaminated identity is signalled through her 

nomenclature; as Pennee has pointed out, the juxtaposition of a fist name taken fkom the 

old testament Book ofRuth, with a Gamanic surname suggests that Ruth's identity is a 

composite of Nazi and Jew. Furthermore, Ruth's biblical namesake is h d f  a principle 

of contamination, having left her own people, the Moabites, and claimed her mother-in- 

law Naomi's people as her ownU. The biblical Ruth's acceptance by her adopted people 



is marked by her marriage to and impregnation by one oftheir kinsman Similarly, Ruth 

Damarosch hopes to purify herself through what is, paradoxicaily, an act of 

contamination: the mingling of her blood line with that of 'aace" a figure who represetits 

racial purity- While it is tempting to read Ruth as the victim of - and ultimately the lone 

voice of dissent against - the ideology embodied by her husband, Ruth's desire for a 

racially pure child amounts to a repetition of Bruno's desire for a blue-eyed, Oaman 

child; in both instances, the desire for perfection is shown to be contrary to the dictates of 

reason. On an intellectual level - "he knew about genetics" (70) - Bruno is aware of the 

impossibility of a brown-eyed man Mering blueeyed children, while as a hemophilia 

carrier, Ruth's desire for a '%lue-eyed baby, with blond hair and fine, long limbs, a 

straight mind and a health-infested system" (343) is equally irrational. 

The central interpretive question in the novel, and one which complicates its 

reading is this: whose version of "reality" do we believe - the messes or the lone voice of 

dissent? In other words, are the figure of Race and the fire in Alvanz Canyon merely 

produds of Ruth's unbalanced mind, or does Ruth's version of reality reveal truths to 

which the masses are blind? The manner in which Findley presents Ruth's version of 

events is sufficiedy ambiguous that critics of the novel disagree on whether key events 

in the novel occur in Ruth's mind or in the tea's "reality." Of the fire in ALvarez 

Canyon, in which, according to the narrator, 'Tour thousand creatures had perished 

against a wall," (143) Donua Pmnee writes: 

What is described here only occurred in Ruth's mind: the Damarosch clan 
was not in ALvarez Canyon - then was a fire, but they did not directly 
experience it (in the same way that the HoIocaust occurred, but not directly to 
all of us). Retrospectively, then, we confirm that Race is a figure with no 
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ontological reality, haunting Ruth's psyche or reshcing from buried 
memory (Pennee 32-3)- 

Anne Geddes Bailey disagrees, arguing that the Damarosch fiunily's denial that they 

witnessed the burning "echoes revisionist versions ofNazi history which assert that there 

were no death camps, no gas chambers, no ovens, no victims" (Bailey 1998b: 61). 1 

concur with Bailey in ha suggestion that, in the ''reality" of the novel, the Damarosches 

did in fact witness the burning of Alvarez Canyon, but refbse to acknowledge it, because 

after dl. "to be a witness is to be a~countable,'~ and they do not want to face their 

accountability. CertainIy, the detailed episodes which take place in Alvarez Canyon and 

which are focalized through characters other than Ruth suggest that, as Bdey writes, 

Waomi's interpretation ofredity, not Ruth's, is a denial of what is real" (Bailey 1998b: 

63). Findley supports this interpretation, suggesting that Ruth alone is able to recognize 

the insanity ofthe actions of those around her and the conseguences ofthose actions: 

And @Ruth] was also right, incidentally, about ALvarez Canyon, too. The god 
damn Plastic World was on fire aad they tried to save it.. .everyone wanted to 
save the Plrstic World of ALvarez and they wanted to let all the real things die 
up against that fence (Gibson 146). 

In an obvious analogue to revisionist accounts of history which attempt to deny the large- 

scale violence visited upon Jews in Europe in the years before the second world war - the 

fire which nobody witnesses and which has w victims is referred to as a ''holocwst" 

(140) - the dismissal of Ruth as mad for insisting that she was there enables those who 

did nothing to stop the deaths of four thousand animals to retain the notion that they 

responded to their reality in a rational and sane manner: "But no one saw it No one heard 

it. No one was there- Or, so they dl claimed. Everyone hecud about it of c0ufse7 but 



afterward. In the reports" (143). By ignoring Ruth's version of events and insisting that 

that ' k e  were not - none of us was - there7' (157), Naorni is able to sustain the illusion of 

innocence, to deny the existence of evil in her world, and to avoid accountability for what 

she witnessed. In addition, while the official news reports do concede that the fire did 

occur, they deny that there were any victims. As Naomi's nurse, Mrs. Bonkers, relays to 

Ruth, ''There were no animals. Nothing died. Nothing. It was a miracle" (143). Findley's 

renaming of Naomi's nurse, "Miss Trainer" as "Miss Bonkas' in his 1986 revision o f  the 

original text of his novel, suggests that this figure, whose ' l c e  like Mussolini" (36) and 

penchant for military garb - 'caviator's jack& md helmet, Boggles, gauntleted gloves and 

high black boots" (113) - identify her with fascism, represents an attitude toward life 

which itself is 'knkers" or crszy. Although she is a nurse' she does not "nurse77 people 

back to health, but - assisted by morphine - helps them make the transition fiom life to 

death; she is "a profasional death-watcher" (36) who chooses patients according to their 

proximity to death, yet who is able to convince herself of her own innoceoce through the 

denial of the existence of large-scale death and destruction. 

In a world in which bhd, unquestioning "imocence" is mistaken for "sanay", 

Ruth's ability to recognize the evil inherent in society's obsession with physical 

perfection is deemed c'madness." Ruth's experiences in Germany' and her consequent 

awareness of the potential for destruction and evil inherent in the figure ofa blond man 

dressed in leather, are dismissed by those around her, who deny that their reality is 

infected by evil. The man is described as follows: 



He was blond &om top to toe, probably German, and he smelled of leather. 
He was extraordinary to look at. He w d d  have been an advertisement for 
racial perfkctiom His eyes were blue; his hair was golden; his teeth were 
white and wen. E v q  bone was perfection itself- He radiated streash, 
health, and stamina (10). 

Ruth's identification of this man as 'Race," the embodiment of the myth of perfecton 

which is the root of much evil and suffering in the world, is not d i k e  the experience of 

the seventeen-year-oid patient who told W g  that "she was terrified because the Atom 

Bomb was inside her" (Laing 1965: 12). From Laing's paspective, this patient was not 

deluded, but rather7 she had merely internalized the "mad" social reality to which she was 

unable to adapt. Thus, not only is this schizophrenic patient more c ~ ~ e c t e d  to ''renlity" 

than 'Yhe statesmen of the world" (Laing 1965: 12), but it seems to follow such 

individuals alone, by virtue oftheir internalization of the psychoses of the world, possess 

insight into these psychoses that makes resistance possible. Similarly, Ruth's ability to 

conjure a physical manifestation of what Findley has referred to as "the idea of fmism" 

(Gibson 146) suggests that, unable to adapt to the insanity of her world, she has 

internalized and thus possesses an insight into the events that are occurriag in the 

world which others are denied: 

What I was trying to express was that Ruth translated [the eveuts which she 
had witaessed in Germany] into this "thing". . . not even a human being, but a 
cWng''... almost only an idea, that went around murdering people and 
lighting fires and doing all these things. Now - in fact - her translation of 
reality was correct. An c'idea" was going around killing things. The idea of 
Fascism (Gibson 146). 

''Race" is not, as Donna Pennee writes, "a figwe with no ontological reality" (32); the 

rapes and murders which he commits7 ad the fires which he sets7 1 register in the ''real 

world" of the novel. Howewer, it is Ruth alone who is able to identify this figure who 



represents an "advertisement for racial perfection" (10) as the cause ofthe violence, to 

link the blond man dressed in leather with the acts ofbrutal and senseless violence, and to 

conclude that "he represents race" (154). After finding the remains of a girl whom she 

had observed fillowing the blond man, Ruth connects him to the murder and goes to the 

police, who do not believe her. Although she carries the scrap of blue fabric as a reminder 

of what she has witnessed, others do not afford it the same significance as she does. 

Naorni dismisses Ruth's insistence on what she has witnessed as the result of depression: 

You come back here, and we aIl grant you've come back justifiably depressed 
over your divorce and so on, but you still come back here and within two 
days you're telling us you found a body on the beach. You even telephone to 
the Santa Monica Police Foroe! Get them out here and what do they h d ?  A 
piece of torn material in your pocket and nothing more (157). 

Naomiys naive assumption that Ruth's heightened emotional state arises firom her 

"divorce and so on" rather than the horrifying events which she witnessed and in which 

she was forced to participate, signals to the reader that her version of reality is to be 

regarded with suspicion She not only denies the impact of Ruth's experiences in 

Germany, but dismisses her account of what she has witnessed in America. This is 

analogous to North Americans' denid of the enormity of what was happening in Europe 

and the refusal to recognize the comedon between it and what was occurring 

simultaneously in America, a connection which is central to me Buttefly Plague. Of all 

the characters in the novel, only Ruth and Naomi are able to recognize that the 'myth of 

perf'iectionyy which all the characters are pursuing is "the cause of all human pain" (I 56). 

However, Naoai recognizes this too late, after having aborted several fetuses, knowing 



that they would be recipients of her legacy of "imperfect" blood, while Ruth is ultimately 

unable to resist the lure of the myth of per fdon  

The that Ruth alone is able to accept accountability for what happened in 

Alvarez Canyon, and to recognize the blond man for what he is - she explicitly tells 

Naomi that "he represents Race" (154) - wwl suggest that she would be able to use this 

insight to resist the madness that is oclrring around her, however, in hex succumbing to 

the seductive beauty of the b i s t  myth though her insistence that Race be the Wer of 

her child, Findley shows the difficulty - even impossibility - of resisting the powa of 

this myth. Ruth's desire for a child might be read as an m a t i o n  of life in a world 

plagued by evil and violence, as a refusal to see herself as "flawed" or c'imperfect7, but 

her insistence that Race must be the father identifies it as a misguided striviag for the 

dream of perfedion embodied in the blond, blue-eyed, Iegther-cIad figure of Race. She 

tells Naomi about her desire for ~ e c t i o n ,  in spite of her recognition of it as the root of 

suffering and evil: 

In Germany, L read books. I heard speeches.. . 1 watched people. I saw things. 
I listened to things. U'peakable things.. . And yet, in spite of reading and 
listening and watching; in spite of overhearing and secretly seeing; in spite of 
knowing-. . I still want.. .Race" (1 55; emphasis in original, my ellipses). 

Her insights into the fact that Race is responsible for the violence which has recently 

infected h a  world, into the w~ections between fkscism and Hollywood, and into the 

meaning of the "holocaust" in Alvara Canyon have now been replaced by her denial of 

evil and pain in the world, as she begins to participate in the largescale denial of reality 

in which h a  society is engaged: 



When I am old and he is my age, what a wonderfid thing it will be to look 
back and to say, it never happened. The dreamers did not die; BNW did not 
exist; the butterflies were beautW, - whole treefirls of them - loved and 
applauded by everyone who saw them; Hitler is dead No more wars. No 
more threat of wm. No torment- No apprehension And a cure for every 
dis ease... (344) 

Only through participation in this mass delusion, through "dreaming everyone's dream 

(344) - the "dream" that denies the existence of difference, imperfection, violence or evil 

in the world - is Ruth able to regah the illusion of innocence, if not innocence itseX2* 

Because she has seen the consequences of fascist ideology, and is awan that the 

butterflies are not only 'Beadfbl" but are also deadly, she is unable to sustain this 

innocence, and she is forced to admit that the perfect, blue-eyed child that she has 

convinced herself she is carrying is, in fkct, 'hot there" (346); the illusion has been 

destroyed by a thought which has taken over her mind, "calculating where it would 

rearrange things, reschedule tables of habit, refashion beliefs, relieve reason" (345). 

Stmgely, the C?h~~ght"  which destroys her belief in her pregnancy - of which %he had 

no verification beyond her own instinctive sense'' (345) - presents itself in the form of a 

Nazi Blackshirt: 

It wore boots. It was beginning to wear a long leather coat. It put on a helma. 
It crashed about on studded heels. It carried a baton, a neat little baton, and it 
was comting, but not out loud (345). 

The destruction of Ruth's pregnancy - which signifies an instinctive acceptance of the 

myth of racial purity -by her intenralizaticm of an image which itself embodies that same 

myth, is e-ely confirsing8 As Bailey writes: 

Perhaps it is meant to be ironic that a Wst image should aush Nazi dreams. 
However, the narrator confuses the reader by both suggesting that Ruth's 
pregnancy is predicated on fwist ideals, and representing the cad of those 



ideals as something to be regretted because it has been killed by a fascist 
image (Bailey 1998b: 75). 

The destruction of Ruth's "child" represents her awareness of the violence and threat of 

persecution inherent in the myth of perf ion,  a fact of which her experiences as Bruno's 

"guinea pig" have made her aware. When Ruth is forced to fhce the knowledge that, as 

Findley suggests in an interview* 'you can't have pafixtion unless it is going to be evil" 

(Gibson 142), her pregnancy is exposed as a dream without substance, a fbbrication that - 

like the American Dream and the fascist dnam of perfdon - does not refa back to 

anything other than its own illusory nature. 

The aclolowIedgment of the illusory nature of her pregnancy does not, however, 

mark the end ofRuth's complicity with fascist ideology, rather, she continues to dream of 

perfection, a fict which is iilustrated by her attempt to eradicate any signs of Dolly's 

homosexuality, which she reads as "imperfection." The description of the fire with which 

Ruth destroys the evidence of Dolly's difference or 'Trnperfkction" as a ''rapidly 

spreading holocaustf7 (327) sets up a parallel between the Nazi 'M solution" and 

Ruth's attempt to cleanse her brother's image of any "taint" of homosexuality. Ruth hos 

not given up the desperate yearning for innocence by which she is characterized in h a  

first appearance in the novel; her desire to reclaim her innocence - a state which is 

epitomized by the year 1922, prior to the revelation of Dolly's hemophilia and the 

Damarosch M y ' s  inherent "impafBCti~n'~ - is revealed through her actions upon 

discovering, hidden among her brother's collection of children's books, photographs of 

men in sexual situations. Each of these texts - 'Adwntwes in W&limd. Z k  

Adventures of H u c k l e ~  Finn- 7 7 ~  Tide of Peter Robbit. Ihe Wizard of Oi' - concerns 



the process by which an imocent is initiated into the ways of the adult world, and can be 

read as an allegory about the journey f?om innocence to knowledge and responsibility. 

Ruth, after having made a similar journey, has rejected knowledge in fivour of clinging 

desperately to the illusion of innocence. Ruth's discovery of the photographs rendas the 

fictional worlds fiom which the photographs fkll as "devoid forever, now, of loveliness 

and innocence" (326); through the burning of these texts and the photographs contained 

within them - an act which resonates with the Nd' burning of boob - she is 

attempting to reclaim h a  inwance, in spite of her awareness that such innocence would 

be illusory. Her words to herself before she sets the fire that will destroy the evidence of 

Dolly's homosexuality - 'Nothing, anywhere, was real" (327) - indicate Ruth's stubborn 

and relentless adherence to the illusion of innocence; while she cannot erase the 

knowledge that Dolly is a hemophiliac and a homosexual, that she is a carrier of 

hemophilia, and that her fiunily is no longer Hollywood royalty, she will nevertheless 

attempt to deny these realities until the bitter end. 

The novel concludes with Ruth's completion of a journey of which she has been 

dreaming since the beginning of the novel, the journey fiom experience to innocence: 

She wanted to go back. Not to have married Bruno. Not to have cared about 
Olympic medals and championships.. .1922. Sixteen years ago. Theirs was 
then the only house on the beach. Go back. Come back Stay (38). 

In the novel's final chapter. Ruth returns to her parents' empty house and, seated on the 

"Star Steps" - a sign of her fBmily7s former celebrity status and contired adherence to 

the myth ofHollywood glamour - she insulates herself against r d i  by clothing herself 

in the remnants of a myth which she recognizes as fjllse, but to which she continues, 



irrationally, to cling. Throughout the novel, Ruth has gathered emblems which make up 

what Pemee calls her ''composite identity" (34); these include Mr. Seuss's star, the scrap 

of blue bathing suit and Race's swastiQ6, symbols of her complex, heterogeneous 

identity. To these, Ruth now adds three symbols ofthe empty dreams of the Damarosch 

family: "She wore her mother's black-fox coaf Dolly's Panama chat], and had placed 

George's magenta handkerchief in her pocket" (368). The fur coat, a popular north 

American status symbol, was given to Naomi by George on the day of the birth of their 

hemophiliac son, an occasion which marks the beginning of the MI of the Damarosches, 

and as such suggests happier, more innocent times. It is ccoutrageously dated" (369) in 

style, yet ''has always suited" Naomi (3691, who herself is an anachronism, a relic of an 

age when one could enjoy the illusion of glamour lent by a fbr coat without concerning 

oneself about the animal whose death has made that glamour possible. Dolly's Panama 

hat, an element of his c'impeccable" pale blue suit, is both the affect8tion of a man who 

places a great deal of value in sdkce appearances and a sign of Dolly's aeE 

identification as impafect - he has chosen the d o u r  h s e  it will show up even the 

smallest rnark of blood, instantly reminding him of his own undesirability. Dolly has 

made himself into a victim; his pale blue uniform, unWre Mr. Seuss's yellow star, is self- 

imposed, but, like the yellow star, it signifies the wearer's difference fiom what is 

accepted by society as ccnormal." " Finally, the colour of George's magenta handkerchief 

links it both to the Nazi insignia and to the c'tainted" blood of his wife, son and daughter, 

which causes him to destroy his fimily. The regal colow of the handkerchief, juxtaposed 

with its shabby appearance - it is 5 y e d  at the corners, with a hole to one side" (176) - 



suggests hded glamour and UflfUIfiIled dreams. Like Naomi's coat and Dally's hat, 

George's handkerchief is an atrectation which appears ridiculous when seen in the 

context ofthe Damarosch f8mjlyys foll &om the celebrity status they once enjoyed. While 

Pennee interprets Ruth's retreat into the past as an "assertion of identity md presence" 

(Pennee 34) and not a desperate clinging to the illusion of innocence, I would argue that 

the construction of this scene suggests the latter and not the firmer interpretation; by 

positioning Ruth on the "Star Steps" among the M e d  names of former celebrities, 

Findley is conveying that she, like them, has ''no sense of place or positiony' (372) in the 

present. Ruth's retreat into the secwity offied by the faded images of glamour with 

which the Damarosch family has costumed itself offas no potential for redemption or 

The image ofthe drowning butterfly which closes the novel is equally unsatisfying: 

Ruth stared while the first deluge of relief beat out the little remaining 
brightness in the butterfly's wings, and at last she saw them crumple and 
melt. She watched as the slim, black battered boat of its tiny body slid, still 
clinging at first, this way and that - until the flood upon the fm became so 
torrential and overpowering that it swept the beaten remnants, W l y ,  fpr 
down into the mold and mud below. 
And then the rain fell in such a aowd of drops that there was nothing left in 

sight but the vaguest outline of the thing it could not hope to wash away (373- 
4)- 

Like the end of Ruth's pregnancy, this image suggests the death of fascist ideals, while 

conveying a sense of nostalgia for those iduls. In spite of the deaths which accompanied 

the butterfly plague, Ruth's recognition that the plague is over is accumpanied by a hint 

of sadness: 



And Ruth thought, Now there will be no more fires.. . And a moment later 
she thought,. ..And no more butterflies. This rain has extinguished them. 
Forever, Or a while, 

And she spread the ashes. 
And they were mud. 
And there was nothing to do but turn around and go (374; ellipses in 

original). 

However, both the mator 's  and readers7 knowledge of the historical events which, in 

the spring of 1939, were still to come, support the narrator's suggestion that tsscism 

cannot be washed away, and that the butterflies will in fact return2* The novel ends with 

a profoundly pessimistic - even nihilistic - vision of a world in which 'hud" is the only 

alternative to fires, in which the only suggestion of hope is that the butterflies may return, 

and in which the only action available to the individual faced with the destruction 

wrought by humanity's propensity for evil is to ' k n  around and go," a gesture which 

repeats Vanessa's pulling of the shade at the end of nK Telling ofLzes. 

The alternative to Ruth's attempted reclaiming of innocence through the denial of 

the existence of evil is the r e p r d o n  of evil, and here Findley catches himself on the 

horns of a dilemma. In his attempt to show that all humanity is implicated in the honors 

of kcism, he leaves no possibility for articulating an alternative to the nightmare which 

has the world in its grasp. The one character who does not merely ''turn around and go," 

but attempts to create a record of the plague, is the sculptor Noah Trelford. Noah, who 

begins his project with the best of intentions - 'm]e felt that the Butterfly Plague should 

be interpreted and presewed'' (350) - nevertheless cannot escape compiicity in the very 

barbarism which he is attempting to represent. In attempting to represent reality, he is 

compelled to desecrate the very bodies of the butterflies who died in the plwe: 



All day, every day for weeks, he boiled his mixture at the back of the house, 
in various little pots, adding the wings to these glues in varying quantities and 
making up difEerent textwes- He developed some vay  interesting pastes 
which he applied to various bits and pieces of plastics and woods. He also 
made several butterfly ccskeletons'7 out of wire and wplied the *he to these 
(3 50). 

His experiments with "butterfly-mQch6" (350) hsve, as Bailey has pointed out, disturbing 

resonances with Nazi w~ntration camps (Bailey 1998b: 76), as do his wife's 

organization of the children into 'kork gangs" for the coUection of butterfly wings, the 

children's burning of the bodies in "carerlly supervised fires," and the actions of one 

child who "cut the wings from four thousand carcasses" (350). Through the usage of 

language which deliberately conjures images of the holocurst, Findley seems to be 

making the disturbing claim that the preservation of memory necessitates a repetition of 

the very acts which one is representing. In its suggestion that both the denial of evil in the 

name of iunocence and the representation of evil in the name of knowledge are 

implicated in the spread of evil itseK Ihe Butterjly P h .  is ultimately unable to sustain 

a critique of fsscism which posits a viable alternative to the totalizing currents end 

implicit violence of Western modernity. 

For the epigraph to ihe Butte@ Pbgue, Findley has chosen a poem by the 

German poet Nelly Sachs which questions humanity's receptivity to prophecies of 

apocalypse. The ear of mankind, the poem suggests, is too "occupied with small sounds" 

to register the truth in the words of prophets. The poem begins: 

Ear of mankind 
overgrown with nettles 
would you hear? 



If the voice of the prophets blew 
on flutes made of murdered children's bones - 
and exhaled airs burnt with martyrs' cries - 

Ruth Damarosch, like Hooker Winslow before her and Mrs. Ross after her, is one of 

Findley's many Cassandra figures; like the Cassandra of Oreek mythology. Ruth is 

unable to persuade people to believe her warnings. Ruth's version of reality is initially 

dismissed because of its failure to d o r m  to society's idea of ch~rmalitf; her family is 

too occupied with "small sounds" to heed her warnings: Naomi ignores the reality of four 

thousand deaths, asking 'khat greater reality can there be than nry death?" (157; my 

emphasis), while Oeorge and Dolly are so obsessed with creating a fintasy world on film 

that they ignore the world in which they are living. However, Ruth's ultimate fhilure as a 

prophet caa be attrjbuted, not to her perceived c'madnesss" but to her inability to 'leave 

the formation," to extricate herself from the very social structures against which she is 

cautioning. 

"One Mad Eye": Witnesses to Societal "Madnessn in F i m ~ ~ ~ L a s t  WkcZr 

Ezra Pound bas one mad eye: his left. And there were times I thought he saw 
the world through it alone, as if the other eye were blind. But now, as I write 
this here, I think about the world outside these windows and I see it as being 
the world that Ezra always saw: the world of chaos, fire and rage. 

Famous Last Words, 77. 

Famous Lust Wort&, like both ihe Telling @Lies and lke But&@& Hague, is 

concerned with issues of narrative and ammtability within a disordered and 

dehumanizing social reality. At the centre of the novel is a chronicle of £kist 



involvement during the years preceding the second world war, d e n  by the novelist and 

fascist collaborator Hugh Selwyn Mauberley, who records his story with a silver pencil 

on the walls of the Grand Elysium Hotel during the final days of his life. After the war, 

his words are discovered by soldiers, along with his dead and mutilated body. The 

method of Mauberley's death - he is killed by an ice-pick which has been thrust through 

one eye and into his brain - forges a link between him and another fascist sympathizer 

who appears in the novel, the pat Ezra Pound, who MlauberIey describes as having "one 

mad eye" which gives him access to 'tisions of the tndh" (77). Mauberley's narrative 

contains a passage which argues that Pound must be exonerated for his fascist activities - 

which consist primarily of a series of radio broadcastsm in which he proclaimed his 

support for Italian fascism - on the basis ofthe claim that, through his "one mad eye," he 

became a witness to the madness of his society, and that his writings and broadcasts 

merely reflect this madness, rather than share in its creation. Fmnous LUSZ Words, as I 

will argue, does not share Mauber1eyYs absolution of Pound and, firrthermore, implicates 

not only Mauberley, but the reader - and even Findley himself - in the aestheticization of 

politics, which, Walter Benjamin suggests, is the essence of fwism? 

In Inride Memory, Findley writes, 'Fezmuus Last Wwdr is a novel about what 

appeared to be - and, indeed, may well have been - the final hours of Western 

Civilization" (3 16). Far fkom merely recording his venion of these final hours, 

Mauberley constructs a carefully contrived narrative which is itself complicit with the 

ideology which has brought about the decline of Western civilization Every aspect of 

Mauberley's t- &om its physical appearance - "[tlhe figures were beautifid and 



formal," and embellished with "rococo 100p[s]~' (65) -to his deployment of the imagery 

of classical mythology - the account of the arrival of the king's yacht at DubroMik 

alludes to Shakespeare's IIlyria, as well as to Pan, Cadmus, and Homer (62-3) - is 

designed to lure the reader into absolving Mauberley of his involvement with the 

members of the Penelope cabal, whose beliefs and activities are described by Lindbergh 

as going "beyond mere Nazism" (1 16). The reader of Matlberley's tale is encouraged to 

fmd the Wmdson and their fiiends as glamorous and hcinating as Mauberley does, and 

to therefore empathize with him, forgiving him for the extent of his involvement with the 

cabal and absolving him of responsibility for the comeqpences of his actions. Findley 

himself has interpreted Mauberley's 'Tarnous last wordsy' as a confession of his Eiscist 

sympathies and activities, and has stated that, in his opinion, 'lhuberley is a hero," 

because "in writing what he does on the walls he must condemn himself and everything 

he stood for" (Meyer and O'Riordan 49)? It is possible to argue that, during the course 

of the events which he records, Mauberley grows fiom an aesthete whose 'khole and 

only ambition is to describe the beautiW' (5) into a c~wmpulsive witness" (21) who, 

accepting accountability for his actions, is driven to record the political events which he 

has had the privilege to observe first-hand; however, this reading ignores, not only the 

extent to which Mauberley - Like both Ruth Damarosch and Vanessa Van Home - 

remains deeply implicated in the events which he is representkg but also the absence 

fiom his narrative of such a sense of responsibility. 

Mauberley's impulse to transcribe his notebooks onto the walls of the hotel while 

waiting for his assassin appears to arise, less from a desire to confess to and atone for his 



involvement in fascist activities, than fiom a simple desire to atfinn his existence in the 

face of his impending death, in much the same way as the drawings on the w d s  of the 

caves at Altarnira embody "the heart of the human race - which is i t s  will to say I mn" 

(173). Mauberley's narrative is concerned with recording a contemporary mythofogy, in 

which in his fiends - particularly Wallis Simpson, with whom, he writes Y had been in 

love myself in the way dogs have of loving the fiet at which they lie" (64) - play the 

roles of deities. As Anne Geddes Bailey remarks, "[ilnstead of telling us a political 

confession as he promises, Mauberley actually narrates a story of politid invoLvement 

which results more from love than ideology" (Bailey 112). In Mauberley's namtive, the 

conspirators in the Penelope cabal are portrayed lovingly, and are afforded a mythic 

status which is undercut, not by Mauberley himself, but by the fiame narrative in which 

MauberLey's words are embedded. The reader's awareness of the development of 

MauberIey7s involvement with fascism comes largely from the portions of the novel 

which are not narrated by Mauberley. It is Quinn, Freybag, and the b e  narrator - not 

Mauberley himself - who inform the reader of the ramifications of Mauberley's 

affiliations, including the details of Mauberley's attempt to escape the consequences of 

his actions through capitaliziig on Pound's association with Mussolini: 

Two months before Ezra had gone to visit ~uss0 l in . i  at Salo] and Mauberley 
had tagged along in the hope that Ens might persuade il Dicce to provide 
some means of their escaping into Switzerland. Or a piece of paper, at the 
very least, absolving them of cowpiracy against their own kind Pnd country. 
Everyone was seeking arch pieces of paper. Mussolini himself was draffing 
rebuttals: ". . .I did not mean., . I did not want.. .I did not intend.. .it was not 
my ultimate goal.. ." Just as later at Nuemberg so many others would say; "I 
did not how. .  . " (9; ellipses in original). 



Mussolini and his willingness to lie about what he has seen and done - he i s  after all, 

only attempting to save his own life - the comparison of Mauberley to the Nazi officials 

who denied responsibility for the deaths ofJews during the holocaust places hrZauberleyYs 

self-interested adom into a f'amiliar historical context, and forces the reader to 

reconsider the consequences of such allegiances. 

Such a sense of the co-ences - real or potential - of his activities is absent 

&om Mauberley's own narrative, in which, Dennis Duf& points out, he does not pass 

judgement on himself or the people whose actions he records: 

Rarely does mberley]  venture an opinion about the crew he is getting 
more and more involved with. We are never made aware of stages in his 
embrace of Fascism in a direct manna. Instead, old fiends cut him, and other 
characters refer to the increasing extent of his corruption. We watch him 
deteriorate as a person - he maintains a polite calm in the presence of a 
Ribbentrop who announces coolly that he had Mauberley's best fiend 
murdered; he passes along to the conspiracy's &man the news that Sir Harry 
Oakes, his host, needs silencing - but we are given very little about his role as 
a public figure 198). 

The structure of the novel invites a0 initial identification with AhberIey, but grsdually 

forces the reader to interrogate that identification, through a M e  d v e  which 

presents two ''readers" of Mauberley's tart and life: Lieutenant Quinn and Captain 

Freyberg, two of the soldiers who discover Mauberley's body - and story - in the Grand 

Elysium HoteL As Jamie Dopp a r m  the novel positions the reader as "collaborator" in 

producing meaning, through making the reader a critical agent in the interrogation of his 

or her own reading practices. The reader is initially seduced into identiQing with Quim 

and thus into sharing his impulse to forgive Mauberley for his fa i s t  involvement: 



By the v a y  act of reading Fmolls Lust Word, the novel seems to imply, the 
reader shares in certain tendencies that lead Mauberley to his own guilty acts 
and evasions, his own coUaboration with the enemy; like Maubetley himself, 
then, the reader is challenged to confkont his or her own attraction to 
imaginative literature, bis or her own prefmnce for CYiction" over "fact." for 
the comfort of %es" (We F m m  Last Worh!) over the harsh demands of 
"%ruth" @opp 3). 

The narrative invites identification with and sympathy for M a ~ r t e y  fkom the v q  

bepinning in which the reader witnesses, with the twelve-year-old Mauberley, his 

father's suicide. This episode is followed by lkkuberley's flight f?om his enemies, which 

casts Mauberley in the role of figitive hero: 

All he took with him was his notebooks: some of them packed in his attache 
case, others jammed and crammed into a cardboard valise whose comers and 
handles were riveted with brass. Time and panic had already taken their toll 
of his possessions and most of what he wore was scrounged: an oversized 
greatcoat; a pair of army boots; a peasant's cap and a blue suit tailored in 
Verona. His underwear had rotted at the armpits and his socks, by journey's 
end, would peel away with the skin tiom between his toes. His shirt was the 
only vaguely decent thing he wore - a nondesx@t and overmended plaid, his 
parting gift fiom Ezra Pound (4). 

The reader's identification of Mauberley as the "hero" of the novel is soon validated by 

Lieutenant Quina, who is not only aware of Mauberley's status as a d e r  but i d o k s  

him and has 'id every word he ever wrote" (46). Quinn's admiration of MauberIey 

becomes a nearsbsessive form of hero-worship, in which he emulates the personal habits 

of his hero - he begins to read by candlelight, and decides that, "[ilf Mauberley had 

smoked two pounds of cigarettes, then so would he" (60) - while overlooking anything 

that contradicts the heroic image which he has ofMauber1ey- Quinn's hero-worship, like 

Mauberley's own idolization of the Duke and Duchess of Windsor, arises &om his 

eagerness to locate heroes and role-modeIs who could provide stability in the midst of 



chaos, an impulse which reflects the reader's own desire to locate a hero in the text, 

which leads him or her to overlook or forgive many of Maubedey's actions. The initial 

description of Quinn - the first detailed physical description apart fiom that of Mauberley 

- mirrors this impulse, using the short-hand of Hollywood movies to portray Quinn as a 

hero: 

He was efficient and ambitious. His hair was always combed; his breath was 
always peppermint fresh and the moons a h y s  showed on his fingemaiIs. 
Even when he had dysentery, his underwear was always clean. And he kept a 
special Lit apart fiom all his other stuffwith a bottle of antiseptic inside and a 
bar of Castile soap. He was even good at his job. It wasn't fair. He looked 
like Tyrone Power (39). 

In a gesture which repeats Quinn's own extension of sympathy toward Mauberley for 

little reason other than because "his picture was always in the papers'' (46), the reader is 

seduced into accepting Quinn's judgement of Mauberley as 'true'' because he is 

described in superficial terms which, in an imageobsessed society, signal moral virtue 

and honour. 

By contrasthg Quinn's Mdiousness and his love of the arts with Freyberg's 

penchant for junk food, his admitted ignorance regarding music and literature, and his 

rather slovenly appearance - "[t]he most appalling example of dress that Quirm had ever 

seen in an officer's uniform'' (4QS2 - the narrative encourages the reader to privilege 

Quinn's reading of Mauberley's "famous last words" over Freyberg's, and thus to repeat 

the ditist, exc1usionary practices of both Q u i ~  and M.uberley. Findley, who has said 

thaq in the present day, "[6]litists are now leading us into the dark again'' (Mellor 95), 

makes the reader awure of the repercussions of such practices; the consequences of the 

reader's own elitist reading p d c e s  are r w d e d  through the fhme narrative. 



Interestingly, as it is through a visual image that the text builds sympathy for Quinn, it is 

also through a visual image that the text subsequently deflates the idea of Quinn as hero; 

after reading Mauberley's narrative, which ends with his ordering the murder of his 

fiend, the reader is presented with a description of a photograph of Quinn: There was a 

picture of Quinn himself He was standing beside an open oven door - and inside the 

oven twenty bodies, or w, unburned" (390). The introduction of this photograph into 

the text fbnctions in two ways: first, it places MPuberley's activities - which the reader 

may be tempted to excuse - in the context of historical mocities with which the reader is 

familiar, thus forcing the reada to wnfront the 'keal" consequences of Mauberley's 

mythologized narrative of political intrigue. Ih addition, through encouraging the reader 

to identify with Q u i ~ ,  and then implicating Quinn in the crimes which were committed 

by the Nazis during Worid War II, the text wnfkonts the reader with the implication of all 

human beings in such atrocities. As Dopp writes, 'the polemical assertions of certain 

'hths'' of history - namely, the fr*s of fhscism and the holocaust, and the implication 

of certain aesthetic tendmcies in their rise - challenge the reader to consider his or her 

own culpability for these tndbs" @opp 3). In our willingness to align ourselves with 

Lieutenant Quinn's reading ofMauber1ey's narrative over that of Captain Freyberg - who 

cannot view Mauberley as anything other than a "traitor" (45) and a "a son of a bitch" 

(46) - we have effectively repeated both Quinn's willingness to overlook Bhuberley's 

activities and Mauberley's own attraction to both the romantic and elegant Duke and 

Duchess of Wmdsor, and the L ~ ~ u n g ,  arubemnt" Nazi Blaksbirts (91)~~. bhuberley's 

willingness to overlook the more unsavoury activities of his glamorous fiends is 



mirrored in the fhme narrative, in Quinn's tendency t o  simply avoid or ignore those 

''tried not to see the hce" (149). Conversely, Freyberg attempts to force Quinn - and 

through him, the reader - to acknowledge the implications of Mauberfey's activities: 

And Freyberg said; "he walked with Mussollni. He sat down with von 
Ribbentrop. He befiiended a gang of murderers. He wrote Fascist garbage: 
anti-Semitic, pro-Aryan, ami-human, pro-Supermsn garbage- He even won 
prizes for it. Prizes, Quim. Peace prizes. . . ." (149) 

Unlike ''the millions" W e  Quinn - and, as the text forces us to recognize, like ourselves - 

''who cannot wait to forgive. And forget" (1491, Freyberg refuses to do either, insisting 

upon the necessity of confronting the human propensity for evil and violence, in order to 

ensure that such events as the holocaust are not repeated. 

While Quinn's forgiveness of Mauberiey is highly suspect, Freyberg's 

condemnation of Mauberley is similarly tainted by the former's own single-mindedness. 

While the central paradox, for Quinn, is "how Mauberley, whose greatest gift had been 

an emphatic belief in the value of the hagination, oouM have been so misguided as to 

join with people whose whole ambition was to render the race incapable of thinlcing" 

(48), Freyberg does not concern himself with such questions, condemning Mauberley 

without attempting to understand him. While he derides Quim for the latter's nafvete in 

accepting Mauberley's account at fhe value, Freyberg Tails to acknowledge how his 

own single-mindedness reproduces the 'udthem' mentality characteristic of hscism" 

@opp 7). He is attraded to absolutes - good and evil, right and wrong - and, while he is 

quick to pass judgement on artists, such as Pound and hhuberley, who became fwcist 

collaborators, he lacks the ability - and the willingness - to delve beneath the surfirce in 



order to attempt to understand the appeal of fascism to these individuals. In me Appeal of 

F ~ ~ % i s m ,  Alastair Hamilton suggests that fjlscism offaed a solution to the ''threat of 

anonymity" presented by the industrialization and mechaniation of the modern world by 

ccwnciliat~mg] the cult ofthe hero with a mass movemed' (Hamilton xxi). Furthermore, 

fascism presented a solution to the perceived degeneration of modem society, and thus, 

writers "chose to  commit themselves to totalitarian ideologies and to s u p p t  regimes that 

would hasten the destruction of the civilization which they believed in a state of 

putre&ctionY' @&milton xxii). Finally, Hamilton writes, the fascist movement constituted 

"a phenomenon which artists f d  aesthetically satisfirctory it had turned anarchy into 

order" (Elkmilton m), and is thus reproduced by Mauberley's act of containing the chaos 

of pre-war Europe within an orderly, dated chronicle. Dennis Duffy points out that the 

text of Fmnoss Jkst Wordk as a whole is concerned with the appeal of Gscism, the "fatal 

attraction that heroic decadence exerts over the man of intellect and imagination." 

Mauberley, writes Duffy, is attracted to fascism by the promise of "[r]ecognition, 

membership in an elite BSSOCiation with larger thn life personalities [w the viC8lfious 

thrills attached to the observation of neatly executed acts ofviolence" @ufE;I 189). This 

attraction is evident in his narrative, which mythologizes the figures associated with the 

Penelope cabal, particularly the Duke and Duchess of Windsor. In Mauberley's attraction 

to the glamorous Widsors and their fiends, Findley illustrates a conviction which he has 

expressed elsewhere: ''m is my belief that glamour so dazzles us that we literally sweep 

into another comdor of history dragging the whole of the human race with us baruse we 

have been swept aw11y-'' He continues by pointing out a specific historical consequence of 



allowing ourselves to be so affected: "[A] sufficient number of people being swept away 

by Hitler dragged the whole of civilization into an oven" (Mellor 94). F m w  Lasf 

Words both reveals how such an OcCuITence was indeed possible, and forces us to 

confkont the consequences of allowing oneselfto be "swept awayY" 

The difference between Quian's and Freyberg's reading practices extend to their 

interpretations of the social reality in which they live. Quinn, sweying Mauberley's 

corpse, Mled with an icepick through his eye, concludes that %ere must have been a 

madman here" (49, to which Freybag replies: "I guess the problem is ...yo u think of 

insanity as beiig the exclusive property of madmen.. . Which it ph, Y' (50; emphasis in 

original, my ellipses). While Stephen Scobie reads this statement as Freyberg's 

acknowledgement of'yhe possibility of the coexistence of madness and sanity within the 

one person" (Swbie 224), I believe it points to a rejection of the comnntiondly 

understood definitions of sanity and insanity altogether; in the world after Dachau, a 

world in which "sane" people have demonstrated their ability and willingness to commit 

unspeakable atrocities, &ere is no longer my firm ground on which to staad in order to 

pass judgement on what is sane w]y way o f  killings" (49). Ln a world in which killing 

has become an accepted and forgivable act, the distinction between "sane" killers and 

"insane" killers is surely a Wse one. It is the large-scale epidemic of dehumanization that 

has overtaken the world which is "insane," and not those who do things which s a m  to 

defy reason. Mauberley's murder is entirely intelligible within the world of murders and 

betrayals witbin which he operates. In a h e r  scene, Itmchirn von Ribbentrop, discussing 

with Alan Paisley the problem of how to keep Rudolf Hers silent on the subject of the 



Penelope cabal, counters Paisley's observation that "we can hardly tear out his tongue" 

with: "But what about his mind" (304). By destroying not only Hess's memory, but his 

sense of himself as a human being von Riibentrop ensures that "the word Pemiope 

would never cross his lips again'' (308). Hess is admitted to an institution for the mentally 

ill, suffering fiom the delusion that he "had ceased to be a human being and was now a 

cat without a tail" (305). By the time of his r e l m ,  "he could not remember any human 

detail firom his past. He had become a complete amnesiac - and would remain so, on and 

0% to the end of his days" (309). The implication here is that it is the prevailing social 

reality - in which violent acts against fellow human beings are justified for political 

reasons - which is "insane7" and that Hesq whose delusions are benign, is sane by 

comparison. 

Mauberley justifies Pound's open embrace of fascism as the insight of a visionary 

who sees the world as it truly is, and who 'krill only be condemned because the world 

cannot acknowledge that the mad have visions of the truth." (77) In both this novel and 

the earlier play llre Tnbs of Eaa ~oun4 '~  Fiiiiley rejects this characterization of Pound 

as a mad v i s i o v ,  Pound is not, as Mauberley suggests, merely a witness who, 'W his 

one mad eye" is able to rewgnize and record 'the world of chaos, fire and rage7' (77), but 

an active participant - through his political writings and the radio addresses in which he 

spoke in favour of f-sm - in the creation and perpetustion of the 'bad'' social reality 

of which he speaks aud writes. John Tytell writes, in his biography of Pound, that by the 

time of his mest for treason, Pound had become "more thn simply an apologist for 



fascism making an occasional broadcast on Rome Radio for Mussolini" (250), and that he 

believed utterly in Fascist propaganda: 

In Italy he began writing for newspapers like C o d e  della Sera and the 
Meridians di Roma, pubiishhg a particuldy offensive piece called 'The 
Jews, Disease Incamate." He was reading &Semitic tracts and pamphlets 
like "Britain and Jewry," which blamed international tensions on Jewish 
financiers and at the sam time claimed that communism was part of a Jewish 
plot He wmte James Laughlin that in his view "RooseveIt represents Jewry" 
and signed his letter 'Heil Hitler-" To [a] cummings he wrote that 'Germany 
is go./. right in the present show" flytell 254). 

In 1945, at the we of sixty, Pound was arrested in Italy for treason against the United 

States Government, and taken to Pisa, where he was confined outdoors in a six-by-eight- 

foot wire cage. AAa three weeks of interrogation by U S  officers and daily exposure to 

the hot sun, he suffered a nervous breakdown, before being flown to Washington D.C. to 

face trial for treason. His lawyer, Iulien Cornell based his defense on a plea of insanity, 

arguing that his public statements against the Uaited States Government were the result 

of an unsound mind3'. In a preliminary hearing to determine mental competency, Pound 

was found unfit to stand trial, and was subsequently committed to St. Elkbe& Hospital 

in Washington, where he had ban con£ined following his arrest for treason. Despite the 

result of the beatings, Dr. E. Fuller Tocrey, who had access to Pound's medical records 

believes Pound's plea of insanity to have been a fabrication devised by Dr. Winfied 

Overholser, the director of St. Elizobeths, for the purpose of avoiding a trial (Torrey 

198 1 57). Richard W. Femer and Walter H Baer, the two psychiatrists who examined 

Pound during his confinement at Pisa, found, nspcctively, 'U[n]o pmnoia, delusions nor 

hallucinations" and "[nlo evidence of psychosis, neurosis, or psychopathy" (Redman 6), 

and 'Ta]t a psychiatric case coaference held [at St. Etizabeths] on January 28, 1946, six 



staff psychiatrists denied he was delusional despite his economic theories" (Tytell 291). 

In spite of these accounts, as Tim Redman n~tes~~~[s]everal critics have used Pound's 

supposed insanity as a way ofexcusing his activities during World War IPS(5). Cerhinly, 

a belief that Pound's virulently anti-Semitic and p r o - h i s t  staterneats on Italian radio 

were the result of mental breakdown would provide those who admire his poetry yet 

abhor his politics to recuncile the two. Redman himself rejects this claim, arguing that 

"Pound's support for Italian fascism was not the result of psychosis but was consistent 

with and developed fiom his thought about social and esonomic issues" (Redman 7). The 

label of ccinsane," in this case, provides a means of exonerating Pound for activities and 

associations which are no longer considered acceptable, and does not accurately reflect 

the reasons for his attraction to fascist ideology- 

In his writing on the walls of the Grand Elysium Hotel, Mauberley not only 

suggests - in an attempt to account for the content of his radio broadcasts - that Pound 

was at least partially mad, but also rejects the notion that his Eend's words had any 

social consequences for which Pound should be hdd responsible, arguing that his 

madness simply allowed him to recognize the barbarism of his society, and that, as a 

mere witness, he cannot be held accountable for the atrocities committed in the name of 

beliefs which he himself held: 

It will be somebody's job to pull him down and say he was the cause of 
madness; thus disposing of the madness in themselves, blaming it all on him 
'We should never have done these things," they will say, '%me it not that 
men like Pound and Muasow Doaor Goebbels and Hitler drove us to them. 
Otherwise, we should have stayed at home by our wet he;lrths d dandled 
our children on our knees and Iived out lives o f d l n e s s  and peace.. ." 



Missing the fkct entirely that what they were responding to were the whispers 
ofchaos, fire and anger in themselves. All ofwhich Ezra could see fiom the 
very first with his one mad eye (77). 

This is a troubling statement, as it simultaneously places Pound in the same category as 

Mussolini, Goebbels, and Hitler, and seems to exonerate them all. If the reader accepts 

Mauberley's absolution of Porn4 then, the text suggests, he or she must similarly 

absolve these other men, viewing them as mere scapegoats for the impulses which &st 

in dl human beings. I agree with Stephen Scobie's assessment that, in claiming that 

Pound should be recognized as a visionary rather than condemned as a h i s t  

collaborator, Mituberley seeks his own exoneration, and not merely that of his Eend. As 

Scobie argues, the claim that he should be forgiven for his actions is not entirely 

convincing: 'It is one thing to be aware of 'bvhispers of chaos" within oneself; it is quite 

another thing to act upon these impulses to the extent that Mussolini or Hitler did. Or 

Pound. Or Uauberley" (Scobie 225). 

In addition to linking him to Pound, the ice-pick protruding &om the dead 

Mauberley's eye serves as a metaphor for his impaired vision while alive, illustrated by 

his persistence in seeing the Duke and Duchess of Windsor as '%icon S g  on the 

earth," central figures in the "new mythology" which "Homer might have written7' (63). 

and which Mauberley, in his dying days, did write. Mauberley has written, not a 

confessional or apology for his involvement with the Penelope cabal, but a mythology set 

in a privileged world in which "everyone was radiant; everyone was infallible" (98). It is 

the fime namtive, in oornbiition with the exttatextual knowledge of the reader, which 

reveals the coaSCQUences of the actions of these larger-than-life figures. Miruberiey's 



narrative itself is unflinchingly unapologetic; in the imagery with which he embellishes 

his account of the morning prior to his ordering ofthe murder of Harry Oakes, he reveals 

an awareness of his guilt, yet persists in viewing his actions as inevitable: 

In the morning, white on white, and even my underclothes bleached as white 
as salt, I &ed down the box of [mosquito ] anpses, wondering how it could 
be so light, so weightless in my bands, and gave it across the table to Mavis 
Boodle, noting unavoidably as I did the multitude of oranges she had killed 
and was squeezing into a glass to keep me alive (374). 

While he does not overtly admit his culpability or apologize for his actions, his emphasis 

on the 'khiteness" of his clothing and his complicity in the "murders" of oranges and 

mosquitoes is indicative of his sense of guilt and his desire to absolve himself through an 

imaginative rendering ofthe scene. However, he does not provide M e r  commentary on 

h is  involvement in Harry Oaks's murder, apart from writing that his responsibility for 

murder represented, for him, the inevitabIe final stage in a mythical Wall" (375). The 

figurative language which he deploys in his aamtive reveals that his involvement in 

Oalces's murder - after which he, like a dog, licks the dead man's blood @om 

Reinhardt's hand - is a natural extension of the debunanizing effed of his relationship 

with Wallis - whom he loves "'as a dog loves its mistress" (3761%. bhberley recounts 

thaf when faced with the responsibility for what he has done, he fled: ''This murder I had 

asked him for was to be mine completely, and when the authorities came it would be 

mine to pay for. And so - of oourse - I ran" (380). The words "of course," which he 

embeds in this m a t t a - ~ ~ f k c t  account of his actions, suggest that he views his actions as 

logical and that he remains, even at the time of writing, unwilling to fhce the 

consequences of his actions. 



The epilogue which Mmberley affbres to his narrative presents the reader with an 

allegory which emphasizes the truth behind Xk Telling of Lies's statement, "to be a 

witness is to be accountable" (132). The epilogue tells of a mysterious cLshape" which 

rises to the d c e  of the sea. Those few spectators who witness its appearance remain 

silent on the subject - 'None of them points: none ofthem shouts" - and, because of this 

silence, the shape is forgotten, and its existence denied: ''Xn the end the sighting is 

rejected, becoming something only dimly thought on: dnedfbl but unreal"(395). The 

mysterious shape represents the 'khispers of chaos, fire and anger" (77) which exist in 

all human beings, and which, unacknowledged, will remain "a shadow lying dormant in 

the twilight [which] whispers fkom the other side of reason; I am here. I wait" (396). As 

long as this shadow waits, people - such as Pound and Mauberley - will be drm~n toward 

it. Mauberley would have us believe that his narrative is his attempt to c"poht" and 

"shout," drawing our attention to the irratiooal impulses which are part of human nature; 

however, like Ezxa Pound, Mauberley does not merely repre- his society's attraction 

to fascist ideology, but reproduces it, through authoring a mythologized, aestheticized 

representation of the machinations of the Penelope cabal. While Quinn persists in 

viewing Mauberley's narrative as a confession, a judgement of himself and his co- 

conspirators - he remarks to Freyberg that "[t]he very fact that Mauberley's put them 

there means they will not go &ee" (392) - several facts support Freyberg's more cynical 

belief that MauberIey and his fiends will be both forgiven and forgotten: 

Because, wen in spite of everything you've seen and read - you youcself- I 
can see it in your eyes - are already turning away to look at somethiog else: 
to find some other place to lay the blame f i r  the hell we've all been living in 



this last five years. It's written all over you: Mauberley himself has already 
been forgiven (392). 

The imminent destruction of the walls - and the words written on them - supports the 

claim that Mauberley's narrative will have little effkct. Indeed, it appears to have had 

little eEkt  on either Q u i ~  or Freyberg; the '%nementosn which each reader takes with 

him from the hotd illustrate that neither has significantly altered his earlier impression of 

Mauberiey and his activities. While Freybag leaves the hotel with his collection of 

evidence of Dachau, which signifies his refirsal to forget the honors of the war which are 

omitted fim Mauberley's narrative, Quinn's choice of mementos - 'We scarf he had 

Wed &om Mauberley" and me two dusty halves of the Alfied Cortot recording of the 

Schubert Sonata" (394) - points toward a continued idolization of Mauberley, in spite of 

the facts he has learned about his hero's involvement in k i s t  activities. This hero- 

worship i s  oddly, reflected extratextualiy in Findley's own romantic identification with 

his fictional character; Bruce Meyer and Brian O'Riordan, in the introduction to their 

1984 interview with Findley, comment on the green scarf which he was weering, and 

which "he always wears at readings. It was initialled H.S.M. for Hugh Selwyn 

MBuberley" (Meyer and O'Riordan 45). This suggests that findley himseff is complicit in 

his own character's - Quinn's - hero-worshipping of Maubaley; as I mentioned at the 

beginning ofthis section, Findley has spoken of M[auberley as a "hsro," a r d n g  which, 

as the text demonstrates through the example of Q u i ~ ,  is itself implicated in the very 

ideology which the novel seeks to indict. Like Vanessa Van Home, Hugh Sehwyn 

Mauberley creates a record of the events which he has witnessed; howeva, deo like 

Vanessa, his complicity with fhscist ideology precludes him fkom producing a text which 



takes a convincing stand against that ideology. In F m w  Lust Worth, as in Z k  Tellig 

of Lies and ihe Buttefly PIbgue, Findley seems to be suggesting thst, in order to 

effectively challenge the prevailing social reality, one must be able to extricate oneself 

fiom the systems of authority which exercise control over human thought and behaviour. 

If the institutions which govern our'society are - as Laing arid Fidley appear to agree - 
* .  

fundamentally repressive and dehumaatzlng, then perhaps only one who is capable of 

moving, in Laing's phrase, "out of formation," will be able to not only recognize the 

madness which pervades our social reality, but to point toward a means of overcoming 

that madness. 



CHAPTER 3 LEAVING THE FORMATION= REDEMPTION AND 

REGENERATION THROUGH MADNESS 

If the formation is itself off course, then the man who is really to get "on 
course" must leave the formation. 

RD. Laing, Politics ufhkprience, 82. 

The politicization of madness is indispensable if we would create a h e e  
David Coopa, lk hgtralge ofM&rbrars, 18. 

In The Pdirics of Exprierzce, Laing cautions that "socid adaptation to a 

dysfbctional society may be very dangerous" (83), and suggests that the only way to 

challenge the prevailing social reality is to step outside of it, adopting an alternate 

trajectory to that which has been identified as "off course." While he stresses that it does 

not follow that those who Ieave the formation are neces-Sly any more "on course? than 

those who remain in formation, leaving nonetheless represents the only possible means of 

resistance to or liberation &om a dysftnctiod social reality. Such a departure fiom the 

''norms" of rational thought and behaviour is typically classified as "madness." Laing 

describes "schizophrenia" as a natural ad necessary response to our dysfunctional social 

environment: 

Some people labeled schizophrenic (not all, and not necessarily) manifest 
behavior in words, gestures, actions.. .that is unusual. Sometimes (not always 
and not necessarily) this unusual behavior ... expresses, wittingly or 
unwittingly, unusual experiences that the person is undergoing. Sometimes 
(not always and not n e c e s d y )  these vmcswl experiences expressed by 
unruual behclvior qpar to be put of a potentidly or&&, mtwul sequence 
of experielices" (85; my emphasis and ellipses). 

This 

busy 

process, .ooording to Laing, is 'tray seldom allowed to occur because we are so 

'treating' the patient" (85) with aggressive, intrusive therapies designed to force the 



individual to retum to 'hormality." In "A Ten-Day Voyage," a short account of the 

ccpsychotic episode" of his friend, Jesse Watkinq Laing chronicles Watkins' temporary 

descent into madness. He writes: "Can we not see that this voyage is not what we need to 

be cured oc but that it is itself a nstural way of healing our own appalling state of 

alienation called normality?' (1967: 1 16) Laing advocates such '%oygees7' for the general 

population, and suggests that "[tpe true physician-priest would enable people to have 

such experiences before they are driven to extretlditiesy' (113); similarly, Jesse Watkins 

himself expresses the opinion '%hat this experience was a stage that -one would have 

to go through one way or another in order to reach a higher stage of evolution" (1%7: 

110). 

For Laing, then, the "madman" possesses a prophetic power; he is Waln exile from 

the scene of being as we know it.. .an alien, a strangex signaling to us from the void in 

which he is foundering, a void which may be peopled by presences that we do not even 

dream of' (1967: 93; my ellipsis). His openness to alternatives to the present norms and 

his fkeedom fiom the constraints of 'ccivifizationy~ enable him to transcend the alienated 

condition of modernity and to poiat the way for others to follow. David Coopa, in ihe 

Language of M d e s ,  finther examines the social and political possibilities for such a 

transgression of society's norms, and suggests that the ccpoliticization" of madness - that 

is, the working out of 3s political implications - is necessary for the htwe of the human 

race. According to Cooper, madness does not exist, except in each individual ''as the 

possibility of a near total destructuring ofthe normal structures of existence with a view 

to the restructuring of a less alienated (i.e. governed by internalized forces of 'othenress') 



form of existencey' (154). Madness, for Cooper, is a latent intend force which possesses 

the potential for 'bniversal subversion" (149); the release of this forcey then, is the tirst 

step toward total social revolution: 

Madness ...will find its issue with the victory of all forms of subversive 
struggle against capitalism, fsscism and imperialism and against the massive, 
undigested lumps of repression that exist in bureaucratic socialism, awaiting 
the social revolution that got left behind in the urgency of political revoiution, 
understandably perhapsy but never excusably (Cooper 1978: 149; my ellipsis). 

Cooper argues that the ultimate goal is the end of madness and "i ts transfontlation into a 

universal creativity" (149); thus, through listening to the 'languagey' of madness inside 

each of us - which we have presently invalidated through the discourse of psychiatry - 

we can bring about a revolution in the current state of human civilization. 

Both Laing and Cooper agree that contemporary humanity has strayed fiom its 

ideal cc~urse," becoming "estranged from its autheatic possibilities" @&g 1967: xiv); 

this sentiment is reflected in Findley's words to DonaId Cameron: 

What we have done to the human race is to bmtalize it beyond all recognition 
ofwhat the human race - I won't say, is meant to be, because that predicates 
some kind of belief in God which I don't tbidc I have,. .But we found the 
greatest possibilities, they exist in the Micbelangelos mi the Bathovens and 
so on, and we've tumed away &om them, having exhausted that (Cameron 
58-9; my ellipsis). 

Findley identifies the source of this brutalization as the abuse of power which, in 

twentieth century Western culture, has become an epidemic. In an interview with Alison 

Summers, he states that power ccdestmys the people who are aracising it, as well as the 

people they gain power over. It destroys those people who acquiesce, who don't bother to 

fight back" (Summas 105). As we have seen, m y  of Findky's characters do attempt to 

fight ba& but their resistance is complicated by their implication in the very systems 



against which they are rebelling. In the previous chapter, I discussed three novels in 

which characters were unable to extricate themselves f?om the prevailing social order to 

make a stand against it; while Z k  TeiImg #Lies and lk BuftetjI'y Plague show the 

difficulty of stepping outside of one's society in order to bear witness to its bndity, 

Fmnous Last Words suggests that merely bearing witness may wt be sufficient - that 

human beings have a moral obligation to do more. What seems to be required is a means 

of extricating oneself &om this cY~rmation'' and positing a set of values to replace those 

which have been identified as Wse or corruptive. When asked by Summas to identify 

the "enduring human VZtlues" in the world of his fiction, Fiidley responded by 

emphasizing the importance of interrogating the dominant values: 

That thexe are people who ub question, who say "Hey, wait a minute, what 
me you doing?. . . One of the enduring things is that there is always someone 
with integrity who will say ''Stop" or "You're not going to do that" - that 
thae are peuple who say "I am here, and you can't igmm me. I refuse to go 
on being ignored." The enduring goodness of the human race is the people 
who r&se to nmain silent, who say, '2 will not let this happeds (Summers 
1 10; emphasis in original, my ellipsis). 

h this chapter, I will lock at lk Wms, Not Wmied on the Voycge, and He-fer - 

three novels in which characters move beyond mere 'kitnessing'' and toward action that 

places them firmly outside the formation and offers redemptive alternatives to the vision 

of human possibility put forth by their societies. In The Wias and Not Wmfed on the 

Vopge, the protagonists, while not clinically insane, have nonetheless positioned 

themselves - or have been positioned - much more firmly on the margins of the social 

system than the protagonists of those novels discussed in Chapter Two, and as such are 

able to question ami actively challenge its rules md restnCdions. Finally, in Hedhnter, I 



will examine the extent to which madness represents, for Findley, the only possible 

means of stepping fully outside of this system, and thus offers the only effective position 

of resistance to the institutionalized violence perpetrated by humanity against itsew 

"The thing that Robert did": Robert Ross's %adw action in Zlke W w  

Wars don't just happen because of politiciaas d statesmen. Wars happen 
when the people -that is, %sY' - haven't bothered to pay attention in one way 
Of mother. 

Findley in conversation with Alison Summers, 107. 

In an early, handwritten draft of The Wms, Findley included a merit of WH. 

Auden's poem 'Commentary," as a possible epigraph to that novel. The segment Findley 

chose begins with 'The voice of Man" entreathg '0 teach us to outgrow our madnessy7' 

and continues as fbilows: 

Rufne the pafect manners ofthe fioG heart, 
And once again compel it to be awkward and alive, 
To all it d e r e d  once a weeping witness. 

Ckar fiom tba head the masses of impressive rubbish; 
Rally the lost and trembling forces ofthe will, 
Gather them up and l a  them loose upon the earth, 

Till they construct at last a human justice, 
The contribution of our star, within the shadow 
Of which uplifting, loving and coastnining power 
All other reasons may rejoice md operate (Findley Papers vol. 17-1). 

Although Findley ultimately did not choose it as an epigraph, this poem adequately 

reflects a central idea in l%e Wms: that there is no hope 

race unless we "outgrow our madness," moving beyond 

for the survival of the human 

an impoverished logic which 



offers only extreme and destructive possibilities, to a more benevolent way of being 

which our rationalist, militaristic culture cannot comprehend and therefore mistakenly 

defines as ''mad." The statement f?om the theorist on war. Carl von Clausewitz, which 

Findley did select as the second of 2 7 ~  Wms ' two epigraphs2 - 'Tn such daagerous thiags 

as war the errors which proceed fiom a spirit of benevolence are the word'- takes this 

idea one step M e r  by problematilring the categories of human behaviour Unlike the 

persona of Auden's poem - the individual, situated on the margins of a world gone mad, 

who pleads for sanity - the voice with which Clausewitz speaks is representative ofthat 

very rationality which has created the madness which Auden cries out against. As Diana 

Brydon points out, "In Ln Wws, society sees as von Clausewitz sees" (1986a: 78) 

Findley's selection of the quotation fiom Clausewitz provides the reader with insight into 

the context within which a person7s - specifically, Robert Ross's - actions am interpreted 

as sane or insane. Thus, the epigraph fiom Clausewitz is more appropriate for a novel 

such as Tke Worr, which, as I will argue, is less about actual madness and sanity than 

about the perception of madness and sanity. In lk Wips. as Brydon observes, "the 

narrator is obsessed as much by the paradoxes of how we know as by the horror of what 

we how"(1986a: 76)- Meed, Findley strategically deploys narrative strategies which 

draw the reader's attention to the illusory nature of objective reality, and the Eact that all 

knowledge necessarily requires an act of interpretatioq however, as I will show, 

Findley's acknowledgement of the gap between "the perceiver and the thing perceived" 

(191) and the impossibility of ever knowing a 'be,'' umaadiated reality is undercut by a 



Romantic conviction that those who ''leave the formation7' possess access to a clarity of 

vision which provides them done with a means ofclosing this gap. 

The Wms is primarily concerned, not with an exploration of clinical insanity, but 

with the very process of producing the discursive space of madness. This process is 

reflected in the formal qualities of the work, upon which many critics have commented3: 

its short, stammering sentences; its built-in interruptions and repetitioos; the distance 

imposed between the events depicted and the time of narration - "all of this happened a 

bag time agon(5); its multiple beghhg; its collage of fhgments of image and voice; 

and the mediation of the narrative through an unnamed 'bearchef' whose task of 

assembling the fragments mirrors that of both the reader and the society at war. As Laurie 

Ricou points out, Findley's choice of the archival researcher as narrative voice provides 

the reader with both a mirror for the experience of reading, and a metaphor for the war 

experience of those, like Mrs. Ross, who are left behind to attempt to make sense of the 

situation of a country at war 

Poring ova his research in a N e t  archives7 the narrator mimics the country's 
experience of war as something of ovemhelming violence that happens 
somewhere else. Of course. Being remote from the irrational violence makes 
the exercise of organintion possible. The form of Z k  Wms, then, expresses 
an awareness of its own limitations, while it involves the reader in the same 
process which the narrator is living (Ricou 129). 

Rather than attempting to directly articulate Robert Ross's experience of the irrational 

world of combat - an impossible project, given that all texts are inherently put of the 

rationalist process which Robert ultimately acts against - Findley instead deploys seE 

consciously distancing 

the researcher, who is 

strategies which align the reader, not with Robert Ross, but with 

engaged in the trsL of constnrcting coherent meaning &om the 



fhgmented reality of a society gone mad. The emphasis is not on Robert's experiences, 

but on his attempts to process and assimilate those experiences. The novel begins, as 

Ricou points out, "'stammering": 

It begins - in the Prologue and fist three sections - four times, in four 
different ways. It begins with a startling scene fkom near the end ofthe story, 
then as a fireside tale, and then, in the impersonal second person, as an 
invitation and a directive to the reader ~ C O U  129). 

Although Shone Vauthier, in her article on The Wms, disagrees with Ricou, arguing 

that, rather than beginning four separate times, '?he initial double fiame is duplicated," 

she does agree, as do I, that "the result is the same. The repetition of the beginning 

geShKe, fhr from debiting more neatly the o v e d  story, makes limits hazier and fbcuses 

attention on the storytelling and its dficultiesy' (Vauthier 3 1). The focus in me Wms is 

not only the construction of Robert Ross's story, but also i ts interpretation; the process of 

reading is given as much attention as the process of storytelling. 

At its simplest, the premise of ihe Wms is, as Findley hes written, "'that the 

human race has gone mad and one of them decides tbat - before it's too late - the other 

inhabitants of the planet must be saved" (Findley Papas vol. 17-3). The benevolence 

which Robert demonstrates toward the horses is so out of step with the sanctioned 

behaviour of soldiers at war, that his society is unable to comprehend his actions, except 

as the isolated actions of a madman. The true madness, however, is located, not in 

Robert's actions, but in the social reality which ~ o u s d s  him; he inhabits a world in 

which - as Mrs. Ross obsewes - people send their own children off to be killed, and then 

"'sing b u t  it" in church (55). In Z k  Wws, Findley depicts the madness of a world at 

war: the "tvars" ofthe title include not only the central and most obvious war in this text 



- World War I - but also the many scenes of domestic strife, which, as Lorraine York has 

pointed out in Front Lines, are constructed according to models of military combat. 

''Behind the scenes of military conf?oatation," York writes, %am of gender, domestic 

life, and the wars of human history play themselves out in increasing complexity" (York 

199159). In this text, the military and the domestic do not exist as two separate 

ontoiogical categories, but rather as systems of perceiving and structuring experience 

which contaminate one another, the discourse of militaty warfare permeates the domestic 

scenes just as the language and imagery of the domestic sphere are invoked to bring 

comfort to those in the trenches. As York writes: 'Specific incidents in the domestic lives 

of the Ross family gain, in retrospe a decidedly warlike cast; in turn, fbatures of 

Robert's life in the trenches begin to assume a peculiarly domestic aura" (1991: 32). The 

juxtaposition of the horrors of war with comforting domestic images - as seen, for 

example, in the "surrogate M y "  of the "stained glass dugout" - reveals the young 

soldiers' attempts to comprehend their experiences by placing them within a Wliar  

context- 

Convemely, the association of the domestic with images of was shows how the 

discourse of w h e  has infected the realm of everyday life. From the fiuaily 

photographs, filled with images of soldiers and parades, to the words selected by Mrs. 

Ross to describe Robert's childhood bruises - 'D]ust like a savage painted for the wars" 

(23) -to the way Mn. Ross interacts with her fimily, as York writes, "in a pattern that is 

suggestive of a type of domestic trench warfke" (1991: 33), the extent to which the 

discourse of war bas permeated the fibric of civilian life is, fir Fiadley, an example of 



the larger madness which has infected human society. As Findley wrote in his 

preparatory notes for 17re Wars: 

The madness is demonstrated as being infectious - like a plague. The Great 
War is the pafect example of this plague - as virulent aad absohite as the 
great bubonic plague of the dark ages Findley Papers voi. 17-3). 

This madness, Findley gas on to say, "can strike anyom - and it does - although it is, in 

some cases, resistible ...p]ecause it is recognized md abhorred early enough to 

'immunite' some p p l e  against k" Although Robert attempts to conform to the norms 

of his society, as is expressed through his desire to find a model %rho killed as an 

exercise of the will" (24), he nonetheless possesses a profound sensitivity to the suffaiag 

of others which makes it impossible for him to fully emulate such a model. When he 

himself - through his rape - becomes the victim of this madness, his imaginative 

identification with the victims, rather than the Qerpetrators, of the violence of war is 

complete. A number of other characters in Z%e W i s  are also "Fmmuuized" against the 

madness of war, notably Lady Juliet D70rsey and Wuian Turner, the two women who. 

signifi~811tly, provide the only directly reproduced first-person accounts of Robert's life. 

and who together provide the researcher with '%he end of the story" (120). J u l i e  in 

marked wntrast to her sister Barbara, is an e t d  child; although her voice is elderly, it 

communicates a 'kisdom [which] remains a child's" (164). Although Findley's 

researcher notes that this contradiction cm be explained by the fkt that she is reading 

from diaries she had written as a child some sixty yeus urlia, he4 obsaves that she is 

comfortable with this childish voice, which seems to be "the voice of her mind and 

consistent with the sound of C&r] thought" (164). As a child, Juliet is on the margin of 



the drama enacted by her sister Barbara, which Findley characterized as '?he Dionysian 

ritual of that war particularly, and of wars up until that time" (Aitken 85). She describes 

her childhood self as "a malapert dwarf with a notebook" and 'Boswell in bowsyy (168); 

she is an observer of, rather than a participant in, the destnrction wrought by the war and 

by Barbara's serial hem-worshipping with her perception sharpened by her dual status as 

both a child and a sod& outsider. In Findley's work, cbiidren are accorded a clarity of 

perception which is not available to those adults who, by h e  of their immersion in 

modern culture, are unable to gain a clear perspective on that culture. Juliet - who 

subsists on a child's idea of an adult diet: "gin and cigarettesn(lbl) - continues to the 

world though a child's eyes, and is thus "immunized" against the 'plague" of madness, 

and is able to view Robert's actions with a clarity that is lacking in the majority of the 

people whom the researcher interyiews. Juliet disagrees with the accepted view of what 

Robert did, identifying as chmiacs'' those who interpret Robert's act as "something evil" 

(1 1 1)' and recognizing Robert's true sanity in contrast with the values and actions of an 

insane world. Marian Turner, on the otha hand, is very much an adult, but she is 

aligned, by virtue of her banevoIence, with characters such as Rob* Harris lad 

Rodwell. A nurse, she is a nurturing and kind figure who sympathizes with Robert and 

instinctively comprehends the meaning behind his actions. She is the first to articulate 

the view that Robert's act was both sane and understandable: 

It was the war that was arty, I guess. Not Robert Ross or what be 
did.. .Looking back, I hardy believe what happeaad. That the people in that 
park are there because we dl went d (12; my ellipsis). 



It is Marian who characterizes the human race in the twentieth century as "monstrous, 

complacent and mad" (12), and points out that "bit's not the extraordinary people who've 

prevailed upon [this century's] madness," but rather 'the ordinary men and women 

who've mgde us what we are" (12; emphasis in original). Robert has thus proven himself 

to be extraordinary; only by breaking out ofthis complacent refusal to question the norms 

of society, the text suggests, can one rise above the madness that w a d e s  society. It is 

significant that Findley chooses these two women - neither of whom is aligned with the 

masculine discourse of war - to provide the context within which the reader evaluates 

Robert's actions. As Donna Penaa notes, the 5st-person narratives of Marian Tumer 

and Juliet D'Orsey introduce several issues firmiliar to readers of Findley's fiction, "most 

notabiy madness, and the assertion of identity, permanence, and personalized history in 

the face of apparent chaos and loss" (Pennee 50). These issues, central to the text, 

resonate with the words of Euripides that Findley has selected for the first epigraph to 

me WWS: 'Never that which is shall die." Their location in the narratives of Wan and 

Juliet provides an alternative to the discourse of institutionalized violence which 

dominates the society depicted in this novel; by according these ~~UIlferdiscourses the 

privilege of a first-person narration, Findley thus urges the reader to interpret Robert's 

action through the eyes of these two women, who see it, not as the firtile gesture of a 

madman, but as rr lifeafbming act of resistance to the nonns of a society engaged in the 

large-scale destruction of all living things. 

Marian md Julia are not the only characters who are able to recognize their 

society's reaction to the war as "madness"; to a certain extent, Mrs. Ross also questions 



and resists societal norms. At the beginning of the novel she appears to be positioned on 

the side of senseless violence against both h u m  and non-human nature, as is 

exemplified in her insistence that Robert must kill Rowena's rabbits ?BECAUSE IIE 

LOVED HER" (20; emphasis in original). While Mrs. Ross's insistence that Robert 

participate in such an act of barbaric cruelty seems irrational, it is no more so than the 

majority of actions and reactions upon which war is predicated. As York points out, 

"[i]rrational or vengefil acts, however, form the vecy substance of human warfhre" 

(1991: 54). York continues, with a quotation from Clsusewitz: 'It is quite possible for 

such a state of feeling to exist between two States that a very trifling political motive for 

War may produce an effect quite disproportionate - in fact, a perfect explosion" Thus, 

Mrs. Ross's behaviour at the beginning of the novel can be read as an analogue for the 

adom of the political powers who control the discourse and practice of warfjue; she is 

clearly implicated in the very prahction of those violent and destructive social norms 

that eventually destroy her son. However7 Mrs. Ross's later actions do demonshate a 

recognition of - but not m overt resistance to - the irrationality of war. Lorraine York 

has described the scenes between Robert and his mother as "a battie between domestic 

annies," an example of how Findley "has even constructed the domestic dialogues so as 

to resemble wartime attacks and retreats" (1990: 456). While York suggests that Mrs. 

Ross's behaviour throughout the novel amounts to a '3va.r of attrition" (1991: 36), the 

term suggests a volition that, I would argue7 is absent fkom her early behviour when, for 

example, she fdk - rather than refuses - to bid kewell to Robeat when he is posted 

overseas. Rather than either succumbing to or taking a stand against the war machine to 



which her son's sacrifice is imminent, she is instead rendered powerless and immobile by 

a tenifjcing vision of'trolley carsy' (73)' the metonymic representation of the unstoppable 

mechanized violence which threatens to destroy modem society, and a repetition of the 

event of her brother's death6. She is prevented fkom "reasonabley' behavim - bidding 

fsrewell to her son at the train station - by her recognition ofthe immense power of the 

discourse of war, and by her realization - correct metaphorically, if not literally - that "if 

she tried to cross the tracks," to bridge the gap between the family and '%he wars" with a 

humanizing gesture' "then she and everyone would be struck down" (73). According to 

Yo& Mrs. Ross's action - rather, hck of action - 'harks her as an impassioned rebel, a 

woman willing to question or disrupt male systems of authority'' (1991: 37). I disagree 

with this interpretation of her character; Ws. Ross is no rebel, but rather another of 

Findley's Cassandra figures, albeit an arrested Cassandra whose prophecy remains 

unspoken, except to her companion Miss Davenport. Unable to step outside the codes and 

conventions of contemporary society in order to critique them, Mrs. Ross's rebellious 

impulses are stifled; seeing her son with a snowball in his hand, she thinks: "[t]bae were 

half a dozen people she would like him to throw it at" and then promptly dismisses this 

thought with another: '0ut of course that was madness" (54). Although she recophes the 

insanity of the present situation - "[wlhat does it mean - to kill your chiwen? Kill them 

and then ...go in there and sing about it!"(55; emphasis in original) - she does not 

actively challenge it. After exiting the church with the sermon still in progress, Mis. Ross 

tells Miss Davenport that 'T was a h i d  I was going to scream" (55), but rpsrt fiom these 

quiet and ultimately impotent words which elicit no response, she remains silent; 



although she feels like screaming, she stifles that impulse for fear of shattering the 

conventions of propriety which structure her world. Likewise, after collapsing onto the 

steps outside the church, she forces herself to stand when she notices a watching child, 

realizing that "she had to stand or else the child would think that she was mad - and the 

world had quite enough adults gone crazy as it was" (56). Although she is able to see the 

reality of insane social systems with a clarity that matches that of Marian Turna and 

Juliet D70rsey, her actions demonstrate, not resistance, but cumplicity with the systems 

of authority, which she herself implements and sustains. When she stands up in order to 

preserve appesrances, 'Creason [is] restored" (56), d the status quo is upheld, ratha than 

challenged . 

Aithough M s .  Ross sees the horror of what her society is doing to its children, 

she does not act, but rather tums her anger inward, against her own reas~aing mind; 

while Robert is in France, she "began to seek out storms" (154), wandering Lear-like 

through the ravines, valfeys and streets of Toronto: 

Mrs. Ross took pleasure in the rain and snow. She pushed her veiling back 
and let them beat against her face. She never spoke to anyone she met. If 
someone known should wme along the street, she'd close her eyes and let 
them pass unseen She carried a stick - (she refused to carry an umbrella) - 
and often struck the lamp posts as she passed (155). 

Mrs. Ross's apparent retreat into madness is a direct response to the madness she 

observes around her in her country's response to the war, and to which she bas actively 

contributed in her earlier insistence that Robert kill Rowena's rabbits. Like Shakespeare's 

King Lear, her attraction to storms lies primarily in their ability to block out ha thoughts; 

by retreating into the cacophony of nature, both Ltar and Mts. Ross are able to defa the 



contipntation with what Lear calls '.the tempest in my mind." (King Lorn QI, iv, 12). As 

Lear states to Kent, "This tempest will not give me leave to ponded0n things would hurt 

me more" @L, iv, 24-5). For Mrs. Ross, the storm provides respite fkom the truth about 

what has happened to Robert, and the knowledge that she, as his mother, was not able to 

protect him from the chaotic violence of the modem world. She has possessed this 

knowledge fiom the beginning ofthe novel; on the night she visits him in the bathtub, she 

predicts her inability to save him fkom the world: Y know you're going to go away and 

be a soldier. Well - you can go to hell. I'm not responsible. I'm just motha stranga. 

Birth I can give you - but life I cannot I can't keep anyone alive. Not any more" (25). 

From this moment on, Mrs. Ross attempts to escape the homr of this knowledge, 

retreating deeper and deeper into herelf, and blocking out the world of human beings. 

Upon receiving the news that Robert is missing in action, Mrs. Ross declares - with ‘hot 

a trace of emotion left in h a  voice" - Y'm blind.. .I've gone blind'' (21 3). The calmness 

with which she delivers this statement suggests that her blindness - unlike her earlier 

inability to move from her seat to bid goodbye to her son - is to some extent a choice, a 

form of protest- Here, she is less Lear than Oedipus, who inflicts blindness upon himself 

in order to punish his eyes for what they had seen: 'YouJ you'll see no more the pain I 

suffered, a11 the pain I caused!" he exclaims, as he proclaims himself 'Blind From this 

hour on! Blind in the darlcness-blind!" (Sophocles 237) In spite of being in possession 

of the faculty of sight, he had been powerless to his reality, to alter the cbum set 

for himself and his family. Similarly, while Mrs. Ross's insight into the madness of h a  

world - in which she, heme& has participated - grows throughout the novel, she remains 



powerless to stop its spread. I agree with Donna Pennee that Mrs. Ross must be excluded 

&om what John Hulcoop described as Findley's ''Eufipidean chorus of Trojan 

women"@dcoop 183), which comprises Mrs. Ross, Juliet and Marian. As Pemee notes, 

"Mrs. Ross's critique of contemporary discourse m o t  bave the effeot of Lady Juliet's 

or Marian's because it is confined to closed quarters; her suffering is unspoken" @attee 

50-1). Significantly, her only acts of protest - xnadness and blindness - are directed 

inward, toward her own fiiculties of reason and perception; she is an d g a m  of 

Cassandra, Leclr and Oedipus, reduced to madness md blindness by her inability to cope 

with the knowledge that h a  insight brings. 

The fates of Rodwell and Levitt - two inhabitants of the "stained glass dugout," 

whose fragile civilization is under siege by the chaotic violence of war - are similar to 

Mrs. Ross's retreat into madness in the fice of the reality of a world at war. Rodwell's 

''hospital" for wounded animals, which Robert discovers under his bun4 immediately 

identifies him as one who shares Robert's benevolence and respect for non-human life. 

Robert's thought upon fi&g Rodwell's cages is contained in om word: "Rowena" (97). 

This indicates that Rodwell's character is a variation on that of Robert's hydrocephalic 

sister, whose innocence, benevolence and non-participation - by virtue of her medical 

condition - in the dominant diswuse which made the war possible, accord her a 

privileged position in Robert's mind, and in Findley's text. The death of Rodwell by his 

own hand adds to 2 7 ~  Wws's long list of deaths of innocents which begins with the 

deaths of Rowena and her rabbits and culminates in Robert's s h d g  of the horses to 

spare them finher d i .  Rodwell, as an illustrator of children's books, combines the 



two main symbols of innocence immediately recognizable to those fiuniliar with 

Findley's work - children and animafs - with the heightened perceptive and 

representational capabilities of the artist. Rodwell can H beyond appearances, and can 

translate his perception into art, as his portrait of Robert, which depicts Robert's afsnity 

for animals demonstrates: Wf maybe a hundred sketches, Robert's was the only human 

f o m  Modified and mutated -he was one with the others (158). The fact that Robert's is 

the only human portrait suggests that Rodwell finds little that is worth representing on the 

front; human beings involved in military combat do not engage his artist's imagination. 

Rodwell intuitively recognizes that Robert, unlilce the other soldiers7 possesses the 

potential for the salvation as well as the destruction of life, and thus he is set apart &om 

human beings who in this novel are associated primarily with dualized, mechanized 

killing. Predictably, given Rodwell's apparent preference for the company of animals 

over that of humans, it the torture of animals, which other soldiers force him to witness, 

which drives him over the edge. When he is assigned to a company 'kho'd been in the 

trenches all through the fire storms without being relieved" he finds that "some of them 

were madmen* a f a  which is identified as ''understandable, perhaps" (154), given the 

unspeakable horrors they themselves must have witnessed: 

When Rodwell arrived, he found them slaughtering rats and mice - burning 
them alive in their cooking fires. Rodwell, Wig Rodwell, had tried to stop 
them They would not be stopped - and, seeing that he took m interest, 
they'd forced him to watch the Lilling of a cat. Hdf an hour later7 Rodwell 
wandered into No W s  Land and put a bullet through his ears (154). 

The qualification of the sddias' d o n s  as ''wrdastandabie, perhps" removes the 

burden of culpability fram the individual soldiem and places it instead on the diatom 



and practice of war itse& which strips away the humanity of men until they are reduced 

to madmen who sadistically destroy any vestiges of innocence left in their fallen world. 

This slaughter appears to be a vengeful, irrational act of the same type as Mrs. Ross's 

insistence on the murder of Rowena's rabbits, and thus beam a synecdochic relationship 

to the sanctioned killing which routinefy occurs in times of war. While Rodwell and 

Robert share a sympathy and respea for the innocent victims of such slaughter, they 

differ in their reactions; RodwelI does not attempt to free the animals being tortured by 

the soldiers - perhaps acteptine the inevitability of such horrors - but merely removes 

himself as a witness. Rodwell's suicide is a~ escape fiom - rather than an active rejection 

of - the horrors of war, a choice which Robert himself later rejects when he refirses 

Marian Turner's offa of assisted suicide with the words "not yet7' (189). 

In contrast to the characters of Robert and Rodwell - who share the benevolence 

which Clausewitt identifies as that which causes the worst errors during wartime - is 

Levitt, who turns to ChSewitz for a fhmework within which to attempt to understand 

his own experiences. Levitt, who amves at the dugout caqing a sack of books, 

including Chmwifz on Wm, defends his choice of reading material by saying ccsomeone 

has to know what he's doing7' (98). Ironically, Levitt's reverence for and dependence on 

the words of the war theorist make him the one occupant of the dugout who does nof 

h o w  what he is doing. His adherence to the aestheticized and orderly picture of combat 

that is portrayed by Clwsewitz renders him ultimately unable to cope with the reality of 

his situation. After a land mine explodes directly outside the dugout, Levitt's only 

concern, as he crawls out fiom uada a table W l l  clutching ClauSCWitz," is for his books 



and the ordered version of reality which they contain: 

'I'm doing my best to clean things up and get this place in order. You fellows 
just keep knocking everything down and putting tbings where they don't 
belong! Leave my books alone!" There was an edge of craziness in his voice 
that sounded dangerous (128). 

The explosion and its aftermath emphasize the diffmnce between Levitt's idea of war - 

based on Clausewia - and the reality, in which any pretence to symmetry> order and 

structure can be easily shattered by irrational violence. Robert, on the other hand, 

understands that, in their situation, the only logical use for L w W s  books is as level 

surfaces to support the candles which will provide the light necessary for assessing the 

damages wrought by the explosion. Here, it is Levitt's adherence to an idea of war as an 

art form which is shown to be irrational duriag combat, in which 'ccivili;rati~n," as 

represented by the "stained glass dugout," can be destroyed in an instant. When Robert 

and Rodwell attempt to search for Poole, Levitt again becomes agitated, protesting that 

they are "messing everything up!" (129) In Levitt's mind, the presa~tion of "order" 

takes precedence over the presentation of human We, just as Clausewitz emphasizes the 

formal, organizational aspects of war over the human experience; both fail to see that, in 

such situations, the desire to maintain "order" is profoundly irratiod. Unlike the deluded 

Levitt, Robert and Rodwell recognize that they are engaged in a struggle for life - their 

own, the animals', and Poole's - and not the "serious, fonnal minuet'' (102) suggested by 

clausewitz7. Mtt fhils to recognize this fact, and continues to rely on the descriptions 

in books to structure his experience, when, indeed, such things defy description; in the 

words of the narrator, 'Yhere are no good similes" (76) for the conditions on the front. 

Similes that aesthetiche the war, and compare it to an intricately patterned, stylid, and 



even enjoyable art form such as a minuet - as Rodwell says, "[elverybody likes to dance" 

(102) - are particularly troubling for Findley; he introduces ~lausewitz~ into his text in 

order to enact a critique of the problematic view of war propagated by that author's 

books. The comparison of war to "a minuet" is revealed to be particularly absurd: after 

the explosion, "Rodwell was heard to say to Lwin: 'Some minuet"' (121). For Findley, 

it seems, this impulse to ritualize violence, to see it in fbrmaI, o r w e d ,  aestheticized 

terms, is far more insane than the redemptive action of Robert Ross. 

The reactions of Rodwell and Levitt when co&onted with the reality of war are 

illustrative of the prevalence of psychiatric breakdown during war. In No Mwe Heroes: 

Maabtess d Pmhiatry in Wm, Richard A. Gabriel examines this phenomenon, 

concluding that ccditary history amply demonstrates that no one is immune to battle 

stress," and that 'Qliven enough time in combat, every soldier will eventually suffer a 

mental collapse" (Gabriel 4). Indeed, Gabriel argues, due to the sustained stresses which 

battle imposes on the human mind and body, psychiatric breakdown is almost inevitable: 

Fear and psychiatric debilitation are constant oompanions in any war. 
Engaging in battle is one of the most threatening, stressfirl, and homfying 
experiences that msn is expected to endure.. .Severe emotional response to 
battle is neither a rare nor an isolated event (Gabriel 62; my ellipsis). 

Findley has returned to this thematic concern in later works; for example, in the story 

"Stones," Findley depicts the mental detaioration which results &om the stress of having 

to ignore one's human instinct and obey the rules of combat. David M& "a natural 

leader" (Stones 2151, is reluctaat to follow orders and lead his men to what he knows will 

be certain death on the stony shore of Dieppe; as a result, his men become "sitting ducks" 

(216) for the enemy troops and he is branded a cowud and a murderer, dishonourably 



discharged and returned to his f ~ i y ,  who immediately recognize that he '%ad gone 

mad" (213): 'There was not a mark on his body, but - fhr inside - he had been destroyed. 

His mind had been severely damaged and his spirit had been broken" (203). Gabriel 

writes that "blsychiatric breakdown bas nothing to do with being 'weak' or cowardlyY It 

is an inevitable resuit of the nature of war" (Gabriel 1 7). I f  military combat is understood 

. - 
as, neither a test of m s a h t y  nor a 'Tonnaf minuet," but as a profoundly irrational and 

dehumanizing process, then the breakdowns of David Max, Rodwell, and Levitt can be 

mderstwd not as acts of weakness or cowardice, but as rational responses to an irrational 

situation, 

As Brydon writes, the central question of The Wms is one of interpretatio~ 

How do we interpret Robert's actions and the final meaning of his life? Is he 
defeated or bas he won a personal victory? And on what basis can we ground 
our judgements when sometimes things are what they appear to be, however 
unlikely.. . but sometimes they are not.. .? wrydon 1986a: 78-9; my ellipses) 

The task fuhg the reader, then, is that of rerrdiag the text of Robert's life and arriving at 

a judgemeat: was he mad or sane? The use of photographs in i%e Wms - or rather, of 

written descriptions of the fictional photographs which the researcher views in the 

archives - mirrors the fhgmentary nature of our knowiedge of the facts which would 

assist us in making that judgement. The researcher and the reader are each charged with 

the task of assembling the fragments into a coherent narrative; the process of selecting, 

ordering and arranging these frasments is as much om of interpretation or reading as it is 

one of narration or writing Reading, in this text, extends beyond the reading of Wtiften 

texts to encompass the reading of photographic, historical and social texts; the researcher 

reads the photographs and the interviews with MIarian and Juliet in the same way as he 



reads Robert's actions. Through their foregrounding of the interpretive act, the 

photographs lead the reader forward to the climactic interpretive challenge presented by 

the text, in which the reader must judge the ccsanity" of Robert's act. Through the use of 

photographs in ihe Wws, Fiidley seems to suggest that the notion of a single, verifiable 

reality is illusory, that the 'he7 '  or cc~rre& interpretation does not exist. In The Other 

Sirle of Dailness, Lorraine York writes that photography's "dual status" - that it seems to 

both reproduce and transform reality - 'makes it an ideal vehicle for examhhg the 

assumptions about perception and knowledge which one finds in literary texts" F o r k  

1988: 9). There is a tendency to accord privilege to the version of reality presented in 

photographic images, which Findley repeatedly undercuts through the Writfen captions 

which are affixed to these photographs. Through creating a situation in which the reader 

expects the images to be accurate representations of '%he real," and then confounding 

those expectations, Findley problematizes the notion that any one version of reality is 

more 'kight" than another- The role of photographs as the primary source for the 

narmtor's archival research indicates the tendency to accord privilege to the photographic 

image over all other texts, what Susan Sontag r&s to as the ''presumption of veracity 

that gives all photographs authority, interest, seductiveness" (Sontag 1973: 6). In spite of 

this presumption, Sontag points ouf 'the work that photographers do is no generic 

exception to the usually shady commerce between art and tnRh" (Soutag 1973: 6). If a 

photograph is understood to be an interpretation of reality, rather than its exact 

representation, then it does not merit the automatic assumption of authority. Indeed, tbe 

problematic relationship betweesl representation and reality and the danger of wnfbbg 



authority to any one particular version of reality is at the centre of The WwsS By not 

including actual photo&raphs within the novel, Findfey further denies the reader any 

search for a ''pure" or CCauth~ritative" text; the reader must accept that the text he or she is 

given is always mediated by the tmator's perception of it. 

Findley W e r  confounds the search for detinitive meaning, through the addition of 

captions to the backs of the photographs. Frank Webster has written that 'w]ecause 

photographs are open to a variety of interpretasions, they have a desperate need for words 

which can fix a particular interpretation" (Webster 162). Findley's use of photography in 

llre Wms problematks this desire for fixed waning; the captions on the back of the 

photographs from which the researcher attempts to construct a coherent narrative 

complicate - rather than facilitate - the task of interpretation. For example, the words on 

the back of the photograph of Meg - "Meg -a Patnbtic POP#' - are clearly at odds with 

the researcher's interpretation of the image: 

[She is] draped in bunting, standing in a garden. Her ears lie flat. She is 
either angry or fkightened. Meg is very old. Just at the edge of the picture, 
Stuart can be seen squinting at the sua He wears an Indian headdress and he 
holds a baseball bat (9-10). 

The same image which is interpreted in one context, by om viewer, as "patriotic7' - one 

can assume that the irony of this juxtaposition of image and description was neither 

intended nor perceived by the writer of the caption - is described for the reader in terms 

which clearly suggest the opposite. The imposition of the amndmmnts of6~atriotism" - 

the bunting draped over her back - inspire fw andor anger in the unsuspecting mimal; 

these are not emotions which om typically associates with patriotism. While the 

researcher comments very little on the photograph, the words which he chooses for his 



description encourage the reader to view the photograph in the same way as he does. 

Given that, in Findley's body of work animals - along with children - typically embody 

nature in an uncorrupted state, this image suggests the Oooption of innocence by military 

power; fiu&ermore9 when read in the context of Robert's affiaity with animals, it 

provides us with a photographic analogue of Robert's own experience of carrying the 

burden of patriotism. In another photograph, the identity of a "small white dot" is 

immediately apparent to the researcher, but not to the writer ofthe caption: 

The smal l  white dot can barely be seen Nothing else is visible but sea and 
sky. Just above the MOW, written in bold black iaL is the question: 'WHAT 
IS THIS?' All too clearly, the small white dot is an iceberg. Why whoever 
took the icture foiled to verify this f k t  remains a mystery (10; emphasis in J' original) . 

The use of these photographs highlights the subjective nature of the act of reading; a 

conclusion which is obvious to one person is not immediately so to another. The contrast 

between the narrator's interpretations of the various images and those of the unidentified 

caption-writer(s) mirrors that between the two opposing views concerning the sanity or 

madness of Robert's actions. 

The relationship between perception and reality, which is implied by the use of the 

photographs, is further illuminated by the progression of the narrative of The Wurs 

through a series of interpretive (more accurately, misinterpretive) moments, in which the 

unstable. The first of these interpretive acts involves an encounter between Robat and a 

Flemish peasant, in which each man forms an immediate impression of the other's 

identity, based upon the language which he speaks. To Robert, the Flemish dialect is 



heard as "gibberish" (80), causing him to assume that the man is an escapee &om Asile 

Desole, "an asylum for the mod" (79). Robert's initid impression ofthe man's insanity is 

based on the fkct that the words the man utters do not fit Robert's framework of 

meaningful intelligible language; the identifkation of a person as sane or insane is thus 

proven to be a subjective act of interpretation which is reliant on the context of the 

perceiver. This incident, which foreshadows the later public perception of Robert himself 

as insane, shows that language - like behaviour - is an unreliable indicator of sanity; 

ccmadness" in this novel exists solely in the eye of the perceiver. 

The incident with the Flemish peasant is followed by s e v d  which draw the 

reader's attention to the difficulty of interpreting events and objects from within the 

context of a fdlen world which is no longer sefe, predictable, or fbiliar.  In an episode 

which closely follows the encounter with the Flemish peasant, Robert and his batman, 

Poole, have become disoriented while riding through fog, and they begin to attempt to re- 

orient themselves by identifying the noises which fill the fog that m o u n d s  them Poole's 

identification of the noises as birds, is at first dismissed by Robert as being implausible: 

Y'd be very surprised if any birds had survived in this place" (82). This initial scepticism 

is dispelled almost immediately, when "something flew out of the ditch" (82). The 

interpretive challenge now shifts to the identification of the species of bird; Robert's 

eventual decision that '%hey must be ducksn is not based solely upon the evidence at 

hand, but is contaminated by the associations precipitated by otha sounds: 

The birds wae coming b& There was dm the sound of lapping - of 
movement out in the field - and the sound reminded Robert of the early 
morning slrpslrpslap fiom the diving raft at JcLson's Point (84). 



Robert immediately associates the sound ofrs]omething floating in the water" (84) with 

the sound of floating rafts, which he remembers fkom his childhood The unconscious 

desire to cast his scperiences in the context of the fhmiliar, comfortable past leads him to 

interpret the sounds fiom within the fhmework of past experiences, and to conclude that 

the birds must be ofthe same species as those found at Jackson's Poim Through Robert's 

attempts at making sense ofthis world and his experiences in it, Findley explores the urge 

to place into a familiar context events and objects which cannot be assimilated into our 

understanding of the world. Of this urge, Lorraine York writes7 T h e  psychological 

implication ofcourse, is that the war experiences are so utterly inconceivable, so Wike' 

anything known to man, that they must be recast in the guise of the familiai7(York 1985: 

224). This desire, then, complicates the act of perception; the nation that our perception 

of an object or event is a straishtforward representation - and not an interpretation or 

translation - is revealed as Mse. Robert and the reader are forced to confront this gap 

between the perceiver and the object perceived when it is revealed that the objects which 

he had associated with the sound of "rafts7' were in fist the dead bodies of ddiers Like 

himself. The birds which he had identified as "ducks" were ia reality crows, feeding on 

the human bodies: 

From the gap, when Robert's eyes had cleared, he cast a single look back to 
where the man had been. He saw that the whole field was filled with floating 
shapes. The only sounds were the sounds of feeding and of wings. And of 

(go)- 

In this description, the word 'W is used, although Robert has .Irezdy r e c o w  the 

objects floating in the water as dead bodies; this knowledge is so difficult to assimilate 

that Robert's mind continues to register the dead bodies as something which they m not. 



This incident emphasizes the point, introduced by the use of photographs, that every act 

of perception is necessarily one of interpretation, and that objective reality cannot be 

extricated fiom the subjective impressions of one's experience. 

Perception and reality are not almys in opposition, however; another incident in 

the novel shows that, occasionally, reality does indeed accord with our interpretation of 

it. While leading his men through the mud of the trenches, Robat tells his men to head 

for "that thing that looks like a ski pole" (137). By this point, R o b  has learned enough 

fiom the experiences discussed above, that he apects  there to be a gap between his 

perception and the object he i s  perceiving. He is not so Nzve as to assume that the thing 

is a ski pole; he chooses his words carefully, limiting himself to what he bows  - that it 

look like a ski pole. After reaching the point toward which they had been heading, %e 

turned and examined the thing they bad thought was a ski pole. It was a ski pole" (139). 

The agreement between Robert's perception of the object and the physical fact of the 

object itself comes as a surprise to both Robert Md the reader' accustomed to the 

atrocities of war, he - and the readex - no longer assumes that his peraptions accord with 

realityeality A ski pale, like the diving raft Robert imagines in the earlier scene, while a 

common article in the comforting realm of the domestic, is clearly an anomaly in this 

wartime world of atrocities. The juxtaposition of this episode - in which things are what 

they appear to be -with the earlier one - in which appeannce and reality are at odds - 

serves to illustrate the unstable and unpredictable nature of the relationship between 

appearance and reality; sometimes tbhgs are what thy seem, sometimes they are not, 

and one never knows what the case will be. 



In another scene, a German soldier watches Robert and his men through his 

binoculars, but does not shoot them, instead indicating that they should go free. For 

Rob- the only reasonable explanation for the Gennan soldier's non-violent behaviour is 

that he is inwe: ''Maybe he's crazy - but he isn't going to kill uss7 (148). In the context 

ofwar, killing the enemy is normal behaviour; not to do so sesms unthinkable to Robert. 

Thus, when the German soldier reaches for something, Robert's assumption that the 

object he is reaching for is a gun is P logical one, given the context in which their 

encounter occurs. The world has become a place in which murdering one's fellow human 

beings bas become "aotnurl" behaviour, a d  my deviation &om this expected behaviour 

is questioned, and thought to be cccrclly". Robert's immersion in the world of war leads 

him to misread the German soldier's decision to preseme' rather than take, We; after he 

has killed the soldier in what he thinks is seWdefense, he discovers his error 

He could have MIed them all. Surely that had been his intention But he'd 
relented. Why? 

The bird sang. 

One long note descending: three that mvered on the brink of sadness. 

That was why (150). 

According to Paul Fussell, in The Great Wm cmd Modem Memory, bird song was a 

common motif in memoirs of the First World War, serving as "evideace that ecstasy was 

still an active motif in the universe" (242)". The bird's song reawakens in Robsrt an 

awareness of the beauty and fhgWy ofall life, and thus saves as an explanation for the 

German soldier's unexpected sparing of Robert's life and those of his men. For the 

soldier, as for Robert, the non-human witnesses to and casualties of human violence 



inspire a respect for life in the midst of the death-seeking violence of war. Just as 

Robert's rescue of a rat trapped in a hole is prompted by the thought "here is someone 

a h .  And the word alive was amazing" (13 1; emphasis in original), the soldier's 

retbsal to kill Robert and his men is explained by the presence of a bud which continues 

to sing through the honors which men inflict upon o w  mother- The sound of birdsong is 

so unexpected that, when Robat hnt hears it, he expects it to be a deception perpetrated 

by the enemy, and it makes him "extremely ~EWOUS" (145). Atta Robert shoots and kills 

the German soldier, the bird's identity is verified, as is the soldier's intention to let them 

escape; Robert was mistaken in both instances. The aarretive reveals that the sound of the 

bird singing "would haunt [Robert] to the day he died" (150), a reminder ofthe actions of 

a soldier who - unlike Peggy's beau and Captain Leather - acted, beyond reason, in the 

interest of Me, rather than death, 

In Findley's work, aggression and violence are shown to be accepted by our society 

as "normal" behaviour, wbile the ''mad" - or those labelled as such - are the victims of 

such n o d  men. The most shocking instance of misiaterpmtation in the novel is 

Robert's rape at Deso16, an insane asylum being used as a bathhouse for soldiers; his first 

assumption is that his attackers are inmates, but in the final moment before losing 

consciousness, he learn that  is assailants, who he'd thought were crazies, had been 

his fellow soldiem Maybe even his brother 0 5 ~ e f ~ ~ '  (201). His first instinct is to interpret 

the rape as the irrational action of insane men; the knowIedge that it was perpetrated by 

"normal" men is nearly impossible to assimilate into the fhmework of "ratiod' 



behaviow Immediately after the rape, the narrative begins to "stammer," mirroring 

Robert's inability to process this information: 

Robert stood in the centre of the room- 
Ke wanted a clean shirt- 
He wanted a clean pair of underwear. 
He wanted his pistol (201). 

Throughout the novel, as Robert witnesses firsthand the violence of a civilization gone 

ma4 his mind responds by "stammering": the doubt which Robert feels in the face of the 

militarization of his society "stammers in his brain" (8); later, when he witnesses Tafner 

and the Swede engaged in sadomasochistic h o m o s e d  activity, "his mind began to 

stammer the way it always did whenever it was challenged by something it cwld not 

accept'' (45). Following the rape, it is not merely the violence enacted upon his body, but 

the attempt to contarmalite and understand the incident, which causes Robert's mind to 

stammer. Whik teason would seem to demand that Robat's rapists are insane, they, like 

the men in Rodwell's company, are merely enacting the logical extension of the code of 

"normal" military behaviour. The sane provides an answer to the question - 'Wmt are 

soldiers for?" (21) -which Robert first asked of Peggy's beau. Soldiers, in ik WwsT are 

Yof' the destruction of beauty, innocence and We: a soldier facilitated the Idling of 

Rowena's rabbits; the soldiers in Rodwell's company were responsible for the torture of 

animals, and the torture of Rodwell, by forcing him to watch; and Robert himself was 

responsible for the killing of the Geman soldier who, by sparing the lives of 'the 

enemy," was not behving like a soldier. Robert's own complicity in this violence 

directed against the innocent is fiuther illustrated when Juliet tells the researcher that 

Robert himself%d a gnat deal of violence inside," and &Is obsaviag him %ring his 



gun in the woods at a young tree" (179). There is no position fiom which one can remain 

external to and immune &om the insane violence of a world at war, although he "doubts 

the validity" of the "martialling of men7' (8) which is central to the military project, 

Robert - by virtue of his participation in that project - cannot escape complicity in the 

destruction of innocence and beauty. 

Although Findley's editors had urged him to remove the rape scene before the 

book's publication, he r&S8d, insisting that the scene was iategd to the novel: "IT]t is 

my belief," he writes, "?hat Robert Ross and his generation of  young men were raped7 in 

effect, by the people who made that war. Bssidy,  their &hers did it to them" (Findley 

1990: 151). According to Thomas Hastiags, '%he military constructs a monolithic 

masculine identity" which works to transform men into 'karriors" through the reduction 

of individual identities to the single principle of %ill or be killed." The rape of Robert 

Ross, then, illustrates the "enforced submission to aa oppressive phallic authority which, 

according to Findley, locates its power symboiicllly in the historical and cultural figure 

of the father and literally in the insMution of the military" @itstings 98). The soldier who 

best epitomizes what Hastiags nfws to as the 'karrior dhosyy is Captain Leather; taciturn 

and singlaminded in his pursuit of the military ideal, he responds to all reports with the 

phrase "just so": "'Leather even said 'just SO' when Robert explained that he hadn't been 

able to locate his men and that he feand they had all been killedn (133). When Robert 

points out that the position Leather has chosen for the new gun beds is "a death trap," 

"Leather said: 'Just so' and seemed very pleased" (133). Leather does not recognize the 

human fictor in war, but rather views it as an exercise in strategic planning, not d i k e  



Clausewitz's 'crnin~etet" When Robert approaches Captain Leather with a request to make 

a strategic retreat with the horses and mules in order to save them, Leather refises, 

because such a move would be at odds with accepted, ''normal" military behaviour 

"'What would it look like?' he said to Robert. W e  should never live it down"' (209-10). 

This response, demonstrating a concern with protocol and appearances over a regard for 

human and nomhurnan life, causes Robert to conclude that 'Zeather is insane" (210). Of 

course, Captain Leather is not insane, just as the men of Rodwell's company and Robert's 

rapists are not b e ;  rather, hather's attitude and conduct are entirely consistent with 

the officially sanctioned behaviour of war, in which, as Clausewitz writes, "the errors 

which proceed from a spirit of benevolence are the worst." Robert's protest - "It cannot 

be called disobedience to save these animals when they'll be needed, for God's sake, 

half-an-hour after this is over" (210)- reveals a way of thinlring that is out of step with 

the world of institutionalized violence in which he lives, in which the saving of lives is 

seen as not only disobedience but the worst kind of error. 

Through his liberation of the horses, Robert is finally able to articulate his distrust 

of the very project in which he is enmeshed, acting on doubts which have been present, 

but inarticulate", since before he became a soldier. Robert's decision to ''break ranks and 

save these animals" (210) is in direct disobedience to the orders of Captain Leather, of 

whose actions he thinks: 'Ti]f an animal had done this - we would call it mad and shoot 

it" (212). It is this logic which leads him to shoot Leather, after which he shoats those 

a n i d s  not killed by the first barn fire; both actions, while they participate in the very 

violence which the novel seeks to oppose, are nonetheless inspired by a profbmd 



benevolence toward non4nman life1'. Robat's rejection of Captain Leather's view as the 

authoritative one is punctuated by Robert's tearing of the lapels fiom his own uaiform, 

which signifies his break with the code of military behaviour; he has learned "tvhat 

soldiers are for" and has actively rejected it. Robert's subwent  desertion and his final 

act of defiance - freeing one hundred and thirty horses fiom railway cars and iIlStaUitlg 

them in three abandoned barns - cannot be comprehended by the military powers as 

anything other than the actions of'a man gone mad" (219), and it is this interpretation of 

Robert's actions which leads to Uajor Mickle's decision to "dispense not only with 

mercy - but with reason" (219) in dealing with Robert- Robert's words are as 

incomprehensible to Mickle as his actions; to someone immersed in military culture and 

strategy, for whom '%eY' must necessarily refer to more than one human being, the words 

'%e shall not be takenn (220) suggest the presence of an accomplice and present a 

challenge to which Mickle rises. Mickle's narrow interpretation of Roben's words leads 

to the deaths of the horses, the dog, and the injury and evemtd death of Robert himseK 

In the epilogue of ihe Wms, Findley has the fictional ''Iiish essayist and critic 

Nicholas Fagan'' (226) " write the following meditation on perception and reality: 

[Tlhe spaces between the perceiver and the thing perceived can.. .be closed 
with a shout of recognition. One fonn of a shout is a shot. Nothing so 
completely verifies our perception of a thing as our killing of it (226). 

The act of verification is dependent on the elimination of alternative possibilities and 

interpretations, and as such is an inherently destructive act which, Findley suggests, 

should be resisted. The foregrouading - through the use of photographs - of the gap 

which separates the perception ofa thing from its reafity, a d  the problemrtiziag of the 



authority of the written word which attempts to close that gap, prepares both the 

researcher and the r& for the interpretation of the act that defines Robert as a 

ccmadman" This label, Findley seems to be suggesting, signifies merely one of many 

possible interpretations of Robert's act; if meaning is endlessly open and resists fixity, 

then all interpretations are equally valid. However, the epilogue to Z k  W i s  reveals that 

the narrative does itself accord privilege to one particular interpretation, and here C take 

issue with Arme Geddes Bailey's statement that "[w1hether Robert Ross is or is not a 

hero, is or is not a symbol of compassionate humanity, is never W y  decided in the 

novel as a whole" (Bailey 1998b:lOO). While it is true that the novel consists of 

"competing narratives" which "challenge and question the political, ideological and 

aesthetic assumptions inherent within various interpretations of Robert Ross's life" 

(1998b: 1W), the text clearly reveals its bias toward the view of Robert as a hero. While 

all other photographs represented in the novel are at odds with their written captions, in 

the find photograph of "Robert and R o w e ~  with Meg" the written and visual texts 

coincide: 

Rowena seated astride the pony-ltobert holding her in place. On the back i s  
written: 'Look! you can see our br&!' Andyou ccm (226; my emphasis). 

In the photographs discussed above, the identity of the caption-writer(s) is unknown; in 

the photograph of Robert and Rowena, the phrase ' ~ o u  can see ora breath" clearly 

identifies R o M  him& as the author. Robert's c'otherness'y - his resistance to 'homal" 

systems of thought d behaviour - seems to confer upon his own version of reality a 

measure of authority which is denied to other photographic and written texts in the novel. 

The belief; evident in much ofFindleyYs work, that the mad possess access to "some kind 



of absolute clarity" (Findley 1990:181), contradicts the assumption - implicit in llre 

Wafs in the seIf-conscious deployment of techniques which draw attention to "the spaces 

between the perceiver and the thing perceived" (226) - that it is impossible to ascribe 

"truth" to any one version of reality. The f a  that Robert alone possesses the clarity of 

vision which is able to close the gap between the perception and reality, and which is 

denied those characters who align themselves more readily with society's norms, 

suggests a profound distrust of those norms. While there is nothing in Robert's 

characterhion to suggest mental pathology, his judgement by his society as "mad" is 

consistent with the orthodox psychiatric approach to mental illness, in which, as Sean 

Sayers writes in his article ''Mental Illness as a Moral Concept": '?he prevailing social 

environment is made the very criterion of normality, and the individual is judged ill 

insofar as he fiils to adjust to it" (Sayers 3). Unlike Mn. Ross - and, in previously 

discussed works, Vanessa Van Home and Ruth Damarosch - Robert is not merely a 

'Cassandra" who recognizes that the present social environxnent is "off course," but is 

unable to adopt a position of resistance; in his shooting of Captain Leather and Private 

Cassles and his freeing of the horses, he alone takes decisive action for the preservation 

of Life, and therefore is labeled a "madman" by a society in which the taking of life - as 

evinced by the cruel and destructive actions of Captain Leather - is seen as '"normal." 

Many readers may be troubled by the hct that Robert's actions, while ostensibly 

committed in the m e  of the presena&on of We, involve the U n g  of lives; however, 

the murders of Captain Leather and Private Cassles can perhaps best be understood 

according to what David Cooper refks to as a "cevolutionary morality," which is based 



on "a filly wnscious knowledge and therefore mistrust of the repressive systems we are 

caught up in" (Cooper 1978: IS). In Z%e Language of Mtadkss, Cooper argues that the 

true love of life involves "the violation of bourgeois violence in all its forms of 

oppression," and, while, according to Cooper, %volutionary loving may mean killiag," it 

is "as counter-violence, not as violencen (Cooper L978: IS). In other words7 Robert's ads 

of violence - d i k e  those of Cassles and Leather - are committed, not fiom a position of 

antipathy toward the natural world, but from one of empathy with the denizens of that 

world, who have been violated by the agents of so-called "civilizgtio~~," The novel clearly 

rejects society's labelling of Robert as clinically insane - going as far as to encourage the 

reader to see Robert as the one truly sane character - and uses the notion of a relative 

account of insanity to question the values, norms and indeed the very sanity of a 

civilization that can only interpret benevolence as madness. 

"She prayed for rainn: Nor W m t d m  the Vqage's gesture toward other possible 

worlds 

And you, ate you still here 

firring in this sf rded  ark 
blind d s e e h t g  in the dmk. 

&om Phyllis Webb, 'Zeening." Epigraph to Not Waned on the 
Voyge. 

In I*& Memory, Findley writes: ''Hearing these words [fiorn Phyllis Webb's 

been struck in the solar plexus. Ln that moment, the whole of Not Wamted on t k  V i e  



fell into place. All of it" (1990: 220). At this moment, Findley's novel-in-progress about 

an "abusive firmer,'' a "gin-loving wife," and her "old, blind female cat7' became 

tramformed into what Ashcroft, Tiffin and Griffiths refer to as a ccradical interrogation of 

the biblical] story of the flood" (Ashcroft et al. 98). The catalyst for this transformation 

is the image of what Fiidley describes as '?he whole of modern civilization crowding 

into the Leaning Tower of Pisa.. .[which] begins to fall in slow motion" (1 990: 2 19-20; 

my ellipsis). This apocalyptic image resonates with Findley's own vision of the current 

state of human civilization; he has told Donald Cameron that 'Tw]e have destroyed 

nature.. .we are destroying ourselves, the human experiment is ending" (Cameron 51). 

While this grim prophecy is reflected in Not Wanted on the Voyoge, the novel ends with a 

gesture toward the possibility that human beings will recognize the wrong-headedness of 

the project of civilization, and will refhe to participate in its continuation. The source of 

this glimmer of hope is located in the final line of Webb's poem - 'Wind and seeing in 

the dark" - which, for Findley, seems to suggest that those who are excluded tiom 

'hormal" society are alone able to see '5x1 the dad? of modern civilization, to recognize 

its destructive tendencies, and thus potmrially to stop humanity from destroying itself. 

As Ashcroft, Tiffin and M t h s  point out, Not Wmted on the Voyclge reveals that the 

construction of an authoritative civilization is dependent on the creation and exclusion of 

As Findley's novel demonstrates, the construction or salvation of any such 
system, civilhation, or tradition as authoritative precludes 'Other' 
developments; the 'rise' of any cultwe is not just coincident with the demise 
of other forms and possibilities, it involves the active suppression and/or 
annihilation of forms of 'Otherness.' It closes off ahcmative tropes or modes 
(Ashcroft et al. 97-8). 



It is this position of "otherness7" then, that contains the potential for subversion; however, 

like a number of the works I have discussed thus fir, Not W d e d  on the Vopge 

addresses the di&cuIty of extricating oneself fiom that civilization which one recognizes 

as destructive in order to embrace redemptive alternatives. 

Critics of this novel have tended to emphasize its dichotomhxL vision of the 

world; W.J. Keith writes: ''The book becomes a vindication of the human qualities of 

considerateness (sic) and compassion against the rigidity of a tynnnic God," (128) while 

Cerinne Demousselle argues that the characters "can be neatly split" into ''the death- 

oriented versus the Weoriented characters7 representing, respectively, the "male' versus 

the 'female' attitudes towards life'' @emous~elle 47). Both statements overlook the 

extent to which the 'lifeoriented" characters - particularly Mrs. Noyes, Ham and Lucy - 

are implicated in the regime which oppnsses them; in the world befire the flood, Mrs. 

Noyes participates in the murder of h a  own son" md does stop Nosh firom 

performing experiments on Mottyl's kittens; Ram performs a sacrifice even though he 

objects to it in principle; Lucy kills Emma's dog and turns his body to ashes" for no 

other reason than tht she is afhtid of dogs (58, 75). Similarly, I disagree with Anne 

Geddes Bailey's claim that Not Wmted on the Y q g e  is a novel '+here evil is clearly 

placed in a polarized universe," and can therefore be distinguished from the majority of 

Findley's novels, "in which seemingly humane and innocent protagonists are implicated 

in the very violence they abhor" (Bailey 1998b: 147). The CSifeoriented" characters in 

this novel are aa heavily implicated in b e  madness of the world as are Vanes= Van 

Home, Rush Damarosch a d  H@ Sehwyn MauberIey, and Fiiley's depiction of that 



world is no more polarized than in any of his other novels. Certainly, while The Lad of 

the Crary People, The Telling of lies, rite Butte@ Plague, Fmous Lust Wort& Xhe 

Wias, and Hedhmter do indeed attempt to reveal our complicity in the violence of our 

society, Findley's universe is ultimately a moral one, with one ideological position 

always seen as more benign - and more 'kight" - than mother- Like the character of 

hcy ,  whose "greatest h ina t ion  seemed to be with the outcasts and the pariahs, the 

strangely formed and excessively delicate" (275), Findley, too, fkvours those characters 

who exist on the margins of "normal" human society and are thus able to recognize its 

shortcomings. In Not Wmtedon ihe V i e ,  he finds such characters in the world of the 

animals, which is governed by a %atural" code of conduct characterized by compassion, 

co-operation, and decency, and is presented as being infinitely superior to that of the 

humans, which is driven by a lust for power and control over one's fellow ~reatures'~. 

Noi Wanted on the V i g e  is largely a cautionary tale about the danger of 

unquestioning obedience to authority. When Yaweh, the old testament God, cries: 

'Behold, the great world is overcome with madness" (881, the human behavim which he 

identifies as symptomatic of madness is not the violence which has reached epidemic 

proporrions, but the disobedience and disrespect directed at Yaweh himseff. En route to 

the Noyes's farm, he finds himself "reviled and spat upon and jeered" by the human 

beings whom he had created to save a d  respect him (88). While, nominally, it is the 

prevalence of sin which concerns Yaweh - 'Ride and lechery; envy and anger; 

covetousness; gluttony and sloth are, everywhere, alI that One sees!" (89) - this excuse 

rings Mse, as the Noyes f m y  and Yaweh himself are &emselves equally guilty of these 



sins. The human race is destroyed because it no longer unquestioningly accepts God's 

authority7 and the Noyes family is chosen to survive the flood and regenerate the human 

race, not because they are "just," but because they are obedient. Yaweh's true objection is 

to the loss of the c'[d]ev~tion and subservience to the greater glory," which, he revds ,  

was <'all that was intended in the gesture of Creation" (88)- Yaweh's declaration that the 

world is ccoverwme with madness" is rooted in his own understanding of what consdtutes 

'hormal" behaviours an understanding which is impiicit in what he believes to be the 

moral of the story of the orchard: 'Wm it not monstrous that even the wisest of the wise 

should attempt to usurp their God?" he asks the Noyses. That they should ask of God: 

why and isow?" (1 10; emphasis in original) In a world which is being destroyed by those 

in authoritys y a  in which it is '~onstrousy7 and ccmad" to question authority, clearly only 

those who are, themselves, seen as "monstrous" or 'had" can provide an alternative to 

the apocalyptic vision of dictators such as Yaweh and No& 

Of those characters in the novel who are able to remgnite the ccrna&ess" of the 

prevailing social reality, only Mottyl the cat is literally '8lind and seeing in the dark-" 

She is the only character who realizes the extent of Dr. Noyes's propensity for evil, and 

she alone recognizes the fallibility of God: "Her Lord Creator was a walking sack of 

bones and hair. She also suspected, f?om His smell, that He was humany7 (66); by virtue 

of her instinct, made more acute because of her blindness, she is the only one who 

understands ''the meaning of the crown of flies'' and who realizes that "my entering the 

carriage7 by seating Himself in their presence and by ciosing the door, the Lord God 

Father of All Creation had consented to His own death" (112). With the help of her 



instincts - or c3vhispers" - MottyL is able to ‘tee" more clearly than many of the sighted 

characters whose ability to critique the present social reality is constrained by their 

immersion in it. Because she is both blind and an animal? and as such is doubly 

excluded fiom this social reality, she is able to identify its shortcomings. Similarly, Mrs. 

Noyes's rebellion against her husband does not begin in earnest until she leaves the 

society which Noeh has created on the upper decks ofthe ark, and forced to rely upon her 

own instincts: 

But she did have moments - wandering through the fields or walking along 
some trackless path - when she felt that civilintion was fplling away from 
her shoulders, and she was gratified. What a burden it had been!. .. Carrying 
all that b e W o w  - all those strictures: "sir" and "madam" - bowing and 
scraping and kissing hands - fdling down and rising up on cue...The 
oppression of time - the daily ritual of violence - all that prayer and blood 
and wine - and the dreariness of pratocol: having to ask permission to speak 
and touch and move. And the lies.. .and the empty smiles.. .and the hidden 
jars of@.. . . (146; last three ellipses in original) 

This experience - prompted by her departure fiom the ark upon learning that her desires 

are of no consequence to her husband, who has begun to recreate himself in God's  image 

as an absolute authority - marks the beginning of Mrs. Noyes's rebellion I disagree with 

Catherine Demoussclle's statement that, TfJrorn the sUrt. Mn. Noyes constantly rebels 

against Noah's patriarchal regime" (Demousselle 51). On the contrary, while Mrs. Noyes 

does abhor killing, she does nothing to stop either the sacrifices carried out by Noah in 

the name of God or the experiments for which Noah kills Mottyl's kittens in the name of 

science. Prior to her departure f5om the ark - her first act of disobedience - Mrs. Noyes 

functions as m agent of c o d  and confbcmity: when the reader first encounters Mis. 

Noyes, her '%oice was hoarse as usual, f?om ye1ling at Emma'' (8) because of the latter's 



inability to cooform to Noah's expectations of how a daughter-in-law should behave; 

when Mrs. Noyes hears of Yaweh's impending visit, she 'looked around the yard, 

distraught, as if she wished there was time to rearrange the trees," (9) expressing a wish 

to alter the natural world in accordance with the expecf(~tio11~ of Noah and Yaweh; and 

finally, when iapeth returns fiom his journey "naked and blue and almost silent' (23), 

Mrs. Noyes 'hade him sit all day in a tub of Lye, while she screamed at him; 'scrub! 

scrub! scrub!!'" (16). Her adions at the beginning of Findley's narrative are thus 

designed not to subvert authority, but to uphold it. 

Mrs. Noyes does not actively participate in the evil and violence which characterize 

the world before the flood, but she nonetheless condones it through her obedience and her 

failure to act in accordence with her beliefs. Although she does not agree with Noah's 

actions, she does not openly disobey, retreating instead to a gin-fuelled reverie, in which 

she is able to close her eyes to her husband's violence and destructiveness and enter an 

idyllic, peacefirl fhntasy world: 

Gliding back md forth in her pletfonn rocker on the porch, Mrs. Noyes 
hoisted ha jar of gin and cheered on the singing - whispeciag lest she be 
caught - waving her srlutations to the sun. W h t  else could heaven be, she 
wondered, but a world afloat like this? Nothing comected; nothing hard or 
real to fall against or stumble over; everything distant, waything benign - 
just as it was in this painless dusk, forever (18). 

Like Ruth Damarosch, who anticipates being able "to look back and to say, it never 

happened" (& Butte* Pbgw 344), Mn. Noyes7s attempted denid of reality amounts 

to a complicity with - not a rebellion against - the power stnrcture. When MottyI 

disappears on boud the a& Mrs. Noyes adcuowfedges the escapist desires inherent in 

her fondness for gin, asking: m y  is it always me that has to do this - come up first to 



the d a c e  when all I want to do is s&k When all I want to do is slop. When all I want is 

my gin" (230; emphasis in original). Through the drinking of gin, she is able sink W e f  

into a complacency which enables her to ignore the implications of her own compliance 

with her husband's authority- Although she privately objects to the practice of sacrifice, 

she does nothing to stop it; her rebellion occurs only in h a  mind, snd is therefore 

ineffectual: 

Mrs. N i p s  went at once and kissed it on tk forekad mdpcked it tp und 
helditand~~llleditcJlthewayclom thehillinhermindmdgaw it backto 
thefekifiorn which it M ken raken.... 

In fit&, Mrs. Noyes looked askance, unable as always to let the animal see 
her eyes, for f i  it would think she was the came of its betrayal. Which she 
was - because she could not put her hand out to stop the blow. She could not 
even say no. And so she said nothing and looked away at the sky (26; 
emphasis in original). 

Mrs. Noyes's inability to "say no" to her husband implicates her in his project, a fact 

which critics have largely ignored. When Noah later burns all those animals who are "not 

wanted on the voyage," Mrs. Noyes is again unable to voice her oppositio~ 

If only her voice would come. If she could even summon a remnant.. . 
N d  .*. ! 
Stop! 
But there was nothing. Nothing came of the words - and the only sound was 
the sound around her ofall her cattle - all her sheep -all her horses - all the 
dogs and dl their cries being driven towards cremation in the name of God 
(124-5; first two emphases in original). 

The mator's use of the possessive pronoun is interesting, and complicates the 

conclusion reached by DemdusseUe that, while "Noah views a n i d s  as inferior 

creatures, classified according to their Mcrihcial d u e ,  Mrs. Noyes's bond with the 

animals of her fium... is not based on hienrchy but on relatedness and trust" 

(Demousselle 49-50; my ellipsis). While I do not argue that bh. Noyes's view of 



animal-human relations is considerably more benign and sympathetic than that of her 

husband, there is nonetheless a proprietary relationship here that has gone unremarked by 

critics. Mrs. Noyes's objection to Mottyl's exclusion fkom the ark is that "SHE IS MINE" 

(128; emphasis in origid), betraying a hierarchical view of her relationship with %er" 

animals which is consistent with that of her husband. AshcroR G d B h s  and To& write 

that: 

[Tlhe hierarchical structures on which ~oah ' s ]  power depends must be 
p o l i d  for 'diffetence' and everyone/thing rigidly categorized on a scale of 
value whose successive boundary lines are clear. Noah is below God, his sons 
below him, the women below them, the animals below them and so on 
(Ashcrof€ et al. 102). 

In accepting this hierarchical structure, Mrs. Noyes is, albeit mwittiagly, supporting 

Noah's - and, by exteasion, Yaweh's - dominance. Her BCCepf8nce of this hierarchy is 

evident in the songs which she teaches the sheep; she teaches them to sing praises to 

Yaweh, thereby endorsing the hiemchicat vision of a god who made man "in his own 

imagey' (Genesis 2127) and gave him dominion over wornads and ova "every living 

thing that m o v e  upon the earthn (Gemsis 2:28). 

Strangely, both LoLorraine York and DemousseIIe view Mrs. Noyesys teaching of the 

sheep to sing as subversive. Both cite the incident in which Mrs. Noyes begins a song 

which the animals, one by one, join, as an example of the uses of song as act of 

protest against male hegemony" (Yo& 1991: 114). While it is true that song in this 

instance "becomes a form of communion between all the animals" (Demousselle SO), the 

words, which provide the conteut of what Yo& and Demousselle suggest is an inherently 

subversive form, cannot be ignored. The song which Mrs. Noyes begins and which the 



animals take up, is the hymn C'Eternal Father, strong to save," a hymn o f  praise to the 

very authority figure who has p l d  them in their present predicament (23 1). This hymn, 

like the hymns which they sing prior to the flood - "G10ry to God on high" (64), 'Urd  

God, Heavenly King" (67), and "Shall we gather by the River" (94) - implicates them in 

their own oppression. Critics ofthe novel have tended to read the singing shap as a sign 

of an antediluvian paradid w e ;  Yo& writes that, ''Mn the antediiuvian Sections of the 

novel, f d e  language is fluid, able to dissolve boundaries between itself and the natural 

world. It is, after all, Mrs. Noyes ... who can teach the sheep how to sing'' (1991: 114; my 

ellipsis). I w d d  argue, wuversely, that Mk. Noyes's instruction of the sheep in the 

singing of Christian hymns and British fobsongs indicates, not a ccdissolving of 

boundaries" but a delineating of them; in her role as teacherlchoirmaster, M s .  Noyes 

establishes herself as the ''authority" and proceeds to offer the sheep instruction in the 

dominant discourse. While this could be interpreted as a transgression of the barriers 

which divide animal from human, such an interpretation fiils to recognk that, because 

the sheep will never ascend the hierarchy which divides human fiom animal, Mrs. Noyes' 

instruction merely saves to M e r  the iIIlCSjon of qudity and to support the vay system 

which keeps the sheep s u b d e n t  to humans. In this context, the sheep's failure to 

respond to Mrs. Noyes's attempts to lead them in song can be read as a re*[ to 

participate in the discourn of the oppressor'g: 

Mrs. Noyes sat watching them - all the sheep and lambs - huddling together 
- excluding her. Hex mouth hung open No more songs and no more 
singing.. . 
'CBaaaa" 
On& baaa. 
The sheep would never sing again (347-8; e m p h i s  in original). 



In their rejection of human language in favour of a syllable - baaaa - innocent of any 

human conteat or meaning, the shep are effectively rejecting the hierarchid world view 

that defines them as inferior to human beings; in what amounts to a political act of 

refusal, they choose to spuk their own language, rather than imitatingm the language of 

their oppressors. 

It is not until after the rape of Emma, the death of the unicorn, the stillbirth of 

Hannah's child and the s a c r i f h  of the silva kitten that Mrs. Noyes begins to realize the 

implications of the choice of songs which she teaches "her" sheep; the Christian hymns 

and British folk songs are themselves instruments of the very ideology which has resulted 

in Noah's tyranny and the murders committed in the name of God and civilization. Mrs. 

Noyes, realizing the co~otatioas of the hymn h b  of God- it recalls the sacrificial role 

which they themselves play in human beings' worship of God (48-9) - which she intends 

to teach a new lamb, instead chooses I'll Take You Home Again, Krrfhleen, a song which 

expresses a nostalgia for a lost, idyllic homeland 'khere the fields are flesh and green" 

and ''where your heart will feel no pain": 

And when thy old fiends welcome thee 
Thy loving heart will cease to yearn 
Where laughs the little silver stream 
Beside your mother's humble cot, 
And brightest rays of sunshine gleam 
There all your grief will be forgot. 

In the context in which it appears in the novel, this song suggests the existence of an 

antediluvian world in which animals and humans coexist in peace rad b o n y ,  and in 

which pain and s u f f e  do not exist. The sheep are aware that such m idyllic image is a 



fabrication, and refuse to continue to participate in the propagation of this myth. The 

world before the flood, like the world on board the ark, is one in which animals are 

routinely slaughtered in the name of God or human progress, and in which human beings 

are captured and made hto chowder. While it is true, as W.J. Keith writes, that chuch of 

what was best in Findey's world before the f l d  - the unicorn, the Faeries, the 

communication between human and animal - is Iol' (Keith 1301, he Ws to note that 

none of these things appears to hpve been a regular, accepted part of prediluvian life: the 

unicorn is "rarely encountered" (52); Noah dismisses the Faeries' existence as 

foolishness on the part of his wife (40); and the communication between human and 

animal appears limited to those humans who are in some way 'csensitive" to the existence 

of non-human life. In its depiction of antediluvian reality, as well as its portrayal of life 

on board the ark, Not W t e d  on the V i g e ,  like llre Wws, ihe Butterfry Phgue and 

17re Telling of Lies, presents a portrait ofa corrupt red dehumanizing social reality; this is 

a formation which has gone "off course." 

This sheep's refisal to participate in this d e t y ,  while neglected or misread by 

many critics, is, I would argue, a pivotal political moment in the text. It is closely 

followed by Mrs. Noyes's own overt, articulated refusal - her fist - of Noah's actions. 

Through the process of being relegated to the "lower orders" of society, Mrs. Noyes has 

moved fiom innocence or denial to know1edge, and findy to resistance, as represented 

by this first emphatic "No!" She has begun, not only to realize the extent of her society's 

madness, but to mon beyond this reco@on to an overt resistance. This  process is aided 

by Lucifer, the theleu angel2', who has assumed a f d e  form and joined the Noyes 



family on board the ark as Ham's wife, Lucy. Dr. Noyes's dominance is dependent on 

the maintaining of binary oppositions between normal and abnormal, upper and lower, 

and - as indicated by his surnameP - prohibition and inclusion; as Peter Dickinson 

writes, it is Lucy, 'kith her ambiguous sexuality, her hybrid human-angel status, and her 

camp vernacular, who most obviously disrupts the familiar binary oppositions of this 

world versus new world)" (DicLinson 139). Lucy's very presence on the ark is the result 

of her refusal to accept the boundaries and resttictiom set by Yaweh; as Michael 

Archangelis reminds her, "AU you ever said was why? Why this and why that and why 

everything. How dare you. How h e  you" (108; emphasis in original). Lucy's 

questioning of Yaweh's totalitarian view of the world amounts to blasphemy, and she 

leaves heaven in search of a world which accepts difference: 

Where I was born - the trees were always in the sun.. .The merciless light. It 
never rained - though we never lacked for water. Ahuqs far  weatker! Dull. L 
wanted storms. I wanted difference- And I had heard this rumour.-.about 
mother world. And I wondered - does it rain there? Are there clouds, 
perhaps* and is then shade in that other world? I wanted somewhere to stand, 
you see, that would give me a view of deserts and of snow. I wanted rhar 
desperately. I wanted, too, somconc I could argue with. Someone -just once 
- with whom I could disagree (282; emphasis in originrl). 

Lucy's desire for someone 'kho would tell me the sky was green.. . that dry is wet - and 

black is white"(282; my ellipsis) lead her to join the human race* where she discovers that 

the world of humans has merely replaced one tot.litacian view with another* and 

therefore does not represent a satisf~ory improvement over the world she has left. As 

Bailey writes: 'What she discovers is that using the same language d h n t l y  is not 

always sufficient for lasting change. Noah, after all, does say that ash is snow and that 



paper rainbows are real" (152). Having recognized the inadequacy of the present 

civilization, as represented by Noah and his family, she declares her intention to continue 

her search for a world which embraces difference: 

Mhere  I was born, the trees were always in the sun. And I lee that place 
because it was intolerant ofrain. Now, we are here in a place where then are 
no trees and there is only rain. And I intend to leave this place - because it is 
intolerant of light. Somewhere - there must be somewhere where darkness 
and light are rewncilcd. So I am starting a nunour, here and now, of yet 
another world (284). 

Lucy's rehsal to admit defeat is indicative of a vision which extends beyond the narrow 

wxs-tines ofN08h's world to acknowledge the possibility of other worlds not limited by 

wnventional understandings of time and space. It is Lucy who is able to interpret the sign 

for in£hity which the faeries reveal to Mrs. Noyes as "a warning: t h e  is not what you 

think it i s  Bewareyy (151; emphasis in original). At the time that it is shown to her, Mrs. 

Noyes is unable to undastand this warning, and after puzzling over it, she dismisses it 

fiom h a  mind. Only after she states her willingness to accompany Lucy in her search for 

another world, does Lucy tells her: "you have begun to understand the mecuring of your 

sign" (284). A f k  having been relegated to the 'lower orders" of her husband's world, 

having lived with nofihuman creatures whose existence is governed by "natural" laws of 

benevolence and co-operation, aad having witnessed the consequences of unquestioning 

obedience to authority, she is able to open her mind to the possibility of other worlds. 

While York has interpreted the r d  of the lower orders as a 'Vev01uti01~ztry and 

freeing act" which ?eveals a progression towards a more humane type of conflict'' (Yixk 

1991: 120-1), I agree with the conclusion reached by Bailey: 'The revolutionary 

'feminist' war against Noah in Not Wanted on tk V i e  can only occur when the 



community below decks begin to behave like 'men'" (Bailey 1998b: 212). The efforts of 

Mrs. Noyes, Hkm and Lucy - who has transformed herself into an aggressive male figure 

- to overthrow their captors merely repeat the methods of the system which they are 

attempting to overthrow, and therefore can only end in a stalemate: 

Technically, the situation between the two factions might have been called a 
draw. Since Iapeth was sti l l  incamrated in the Armoury and only Ham knew 
how to set him fret... there was no one to do battle. And without battie, there 
could be no decisive victory. 
There were, however, d & i s  on both sides. Ham had been overpowered - 
and had lost control of his prisoners. Shem, Hannah and Doctor Noyes were 
fiee. But so was Ham he, and his mother and Lucy and Emma (348; my 
ellipsis). 

Redemption, it seems, is not attainable within the boundaries of a profoundly flawed 

social system; however, the sign of infinity which the heries revealed to Mrs. Noyes, and 

with which Findley begins every passage in this novel, points toward an alternative, as 

d a s  Lucy's final transformation into Cassandrap. Although she expects that her '%or&, 

like an animal's warning cries, would be ignored" (344, unlike Findley's earlier 

Cassandra figures, Lucy's prophecies me heeded, if only by those who are su&ciently 

removed fkom the powepstnrctures of society - and sufficiemly attuned to the nrnual 

world - that they are able to resist tbem Mrs. Noyes listens to Lucy's words and believes 

them, declaring that she - and those others who have been relegated to the lower orders - 

will accompany Lucy in her search for another world: 'Even if it takes a thousand years - 

we want to come with you" (2841.h this context, Mrs. Noyes's final act - she prays for 

rain - suggests a willingness to wait until this ''other WOW presents itself; d then, she 

will remain in ha present situation on board the ark; in a stalemate or "draw" with Noah 

and his allies: 



And now, Noah wanted another world and more cats to blind. Well - damn 
him, no, she thought. 'No!" she said. Mottyl heard her - and stirred. Mrs. 
Noyes said; "I didn't mean to wake you. I'm sorry- Sorry - but not sorry- 
Watch with me, Motty - you blind d me with eyes7 beneath the moon. 
We're here, dear. No matter what - we're here. And - damn it all - I guess 
we're here to stay" (3 52). 

Until the discovery ofa world which embraces difference7 Mrs. Noyes does not intend to 

allow Noah to exert dominance over a new socia/; by praying for rain, she not only 

actively attempts to prevent him from doing so but also expresses hope for the future and 

faith in Lucy's 'hrmoured" world. 

In retelling one of the myths which are at the foundoton of Western society7 Not 

Wmtedon the Vipqge provides a critique of the values and assumptions upon which our 

contemporary civilitation is based. As Donna Pennee writes: 

Fidley's revision sadly ampIifies the significance of this text that God 
created hurmnkind "in His own image," since we, too, are following his 
model to the letter, destroying the plamt in the name of such principles as 
progress md our supposed God-given and/or evolutionllry superiority o v a  ail 
other species pennee 88). 

Not Wmted on tire V i r g ,  Wce Ik Badte@y Plagw, off- a dystopirn vision of a 

world chmerized by exclusion, violence, and the abuses of powa, however, unlike 

that earlier novel, Not Wclp1tedm the Vo)lqge ends with a gesture toward an alternative to 

the present situation. The refusals ofthe sheep and ofMrs. Noyes to uncomprehendiy 

or unwillingly support an oppressive regime that is destroying the world point toward a 

possible regeneration of what Findley hs refmed to as '%he human experiment,'' as does 

Mrs. Noyes's faith in Lucy's 'hrmoW of another world." As in Z k  Wwsy the g h m e r  of 

hope at the end of Not Wmted on f i  V i e  rests with those who have '4eft the 



formation"; it is those who are in some way able to extricate themselves fkom civilitation 

who possess the potential to redeem it. 

%ave the children": H d u n t t d s  schizophrenic saviours 

So we brve to overcome the Mse disciplines and find the true discipline- 
Schizophrexia is an abortive and always aborted attempt to achieve some 
degree of this sort of sanity- 

David Cooper, "Beyond Words," lk Dialectics ofLiberat#uvz, 201. 

Psychiatry could be. and some psychiatrists are, on the side of transcendence, 
ofgenuine fieadom, and of human growth, But psychiatry can so easily be a 
technique of brainwashing, of inducing behaviour that is adjusted, by 
@referably) non-injurious torture. 

RD. Lains 'Reface to the Pelican Edition," The Divi&d&If. 12. 

In a 1993 interview, Timothy Findley referred to his novel Headhunter as "the last 

in a sequence of books" - beginning with The Buttem PIugue (1%9) and Fmous Lad 

Wor& (1981) - which present an apocalyptic view of the world. I would argue? however? 

that this view is not merely limited to these three novels, but that Findley's entire oeuvre 

is marked by what he refers to in this interview as "an obsessioa..with the civiliattion 

we've created, with this century, with who we are and what we've done" @lcGoogan 

Cl). While Headhunterr, like X k  Telling of Lies, The Butterfly PIogue , Fmms Lost 

Words, Z k  WWS, aad Not Wanted on the V i g e ,  presents a highly critical portrait of a 

profoundly disordered social reality, it di f f i  hrom those earlier texts in the degree to 

which its mmtive fi~cuscs on clinical m e a d  illness as, paradoxically, both the symptom 

and the cure of the pathology which characterizes the contemporary human condition 



Toronto - the city in which Heahnter is set - is depicted as a city in the grip of a 

collective psychosis; dominated by its psychiatric insdtuti~ns~ Findley's Toronto teems 

with the mentally damaged casualties ofthe contemporary age: 

Civilization - sickened - had itself become a plague. And its course* in 
Marlow's world, could be followed by tracing the patterns of mental 
breakdown The Parkin Iostitute was not alone in being overextended. 
Psychiatric case loads, everywhere, carried alarming numbers. Broken 
dreamers, their minds in ruin This was the human race (388). 

Three of the central characters have been diagnosed with schizophrenia, the members of  

the city's elite are all psychologically troubled and undergoing psychiatric treatment at 

the Parkin institute of p s y c h i a e ,  and the children of the city's wealthy families are 

vanishing, ody to reappear, deeply traumatized and silent, at the Queen Street Mental 

Health Centre. While the novel presents an apocalyptic vision of a corrupt humanity 

participating - even revelling - in its own destruction, this vision is not without hope; the 

possibility of an alternative to the present reality - in which crimes llgainst humanity are 

encouraged, yet benevolence is deemed "madness" - is represented by the figures of a 

Laingian psychiatrist and a schizophrenic librarian, who are able to leave the cY~rmation'* 

. * - which is represented, for the former, by the d o n  of conventiod psychiatric 

practice, and for the latter, by the 6Csanity" provided by the anti-psychotic medication, 

Modecate - and put an end to at least one small part of the insanity which has become 

characteristic of  the c o n t c m p ~ ~ g ~ y  condition. 

As the novel opens, the city of Toronto - end, in fact, the eatire continent - is 

ravaged by a disease known as '%umusemia," which, while thought to be caused by 

starlings, is eventually revealed to be 'the direct masequence of h u m  activities" (549, 



a fact which has been concealed @om the population by their governments. Thuq while 

the city is ravaged by this literal plague, the narrative recognizes that the true "plague" is 

the abuse of power by those in positions of authority and privilege. Examples of such 

abuse abound in this novel; these include Kurtz's manipulation of the secrets of his 

patients, Freda Manley's practice of '00nking her way to the top" (125). and the Club of 

Men's mistreatment of local children, including their own Like IAc B u t t e  Plbgue, 

Fanrous Losr Worak, and Z k  Telling of Lies, Hednmter deploys the trope of 

concealment; as in those previous novels, the concealment of the truth is the province of 

those who possess wealth and privilege. Like Ruth Damarosch, Hugh Selwyn Mauberley, 

and Vanessa Van Home, Rupert Kurtz is a member of a privileged elite - he is the son of 

a wealthy and successfitt f&erp and has become the 'Director and Psychiatrist-in-Chief 

of the Parkin Institute for Psychiatric Research" (53) - and is thereby given access to 

i n f o d o n  whose continued concealment would bring him personal gain. Unlike those 

earlier charactersy however, whose motives for concealing the truth are complex and 

ambiguous, Kurtz's deliberate and wnscious decision to conceal the truths of both the 

source of "Stumusemia" and the activities of the Club of Men is motivated solely by a 

desire for personal power. Kurtz deliberately seeks his ccclients" - the choice of this word 

over "'patients" indicates his commodification of the doctor-patient relationship - fiom 

among Toronto's wealthy and famous; his profdonal  credo is '~a]ccess to the personal 

obsessions of the tlite equals m e s s  to the pock* ofthe dite" (604). In the seventeen 

pages of notes which Kurtz accidentally loses at the Metro Toronto Reference Library, he 

r d s  his egoism and all-encompassing lust for power 



W e  psychiatrists.. .must necessarily appear to the mentally ill as being in the 
nature of gods. We approach them with miracles up our sleeves. "Save us!" 
they cry- and we do ... 

And: . - .with a s~-rnple pill, we can exert a p e r  fiw good that is pacticuIly 
un-. . . 

Here, the words for good had been excised with a single stroke, leaving the 
sentence bereft of decency (603; emphasis and ellipses in original). 

Bailey reads He&tefs juxtaposition of wealthy, socially prominent characters with 

scenes of extreme m o d  degeneration as a "critique of capitalism and Caarda7s consumer 

society" @dey 1998b: 198); the desire for power and matai*al gain, Findley seems to 

suggest, has an unparalleled power to lead society "off course" through its ability to alter 

the boundaries ofthe permissible and morally aocepcrrble. Thus, Warren Ellis - who has 

heretofore revealed no attraction to men - is willing to seduce his mother's male lover for 

the sole purpose of gaining control of the Beaumorris Corporation; children are willing 

to submit to the desires ofthe Club of Men in exchange for a payment of two hundred 

dollars apiece; and Kurtz is able to manipulate the city's population into doing his 

bidding through the wefbl concealment and selective redation of the secret insights 

and desires of his ''clients." 

In his portrayal of Toronto's elite, Findley explores the depth of tk human hunger 

for power, and shows the dehumanizing and destructive potential of this hunger. Kurtz's 

concealment of his awareness of the activities of '%he Club of Men" - a group ofupper- 

middle-class, professional men who engage in pornographic activities with local children 

- is prompted by his hunger for money and power; through sanctioning and even 

enmuraging the city's Clite to indulge their most perverse and dangerous desires, Kurtz is 



able to obtain '"payment" in the form of domtioas to the Parkin, which in turn strengthens 

his personal and professional power: 

Kurtz had other clients who, like Robert, should be prevented and pulled in 
fiom their perverse activities- Brought, so to s& to psychic heel. But he 
was waging a war of necessities - and in order to survive, he needed those 
activities to contiwe. It was part of his scheme - his plan He wanted to see 
what could be accomplished by giving what he called pamissions. Let a 
psychosis have its way with a client - and see what the client would do in 
return for permissions having been given.. . (207) 

One ofthe ' ~ s s i o n ~ ~ ~  given is for the rape and murder of young children. During one 

of the sessions of the Club, a young boy is killed, and it is gradually revealed that his own 

father was one ofthose directly responsible for his rape and murder, and that Kurtz had 

not only been aware of the actions of the "Club of Men," but had provided them with an 

experimental drug called 'Vbedion" (613) which renders the subject compliant to the 

wishes of others: "All the way fiom: ab you want to rake my picture to &, yar wmtl 

kill me now?" (613; emphasis in original) In order to satisfy his lust for power, Kurtz has 

waged a war with the human will: "S~rnetimes,~' he tells Marlow, '%he will can be 

purchased - bought. Sometimes it can be bent by force. But when all else fails, the will 

must be broken And drugs will break it" (612). Aside fiom his role in the 'plaguey' of 

violence against children, Kurtz is implicated in the '~hgue" of Stumusemia; upon being 

informed by a patient that the disease is not canied by birds, but is, in fact, the result of 

human interference with the natural environment, Krutz does not reveal this fact, but 

rather has the patient committed to Penetanguishene, an institution for the criminally 

insane. Kurtz is aware ofthe stigma which accompanies the label of 'had"; by fplsely 

attaching this label to the patient, Kurtz effectively silences him, ensuring that his claims 



will be dismissed as the ravings of a madman. As it is Kurtz's position as a member of 

the psychiatric establishment which gives him the power to access his patients' secret 

desires and to manipulate their lives, it is ironic that it is a schizopbrenic - a member of 

the very group which psychiatry attempts to silence - who is the key to exposing his 

crimes; In opposition to the self-interested, single-minded Kurtz, who is oblivious and 

dismissive of anything thM does not bring him personal gain, Findley places Lilah 

Kemp, a schizophrenic librarian who is open to the myriad worlds of the human 

imagination. 

This openness to alternative worlds - incIud'mg those dismissed as "'fiction - is 

reflected in H e ~ t e r ' s  complex narrative structure, in which references fkom the 

canon of Western literature are Iayaed upon a plot which borrows from - and up&= - 

Joseph Conrad's novella Heart of Darlkttes. Findley's protagonists - Kurtz and his 

nemesis Msrlow - are 'Meased" fkom Hemt of l k r h  by Lilah Kemp, who fimctions 

as a c3ndum'7 between the worlds of C%ction77 and 'Creality." As with ihe Butferfiv 

Plague's fire in Alvarez Canyon, the ontologkal reality of this event is left ambiguous; 

while Kurtz does indeed seem to have an existence prior to having been "set fhe" by 

Lilah at the Metro Toronto Reference Library - he is a successful psychiatrist and the 

director of the Parkin Institute for Psychiatric Research - on a metaphorical level, Rupert 

Kurtt is Conrad's Kurtz. For Lilah Kemp - ad, one suspects, for Findley - the terrible 

power of H e m  of Duhs is its revelation ofGTt]he horror of what had been done in the 

name of civilization - the people enslaved ... the sexual depravity - the Mood sports with 

human victims" (46; my ellipsis). This is the very honor in which F i d e y  's Kurtz is also 



implicated, and which Findley attempts to convey in his twentieth-century reworking of 

Conrad's text. The epigraph to the first section of Findley's novel is taken fiom Heart of 

Dcakess: ''And this also," said Marlow suddenly, '%as been one of the dark places of the 

eanh" The "dark place" to which Marlow refas in this statement is England, and the 

cCdarkness'3 is a moral darkness - corruption, ignorance, fear, savagery - which belies the 

superficial image of the supposedly civilized and progressive '8eart" of the nineteenth- 

century British Empire. Findley tnasfas the significance ofthis obSerVELfioc1 to twentieth- 

century Toroato through the use! of a second intatad in Findley's novel: the work of the 

artist Attila Richard Lukacs. Ladcaw, a Canadian visual artist whose works have been 

shown internatiody, is infamous for his enormous paintings of sexually aggressive 

skinheads, which both enthrall and repel the viewer- Findley's fictional artist, Julian 

Slade, whose painting me Go&n Chamber of the While Dogs is purchased by Kurtz for 

the foyer of the Parkin Institute, appears to be a thinlydisguised representation of 

~ukacs*? Both LuLocs and '%lade" create enormous canvasses which convey a sense of 

power and strength, which combine dark colours and gold leas which present nude male 

bodies as objects of both desire and feer, and which are explicit in their portrayai of 

violence and sexuality. Christopher Hume, reviewing Lukacs' E-Werk exhibit in 1989, 

obsewed that "[flew artists have understood their times better than this 27-year-old 

painter fiom Edmonton. The skill with which he creates visual metaphors of decay and 

destruction is unnenhg. 'Lbis is the age of high-tech barbarism, and Lukacs is one of its 

most brilliant chroniclers" wume E23). Aside fiom his ability to understand and 

chronicle the barbarism of the Western world at the end of the twentieth century, Lukacs 



also possesses considerable technical skill, which enables him to quote works by artists 

such as Caravaggio and Rembmdt, even as he is depicting figures who are relentlessly 

twentieth-~entury~ Thomas W. Sokolowski, in an essay for the catalogue of Lukacs's 

1989 exhibit at the 49th PardIeI in New York City, credits the artist's juxtaposition of 

techniqges and images taken from both the "Old Masters1' and the twentieth centmy for 

the complex and oAen contradictory public reaction to L u k a d s  w o k  

It is impossible to have a neutral response to the peintings of Attila Richard 
Lukacs. By dim of their emrmous size, pungent compositions, and aggressive 
stance, they engage the viewer in a mmnna that both intoxicates and repels. 
Employing the compositiod devices and tenebrist palette of Old M;aster 
painters, tukac~ melds a huh pictoridism with a kan, perhaps wen 
Machiavellian, understanding of the seduction of modem advertising 
(Sokolowski 1). 

Through his manipulation of the codes, conventions and tedmiques of the old masters, 

Lukacs's paintings subvert the meanings ofthe works which they refaence while, at the 

same time, they expose the c o ~ c t i o n s  inherent in and perpetuated by our d e t y  as 

we approach the next milleaium. 

My purpose lice is to suaest tbt Fiadley's du~ ion  to Attila R i c k d  L u k a ~ ~  

provides the reader with a key to reading the novel. Heat#mter, filled with disturbing 

images of violence and depravity, attempts, like Lukacs's works, to jolt the reader out of 

a posture of complacency, to force a recognition of the barbarity of contemporary society 

and our complicity in it. Heuckn t~ ,  like the works of tukacs, is parodic, drawing 

heavily on characters drawn fkom 'psst masters'' such as Joseph Coarad, Gustave 

Flaubert, F. Scott F ' i d d ,  and even Bartrix Potter. Findlw, like L*s, uses these 

quotations to subvat accepted meanings and to expose the gap between f;int.sy and 



reality. Findley's novel is filled with characters and situations which recall earlier texts. 

Apart fiom Mulow and Kurtt, the two most immediately recognizable figures in this 

novel are Emma Berry and lay Gatq lifted from the pages of Flmbert and Fitzgerald, 

respectively. Like Flaubert's heroine, Fiadley's Emma is fueled by an obsession with the 

lives of fictional characters; she Yived entirely through other people's lives7' (213). While 

Flaubert's Emma seeks adventure through romance and sexual experience, in Findley's 

dystopia, his Emma's desire for something to make her feel dive has w outlet except the 

pursuit of a secret life as "a whore ... who can blow a man to heaven" ((278; m y  ellipsis). 

This htasy life she meat- for haself leads, not to a reawakened sense of l i e  and 

adventure, but to an emotional death, which is repeated and reflected in nearly all of 

Heacajunter7s central characters, who bave succeeded in gaining beauty, wealth and 

power oaly at the cost of spiritual fidfihent- These intertextual elements -on to 

position HePrfhuter finnly as a text within a literary oantcxt, encouraging the reader to 

reflect upon parallels between real and fictional worlds, while simultaneously precluding 

any tendency 0x1 the reader's p r t  to nai'vtly identiry with the characters tmd situations 

presented in this novel. Fidley's novel ends with the words ''It's only a book..That's al l  

it is. A story. Just a story" (625); these words refer to Heart of Darkness, yet they also 

implicitly refer to Hetadhunter itself. By enclosiag his version ofthe decline of the human 

race within a self-refmntially textual hnework, FincMey is also able to reflect on the 

works which comprise that framework, reinterpreting them in a time a d  place wbich, 

Findley seems to suggest, is even more vicious, more oonupt, and mon 'bad" th.n the 

wodds experienced and imagined by Conrad, Flaubert oc Fitzgerald. 



In this dystopian world, the madness can only be controlled - if not stopped - by 

one who can recognize the 'kart of darkness" which lies beneath our civilized exterior, 

and who has already rejected the accepted version of 9cality''; namely, a schizophrenic. 

In lk Politics of Epr ieme,  Mug writes: 

If the human rsce survives, firtwe men will, I suspect, 100k back on our 
enlightened epoch a vaitrbfe Age of Darkness.. . They will see that what 
we call c'schizophrenia" was one of the forms in which, often through quite 
ordinary people, the light began to break through the cracks in our all-too- 
closed minds @airkg 1967: 90). 

Jn his portrayal of the schizophrenic characters L i l l  Kemp and Amy Wylie, Findley 

echoes Laing's understanding of schizophrenia ru a "succtss~ attempt not to ldrrpt to 

pseudo-social realities" Wng 1967: 43). Ahhough both characters possess symptoms 

which conventional psychiatry identifies as "schiu,phrenic7* - MPrlow is able to diagnose 

each by 'We jerkiness.. .the brevity of fears.. .the stilted speechn (326; my ellipses) - 

Findley nonetheless prcscltfs a idealid view of madritss, which is evident in the 

narrator's statement that "tbc emotional range of vl's] enthusiasms - the d a  for 

books - the & h o w  of darkn~ss~ (LO) CM be underst& retrottctivtly as the urly 

traces of schizophrenia. If a full range of feeling, m intense love of literature and a 

preference of light over darkness are indiative ofmadness, then madness can be seen as 

somehow desirable, a view which is consistent with Laing's belief that "[t]he cracked 

mind of the schizophrenic may let in light which does not enter the intact minds of many 

sane people whose minds are closed" (hing 1965: 27). "Schizophrenia," in Findley's 

novel, seems to be sywnymous with "spiritwlism," which caanot be understood 

rationally and is therefbre termed Cbrndned': 



She was diagnosed according to her raising of the dead and her conversations 
with literary characters and fbnous persons from the past. The hallucinatory 
aspects of her otherwise unique behaviour were a perfect match with the 
hallucinatory aspects of paranoid schizophrenia Spiritualism, then, was just 
another disease. Like measles or the mumps. A medicated end to it could be 
arranged (4243). 

What is being questioned here is not schizophrenia's ~ ~ ~ e ,  but rather the invalidation 

of the experiences of those who have been so diagnosed. The characterization of Lilah 

Kemp suggests that schizophrenia can be understood as an openness to alternative 

realities an4 as such, represents a means of seeing beyond the rules and restridions of 

our rational civilization. The primary manifestation ofLilah7s %madness7' is an ability to 

transcend the boundaries between death and life, past and present, fiction and %afityPP; 

this ability allows her to glimpse potentially redemptive alternatives to the present way of 

being. This ability to ttanscend the limitati011~ of %ormal" society is regarded with fkar 

and distrust by the medical establishment, and is therefore targeted for destruction 

through aggressive medication. Given this view of madness as potential liberation, the 

psychiatric establishment, which persists in attempting to force the schizophrenic into the 

narrowly understood category of 'hormal" existence, thus becomes the enemy of those 

who seek an alternative to the present social reality. The attempts by the psychiatric 

system to control Lilah's condition are read as negative intrusions into an inner world 

which, like that of Lily Kilworth in i?k Pi- Mmr 's Dctughter, is the source of wonder 

and redemptive pot&; rather dun attempting to understand Liah's version of reality 

as a viable a l t ~ t i v e  to the prevailing social reality, the medical eotablishmcnt attempts 

to destroy those elements of her experience which do not accord with their ratio~lltl 

understanding of the world: 'The object of the m&emtnt bad ban to separate Lilah 



from her 'imaginary' companions. The drugs were meant to eliminate these companions 

altogether. Mwder by milligrams" (43). The literary and historical figures whom Lilah 

releases into the world are not considered ''real" by the standards of ratiod thought, and 

are therefore deemed "othd' and marked for destruction by the medical establishment, 

whose attempt to control the unknown aud contain it within a rational 6amework 

effectively closes off potdal d t ~ v e s  to the pnsent reality- In attempting to "cure" 

Lilah, Hedmnter states7 her doctors had "deprived her of her world of wondas [md] 

had tried to take away her powas" (44). Iatctestingfy, the problems that arise fiom 

Lilah's ''release7' of Kurtz cue caused, not by her illness, but by her medication: 

The drug was meant to control paralogical thinking - and to curb delusions. 
But in Lilah's case, it merely incapacitated h a  ability to control her outcast's 
behaviour. E she had not been drugged, Rupert Kurtz might not have 
appeared (44)- 

Thus, it is not Lilah's openness to alternative modes of reality that is potentially 

dangerous, but, rather her attempted denial of these alternatives through the ulring of 

medication designed to induce "sanity," which, although "more relaxing'' and 

"@]eacefid" (512), limits one's perception and acperience of the world. Medication 

offers L i l l  "a way of giving up" (512) ha version of reality in fintour of sanity, an 

option which she accepts, until she realizes that continuing to conform to society's 

expectations in this way implicates her in the murders of the children of Toronto's elite 

by their parents; h a  "duty" to do anything within h a  power to preserve human life must 

take pncedence over any perceived social obligation to d r m  to 'hormal" behaviour 

by choosing Mnity ova  madness. 



At the heart of Hear&Mer is the choice between these two possibilities; hced with 

the knowledge tbat children are being murdered in bizarre and mysterious circum~filllces, 

Lilah finds herself tom between two competing voices: one which reminds her of her 

"@ to be sane" (507; emphasis in original), that is, to take the medication that allows 

her to conthe functioning in the world of 'keason"; and one which commands her to 

"'save the chz&enn (507; emphasis in original), to temporarily refuse her medication and 

give fiee rein to her illness. This latter choice, p d o r d d l y ,  is the only way to stop 

Kurtz and restore sanity - fleeting as it may be - to the city. Not surprisingly, given the 

Laingian view of madness which runs through all of Findley's novels, Liah chooses the 

latter, a choice which is consistent with the views expressed in Laing's writings. By 

choosing to temporarily stop taking the medication which alIows her to fimction within 

"normal" society, Lilah is able to extricate herseIffrom a society in which the behaviou 

of Kwtz, Freda Manley, and the Club of Men set the standards ofnonnality: 

Today, she was to have her Modeate injection and she dreaded it. It bad 
occurred to her in the night that if she were to go on placing herself in the 
drug's protection, she would lose her ability to follow Kurtz to tbe end. She 
might lose sight ofhim .ad tbat would be a disaster. It was her mission, now, 
to save the children in the photographs. She could not afford to have her 
contact with them broken, even though she did not yet know who they were 
(506). 

Through opting to give up her medication, Lilah chooses to "abandon herself to a fbture 

she could not predict - but in it, she might find the missing children.' (513). Lilah's 

success in finding the children and stopping Kurtt depends on her willingness to 

transcend the m o w  aastrsints of 'hodity" and open her mind to other possibilities; 

she must not only "bear  voice^,^' but &en to them. In lk Language # M i s s ,  David 



Cooper writes that the hearing of voices denotes an awareness "of something that exceeds 

the consciousness of normal discourse and which therefore must be experienced as 

'other"' (Cooper 1978: 34). Through listening to voices which more ''rational" minds 

would ignore - those of the dead woman M k h ,  h a  son S(uart, the cat Fam, and the 

children in the b o p  - Lilah is able to discover the truth behind the disappeafances of the 

children Once she has learned of Kurtz's responsibility, she sets out to destroy him 

through a ritual which involves ha fbrther surrender to the irrational, represented by the 

shoes which she believes to beIong to Peter Rabbit: 

Lilah was reading page 93 of Hemt of Darkness. She was seated at her 
kitchen table, early - very early - in the morning following a sleepless, 
drugless night. . .Peter Rabbit's shoes were lying close at hand, in their opened 
tissue wrapping paper - touched, fkom time to time, by Lilah's fingers 
seeking magic. 
Page N~tetpthree. Oh, p g e  nimfy-#hree, she chanted. Deliver Kurp to 

Milow and to me.. . (574; emphasis and second ellipsis in original). 

The issue of whether or not Kurtz's death is a direct result of Lilah's incantations is left 

equally ambiguous as the question of whether Kurtz bas indeed escaped from He& of 

Darksess; however, the murator suggests a cause and effect relation by ending one 

chapter with the image of Lilah's satisfied smile after commanding Kwtz to appear, and 

beginning the next with the liae T h e  first indications that Kurtz was not well. .." (576; 

my ellipsis). This juxtaposition implies that Kurtz's death has indeed been brought about 

through the strength of Lilah's connection to the imagination, a comection which anti- 

psychotic medication, according to the text, is designed to destroy. 

Interestingly, Lilah resumes k Modecate injections after her vanquishing of 

Kurtz. Although the medication intafag with hex ability to merge "fictional" and ''real'' 



worlds, without a certain amount of compromise with a society which regards her as 

"other," she would lose both her autonomy and her ability to bring about social change: 

'kithout her drugs, she could be forced to become a permanent resident of that part of 

Queen Street where they locked the doors. And that would be intolerable. That would be 

death" (44). Sequestered in an institution, Lilah would be silence& and would no longer 

have any influence on those who have locked h a  away. Lilah's choice - a choice which 

the t a  endorses - is a compliance with the standards ofthe world in which she lives in 

order to make possible her calculated rebellions against those standards. Lilah's decision 

to first relinquish and then resume her medication is not reducible to the compulsions of 

her "ilhess"; rather, it represents a calculated - and hence not strictly "irrational" - 

decision to oppose the different terms of domination in modem civilization This middle 

space which Lilah occupies is neither fully inside nor outside of reason, which suggests 

that, for Fmdley, the ccsolution" to our civilization's problems requires M aftbmation of 

the moral imagination, a fbcu1ty that must be simultaneously "sane" and Wad" in order 

to survive the ongoing crisis of modernityanity 

Lilah is not H e t e r ' s  only schizophrenic character. Amy Wylie, the 

schizophrenic poet, is, according to Findley, the only "truly civilized" character in the 

novel; she best represents 'khat [civilization] might have beeny' (Canton 4). Amy's 

schizophrenia, like Lilah's, not only represents a rejection of the prevailing social reality, 

but provides a means of challengiug and altering that reality; while Lilah's illness allows 

her to take a stand against a world in which children are raped and murdered, Amy's 

illness allows ha to rebel against a world in which it is illegal to show kindness to 



animals. Amy is forcibly hospitalized after staging a hunger strike for endangered 

species; in her case, as in Lilah's, schizophrenia is portrayed as a generally hrmless 

sensitivifl to othm modes of being, which society in general fails to share or 

understand: 

[Amy's] madness was benign - excepting that it held her in its thrall. There 
was little outright violence to it. None that was harmfUL Only the yelling - 
and it was always defensive. The Thect was, Amy Wylie suffaed, Mklow 
conceded, from a madness called bemlence. And it was killing her (524). 

Like Hooker Winslow, Lily Kilworth, Ruth Dam~ltosch, Mrs. Noyes, and Robert Ross. 

Amy Wylie transgresses the values of her society by recognizing the right of non-human 

beings to share the world with humans. Through her questioning of the human dominion 

over animals which chtional" civilization seems to take for granted, Amy has a Liberating 

effect on the We of her sister, who is cajoled into Wl lhg  a promise to feed Amy's 

birds, an act which is illegal in the age of SNrmsemia, in which birds, along with other 

animals, are the targets of maps annihilation at the hands of humans. Through following 

her sister's example, the formedy restrained end "civilized" Peggy Webster tastes 

fieedom for the first time a d  learns thy 'It& be free, after dl, one must break the lad' 

(53 I), a statement which, in HeQicajtmfer, can be expanded to include the transgression of 

the Saws" of rational self-interest. Amy's other sister Olivia notes that Amy Lives in "a 

world reversed.. . Or red' (355); the text thus suggests that Amy's world - in which the 

slaughter of animals is acknowledged, spoken of; and openly challenged - may be more 

authentic than Olivia's world, in which aliemtim and emotional sterility can provide an 

excuse for the abortion of a child? In addition to the emotional gulf in her marriage, 

Olivia's anxiety regarding her impending motherhood - similar to ihe Piam M i ' s  



Daughter's Charlie Kilworth's anxiety about becoming a father - is caused by her fear 

that Amy's condition might be hereditary- Olivia's eventual decision not to taminate her 

pregnancy represents an embracing of the irrational aspects of life; it is influenced, not 

only by the recognition ofAmy7s benevoience - which, it seems- is inexrricably linked to 

her illness - but also by the pleas of her unborn child. Thus? the ccsaviag" of Olivia's child 

i s  like Lilah's saving of future would-be victims of the CIub of Men, a result of the 

willingness to pay attention to those voices which the "saney' may disregard, ignore or 

destroy. Peggy's liberation fiom the rules and restrictions of her society and Otiviays 

choice of life over death are pazt of the novel's movement toward the rejection of seK 

interest in favour of social responsibility. While both Lilah and Amy have been clinically 

diagnosed with schizophrenia, and while both of these characters struggle with the 

debilitating e f f i  of their illnesses, the text nonethe1ess appears to contradict the 

medical model of madness through the presentation of a view of madness as a sort of 

"social activism" The doubled figure of the "schizophrenic saviour" has undeniably 

d i d i n g  implications; as in Laing's work, the view of schizophremia as poteatidly 

liberating overlooks the seriousness of its pathology. To suggest - as das Laing - that 

schizophrenia is a "voyagey' of seIfdiscovery and liberation, or - as does Findley - that it 

is primarily a means of communion with deceased, fictional, or non-human beings - is to 

ignore the involuntary, violent, and distressing nature ofthe diseaseSeziSe As Siegler, Osmond 

and Mann write: 'St is heartless to suggest, without the most exact explanation and 

qualification, to those suffering firom tuberculosis, cancer, or schizophrenia that they 

should look on this as a rare opportunity for seKunderstanding" (141). Nonetheless, the 



figures of Lilah and Amy provide the novel with a gesture - similar to Not Wiared on 

the Vo)urgee's symbol of infiaity - toward possible alternatives to our present civilization, 

which is dominated by alienation, violence and fear. 

The redemptive potential of madness represented by Lilah and Amy md recognized 

by m l o w  is contrasted with the destructive vision of Julian Slde. Slade, who tells 

Kurtz: '3 look forward ... to my life as a madmen" (85; my ellipsis), represents the 

indulgence of humanity's destructive impulses; in his introduction to an exhibit of his 

paintings, he writes: 'You will see here.. .savage acts which have been done too long in 

darkness. It is my belief they should be done in the light" (95-6; ellipsis in 

While Slade's Shred exhibit consists of "aintings of people flayed - tom away from 

who they were" (89, and his GoI&n Chambers exhibit offas a record of the corrupt and 

dehumanized condition of contemporary humanity7 neither exbibit provides an alternative 

to the degradation they portray. Slade's schizophrenia seems to provide him with insight 

into the nature of our civilization's degeneration; as in the characterizations of Amy and 

Lilah, Findley seems to be suggesting that the schizophrenic is possessed of insight into 

human nature which is withheld fiom tho# who conform to the conventions of thought 

and behaviour deemed 'honnal." Through the character of Slade, Findley repeats a 

paradigm which first appears in Tlre Buttefly Hague, namely, the problematic nature of 

the artistic representation of violence md horror, and the dilemma of the artist who seeks 

to avoid implication in the acts which are being represented. Uhimately, Findley seems to 

suggest, the responsibility rests with the audience; Slade, first through his silence and 

later through his absence, leaves his works to speak for themselves. What they "say" is 



dependent upon the individual viewer: Ciriffin Price calls Slade "the Mengele of-" for 

what he perceives, in his paintings of tortured human bodies, as his ability to imagine 

ways '30 improve the human race" (86); David Shapiro, who is seeking permission to 

indulge his perverted and destructive fmtasies, sees, in Slade's Ihe W e n  Chamber of 

the mite Dogs, a source of titillation and validation; Kurtt, who seeks new methods of 

gaining control over the human mind,  as a means to manipulate the emotions and 

behaviour of those who cross his path - by placing Slade's triptych in the lobby of the 

Parkin, Kurtz hopes to 'lift [visitors] off the floor and drop them in our hand" (170). In 

contrast, while Kmtz sees only '%he wonder" of what Shde has created, Marlow - in an 

ironic appropriation of the words of C o d ' s  Kurtz, recognizes 'We horror'' in this 

"hymn to violence" (203). Lilah, too, responds to the painting with horror, she recognizes 

Slade's vision of the world as her own, noting that 'there was something disturbingly 

familiar about what she saw" (410). However, the painting also helps her to solve the 

mystery of the fate of the missing children; it speaks to Lilah - who, unlike Kurtz or 

Shapiro, is sensitive to the w e t s  held by works of art - and implies that Kurtz is 

responsible for the violence which it depicts: 

For the first time, Lilah saw the four human heads stuck up on their poles. 
She did not speak. 
- - -  
Who did this to you? 
Guess. 
I can't. You fighten me. 
mink where yar are. 
The PIlrkin Institute of Psychiatric Research, 
so? 
Lilah's chin went up. 
Kwtz. The horror-mister. 
Kurtz, the headhunter (411; emphasis in original; my ellipsis). 



While Slade and LiIah - as schizophrenics - are both able to recognize the 

barbarism of contemporary civilization, Lilah, unlike Slade, does not revel in the 

nightmare vision of a world gone mad, but rather assumes responsibility for Lifting the 

human condition out ofthe depths of depravity to which it has sunk. One suspects that, 

for Fidley, this sense of  engagement and social responsibiIity is what is r m e d  for 

society to get "on course*; Lilah and Amy possess the benevolence and sensitivity which 

represent what h d t y  could be, if it could free itself fiom the alienating and 

dehumanizing effects of what we d 'ccivilization." Interestingiy, both Lilah and Amy - 

unlike Lily Kilworth, Robert Ross, and Hugh S e w  hhuberley - wwive the struggle 

between their society's expectations and their sense of moral duty. At the novel's 

conclusion, each is in much the same situation as at the novel's opening; both are living 

on their own and are being given medication on their own terms. Neither has relinquished 

her autonomy, and neither is being forcibly treated for her illness. Rather, they have 

served an instrumental fbction, aledng their society to the oonseqyences of remaining 

blind to the abuses of power which are wmrnoaplace in their society. 

Like Mrs. Ross, Ruth Dmarosch, and Lucy, both LiIah and Amy are prophetic 

figures who are seasitive to the meanings and consequences of human action; Lilah's 

insistence on the interconnectedness of Wle imagination7' and 'teality," and Amy's 

assertion that human and animal realms are inseparable are both dismissed as the ravings 

of madwomen in a worid which is founded upon exclusionary practices and binary 

distinctions. Unlike many of Fiadley's "Cusmdm," who &I to find anyone who will 

Listen to their prophecies, both Lilah and Amy iwr f d  someone who bdieves them - 



Charlie Marlow, a psychiatrist whose primary influence seems to be the thearies of RD. 

Laing, and who is open to '%.he logic of madness": 

The logic of madness was central to Marlow's own technique with his 
patients. Never to draw the patient towards reality for reality's sake alone, but 
only for its place in the madman's sense of logic. It was Uarlow's opinion - 
shared for the most part by Austi~ - that modan psychiatry depended fbr too 
much on placating the mad by stressing the comforts of reality - ignoring 
almost entuely the madman's fbw of it. This way, drugs had played too large 
a role in the lives of too many patients- DNgs could be fkshioned to be 
dictatorial - which is why they had champions such as Kurtz and Shelley 
(3 96). 

Unlike Doctors Kurtz, Shelley and Sommerviile, who attempt to force - through drugs 

and other methods - the patient into the version of reality which they regard as 

authoritative, Marlow respects the experience of the individual patient and does not 

accept a binary view of madness and sanity. Maclow's approach to madness is radical in 

its acceptance of the possibility that the reality perceived by the schizophrenic is as 

accurate - if not more so - than that perceived by the d e d  sane. This is evident in 

his treatment of Amy Wylie. Marlow, recognizing that conventional treatment would 

leave A m y  sedated, with "no poems, no birds ... no other world but the d a d  worM out 

there now" (572; my ellipsis), offm her W l y  the option of providing her with "a 

minimum of medication. Only enough to reduce the extremities of her anxiety'' (572), but 

not enough to destroy the inner world which he recognizes as being no more "cinsane" 

than the world in which he is living. Similariy, -low begins the treatment of each 

patient by recalling the words of G.K. Chesterton which hang on the wall of his office: 



Marlow's credo contradicts the perception of madness as reason's excluded 'cother"; 

madness, then, is not the absence of reason, but an equally rational alternative to the 

accepted and authoritative version of reality. This view is shared by Austin ~urvis", a 

psychiatrist who, like Marlow, concans himself with understanding the perceptions and 

experiences of the bane, and rejects the practice of forcing patients to accept the 

standards and codes of behaviour put forth by "sane" society: 

We are not here to &tag t k m  w'I&niZ& back rirfo OM world! [Purvis] had 
yelled one day at Doctor Shelley, who was overly fond of somnificating her 
patients. We me here to &ag our perceptions fmwd into theirs! (189; 
emphasis in original) 

While Midow is able to join forces with Liiah Kemp in order to bring about Kurtz's 

downfall, Purvis - like The Wms's Rodwell - is unable to cope with the horrors which he 

is forced to witness, and escapes by committing suicide, fist exhorting Marlow to figbt 

K m ' s  power in his stead: "You're strong, Charlie. I'm weaL 1 gave in I didn't fight 

back?' (402). He ensures that Kurttys actions will not continue to be concealed, by 

providing Marlow with the files which contain the evidence of Kurtz's crimes and 

enlisting him to fight the battle which he, himself, did not possess the courage to fight: 

In his mind were the words stme he chillciten. Somewhere, he knew, he had 
written them down. It barely mattered where they were - C W e  wi l l fhd  
them M 2HE CHILDREN. Charlie will &ai with it. Charlie will,. . 

Suddenly, Austin lifted his hand and made a fist of it, banging it down on 
top of the files. c'Someone bas to rnalce this stop!" he shouted 'You, Charlie! 
Pleare!" (402; emphasis and ellipsis in original) 

With his discovery of the Club's activities and Kurtz's involvement in them, Marlow is 

forced to come to tsrms with the human capacity for evil. As he comes to realize, the 

statement '4pJeople do not kill their own childrenn (427) is a lie, and the notion that 



human beings are rational creatures is merely an illusion; beneath the veneer of 

civilization and rationality lies a darkness that cannot be comprehended by the reasoning 

mind. Upon discovering the photographic evidence of George Shapiro's murder, 

Marlow's initial impulse echoes the gestures of denial of Vanessa Van Home and Ruth 

Damarosch; he tells himself that "[t]here are no dead children.. .no naked boys; no velvet 

armchairs; no shackles and no mamcies. No dead childreneo None" (426; my emphasis). 

He is unable to sustain the lie, however, as he realizes that he bas a moral responsibility 

to prevent Kurtz fiom continuing to abuse his power. 

While Headlimier depicts civilization at its most barbarous, it nonetheless contains 

several gestures toward redemption. In her -cle on the novel, Marlene Goldman reads 

Headhunter in light of the tradition of apocalyptic eschatology, and writes that "'both 

structurpuy and themtically, HeaaGhunfer systematically draws on traditional elements of 

apocalyptic diecourse." According to Goldman, these include a '%ecucsive structure, 

panoramic vision, glaring images of destruction," and finally, the "depiction of the elect 

locked in their struggle with the demonic host" (Goidman 33-4). H ' t e r ' s  "elect" 

comprise those who move beyond tbe narrowly defined binaries of contemporary 

civilization toward a way of being which transcends the boundaries between reality and 

fantasy, truth and fiction, sanity and madness. As Goldman writes, "the biblical prophets' 

sacred visions have become the property of secular spiritualists and schizophrenics such 

as LiIah Kemp and Amy Wylie7' (Goldman 38). Marlow, too, acknowfedges the 

interpenetration of 4fi~tasy" and 'keality," and has sufficient fhith in the power of 

fictional worlds to transform lives that he includes them in his psychiatric practice: 



Marlow used litexature as psychotherapy. He believed in its hePLing powers - 
not because of its sentiments but because of its complexities. No human life 
need ever be as knotted as Anna Karenina's life had been - since the living 
had the benefit, as she had not, of her own example (186). 

In contrast to Lilab, Amy and Marlow, all of whom regard the world of Literature with 

reverence, E m  Berry and Jay Gatz do not learn fiom their fictional coutlterparts, and 

thus are doomed to repeat their mistakes. Similarly, Kurtz seems oblivious to his own 

literary predecessor; when he meets Marlow, he fails to mention the coincidence of a 

'XurtZ' and a ''Marlod' working together. 

Kurtz himself said nothing regarding their names. He had seemed, when they 
had first encountered one mother in Boston, not to have noticed. But he could 
not have been unaware ofthe coincidence (197). 

To Marlow, who not only acknowledges fictional worlds but regards them with the 

exists beyond his own journey up "the stream of human endeavour" to the ''point of 

absolute pown" (604). 

h addition to Marlow, Lilah Kemp has another dly in Nicholas Fagan, the writer 

and literary critic3', 'Who is clearly a member - if not the leader - of the elect" 

(Goldman 39). Findley makes a co~ection between F v ' s  practice of attentive reading 

and Lilah's schizophrenic conjuring of fictional lives: 

Fagan, too cordd "raise up persons fiom the page" - though he never left 
them stranded as Lilah did, among the living. Back they went and stayed 
between their covers until he dled  them forth again - in his role as teacher 
and critic (40). 

It is Fagan who provides the most oonvincing answer to the question of whether Lilah has 

in fact 'keleased'' Kurtz &om his fictional world: 



'Xu- is with us always," he said. "i don't think you can bIarne yourself for 
that. Tk h n a n  race cannot take a single step, but it produces another Kurtr 
He is the darkness in us all" (373). 

Lilah, then, is not responsible for the existence of evil in the world, but she is one of the 

few who are abIe to recognize it for what it is, by virtue of her willingness to "pay 

attention," not only to the visible, physical world, but also to the myriad possible worlds 

created by the imagination Fagan's fable - "The Assassination of lean-Paul Sartre" 

(382-386) - &nctions as a warning about '?he dangerous consequence of failing to pay 

attention - and the savage consequence of ignorance" (387). In this fable, the French 

philosopher attempts to take refuge in his blindness, wihlly ignoring or denying the 

existence of those around him: '7 see nothing, now, he said, but what I want to see. 

Whether it is actually there or not is of no importance" (384). He adopts a solipsistic, 

utilitarian view of human relations, explaining to the guests at his dinner party that each 

individual exists for the other solely according to the role that he or  she plays in serving 

that other person's needs: 

'We pay attention to one another according to our fbctions in one another's 
lives," Sartre said, as the wine was poured '1 desire wine - I call the waiter. 
The waiter, at first, is nowhere to be seen. I call again. I conjure him - 
according to my needs. Poof! He appears - and my glass is filled. And once 
my glass is filled, then - pf! - he is gone. The waiter no longer exists. He 
has, you see, an obligation - fiom my point of view - to exist only in terms of 
my need for his services3' (384; emphasis in originai). 

Sartre's failure to rezognize that the waiter does indeed exist in other tenns - the terms of 

an assassin - costs him his life. This narrow view of reality, Fagan and Findley suggest, 

is not only limiting, but profoundly dangerous; €due to "pay attentiony7 to the 111 range 

of possibilities results, not only in Sartre's assassination, but in the various ccplagues" - 



stumusemia, megalomania, pedophilia - that pervade Findley's fictional landscape. 

Lilah's vision of reality. which codates the imaginative and the real, is an antidote to 

this limited perspective. 

At the core of HeaLjilhllnfer is a warning to 'Pay attention." Sartre f ~ l s  to pay 

attention to the WStiter/8ssassin; Emma Berry, Jay Ch@ and Rupert Kurtz fhil to pay 

attention to the fktes of their fictional predecessors; and Liiah Kemp and Amy Wylie 

teach - by exampte - those around them to begin paying attention. Simi1arly, Hedhmter 

itsew through its layezing of textual worlds, alerts the reader to the redemptive power of 

the imagination and the c o q e n c e s  of closing one's eyes to the world - or portions of 

the world - in which we live. In conversation with Jeff- Cmton, Findley says: 

You want to pick up Heart of l3dnes.s and say, 'Tay attention!" 
Immediately after this was written, we went into tbis century and - holy shit! 
- you can't become more barbaric than we are right now, even though we 
think of ourselves as ultra-civilized (Canton 7). 

HeaCanmter, then, is Findley's exhortation to 'My attention," not only to the world which 

we call ''reality," but also to the imaginative repre~eatc~tion of the human condition 

offered to us in works of art such as Hemt of h k n e s ,  lk G ~ r o  a t b y ,  M i e  

B m v y  - and the writings of Timothy ~indle~~'.  To ensure that our attention does not 

waver, he creates an "ideal" reader in Lilah Kemp: she is engaged with ail aspects of life, 

including the non-human and noa-rational; she embraces wonder and the imagination; 

she is selfless enough to be willing to d o e  her personal fkeedorn in order to save 

others; and she is sensitive to the insights tbat fiction is able to oontri'bute, and prepared 

to use these insights to bring about change in the 'teal" world. Schkphreaia, in 

Hemhnter, fbnctions as a metaphor fbr the sum ofthese qdt i e s .  



CONCLUSION: CL...A MADNESS CALLED B'VOLE2VC.E" 

In Frank Davey's 1993 article on Xfie Wms, he the text on the basis of the 

fact that, in his view, it fWs to offer a viable alternative to the violence and destruction of 

a world at war with itself. He writes: 

[vhe  only 'remedy' that it offers - the 'innocence' of animals - is nowhere 
near as available to humanity as is the similady -sociBs power of 
universal nature in [Joy Kogawa's] O h ,  or event the 'Green Grass 
World' of m d y  Wiebe's] Big Bear. This 'innocence7 lies not only outside 
the social order (which is perhaps why Robert must die) but also, as Swift 
suggested some two hundred years earlier, nearly outside human experience: 
an illusion of breath in a fading sepia photo (Davey 126-7). 

I dissgree with Davey; the akernative which ihe W i s  - and, in fkt, dl of F i e y ' s  

texts - offer to the alienating norms of modem Western civilization is not a return to "the 

innocence o fmids , "  but, rather, a comection - forged through the imagination - to all 

living beings, end the exercise of a spirit of "benevolence." If, as Findley believes, ''the 

human experiment is ending" (Cameron 51) because of our calculated destruction of 

nature, then pahaps the key to redeeming the human race lies in the recognition and 

embracing of all forms of We, all modes of "reality." In Fiadley's novels, it is often the 

"mad" who, unwastnincd by the strictures of 'hormality,)S are able to fel empathy for 

non-human beings, and to recognize that, as Lily Kilworth tells her son, human beings 

"'are not done" on this planet. 

Findley's fiction is characterized by an emphasis on benevolence toward animals, a 

fact which puts Findley at risk of being a d  of idealizing the natural world. As 

Thomas Hastings points out, "Zk Was - like a r m m k  of Fidley's other novels - asks 

readers to consider that the Mering and death of horses and cats is more important than 



the suffering and death of a humam being" (352). Through "creating more sympathy for 

the suffering of animals tban humans'' (352) Findley is not presenting an alternative to 

the human world, but revealing - in all its honor - the destructive effkcts of the war 

which the human race bas declared on the natural world. As Hutiags correctly points out, 

"[fJor Findley, the cruelty that humans inflict upon animals is the surest sign of their 

barbaric nature" (355); the many animal deaths which fill the pages of Findfey's novels 

serve to underscore the madness and brutality of SO-C(IIIed civilization. Comersety, 

empathy and benevolence toward animals is a sign of the persistence of a trace of human 

goodness in spite of the alienating effects of our civilization, and it is here, Findley 

suggests, that an alternative is Iocated. The s01ution which Findley gestuns toward in his 

novels is not - es Davey suggests - the abandoning of human society in favour of 

communion with auimaIs7 but the extension of empathy toward mn-human nature7 which 

invoIves the exercise of the imagination. 

I .  an inteniew with Findley, Barbara Gabriel asks him whether, in Not Wmed 

on rhe V q g e ,  he is 'in danger of giving us a preDarwinian nature, almost never red in 

tooth and claw?" Findley replies in the negative, saying that that d '5s vay open and 

honest and absolutely direct about Mottyl and killing. She kills the mice and even sets out 

the ground rules for butchering them" (Gabriel 33)'. The 'hatural" violence of the 

hunting habits of Mottyl, and the abduction and slavery practiced by Lily Kilworth's ants, 

are contrasted with the ''unnatural" violence of Dr. Noyes's experiments on Mottyl's 

kittens7 and Lyon7s destruction of the ant-cities. For Findley7 who maintains a 

Rousseauian view of nature as the location ~f"gOOdLless,~~ a violence which is part of the 



natural order of things is preferable to the ' bna tud '  violence imposed upon nature by 

civilization Similarly, in ihe Pi- Mm 's Dazcghfer, Lizzie's brain surgery is presented 

as a grossly intrusive interfeteme of rational science in the realm of astun. Although 

Lizzie's 'c~tural" brain tumour will kill him, Findley seems to suggest that such a death 

would be preferable to the grisly way in which Lizzie meets his end2. This paradigm of 

the destruction of the natwal by the instruments of reason is repeated in otha novels, 09 

in the proposed destruction of Amy Wylie's imaginary birds by medication, end Lyon's 

destruction of Lily's ants with the saw instrumnt with which Doctor W ~ m n  kil ls 

Lizzie. While many of Findley's protagonists do commit acts of violem, these acts - 

Hooker's killing of his family, Robert's shooting of Leather and Cassles, Meg's murder 

of Calder Maddox - can be classified as acts of what David Coopa calls cc~unter- 

violence"; these are acts of violence which are committed, notagmQTltSf nature, but out of a 

profound sympathy for nature. 

In Findley's works, the wwld of nature functions as a reminder of what we have 

lost on the journey toward "civilization"; however, while his fiction cauinly does 

present an idealized image of nature lad animals, he is nonetheless able to avoid over- 

sentimentalizing, and thus his work is not reducible to what Paul Fussell refas to as 

cccaleadar-art sentiments." I agree with Anne Geddes Bailey that Findley's seemingly 

simplistic identification ofthe Mhurl world with truth, beauty, and moral goodaess is, to 

a certain extent, wmplicated by his scepticism "not ody of technology, but dso of 

romanticism, modernism, and elitism" (Bailey 216). Because Findley's novels 

foreground their own compk5ty with the very systems which they critique, he is  able to 



produce texts which are nostalgic for a lost state of nature, while simultaneous1y taking a 

critical view of  such nostalgia, and to create characters with whom readers - and even 

Findley himself- long to sympathize and identify' but who also commit acts for which it 

is difficult to absolve them4. 

In two of his most recent novels - Hedhmfer and ik Piano Mmr 'k Daughter - 

he gestures toward more viable solutions to the present "dying civiliution" (54), through 

identifying a space which is neither entirely of reason nor of madness. In the forma 

novel, two schizophrenic characters negotiate positions on the mrrgins of 'tational" 

society, subminiag to the intervention ofwestem medicine, but only enough to prehde 

their exclusion from the world of human experience. They are thus able to function as 

prophetic figures, remaining among the ccsane7' world, but attempting to alter it through 

their influence. Hope for humanity is also located in those characters who, while not mad, 

are able to reach out to others through the imagination These characters include Charlie 

Marlow, who has "sympathy for mo~ers''  (3 16); Nicbolu Fagan, who possesses insight 

into the human imagination, and recognizes, in Kurtz, "the darkness in us all" (373); and 

Emma Kilwortb, who like her &ntodmotk Lily, is aware that "[wle [alre not - and we 

will never be - alone" (461). It is this ability to "pay attention" to reality - including the 

realities of nature and the hagination - that, for Findley, represents hope for the h r e  

of humanity. Findley's texts repeatedly exhort the reader to 'pay attention" to the 

violence and suffering which human beings are innidqg, not only upon ourselves, but 

upon other living tbings. In c011~ersaticm with Bruce Meya and Brian O'Riordan, 

Findley expresses the opinion tht, besides emtertaining fiction should "stimulate what, in 



my opinion, is a dying civilization-" When asked what can be done to save this 

civilization, Findley replies: 

Pay attention. Pay atteution to real reality.. .Squalor is reality, the horrors that 
surround us as we live hae are reality. But art is also reality. The mind is 
reality. The imagination is reality. We must return to the fit& that we have 
been given the most extramdiaray equipment alive, and we're not doing 
anything marvellous with it, are we? The mandous is what you want 
(Meyer and OXiordan 54). 

The human imagination provides a means of seeing beyond the limited and limiting 

possibilities available within the narrowly defined boundaries of western technological 

society, in order to aUow for the difference and wonder which that society excludes. 

While Findley's novels show both the need to "leave the fonnationn and the impossibility 

of doing so, they point toward a solution which is located in the human imagination In 

conversation with Alison Summers, Findley denied that he is advocating a return to a 

state of nature, explaining that 'Tm not saying in a seatimental way that we shodd go 

back and sit in a garden, but rasha that we should try to rmke that contad again with 

what we are,. because that's the only thing that can save us" (Surnmers 109). This contact 

can be made though the imagination, which perhaps done can provide human beings 

with a viable way to leave the formation. 

For Fidley, madness represents a means of accessing the imagination and, 

through it, the "goociness" which resides in a state of nature. His "mad" characters - 

Hooker Wmslow, Minna Joyce. Lily Kilwortl~, Robat Ross, Amy Wylie and Lilah Kemp 

- are, io a certain extent, able to take up positions of resistance a@st the repressive and 

stultifying norms ofthe modem "civilized" world. Findley does, however, acknowledge 

the limitations of madness as a form of resistance; my libemtory pot& is threatened 



by the sane world's fear of unreason and the consequent desire to contain and control it. 

Moreover, the liberatory potential of simply affkmbg madness is further undercut when 

one considers that any set of norms or standards can only be authoritative if they can be 

justified in some wayy and the process of justification involves giving reasons for 

preferring' tbr example7 artlin types of conduct over others. The inescapable reliance 

upon reason ths suggests that our moral task is not to flee into irrationalism, but rather to 

construct a more inclusive sense of reason - one that is not insecurely founded upon a 

hostility to nature, madness, and the irnrginUionS. In other wordsy as Findley's work, a% 

its best, is perhaps uniquely capable of revealins reason is not inescapably in the 

business of denying difference; in the multiplicity of voices and perspectives that his 

work contains, in the subtle complicities it uncovers7 and in the logics of exclusion it 

ceaselessly criticizes, Findley's fiction -again, at its best - succeeds in convincing both 

mind and heart that there are betta, more humane, and mon reasonable ways of living 

our lives, 



NOTES 

Notes to Introduction 

1 While ccmadness" is difficult to define, due to the social and political implications of the 
tenn, I accept Lillian Feder's definition of madness "as a state in which unconscious 
processes predominate over conscious ones to the extent tbat they control them and 
determine perceptions of and responses to experience that, judged by prwaihg standards 
of logical thought and relevant emotion, are confused and inappropriate" (Feder 5). 

2 The connection between anti-psychiatry and other social movements of the period - 
such as anti-war, anti-capitalism, and anti-colonialism - is illustrated by the 1967 
Congress of the Dialectics of Liberation in London, in which anti-psychiatrists joined 
with other cCa.ti-establishmenf' thinkers to discuss "new ways in which intellectuals 
might act to change the word" (Cooper 1968: 1 1). 

3 See Cameron, Canton, Gibson, Summers, and ccAlice Drops Her Cigarette on the Floor." 

4 In addition to the aforementioned intentiews, see also Aitken, MeUor, and the memoir 
I&& Memory. See also Anne Geddes Bailey's account of Findley's 1992 Graham Spry 
Lecture, given at the University of Toronto (10 December 1992) in the concIuding 
chapter of her 1998 book (215-223). Finally, Inghom's 'gashing the Fascists" refas to 
unpublished and unbroadcast materials in which Findley has expressed his views on 
fascism (54 n 6). 

5 Examples of such alternate realities include like Lily Kilworth's c c a z & ~ ~ d d , ' ~ y  
Wylie's flocks of invisible birds, and Lilah Kemp's c'conjurings" of fictional characters. 

As I will discuss toward the end of this introduction, Donna Palmateer Pennee and Anne 
Geddes Bailey, in their studies of Findley's works, do address the motif of madness, 
although it remains a peripheral concern to their respective projects. 

7 While Foucault's ideas were embraced by Laing and Cooper - as is evident in Coopa's 
introduction and k g ' s  glowing review of M i s s  and Civ i i i 'on  ((New Stkztes~n 
71, 843), Foucault did not align himself in any way with the proponents of the anti- 
psychiatry movement. 

8 The quotation is fiom Alan Bass's translation ofFole ei &roisoon. 



In 'aD. Laing and the British Anti-Psychiatry Movement: A Socio-Historical 
Analysis," Nick Crossley writes: 

[The Politics of Experience].. . provoked a critical response from Laing's 
fellow psychiatrists aad finally pushed him beyond the bounds of their 
acceptance. Many felt that he himself had M y  gone mad and one, in the 
U.S.A, even got a Federal grant to study the language of 27re Politics of 
Qpertence as a way of researching that possibility. Laing had reached the 
point of no return (884). 

lo The third, Lornine York's F m t  Lines: Tke Fiction of Timothy Firtcaey (1991) - which 
focuses exclusively on the motif of war - is the only text of the h e  which does not 
address the prevalence of madness in Fhdley's writing* York .rgues that Findley's works 
c'effectively encode human aggression as a maIe text" (xiv), and h a  study focuses on the 
construction of this text in Findley's novels and stories. In York's reading, the potential 
for resistance is situated, not in madness, but in fenaleness. While she interprets 
characters such as Jessica Wmslow, Ruth Damarosch, Vanessa Van Horne and Mrs. Ross 
as cYemale crusaders'' against the norms of their masculinist, militaristic cutture, she does 
not explore the issue in terms of the challenges presented by the irrational to a 
predominantly rationalist culture. 

l1 This term is identifiied by Siegler and Osmond in their study M d I s  of M d e s s ,  
Morlls of Medicine- See my Chapter One for f.urther clarification. 

Notes to Chapter One 

nte Buttem Pbgue win be discussed in Chapter Two, and lk Wars, Hixdnmfer, and 
Ni Wmmted on rhe Vopge will be discussed in Chapter Thee. 

This term is taken fkom Miriam Siegler and Humphy Osmond, M i I s  of M d e s s ,  
M i l s  of Mediche (New York: MacMillan, 1974): 16. 

3 Laing and Esterson present only the first eleven cases in this book 

* For example, in the case of '%l&ya Abbot," the symptoms which had led to the 
diagnosis of ccschiu,phrenia" - including auditory hallucinations, impoverishment of 
affect, and autistic withdrawal - "seem to be quite in keeping with the social reality in 
which she lived" (32), acooding to Lahg and Esterson- h writing of 'Maya Abbot," the 
authors note tbat "she lacked a sense of ha zmtivea, agency, and intentions belonging 
together: she was very confirsed about ha autonomous identity" (16). After interviewing 
the members of Mayp's frmily -both individuaily and in combination with one another - 



the authors concluded that this confirsion was entirely consistent with Mr. and Mrs. 
Abbott's repeated alarm when co&onted with any signs of developing autonomy on 
their daughter's part. Thus, m a ' s  'cschizopbnnic" symptoms and behaviow can be seen 
as having arisen @om her daptation to a reality in which her parents have identified 
'Yheir daughter's use of her own 'mind', independently of them, as synonymous with 
'illness', and as a rejection of them" (19). 

5 These include schiu,phrenifom disorder (equivdent to  schizophrenia in symptomatic 
presentation, but lasting less than six months), schizoafEeCtive disorder (combining a 
mood episode with active-phase symptoms of schizophrenia, preceded or followed by a 
period of delusions without mood symptoms), delusional disorder (at last one month of 
delusions with no other schizophrenic symptoms), and briet; shared, substance-induced 
and non-specified psychotic disorders (DSM-IV, 274). 

6 In much of Findley's fiction, one can discern a strain of social criticism, directed 
specifically toward an Ontario dite which has adopted its predecessorsy emphasis on the 
rules of social decorum, and which lacks any redeeming values of its own. I .  their 
membership in this society, the Winslows are the precursors of Stones's Ioyces and The 
Pica0 Mm's Daughter's Wyatts - both of whom will be discussed elsewhere in this 
chapter - and Heudmtt~r's Wylies. A character in Heud~tter comments that 
"snobbery" was the dorninant c%ahe" of the previous generation of this commdty, and 
'khile snobbery is bad enough, the aping of it is vacuousyy (89). As Findley writes in that 
novel: 

Most of the great fiunilies - great, 5o.c(LIIed - had adhered to sociai patterns 
that had been established in the early eighteen hundreds. Admittance to this 
core group was rarely granted - and only if the credentials presented were 
impeccable. L i e  most pioneer colonial societies, the mies of conduct were 
limiting and uncreative. More British llbn t%e British had been the motto 
then, which Griffin Price translated as Mare Twonfoniun ttwm Twonfonians 
(88). 

7 Findley is equally critical of normative notions of masculinity; Nicholas Winslow's 
withdrawal behind the masks of the "head of the household" and 'good provider" - 
which is a repetition of his own father's socially sanctioned emotional reticence - is a 
central coatributing &tor to the general c'malfunction" of the Window family unit. 
Elsewhere in Findiey's oeuvre, the notion of the masadhe is related specifically to 
military culture and the ideal ofthe soldier. This will be discussed firrther in my section 
on me Wms in Chapter Tbne. For a more d d e d  discussion of Findky's 
representations of masculinity, see Thomas Ebthgs's docford diwertation, Into 
Fire: Marerrlinities andMiiitarrtarrsm ri, Tim& Fiircaey 's The W m  work University). 



ti The Wmslows' retreat into their house and the past resonates with the case of the 
"Blair" family, described in Laing and Esterson's &mi& M&m. and &he FFamlj: 
'Inside the Blair house, time has stood still since before the turn of the century...The 
inside is stuffy and dark- The living-room and eont parlour are cluttered with Victorian 
and Edwardian bric-a-brac" (36). As in the case of the Blairq whose daughter is 
diagnosed as "schizophrenic," the WmIows' suspension in the past has a marked effeot 
on the way in which both Hooker and Gilbert relate to reality. 

9 According to the DSM-IV, such list-making is a symptom of obsessive-compulsive 
behaviour @SM-IV 417-20). 

lo According to the DSM-N, '~sychomotor retardationy" - the slowing down of speech, 
thought, and body movements - is one of the features of a major depressive episode 
(321)- 

I1 Cassandra, the daughter of Prim and Hecuba, was given the gift of prophecy by 
Apollo, who subsequently withdrew fiom her the ability to persuade people to believe 
her. Thus, while she was able to foretell the future, her prophecies were not believed and 
she was thought mad. Findley returns to the notion of prophecies which go unheeded 
with the characters of Cassandra WakeIin in Gm Pim &e M e  Yet?, Mrs. Ross in lk 
Wars, Ruth Damarosch in The B u t t e  Plagw, and Lilah Kemp in HeQrcattmter. 
Interestingly, Liiah, a schizophrenic, is the only character who is uhimately able to Skct 
reality and convince others of the accuracy of her prophecies, a fact which will be 
discussed in Chapter Three. 

12 According to the DSM, positive symptoms "appear to reflect an excess or distortion of 
normal fundions,'' in contrast with negative symptoms, which "appear to reflect a 
diminution or loss of n o d  fhctions" @SM-W, 274). 

13 Findley repeats these words almost exactly in the story "A Bag of Bones" in his 1997 
collection Dust to Dust, one of the two Bragg and Minna stories in this volume: 4 a  the 
past, members of his family had been born with genetic defects. Club feet - cleft palates 
- schizophrenia - Down's Syndrome. Jesus. Enough was enough" (96). 

14 These include the rise of anonymous bureaucratic institutions, the massive expansion 
of scientific rationality (and the accompanying beliefs in technolo~cal progress and 
mastery), the development of advanced market economies and l e d  structures, and the 
spread of consumer culture. 

Is According to Jiirgen Habermas, this passage a g p m  in Foucault, Wclhnsinrr Md 
GeseZkch@, 13 (a Geman mndation of the French Hi~oire de ih Folie - the tra~slator 
is not credited), and does not appear in the English edition, M i s s  md C ~ I i ~ o n .  



I6 Findley initially based the character of Lily on his aunt Ruth, whom he credits with 
influencing his ideas about madness. He recalls that her illness gave her "incredible 
insights into what was really going on in the world around us" (Ii& Memory, 179-180). 
Although he notes that the fictional character of Lily 'bvandered off very quickly &om the 
image of my aunt," both share "a magical wmection with a world most people didn't 
want to know was there and therefore didn't see" (Conrad, Rick "Findley gives voice to 
scorned." Rev. of H m e r .  Hd@bx C7wwticIe Herald 12 May 1993 r C2). 

l7 Lily's irratioaai identification ofKarl Hess the flautist with 'the Great God Pann as he 
appears in Elizabeth Barrett Browning's poem "A Musical Instrument' is perceived as a 
madwoman's "episode," yet is retroactively understood by Charlie as an embracing of 
music, nature and life; her liaison with the musician is a creative, lifeaflidng act, 
directed wholly by unconscious processes, which ultimateIy results in Charlie's own life, 
that of his daughter, and that of his narrative of his mothds life. The poem "A Musical 
Instntolent," which Findley reprints within the text of the novel (451-2) debrates the 
restorative power of music and pet to heal the destruction inflicted by man upon nature 
and by nature upon itself. "A Musical Instrument," written around 1860, can be found in 
volume 6 of me Complete Works of EIirnbeth B m e f f  Browning and contains three 
stanzas @I, IV, VTT) not included in Findley's version ofthe poem. 

l8 Music, for Schopenhsuer, is an expression of the irrational will. See Arthur 
Schopenhauer, lk Workf as Will and Representc~fr*on (New Yo& Dover Publications7 
1969): 257- 

l9 In her article, "'Finding Lily: Maternal Presence in ihe Piano Mmr 's Daughter," Anne 
Geddes Bailey reads Frederick's banishment of Lily as an dorced severing of the 
motherdaughter relationship in the service of the oedipal, patriarchal model of the 
family, in which the mother's affection for the child is necessarily transferred to her 
husband (70). Bailey contrasts the "confininf space of the attic - 'linked to oedipal 
triangulation and patriarchal oppression7' -with the field in which Lily is born, which is a 
"space of intersubjectivity.. .both defined and made fiee by the presence of the other" 
(70). 'Repeatedly," writes Bailey, "this field is the place where mutual recognition is 
possible, between Tom and Ede, Ede and Lily, Lily and Lizzie, Lily and Charlie, and 
finally Charlie and Emma" (70). 

The Piano M a ' s  Daughter contains many allusions to nincteenth-centwy women 
writers and their works, most notably Charlotte Bronte, as mentioned above, and 
Elizabeth Barrett Browning. As a young woman, Lily undergoes a prolonged episode in 
which she believes herself to be Elinbeth Barrctt Browaia& and her volume of the 
poet's verses plays a crucial role in the s01ution to the "'mystay" ofthe novel, namely 
Charlie's paternity. 



2 1 Uncle John Fagan later reappears as the mysterious and fkightening figure that Lily 
describes in her notebooks, who visits her in her bedroom at Number 84 St. George 
Street, 

The deaths of these individuals, then, is caused, not by Lily's madness, but by society's 
impulse to confine the mad behind the locked doors of an asylum. 

In facf Lily seems more prophet than mere ambassador, as is suggested by the fact 
that her birthplace is marked by three monumentsy f o d  of columns of hibernating ants: 

Near the hollow where the birth had been compl&ed - the place into which 
Ede had craw1ed in order to cut the cord - there were monuments in the 
snow. Three of them - tall wnid markers, as i fto say: an event of some 
impoctaace once happened h m .  
'What are they?" Lizzie asked. 
ccAntsy" said Lily. ccAnthills'' (p.219)- 

24 Similarly, the characters ofLucy/Lucifa in Not Wmted on the V i g e  and Octavius 
Rivi in The Butte* Plirgrce stand on the margins of the socially constructed category of 
masculinity, and thus firaction as count~arts  and companions to Findley's 'bad" 
protagonists, whose otherness allows them to Bdst in a space outside the culturally 
defined " n o d '  which in Findey's novels is presented a9 apocalyptic. 

25 This statement is an extension of Lorraine York's remark that Robert Ross's entry into 
'the male enclave of the army," while voluntary, nonetheless implies "a wholesale 
conscription into heterosexuality" (Front fines, 3 8). 

Notes to Chapter Two 

1 Laing's comments on the Vietnam war resonate with those uttered by Findley in a 1971 
interview with Donald Cameron: "you can't bring up children with the attitude that they 
may pick up a gun and wander into the field and kill anything at random, and not expect 
to have the end product of that be the massacre at M y  Lai." Donald Cameron, c T * i ~ t h y  
Findley: Mike Perce With Nature, Now," C ~ n v e r ~ o n s  with C d - u n  NoveIi&ts 
(Toronto: MacmiUan, 1973): 57. 

According to Collins, 'vlt was Harvey Weinstein's long talks with Jeremy Kinsman, 
then a political-affairs officer at the Canadian Embassy in Washington, that oollyinced - 
Kinsman in 1983 to staxt loudly pushing for justice for the plaintiffs - the first loud words 
fiom any Canadian government official fix some time" (218). 



' While critics Donna Pernee and Diana Brydon do address the issue of Vanessa's 
complicity with the system against which she is ostensibly fighting, both nevertheless 
read the novel as a narrative of political awakening and challenges to male narratives: 
Pennee views Vanessa's jwrnal as a record of her 4'poIiti~izati~n" and writes that 
Vanessa's final gesture c'am~u.nts to anarchy of the self' tumd against "the masculine 
world" (Pennee, 100); similarly, Brydon writes that Vanessa has forged s %ew illiance 
with the forces of nature and monlity." @iana Brydon, "A Post-Holocaust, Post- 
Colonial Vision,= Infentotr-d Literaiute in Ehgfish: EFsq)rs an the Mgkw Wrilers, 586). 
I agree with Anne Geddes Bailey's claim that such readings ignore the signiticculce ofthe 
fact that Vanessa is willing to murder another human Wig in order to prevent the truth 
fkom being reveaied - "How can murder in one case be heinous and in mother politically 
redemptive?" (Bailey, 153) - and are dependent on a misreading of Anbdla Bamie's 
ccStonehenge" as a site offemale resistance to the male discourse of power (Bailey 155). 

Republished in Anne Geddes Bailey, Time* Findley and &e Aesthetiics qf Fascism 
(Vancouver Talonbooks, 1998):154. Subsequent refkences will be to the 1998 text of 
this article. 

5 On the first day of her daily recording of events, Vanessa admits that she has fdlen 
%o days behind the incidents I next describe" (73). Thedore, only the events leading 
up to end immediately following the discovery of Calder's body are remrded on the same 
day they have occurred. From this point forward7 as Vanessa is const~cthg her nnrrative, 
she is already aware of the vay  revelation which propels her story fonmd: the identity 
of the murderer- As Bailey points out, 'Ihe immediacy of Vanessa's journal is an illusion 
p u r p o d l y  a-ed by Vanessa herseIf, The timing of both the events and the recording 
of those events r w d s  that V m  is not writing a journal but a novelistic narrative 
which is directed towards an cad which she already knows" @ailey, 167). In continuing 
with nearly 300 pages of carefully plotted mystery d v e ,  Vanessa seIf-consciously 
engages in the 'telling of lies" in order to manipulate the events into a desired sbape. This 
calculated assertion ofcontrol over the 'baturaln rhythm and order of events p b s  her in 
the company of ostensible 'MlIain~'~ such as Calder Maddoq Allan Potter, and Col. 
Norimitsu, d l  of whom exercise control over the elements of the natwal world. 

Interestingly, noiM is the ancient Greek word meaning %ate." 

' Maddox's determination to couat the stars recalls the image of Stella in "Bragg and 
Minna". Stella, named for '%e six-pointed stars of b] bands" (Stimes, 20), represents 
those aspects of reality which are by their nature unkwwable, uncontroL1able and 
irrational, and which both Vanessa Van Home and Calder hikidox seek to know and 
control. 



8 I agree with Bailey in her assertion that o h  critics have tended to misrepresent the role 
of Arabelk Bame and the other members of Stonehenge as one of resistance to 
patriarchal systems of authority- Arabella and the otha occupants ofthe 'Cockpit" - it is 
no accident that the nickname for their resewed place on the beach both suggests a centre 
of control and possesses a pediarly tmscuhe connotation - wield their social authority 
as ruthlessly as any patriarch. Lilce Bailey, 1 find it clear that "ArabeIIa and her circle 
stand for exclusion throughout the novel" (158), a d  therefore believe that Vanessa's 
collusion with Grabella at the end of the novel does not s i i f y  resistance to the 
established social order, but rather a resigned accepf~tllce of it. 

9 Vanessa d-ies Mercedes's W y  summer home on LarsonYs Neck as "the centre of 
the world" (7). 

lo Etymologically, the English word "monster" duives h m  the Middle E4glisWOld 
French monere, meaning 'Yo remind, warn, advise, or instruct,yy and the Latin rnomihwe, 
meaning 'to show, point out, or indicate." Ernest Wein, A Comprhem-ye EtynoIogrogrcal 
Dictiomry of tk EnglrlJ, Language. Amsterdam, London and New Yo& Elsevier, 1967. 
Findley's use of the word here has interesting implications; Vanessa attempts to contain 
disorder and cling to the illusion of an ordered, rational world by ignoring the warnings 
implicit in each of a series of "moastas": Calder M;addox, the tyrannical head of a 
mdtimillion dollar pharmsceufical empire; Colonel Norimh, the oppressive authority 
who presides over an internment camp; and the iceberg which 'Presents an eerie likeness 
to the Capitol Building in Washington?' (28). H a  refusal to recmgnk these warnings 
against what David Cooper r e f a s  to as "msuEfinent into the monolithic bourgeois 
bureaucratic system" (1968: 1981, prevents ha from recognizing h a  own complicity in 
the system which killed Michael Riches, and leads to her eventual participation in what 
Laing would consider to be the ultimate act of violence, namely the devaluation of 
another's - here, Lily Porter's - experience. 

11 Collins credits as her mce a paper delivered by Cameron to the New Yo& Center for 
Clinical Psychiatry in Dee. 1953, entitled ' Y l b d o n s  on the Playback of Verbal 
Communication," and a speech he delivered to the American Psychopathological 
Association in Feb. 1963, entitled ccAdventures with Repetition: The Search for its 
Possibilitiesyy (Collins, 255). 

12 The manipulation of an individual's mind in order to prevent the revelation of certain 
truths is a pattera which is repeated in the torture of Hess in F a a s  L a t  Words (see 
Chapter Two). 

13 Unless specified, all references are to Findley's 1986 revised edition of the novel. 



14 As P e ~ e e  points out, these attempts to come to terms with experiences whose reality 
is questionable, 'bresent a paradigm to be repeated in Findley's canon'' (30). Lilah 
Kemp's 'cconjuring" of K u n ~  in He-ter, which will be discussed in Chapter Thne, 
is similar to Ruth's sightings of Race; in both cases, the issue of whether these figures 
are 'keal" or 'kagined" is left deliberately ambiguous. 

I' It is tempting to read T%e Butte* Plcrgrce - like me Telling of Lies - as a female 
protagonist's journey fiom innocence to awareness, ending with m awakened sense of 
identity and responsibility. Lorraine York gives the most optimistic reading of the novel 
tracking Ruth's journey from 'Tiemale war victim" (Front Lines, 77) to ''child Wwivof' 
(66) through h a  continuing protest against male authority, and Dorm Pennee, too, views 
the ending as a positive assertion of identity and presence (Pennee, 34). While H e  
Sanderson does M y  acknowledge the problematic nature of Ruth's 'Y8scist infection,'' 
(Sanderson, 118)' she nevertheless writes that Ruth "hs learned the importance of 
witnessing as a form of protest" (115), while neglecting Ruth's later rejection of this 
lesson and reversion to passive accqtance of "everyone's &earn." Anne Geddes Bailey 
done acknowledges the profound pessimism of Findley's vision, but while her focus is 
this novel's Bscist aestheticism," I will be concentrating on Ruth's &lure as a prophetic 
voice or redemptive figure. 

l6 Findley has referred to this scene as C'Ruth's 'rape' of the Blond Man" (Gibson, 146). 

17 As Donna Pemee points out, the implications of the novel's 'parallels between the 
dream Wary and the regime which masterminded and curied out the Holocaust" are 
highly problematic, in light of the fact that the Hollywood film industry was "owned and 
operated primarily by Jews" (Pemee, 30). In his book An m i r e  4 mir Own @hv 
York: Anchor Books, 1988), Ncal Gabler argues that the ideal of the "American Dream'' 
which was promoted and disseminated through the films of the Hollywood studios was 
largely an invention of the Jewish film producers of the 1920s and 309 who arrived in 
America fiom eastern Ewope and founded a p o w d l  empire upon the d o n  of 'k 
powerfbi cluster of images and ideas - so powerfbl that, in a sense, they colonized the 
American imagination" (Gabler, 6-7). The motivation for the creation of this empire, 
Gabler suggests, was a desire for assimilation, which was thwarted by the pervasive anti- 
Semitism of the 20s and 30s. Prevented fiom attaining a position Pmong the upper 
echelons of American societr, a surprising number of Jewish immigrants discovered that, 
through the aeation of a Kcshadow America" on the nation's movie screms, they could 
conwer and rule the v q  society which excluded them. Rather than immunize them 
against dream of power aad success, Gabler suggests, the destitution and exclusion 
which characterize the early lives of the Hoilywood producers contributed to their 
ruthlessness h the pursuit of their dream of .cceptmcc and led them to become 
tyrannical in their imposition of this dream upon others. 



18 Findley further explores the blind worship of surfirce glamour in Fcanous Last Wo@, 
in which Mauberley's worship of the Windson is likened to Annie Oakley's obsession 
with Lana Turner and Ezra Pound's admiration ofMussohi. 

I9 Shim writes that the I936 Berlin Olympics "afforded the Nazis a golden opportunity 
to impress the world with the achievements of the Third Reich," by carerlly constructing 
the image that they would be presenting to the world: 

The signs J i n  unelwtlellsckf (Jews Not WeIcome) were wetly hauled 
down from the shops, hotels, beer gardens and places of public 
entertainment, the -on of the Jews and oftbe two Christian churches 
temporarily halted, d the countxy put on its best behavior- No previous 
games had seen such a spectacular organbation nor such a lavish display of 
entertainment. Goering, Ribbentrop and Goebkls gave dazzling parties for 
the foreign visitors - the Propaganda Minister's 'lealian Night" on the 
Pfhueninsel near Wannsee gathered more than a thousand guests at dinner in 
a scene that resembled the Arabian N~ghts (Shirer, 232-233). 

The preparations appear to have had the desired effect: 

The visitors, especially those fiom England and America, were g d y  
impressed by what they saw: app~~eafly a happy, healthy, Eendly people 
united unda Hitla - a fpr dserent picture, they said, than they had got 
f?om reading the newspaper dispatches from Bedim (Shim, 233). 

'O The parallels between the figures of Letitia wden and AdolfHitler run throughout the 
novel, beginning in the first sane, in which the Little V i  arrives at Culver City 
Railroad Station by train on August 28, 1938. On this date, Hakr was travelling by train 
in Germany, on a tour ofthe western fortifications (Shira 378). 

2 L The %own and yellow cars" ofthe train on which Letitia, the blond man and Ruth are 
travelling and which crushes Bully Moxon under its wheels, represent both the brown 
uniforms of the S.A. storm troopers (Brownshirts) and the yellow stars which idenad 
the Jews for extermination, combining - as in the symbol of the butterflies - both the 
perpetrators and the victims of fascist ideology in one symbo1. 

22 Susan Sontag, writing of Riefenstabl's activities as a propagandist for the Third Reich, 
pointed out that "Rief- was a close fiend and companion of Hitler's well befbre 
1932; she was a frimd of Goebb&, too" ( S o w  310). The i a f l  is that these 
relationships, in addition to the! Nazi firadiag of four of Riefenstaht's six ixms, suggest 
Riefenstahl's complicity with the NIzi regime, md support Sontag's argument that 



Riefenstahl's films cannot be evaluated as anything but Nazi propaganda. According to 
Sontag Tiumph of the Will is "a film whose very conception negates the possibility of  
the fihaker's having an aesthetic conception independent of propagada" (Sontag, 
308). 

" While I am wary of attempting to specadate as to Fiey's reasons for dtaing this and 
other passages, it is possible that he felt that this passage left no room for ambiguity, and 
stated Ruth's come!ction to fitscism in too obvious a manner; he has stated, in an 
interview with Donald Cameron, that: 'My biggest problem as a writer is the feot of not 
having made a thing clear, and I'll write the same thing into a novel several times so that 
by the time I've got it said, I've said it eight diffkrent ways, through eight different 
characters" (54). 

24 "Entreat me not to leave theey or to return &om following after thc: for whither thou 
goest, L will go; and where thou lodgest, I will lodge: thy people shll be my people, and 
thy God my God: Where thou diest, will I die, and there will I be buried.. . " (Ruth 1 : 16- 
17). 

Ruth's atteqt to regain innocence through denying the reality of war is reflected 
ironically in Freyberg's words to Quinn in Fmrrous Last Wwds: 

Why, fiom what I hear, they all hated Nazis. Didn't they? I mean, 1 hear that 
every day. And if I was f d  enough to believe it cvay time I heard it, l'd 
have to believe there weren't enough Nazis to form a quorum.. .And the war 
never happened. And Hitler was just aa actor with a moustache made up to 
look like Cbrrlie Chaph.. . And no war (53). 

Freyberg challenges not o d y  Quinn's nai'vete, but the mvete of a society which 
unquestioningly aaepts revisionist versions of history, in order to deny the tndh of 
humanity's propensity for evil and preserve the illusion of innocence. If ''they all hated 
Nazis" then the Nazis done are responsible for the Second World War, and all other 
human beings are absolved of accountability. Findley, in both Fmnols W Wor& and 
The Buttem Pbgne, challenges this view though attempting to show that all humanity 
is implicated in the homrs oormniffed duriag the war. 

'b When she accepts the swastika which the blond man tears tiom his arm band and 
thrusts down the fiont of her blouse, she is dso .ccepbing, at r fiutha part of this 
composite identity, the symbol of complicity with the h i s t  ideology which the blond 
man represents. 



" The aarmtor's description of Dolly's appearance, dressed head to toe in pale blue 
because "'it showed up blood," prompts an immediate explanation: c'AdoIphus Damarosch 
was a hemophiliac'' (8). 

28 The 1969 version of the novel tells that the plague was not over after all, but lasted 
until the spring of 1945, and ends with the kginning of a new plague - ''the Fire Plague" 
- in September, 1968 (1969; 376). 

29 For tr-pts of P o d s  radio broadcasts, see E h  P d  Sp&ng: Mu Specks  
of Word Wmll,  ed. Leonard Doob (Westport; Co~ecticut: Greenwood Press, 1978). 

'O In "The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproductio&" Benjamin writes: 

Mankind, which in Homer's time was an object of oontemplation for the 
Olympian gods, now is one for itseK Its seW-alienation has reached such a 
degree that it can experience its own desbuction as an lbesthetic pleasure of 
the first order. This is the situation of politics which Fascism is rendering 
aesthetic (242). 

" In an interview with W M  Mellor, Fmdley insists that Uauberley's m t i v e  is 
"[c]learly apologetic." He then goes on to say, 'No - it is beyond apology; it is regret. 
'Look what I did by being subservient to all this gIamour'" &fellor 94). Clearly, Fidey ,  
in writing Fmm Last Worctr, is saying 'look what our culture is doing by being 
subservient to all this glamour," but I disagree with an interpretation which attributes this 
view to lMauberky, as I find insdEcient textual evidence to support such a reading. 

32 As Anne Geddes Bailey points out, the fact that Fryberg's actions cue oAen presented 
from the perspcdive of Quinn serves to "counter [thd distance between the outaide 
reader and Mauberley"; the reader is thus seduced into echoing Quinn's dismissal of 
Freyberg's more critical view of Mauberley's actions. 

33 In the bar at the Hotel Grande Bretagne, Mauberiey is distracted by a group of 
Blackshirts who are celebrating the fall of Addis Ababa, 'flashing what seemed to be an 
inordinate display of strong white teeth, exuding an aura of masculinity that caused an 
imbalance in the atmosphere" (90-1). When one of them stands up to leave, Mituberley 
becomes excited at the thought of him passing his table: 

And 1 began to penpin. I wanted so desperately to follow him, but I could 
only think of what Allenby had said; '3ou are some kind of pilgrim looking 
for a Wh. . . under rocks," 



And yet I turned in my chair and watched that young man going away. And 
I went away with him - in my mind. And knelt before his strength. And his 
victory (9 1). 

Despite Allenby's accurate assessment of Mauber1ey7s weaknessy he contiau~s to allow 
his politid allegiances to be affected by the allure of d a c e  glamour. He hungers for 
submission to the youth, vit;.lity and power embodied by the Blackshirts, a famasy of 
debasement which is reahmi in both his relationship to Wallis - he complns himself to 
a dog lying at her faet - and his IiteraI ticking of the blood hrn Reiahndt's band. 

34 nte Tiids s f h a  Pound depicts the inslnity defense as a blatant fabration designed 
to save Pound fiom exdon for treason. EmdIey has Dr. Wendell Muncie - a 
psychiatrist testifyiag on behalf of Pound - admit that, while he himself finds no 
evidence of Pound's insmity, he nevertheless intends to tell the court that he is b e  
and therefore unfit to stand trial for treason (30). 

35 For further idonnation on Pound's arrest, incarceration, and hearing, see Tim 
Redman, Elaa P d  and I i im F m i m ,  E- FulIer Torrey, 'The Prutection of Ezra 
Pound," Psychoiqgy T'a&y (November 198 1) and Roo& of Treason: Eaa Pound and 
the Secret of St. Eiimbeths, and John Tytell, &a Pamd- llre Solitary Voic4mo. AU 
information regarding these events was found in these texts. 

'' See also page 64, on which M;auberley describes bis love for Wallis as similar to "the 
way dogs have of loving the feet at which they lie." 

Notes to Chanter Three 

' The poem can be found in WSF Auden and Christopher Isherwood, J v  to u Ww 
(Faber and Faber, L939)..Although the line in Auden's poem reads "O teach me to 
outgrow my madnes~"~ Findley writes ''0 teach us to outgrow our madness," an alteration 
which brings the poem even more into alignment with his views on the collective 
madness of the modem world, which has its most explicit expression in war. 

2 The first epigraph, which appears on the dedication page of the novel, is fiom 
Euripides: '%&vex that which is shafl die." By placing this line in a position of 
prominence, Findley emphasizes survival and hope in the f b e  of the world according to 
Clausewitz. The sentiment is repeated within the text of the novel, in Rodwell's letter to 
his daughter Laurine: "Everything lives forever. Believe it. Nothing dies" (1 54). 



See Laurie Ricou, c ' O b ~ e d  by Violence: Timothy Findley's The Wms." Yioence in 
the Gmm9an Novel Since 1960, ads. Terry Goldie and Virginia Hager-Grinling (St. 
John's: Memoria1 University Press, 1980); Sirnone V d e r ,  'The Dubious Battle of 
Story-Telling: Narrative Strategies in Timothy Findley's lire WarsS" Gaining G r d :  
European Critics on Gudian Literature, ads. Robert Kmetsch and Reingard M Nischik 
(Edmonton: Newest, 1985); Donua Pennee, M o d  Me@crim (Toronto: ECW, 1991); 
Anne Geddes Bailey, Timohy Fid'ey and the Aesfhetics of F-im (Vzulcouver: 
Talonbooks, 1998). 

While numerous critics have mistakenly pointed out that Findley does not idemify the 
gender of his researcher, Catherine Hunter, in her review ofpennee's M i l  Me@ction 
and York's Front fines, currects this -or, drawing attention to the fbct that the 
researcher is revealed as male by Marian Turner's sister ( W h y  don't you tell him, 
Meraie?") thee pages &om the end of the novel (223). 'Text and Conflict: Two New 
Studies of Timothy Findley's Fiction," Essqys on Chmdim W~ting 55 (Spring 1995): 
145. 

5 On Wm, 110. Quoted in Fronrlines, 54. 

6 For Findley, the troUey car as the instrument ofdeath symbolizes the Wing ofthe 
human spirit by our reliance upon - and reverence for - modem technology. This motif 
of death-by-trolley-car is repeated in Tom Wyatt's death in lire Piam, Mia's Daughter. 

7 While this passage, as Lorraine York has pointed out (Front L-s, 34), does not appear 
in Clausewitz, Findley uses it to exemplify the misguided attitude toward war propagated 
by the books which form Levitt's own view of war. 

Interestingly, this is not Findley's first refiererice to Clausewitz in his work In Thc Last 
of rhe C r q  People, Gilbert Winslow has a copy of On Wm on his bookshelf (see 
Chapter One). 

Like the iceberg in B e  Telling of Lies and the "shape" in Mauberley's epilogue in 
Fmms Lust Worh, the iceberg in this photograph represents the uncanny, that which 
reason is unable to contain. 

lo The author of one memoir writes of hearing the song of a nighthgale in the trenches, 
and thinking that the bird, in singing, was "showing us and the Germans that there were 
better things to do.'' (RewUections qfR@emm Bowby, Ita& 1944 (1%9):50 qtd. in 
Fussell 242). 

'We doubts the validity in d this martialling of men but the doubt is immlbre'' (8; 
my emphasis). 



lZ Robert's shooting of the horses, like his destruction of Rowena's photograph 
immediately following his own rape, is "not an act ofangerdut an act of charity" (204), 
intended to protect the innocent fkom fiuther suffering at the hands of men 

I3 In the story '?Sell0 Cheeverland, Ooodbye," and the novels me Wms and Heacatunfer, 
Findley uses the character 'Nicholas Fag& - a literary critic - to directly express 
theories concerning the relationship between life and art, which would ring Mse were 
they not attributed to such a figure- h cotlvemtion with J&ey Canton, Findley states: 

I have always used him as a point of reference. He could say things. ..that I, 
T i t h y  FindIey, could not say, because they would be unacceptable. And 
given his academic staading, md given his mode of exploration, his passion 
for literature, he could say these things (Canton 6). 

Interestingly, on the first page of one of Findley's preparatory notebooks for Zk Wms, 
underneath the words "The Wm," written backwards, Findley bas written "by =cholas 
Fagan". On the second page, he writes, 'WNicIas Fagan is the pseudonym chosen by the 
brother of a well hown but by no means famous Canadian writer" (Fiidley Papers vol. 
16-13). N~cholas Fagan also appears in Hetdhmfer - for fhther discussion of his 
fbnction in Findley's work, see the section on that novel. 

l4 Critics tend to ignore tht fact that M?s- Noyes killed her own son, Adam, because 
did not codom to the accepted definition ofnotmality: 

'We killed him," she said. '1 did.. . ." She looked at Noah. 
. . . 
'We drowned him," she said (165). 

Lucy's incineration of BsrLy's body resonates with Noah's 
those animals who are 'hot wanted on the voyage," a scene 
concentration camp massacre recreated." (199 1 : 108) 

'We did." 

burning of the bodies 
which York reads as 

16 Critics have remarked on the problematic 'bteness" of Findley's animals in this novel; 
he betrays more affection and sympathy for them than for his human characters. George 
Woodcock identifies "an element of touching and melancholy whimsicality, when Motryl 
and her friends Whistler the groundhog and Bip the lemur converse, that reminds one of 
classic children's animal stories like llre Wid k the WiZfows" ( W d c ~ ~ k  234), while 
W.J. Keith comments that the novel is occasionally marred by "an adventure-story 
cuteness reminiscent of Wcdersh@ Down" (Keith 13 1). Barbara Gabriel, in her interview 
with Findley, asked whether he is, in this novel, ''in danger of giving us a pre-Darwinian 



nature, almost never red in tooth and claw?" (Gabriel 33) While Findley protests that 
Mottyl does engage in predatory behaviom, it is nonetheless difficult to deny that the 
animal world is characterized by bemvolence and cooperation, and is free from the 
hunger for power and control which fuels human society. 

17 The implication here is that animals are closer to nature, and are therefore guided by 
their instincts, rather than by artificially imposed hierarchical power structures- 

18 "mhy desire shall be to thy husband, and he shalI rule over thee" (Genesis 3: 16). 

19 Here, 1 disagree with Bailey's reading of the scene7 in which she suggests that Noah 
has "silenced.. the animals' voices (Bailey 1998b: 149). 

20 The sheep's ability to produce human sounds does not progress beyond simple, 
uncomprehending mimicry - Noah complains that, because they do not understand the 
words they are singing, the "sheep, once started, could not be stopped umil they 
recognized the end of a number" (94). 

21 As Bailey points out, 'biike Lucifer, Lucy] has leapt, not fallen'' (Bailey 138). 

22 In addition to the negativdpositive dichotomy, the surname "NoyesY' recalls the 
nineteenth-century idealist and practitioner of eugenics, John Humphrey Noyes: 

At woyes's] Oneida Community, one of several socialist-Utopian "heavens 
on earth" created in the nineteenth century, a program called Gcstirpiculture" 
was begun in 1869. Based on Noyes's interpretations of Darwin and Galton, 
the program involved planned matings between the most "spiritually 
advanced members of the community; not surprisingly, Noyes fithered more 
stirpiculture babies than anyone else &eahey 232). 

23 In an inthew with W.M. Mellor, Findley speaks about Lucifkr's trdormation at the 
end of the novel: ''By the end of her existence, Lucifer has become Cassandra. And that's 
the meaning of all  the beehives. Beehives are the symbol for Cassandra" (Mellor 100). 

24 The Tarkin" is a thinly disguised version of Toronto's Ckrke hstitute for Psychiatry, 
which stands on the exact site on College Street which Findley identifies as the address of 
the Parkin. On the "Acknowledgements" page of Headhunter-, Findley thanksy among 
others, 'Dr. RE. Turner, Dr. Sylvain Hode and staff of the Clarke Institute of 
Psychiatry, Toronto," aud.provides the following disclaimer 

There are great psychiatric institutions in Toronto, each of which off= 
excellent can and support to the mentally ill and theii hmilies. In part, this 



novel tells the story of what could happen if the wrong people wielded 
authority in such institutions. Both the story and its characters are fictional. 
Except for certain geographical, historical and architectural details, the 
portraits ofthe psychiatric centres in this novel are also fictional. 

'* Lukacs is represented by Vancouver's Diane Farris Gallery, which is mentioned on the 
"Acknow1edgements'" page ofFindley's novel. 

26 Lilah correctly interprets Stuart's monosyllabic waraing (Twse") to mean CXurrtz" 
(486,489). 

While it is true that Lilah's illness resulted in the Rosedale Public Library being burnt 
to the ground, slre did not set the fie; rather, it was set by "Otto the Arsonist," who '%ad 
been the studeat whom Doctor Goebbels had chosen to ignite the piles of boda when 
burning them bad been the bnt Nazi gesture of contempt for German culturen (61). Like 
Kurtz, this figure possesses a metaphorical existence; Lilah's identification of this figure 
as the author of the crime denotes both a recognition of the atrocities committed by the 
Nazis and an acknowledgement of the existence of such impulses in contemporary 
Western civilization, 

28 OliVia, unable to tell her husband, Ciriftin - or anyone else - about her pregnancy, 
eventually begins to consider abortion as a way of continuing to avoid the moment of 
revelatioa: 

Sometimes Olivia found their situation musing; most of the time it 
confounded he r... The funny times were when she tried to imagine telliig 
Grifhn we are go- to hawe a bud&. These imagined oomrersatio~~s could not 
have ken more gauche aad awfbl if she had tried to write them for the 
movies. Other people came to mind to teil - her doctor, of course - her sister 
Peggy -one of the teachers at school. But no. The telling bad always been set 
aside (17; ellipsis mine). 

Her decision to give birth to the child is indicated to both the reader and the fetus - and, 
perhaps, to Olivia herself - by her spoken acknowledgement of her pregnancy to Griffin. 
Thus, the acts of communication and the revelation of truth are associated with the 
afbmation of life. 

" Slade does nut speak these words; rather, they are d e n  on a piece of paper and r e d  
by Fabiana Holbach, the owner of the gallery. Slde's &sal to spaL suggests an 
acknowledgemeat that the task of interpretation belongs to the viewer, not the creator of 
the work of art. 



'O Purvis is described as a "bwnanist psychiatrist" (450), and the struggle between the 
Reverend Curtis Ruvis and his psychiatrist son is compared to that between "Michael 
and Lucifer" (450); consistent w i t h  the portrayal of CZucy" in Not Wmted on the Voyurge, 
this "Lucifer" is open to the possibility of alternatives to the accepted version of 
'h~rmality~" 

3 1 In an interview with Jefhey Canton, Findley discusses his recurring character, 
Fagan, and rexnarks that 'Itlhe interesting thing about Fagan is that he rises out of 
schizophrenia" He continues: 

When my aunt was in her midoteens, at a point where her schizophrenia was 
not yet apparent but was beginning to emage, she started writing secretly, 
and Nicholas Fagan was the name she called hemelfi It was not until her 
thirties that her schizophrenia fWy m a n i f d  itself and she was decIared a 
lunatic. But Nicholas Fagan was her great-gmdfhther who came to CCaDada 
in the 1840s from Dublin and was in many mys a kind of literary figure who 
wrote in journals and things. Well, in tum, I seized on him as a sort of tribute 
to her (Canton 6). 

32 Findley, himself, is an intertext in his novel. He is Marlow's ''Patient Findley" - who 
compares the task of the novelist to that of the psychiatrist: 'We're both trying to figure 
out what makes the human race tick" (202). He is also Fabians's 'Wing Eend" who 
comments on the axtist's representation of his world: 

M y  aRitiag friend has looked in the mirror and what he sees is the whole 
worldstarhgbadc Andhehasthegallto say. thatisnotme-it'syar. He 
claims he is lookkg for someone else. Just like Julian SIade. Just Like 
Amedeo MdgIiani. h k  at you! these fellows say. Luok - I s m  pu! 21rere 
yolc me! (341) 

Notes to Conclusion 

1 Similarly, Hooker Winslow's cats engage in the indiscriminate slaughter of buds and 
mice, a 'cmtmd" violence which is contrasted with the death-by-technology of 
Clementine, who is crushed under the wheels of Gilbert's car. 

The motif of the kitchen table brain surgery which kills Lizzie Wyatt is repeated in 
He-er. In that novel, Mulow's house has an occupant ofwhom only Lil ah is aware: 
a young boy who ''had died on the kitchen table - Aif'ed Q a Jugem who had tried md 
failed to cut away a turnour &om his brain" (216; m y  emphasis). The repdtion of this 



homfic example of the violent intrusion of medical "expet-tise" into the c'i~ocent" 
human body, and the subsequent Mure of medical intmrention to "cure" human 
suffering, amounts to a scathing critique by Findley o f  the medical establishment. 

' According to Fussell, any writer who contrasts pastoral images with those of war nms 
the 'terrible risk of fleeing into calendar azt sentiments," a term which he iilustrates with 
the following bit of doggerel: 'The roses round the doorl M&es me love mother more" 
@ussell 269). 

4 The scepticism of Findley's novels is wh.ttradicted to a certain exteat by his tendency - 
revealed in itltefviews - to romanticize his characters' actions, and even to overIook his 
characters' complicity with h i s t  ideology; here, I am thinLing primarily of his 
comments regarding Hugh Selwyn M;aubcriey (Meyer and O'Riordan 49) and Ruth 
Damarosch (Meyer and O'Riordan 50, Summers 105-6). 

' Donna Pemee similarly recognizes the impossibility of advocating irrationality without 
resorting to the construction of yet another rational system. She writes: 'The dilemma 
becomes, them, how does one advocate the kat iod,  or that which defies a rational world 
view. ..without s d v d n g  tha~ which would itself become a system? What is the gesture 
that can embrace diierence but not deny difference i ts powerT'(l04; my ellipsis). 
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